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PREFACE 

This third edition of the Theory and Practice of the Testing 

of Gas Wells is a complete updating of the manual originally published 

by the Oil and Gas Conservation Board (predecessor of the,Energy 

Resources Conservation Board) in 1964. It reflects advances made in 

the understanding of the flow behaviour of natural gases, both in the 

reservoir and in the wellbore, since the publication of the second 

edition in June, 1965. The Board has prepared this edition because of 

the widespread acceptance of its earlier editions by the oil and gas 

industry and also by educational institutions. 

The emphasis of the previous editions has been altered in 

that a more detailed review of the theoretical principles underlying 

the testing of gas wells is now presented. Also, whereas the earlier 

editions dealt primarily with back pressure te.qYs and related bottom 

hole pressure calculutions, the treatment in this manual is broader and 

includes a detailed review of deliverabillty tests, drawdown tests and 

pressure build-up tests. One of the maln objectives is to show how 

reliable deliverability relationships can be constructed from the 

different types of tests. Generally, in this edition greater attention 

is given to more recent and sophisticated methods of testing and 

interpreting test data. The manual includes a section related to the 

field conduct of tests but does not treat this matter in detail. 

One significant departure in this publication from accepted 

practice in interpreting gas well tests is the use of pseudo-pressure 

(sometimes referred to ss “the real gas potential”) instead of the 

pressure oc pressure-squared terms in gas flow equarloas. The manual 

sets out the reasons fur this more rigorous treatment of gas flow and 

although the bulk of the presentatlun uses pseudo-pressure, the material 

is presented in a manner to make it possible for the reader to 

alternatively use the pressure or pressufe-squared approaches. Another 

departure from accepted practice relates to the basic expression of the 

deliverability equation and the basic deliverability plot. This manual 

presents the deliverability equation in terms of pseudo-pressures and 
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also as a logarithmic plot of the pseudo-pressure drop due to laminar 

flow effects "@fSU8 flow rate. Reasons for the adoption of this approach 

and other details related to it are given in the manual. 

The original preparation of this edition was carried out by 

Mr. L. Mattar, formerly on the staff of the Board, and completed by 

Mr. G. S. Brar of the Board's Gas Department, under the guidance of a 

Committee composed of Dr. K. Aziz of The University of Calgary, Mr. G. J. 

DeSorcy, Member of the Board, and myself. Mr. M. E. Mumby of the Board's 

Gas Department assisted Messrs. L. Mattar and G. S. Brar in this work. 

The units reflected in the manual ,are generally those in common 

use is the North American oil and gas industry. In addition, reference 

is made in the theory chapter to the Darcy system and Metric (SP) system 

of units. Furthermore, the metric equivalents of various field units 

are also included in the nomenclature. The Board intends to convert the 

units used throughout its organization to the metric system coincident 

with the conversion by the Canadian oil and gas industry. The Board 

expects that this would lead to total conversion by approximately the 

end of 1978. It has been decided to release this third edition of the 

manual at this time reflecting field units, and to issue a fourth 

edition in a few years converted to the Metric (SI) system of units. 

A concerted effort has been made to bring together all the 

relevant theory and to draw appropriately on it in treating the practice 

of gas well testing and the interpretation of results. Direct consulca- 

tion with industry has so far been only limited, but with the publication 

of this third edItion, comments and suggestions from industry ate 

invited. Those involved in the preparation of the masual have 

endeavoured to eliminate typographical and other errors but it is 

inevitable that some will be found. We hope these will be drawn to our 

attention. Bach technical comment and notice of errors may be addressed 

to the Manager, Gas Department. The fourth editios will incorporate 

technical suggestions received from industry. 

The manual has been written in a manaer such that the suggested 

procedures for testing gas wells reflect only the theoretical, prac'cical 

and logical considerations, and is not intended as a testing directive 
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of the Board. The manual,does contain an appendix which includes the 

forms the Board has adopted as standard for the reporting of gas well 

test data and results. The Board's test requirements are set out in 

regulations issued under The Oil and Gas Conservation Act which may 

incorporate by reference parts of this manual. 

The Board has been pleased with the acceptance of the previous 

editions of this manual by industry and believes that this third 

edition will further serve the objective originally set--that of 

improving engineering practice in the testing of gas weUs and aiding 

in conservation of rcsourcas. 

G. W. Govier 
Chairman 
Energy Resources Conservation Board 

September 1975 



PFXFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

This second edition of the Theory and Practice of the Testing 

of Gas Wells has resulted from a detailed review of the first or Discus- 

sion Draft carried out during I.964 and 1965. The Board requested the 

view of the Alberta oil and gas industry on the Discussion Draft through 

the Alberta Division of the Canadian Petroleum Association. The 

Association established a special committee, under the chairmanship of 

Mr. R. L. Taylor of Shell Canada Limited, to review the document and the 

procedures proposed in it. The other committee members were G. C. 

Whittaker, Pacific Petroleums Ltd., V. P. Peters, Pan American Petroleum 

Corporation, .I. Hnatiuk, The British American 011 Company Limited, H. S. 

Simpson, Imperial Oil LimIted, and S. M. Thorne, Socony Mobil Oil of 

Canada, Ltd. This group spent many hours in e detailed study of the 

Discussion Draft and made many useful suggestions which have been 

'incorporated in the Second Edition. The Board acknowledges this 

valuable contribution. 

In addition, Dr. D. L. Katz of the University of Michigan, 

Mr. K. Asia of Rice University and the late Mr. F. K. Beach, Petroleum 

Consultant, were good enough to send constructive comments for incor- 

poration into the Second Edition. These also are gratefully acknowledged. 

Mr. G. J. DeSorcy, Chief Gas Engineer for the Board, accepted 

the major responsibility for preparing the revisions with Mr. A. S. 

Telford of the Board's Gas Department giving able assistance. 

In addition to introducing the suggestions of the aforementioned, 

Mr. DeSorcy has made a number of revisions of his own and as suggested 

by other members of the Boaxd,organization. 

The Board has been pleased with the acceptance of the 

Discussion Draft by industry and bel.ieves that this Second Edition, 

incorporating the suggestions received from industry, should serve the 

objective originally set--that of improving engineering practice in the 

testing of gas wells and aiding in conservation. 

G. W. Govier 
Chairman 
Oil and Gas Conservation Board 

June, 1965 

Y 



PREFACE TO FEBRUARY 1964 EDITION 

This manual on the Theory and Practice of the Testing of Gas 

Wells has been prepared to serve a growing need in the Province of 

Alberta. It is in what might be called "discussion draft" form. It is 

hoped that suggestions for its improvement will be received from industry 

during 1964 and it is planned that a revised and improved version will be 

published in 1965. 

Many advances have been made in the understanding both of the 

reservoir and the well bore flow of natural gas since the publication of 

the well known "Monograph 7" of the U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1937. Few 

of these developments, howev+r; have been incorporated into routine well 

testing procedures and the engineer who is not a specialist in the field 

may not be familiar with the technical literature describing them. 

The manuals published by the Texas Railroad Commission, the 

Kansas State Corporation Commission, and recently by the Interstate Oil 

Compact Commission have contributed greatly to the precision of 

definition of certain of the tests and to a standardization of methods 

of calculation. These publications, however, were not intended to 

include reviews or criticism of the pertinent theory and except for the 

last mentioned they deal only with "stabilized flow" testing. 

One of the most sfgnificant improvements in the scientific 

understanding of gas well testing is in,connection with the unsteady 

state or unstabilized flow behavior. It seems appropriate to take 

advantage of this and other developments and to design well testing 

procedures accordingly. 

The preparation of the first draft of this manual was carried 

out in 1958-59 under my guidance,as a class project in the graduate 

cow%@, Advanced Natural Gas Engineering, at the University of Alberta, 

Edmonton, by graduate students: D. Batcheller, T. Fekete, I. Nielsen, 

C. Winter and S. Qayum. Mr. F, Werth, Instructor in Petroleum 

Engineering, assisted in the preparation of certain of the tables and 

figures. Valuable assistance also was given at this time by Mr. J. G. 

Stabback, then Chief Gas Engineer of the Oil and Gas Conservation Board, 
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and by representatives of the Alberta gas industry, including The Bri'clsh 

American Oil Company Limited, Northwestern Utilities Limited, Pacific 

Petroleums Limited, Shell Canada Limited and Imperial Oil Limited. Some 

of these representatives attended class discussions and many made data 

from company fil.es available. 

The first draft was reworked and revised chiefly by Messrs. 

J. Pletcher, Assistant Gas Engineer and Mr. S. A. Qayum, Temporary 

Assistant Gas Engineer of the staff of the Oil and Gas Conservation 

Board. Hr. K. Aziz, Assistant Professor of Petroleum Engineering. 

University of Alberta, also gave assistance at this time. This work was 

carried out intermittently as time permitted during 1961 and 1962. 

Finally, in mid-1963, Mt. G. J. DeSorcy, Assistant Chief Gas Engineer of 

the Board was assigned the full time task of preparing a draft suitable 

for publication and distriburion to industry. Mr. DeSorcy and I altered 

the emphasis of the early draft from one directed to flow tests and 

related bottom hole pressure calculations to the broader one of the 

present treatment. Others of the staff of the Board have participated 

and shared in the checking of calculations. 

The manual is being released in its present form not because 

it is thought to be a finished product but because the Board believes 

that it will even now be of some value to industry in improving the 

practice of testing gas wells and, therefore, serve the interests of 

conservation. Also, in this way, the Board hopes that it will receive 

suggestions from industry for improvement of the manual. 

The manual suggests certain procedures, those which the Board 

believes best, but it is not intended as a directive with respect to 

procedures. Following its revision in 1965, however, certain sections 

of it may be considered suitable for incorporation, by reference, into 

regularions issued under The Oil and Gas Conservation Act. 

G. W. Govier, P. Eng. 
Chairman 
Oil and Gas Conservation Board 

February, 1964 



In addition to those mentioned in the Preface, many other 

individuals contributed to the preparation of this edition. 

Several members of the Board’s staff provided valuable 

suggestions and assistance. In particular, Mr. H. J. Webber (Manager, 

Gas Department) and Mr. L. E. Eicklin (Development Department) 

contributed useful guidance related to the field aspects of gas well 

testing; Mrs. J. M. Ethier (Data Processing Department) provided 

assistance in developing some of the computer subroutines; Mr. B. G. 

Scott (Drafting Department) drafted most of the figures end tables; 

Miss E. A. Johnson (Library) and other library staff assisted in 

acquiring copies of several hundred papers. 

Mrs. M. Fogarasi and Mr. S. Ko of The University of Calgary 

provided assistance to Dr. K. Aziz in the development of some of the 

computer programs used in, the preparation of the manual. Ms. P. L. 

Allen of The University of Calgary typed the equations for early drafts 

of the material. 

Dr. II. R. Ramey, Jr., of Stanford University and Dr. W. M. 

Cobb of Mississippi State University were kind enough to provide 

additional information on their published papers. 

The contributions of the above mentioned and of all others 

associated with the publication of this edition are gratefully 

acknowledged. 

Mrs. A. Marriner handled the difficult task of typing the 

final manuscript. The interest she took in this aspect of the project, 

her patience and ability are greatly appreciated. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

The ability to analyze the performance and forecast the 

productivity of gas wells and to understand the behaviour of gas 

reservoirs with a reasonable degree of accuracy is of utmost importance 

in today’s natural gas industry. One of the most useful aids in 

analyzing gas well performance is the flowing well test. A complete 

analysis and understanding of the results of an appropriate well test 

enables one to determine the stabilized shut-in reservoir pressure, 

determine the rate at which a well will flow against a particular pipe- 

line “back pressure,” predict the manner in which the flow rate will 

decrease with depletion and the resulting decline in reservoir pressure, 

and estimate the effective reservoir flow characteristics. 

The results of well tests are often used by regulatory bodies 

in setting maximum gas withdrawal rates. They are also employed by 

producing and transporting companies in projecting gas well deliveries, 

in the preparation of field development programs, in the design of 

gathering and pipeline facilities, in the design of processing plants, 

and in the negotiation of gas sale contracts. Other important 

applications of well tests and of information gathered during testing 

are in the estimation of gas reserves associated with a well or’s group 

of wells and in making various types of special reservoir studies. 

1 HISTORY 

In the early days, gas wells were tested by opening a well to 

the atmosphere and directly measuring its “absolute open flow” potential. 

Such a test was undesirable from a gas conservation and safety viewpoint 

so that methods were developed for assessing productive capacity by 

conducting well tests at reasonable, controlled rates of flow. The first 

such test was the well-known “conventional hack pressure test.” Later, 

more practical methods of testing were developed. These included the 

“isochronal test” and the “modified isochronal test.” Such tests have 

l-l 
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been used extensively by industry. More recently, tests made up of a 

combination of flow and shut-in periods and involving a greater 

sophisclcation with respect to their conduct and interpretation, have 

been used to determine the flow characteristics of gas wells. 

AdditionaLly, there has been an increasing awareness of the need for 

accurate determinations of static reservoir pressures. The history of 

the flow testing of gas wells is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

The understanding, and indeed the development, of the mor.e 

advanced methods of testing gas wells requires a thorough knowLedge of 

the theory of gas flow within the reservoir. For this reason, this 

manual includes in Chapter 2, a detailed discussion of the relevant 

theory. Included are reviews of the fundamental e$uations related to 

flow of fluids through porous media. Also included are the solutions of 

interest for various boundary conditions and reservoir geometries along 

with example problems to illustrate the use of these equations. 

2 l"fPES OF TESTS 

Basically, there are two types of flow tests conducted on gas 

wells. The first category involves tests designed primarily to measure 

the deliverability of gas wells and the second category involves tests 

designed primarily to yield knowledge of the reservoir. 

The conventional back pressure,r@st and the isochronal type 

teets are examples of tests designed primarily to measure deliverability. 

These tests are discussed in detail In Chapter 3 of this manual. The 

chapter includes a review of the theoretical relationships fundamental 

to delIverabiLity testing. For several types of deliverability tests, 

various methods of analyzing the test data are presented. Included are 

appropriate examples illustrating the calculating and plotting essential 

CO the interpretation of tests. Chapter 3 also includes a detailed 

discussion of some important considerations relative to deliverability 

tests such as the time necessary to atta,in stabilized flow and the need 

for constant flow rates during testing. There is included at the end 

of Chapter 3, and also at the end of Chapters 4 and 5, a set of "Notes" 

to the Chapter. These include derivations of equations and other 
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detailed material which would be of in’cerest to some readers but is not 

essential to the understandIng and we of this manual. 

Tests designed primarily to yield knowledge of the reservoir 

can be further categorized as drawdown tests or build-up tests and can 

also be used to investigate the deliverability of a well. Drawdown 

tests are designed primarily to obtain a knowledge of the permeability, 

sandface effects and other flow characteristics of a reservoir. Such 

tests are often used to determine the outer limits of a reservoir and 

may be used to determine the stabilized flow capabilities of gas wells. 

Drawdown tests are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The cantent of the 

chapter is similar to tha’c of the previous chapter and begins with a 

presentation of the fundamental theoretical relationships. Different 

types of drawdown tests, including single and multi-rate tests, are 

presented along with a discussion of the analysis of the test results. 

The chapter discusses the duration of and the need for constancy of fl.ow 

rates and other important considerations related to drawdown testing. 

It also includes, along with appropriate examples, a description of the 

methods for calculating, p lotting and analyzing data from drawdown tests. 

Build-up tests will yield essentially the same knowledge of 

the flow characteristics of a reservoir as is obtained from drawdown 

testing but additionally can be used to determine the average stabiLized 

shut-in pressure in the drainage area of a particular well. Chapter 5 

deals with build-up testing and is structured in a manner similar to the 

preceding chapters. The fundamental theoretical relationships are 

presented for various reservoir geometries, along with a discussion of 

several alternate methods of analyzing the data. Certain important 

considerations regarding build-up testing are presented along with 

examples illustrating the calculating, plotting and interpretation of 

build-up data. 

In addition to determining the flow capabilities of the 

reservoir through special tests, it is possible to estimate the flow 

behaviour from limited data obtained from short flow tests, well logs 

or Coxes, and estimates of gas properties. Chapter 7 deals with this 

matter and presents the theoretical basis far such estimates along with 

appropriate examples. 
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3 FIELD CONDUCT AND REPORTING OF TESTS 

A successful testing program involves, in addition to a 

thorough understanding of the theory of gas flow in porous nikdia, the 

knowledge of and adherence to proper procedures in the field conduc'c of 

the test. In addition, the results of the test should be rePorted in's 

manner which includes all relevant data and provides for maximum 

utilization of the results. Chapter 6 of this manual provides a detailed 

discussion of the field conduct and reporting of gas well tests. It 

includes a discussion of the equipment essential to testing and in 

particular for the,measurement of flow rates and pressures. The chapter 

also'discusses the data which should be gathered and the information 

which should be included in a report of a test. 

Is order to measure accurately or to estimate flow rates and 

pressures, an understanding of the properties ef the gas which is being 

produced is necessary. A detailed discussion of the important properties 

of natural gas along with examples illuscrating,how they might be 

calculated or estimated is presented in Appendix A. Also included in 

the appendix is a tabulation listing those physical properties of the 

constituent components of natural gas that are required in carrying out 

well test calculations. 

The accurate measurement of pressures is also of great 

importance in gas well testing. Since interpretatron of back pressure 

test results must be based on the theory,of gas flow in the reservoir, 

it follows that the important pressure in interpreting the test is the 

reservoir pressure. Ideally, this pressure should be measured directly 

through use of an accurate, carefully calibrated bottom hole pressure 

gauge. There are many types of such gauges available today all of which, 

when used properly,are quite adequate for obtaining accurate sandface 

pressures directly. In some instances, due to mechanical difficulties 

or. for other reasons, it is not practical to use a bottom hole pressure 

gauge. In addition to this, for shallow~wel.ls the accuracy of conversion 

from wellhead pressures to sandface pressures is acceptable, so that 

bottom hole gauge measurements are unnecessary. In these situations, 
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wellhead pressures are usually measured and converted to sandface 

conditions. The highest possible accuracy in wellhead pressure 

measurement is important, and for best resul.ts these pressures should 

be taken with a dead-weight gauge. 

There are many methods of conversion from wellhead to sandface 

pressures, each having its advantages and disadvantages. Appendix B 

includes a discussion and the details of one method of determining 

sandface pressures from wellhead measurements for the case of a single- 

phase gas. The case where both gas and liquid phases exist in the well 

is also discussed. 

Certain lengthy cables and figures which are referred to in 

the manual but are not essential to the presentation or understanding of 

the various chapters are incl.uded in Appendix C. Appendix D includes 

program list-ings for some of the computer routines mentioned in the 

manual. 

Requirements for the conduct, reporting and analysis of test 

data vary among different regulatory bodies. The requirements of the 

Baard with respect to Alberta are contained in various parts of the 

Oil and Gas Regulatioris and are not included in this manual. Appendix E 

does contain forms for recording data and reporting test results which 

the Board is adopting as standard forms for the Province of Alberta. 

4 CHOICE ANE FREQUENCY OF TESTING 

Not only are there two major categories of gas well tests, 

namely tests designed primarily to determine deliverability, and tests 

designed primarily to yield knowledge of the reservoir, but there are 

several types of each category of tests. To ill”Btr@t@, the conventional, 

isochronal, modified isochronal, and single-point tests are all types Of 

deliverability tests. One of the most important features of gas well 

testing is to select the appropriate type of test to be r”n and also Co 

conduct tests at the right frequency, having regard for the costs of 

conducting the tests and for the need to understand the flow behaviour 

of a reservoir over its entire producing life. 
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The decision regarding whether or not a test should be run and 

the type of test to be run generally depends on a consideration of the 

use to which the test results will be put, the markets to be served'by 

the subject well, whether the well is connected to a pipeline system, 

whether previous tests have been conducted on the well, whether previous 

tests have been conducted on orher wells in the same pool, the workover 

history of the well, whether water producing problems exist and any 

available information regarding the producing reservoir. In the conduct 

of a test, or indeed, in deciding whether or not a test is necessary, the 

first step is to gather all of the relevant information. A summary sheet 

should be see up listing all pertinent data regarding the location, the 

well completion, rhe probable capability of the well and any other 

matters affecting the design of a testing program. The material should 
be carefully reviewed co eetablish the broad of overall testing program. 

For example, at this stage it might be decided to conduct extensive 

tests on come new wells in a pool to obtain information regarding 

deliverability and the formation characteristics, while at the mme time 

it might be decided to conduct "cry limited tests on the remaining wells. 

Having decided on the general program, the,next step would be to design 

each of the tests in a very detailed manner including 'consideration of 

the equipment to be used, the approximate flow rates and the duration 

of flow periods. 

The following are guide lines as, to the kind of program which 

might be set up in the testing of gas wells. If the decision regarding 

a testing program is being made for a new exploratory well recently 

completed in a new pool, of which little is known, the general rule is 

that the test should be extensive. 'In instances such as this, because 

pipeline and other producing facilities are not usually available, the 

produced gas mwc be flared. In fact, the size of the pipeline and 

production facilities wiLL often be determined on the basis of the 

results of the initial well test. Since the gas will. be flared, care 

should be taken to obtain the maximum useful information for the amount 

of gas wasted. If a drill-stem test, log interpretation or other 

information suggests a reservoir of relatively high flow capacity, the 
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test can be extensive without the flaring of large volumes of gas. In 

such instances, it might be appropriate to begin the test with a 

clean-up flow period followed by a single-rate drawdown test. The 

drawdown test should be at the minimum flow rate consistent with 

obtaining useful information and also should be for the minimum time 

period necessary to obtain a knowledge of the stabilized flow situation. 

Production and pressure data should be collected during the flow period. 

An analysis of the drawdwn data would indicate the flow capacity of the 

reservoir and would assist in determining the appropriate size of 

production facilities and whether production of the well would be 

economic. The extended flow test would be followed by a pressure 

build-up, the analysis of which would yield further information regarding 

formation capacity; but which might also yield some knowledge of reservoir 

size due to the availability of a new shut-in stabilized reservoir 

pressure. Following the pressure build-up an appropriate multi-point 

test might be conducted to establish a back pressure-flow rate 

relationship. An isochronal type test would be appropriate since the 

initial extended flow test would be available to position the stabilized 

deliverability curve. 

The preceding type of test is one of the mare extensive test 

procedures that would be employed and if the gas must be flared, it 

should be used only “hen testrng a new well In a new pool where available 

information suggests the flow capacity is relatively large. If a drill- 

stem test or other information suggests that flow capacity is low, the 

test could be modified to reduce the related flaring. For example, 

the clean-tip period might be extended into a single-rate drawdown test 

to be followed by a build-up test. The initial flow period would be 

limited to about ten times the period necessary for clean-up and there 

would be no multi-point testing. Data from the drawdon and build-up 

tests would be used to calculate the reservoir characteristics and a 

back pressure-flow rate relationship, including recognition of 

stabilized conditions, would also result from such calculations. 

The preceding test procedures might apply to new “ells in 

completely new and unknown pools. If new wells are being drilled in 
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a partially developed pool "here some knowledge of the reservoir exists, 

the complexity of the test might be reduced. For example, if the 

formation is hewn to be of high productivity a four-point isochronai 

type test might be conducted. However, since something is already @-,own 

of the formation and since flaring of the gas "il.1 be necessary,,not all 

of the wells need be tested. In such a case, the stabilized flow point 

should be delayed until it can be conducted into a pipeline system. In 

developing pools,where the flow capacity is known to be lo", a multi-point 

test would represent an unnecessary waste of gas., Alternatively, a 

representative portion of the new wells might have their clean-up 

extended into a drawdown test to be followed by a build-up from which 

reservoir characteristics could be calculated. 

As additional wells are drilled in a pool the new wells 

require less testing. If the reference is to a new infill well in an 

almost completely developed pool, no test is normall.y necessary until 

it can be run into a pipeline system. At that time, a s$ngle-rate or 

two-rate flow test might be conducted primaril.y to compare the 

productivity of the new well to existing wells. 

With respect to subsequent test requirements for producing 

wells, theoretical considerations suggest that only one comprehensive 

test is required over the life of a well. However, due to.shortcomings 

in the theory, and changes that might occ"r In reservoir properties, 

especially near the sandface, at least one additional muljzi-point test, 

after four to six years, would seem appropriate. The multi-point tests 

should be,interspersed with occasional single-point tests, with gas 

flow into pipeline facilities, to determine if changes have occurred in 

the producing capability of the wells. If changes are indicated, 

further extensive testing might be warranted. The actual spacing of 

the tests will be influenced by many factors. The most Important 

factors, and their affect on a properly planned testing program are, 

86 follows: 

1. A gas well should be extensively tested following any 

workover or change in production equipment which may 

significantly change the ability of the well to deliver 
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gas or if well performance indicates that an appreciable 

change has taken place in producing charscteristics. 

2. The number of wells drilled into and producing from the 

ears pool will affect the testing program. Scheduling 

should be such that sufficient informatIon is available 

to trace accurately the pressure history for the pool 

and hence, its deliverabillcy potential. 

3. The possibility that damage may occur to a reservoir as 

a result of excessive producing rates also affects the 

timing of flow tests. If, for a particular reservoir, 

strict control of maximum producing rates is necessary 

to prevent well damage, the frequency of testing should 

be increased to ensure that adequate information 

regarding the deliverability behaviour of the wells is 

available at all times. 

4. The ultimate market to which the gas will be delivered 

is an important factor. If the market being served 

requires current and highly accurate information 

regarding the deliverability of the well, then a 

greater number of tests is necessary. 

In summary, a.desirable testing program planned to yield the 

maximum amount of technical information in the most ece.nomic manner, 

should include a series of single-rate, multi-rate, and build-up tests 

spaced effectively over the life of a pool. If a well happens to be 

one of the first drilled in a pool, it would most likely have an 

extensive test including a drawdown and a build-up conducted initially. 

Thereafter, it might have at least eight to ten single-point 'tests and 

one or two multi-point tests conducted over its producing life. The 

stabilized shut-in reservoir pressure would also be detemined every 

few years. For wells which are drilled in developed pools, initial 

tests would not be a6 extensive and 1n fact the total testing for the 

well might involve ode or two multi-point'tests, and a minimum of five 

to eight stabilrzed pressure determinations and eight to ten single- 

point flow tests spaced over the producing life. 
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The important,principles to remember in designing a test 

program are that sufficient information must be available to properly 

engineer the production of the gas pool, and the information to be 

gained from any particular teet should be worth the coet of the test 

including the vaLue of any flared gas. A general observation relative 

to the testing situation which exists in industry today might be that 

although fewer tests ate required, greater care should be taken with 

the conduct of the tests, more data should be gathered during the tests 

and greater use should be made of the methods available to analyze the 

test data. 



CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objectives 

The theoretical principles underlying the flow and pressure 

testing of gas wells are developed in this chapter. A detailed 

understanding of these principles is not mandatory for conducting the 

tests. However, interpretation of test results is based on theory and, 

therefore, a thorough knowledge of the theory and its limitations is of 

great value. Moreover, by suitable mathematical rearrangement of the 

relevant equations, specific tests can be developed rationally, based on 

theoretical considerations, and conducted in the field, in order to 

determine the desired parameters. 

The fundamental equations for flow of fluids through porous 

media are developed and presented, along with solutions of interest for 

various boundary conditions and reservoir geometries. These solutions 

are required in the design and interpretation of flow and pressure 

tests. 

Because of their inherent simplicity, dimensionless terms are 

used wherever expedient. Assumptions and approximations necessary for 

defining the system and solving the differential equations are clearly 

stated. The principle of superposition is applied to solve problems 

involving’~nterference between wells, variable flow rates, and wells 

located in non-circular reservoirs. The uoe of numerical solutions of 

the flow equations is also discussed. Well damage or stimulation, end 

wellbore storage or unloading are given due consideration. The theory 

developed in this chapter applies in general to laminar, single-phase 

flow, but deviations due to inertial and turbulent effects are considered. 

For well testing purposes two-phase flow in the reservoir is treated 

analytically by the use of an equivalent single-phase mobility. 

2-l 
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1.2 Continuum Approach 

When studying flow through porous media, it Is ohserved that 

the flow channels in the medium are of,,widely varying cross section and 

distribution. Their orientation is random, often causing channel.6 to 

end abruptly, resulting in dead-end spaces which contribute to the 

porosity of the medium but not to its permeability to fluids. These 

random characteristics make it difficult to predict the flow behavlour 

from a geometrical study at the pore level, and only a statistical 

average result can be of any use in practical applications. A useful 

concept in this respect is the continuum approach. This treats the 

medium ae acontinuumwhich is assigned properties such es porosity, 

permeability, etc., defined at each point. These properties reflect the 

bulk behaviour of the medium. 

As an example, consider the porosity of a medium. From a 

microscopic examination at each point in the medium, the porosity will 

al&Me between 0 and 1. Consequently, the average porosity as a 

function of the volume being considered will behave as is shown in 

Figure 2-1. It is seen that if the volume over which the porosity is 

averaged is less than a certain value, known as the Representative 

Elementary Volume, microscopic effects dominate, while above this value 

the medium behaves as a continuum at the microscopic level. If the 

FIGURE 2-l. DEFINITION OF REPRESENTATIVE ELEMENTARY VOLUME 

From Beor 11972, p-20) 



averaging volume is too large and the medium is heterogeneous, the 

macroscopic variations in porosity will start to show their effect. 

Similarly; in prsctical~problems involving fluid flow, the 

continuum approachis applied to the fluid. Fluids consist of a large 

number of molecules moving about, colliding with each other and with the 

walls of the container In which they are placed. A study of fluid flow 

at the molecular level would present formidable problems which are 

avolded hy treating,the fluid as a continuum. As before, a Representative 

Elementary Volume can be defined as that value of the volume of the fluid 

below which molecular effects are observable and above which the fluid 

can be assigned a bulk property, such as density or viscosity. The 

continuum approach to porous media is discussed extensively in Bear 

(1972, p. 15) and De Wiest (1969, p. 9.2). 

1.3 Fundamental Equations 

The first step towards resolving problems in fluid flow is 

their expression in mathemstical terms through the use of a set of five 

fundamental equations described below (Govier and Aeiz, 1972, p. 119): 

1. the constlcutive equation, which describes the rheological 

behaviour of a fluid. It relates the shear stress imposed 

on a fluid to the resulting shear rate. As is shown in 

the more detailed treatment in Appendix A, the constitutive 

equation defines the viscosity of a Newtonian fluid for 

any given temperature and pressure. For the present 

development, it is incorporated in the equation of motion, 
as is discussed in Section 2.1; 

2. the momentum equation, which is the application of 

Newton’s second law of motion to a fluid system. This is 

essentially a force balance on the system; 

3. the continuity equation, which is an expression of the law 

of conservation of mass; 

4. the equation of state, which relates the density of a 

fluid to temperature and pressure; 
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5. the energy equation, which is an expression of the law of 

conservation of energy. It takes into account the 

different types of energy changes and is of greatest 

interest in non-isothermal flow systems. In the flow of 

fluids in a gas reservoir, these energy effects may be 

neglected. 

The equations of momentum, continuity, and state, derived from 

empirical and theoretical considerations, are treated in detail in the 

sections following. The momentum equation is developed first, followed 

by the continuity equation. These two are then combined and a relevant 

equation of state Is used to substitute for density in terms of pressure. 

The result is the basic partial differential equation for flow of fluids 

through porous media. This equation, in generalized coordinate notation, 

can be expressed in rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates, 

and solved by suitable technique+. 

2 MOMENTUM EQUATION 

2,3. Theoretical Considerations 

The motion of fluids in conduits of arbitrary shapes is 

described by the Navier-Stokes equations (Bird, Stewart and Lightfoat; 

1960, p. 79). These equations are derived by a momentum balance over a 

differential element in the domain of interest. The equations then 

reduce to a force balance on a unit volume of the fluid, namely, 

mass x 
acceleration 

_ pressure + viscous f gravitational 
force force force 

The viscous force is due to the shear stress acting on the 

fluid. This can be expressed in terms of a velocity gradient and 

viscosity, by using the constitutive equation for the fluid. 

For flow in porous media the channels of flow have complex and 

unknown shapes, and the Navier-Stokes equations can be used only in an 

average sense. Even then, certain approximations such as laminar flow, 
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negligible inertial effects, or incompressible fluid may have to be made, 

or, shape factors related t&the assumed geometry of the flow channels 

may have to be determined empirically. The result of such analyses is 

similar to Darcy’s ,law or home modification of Darcy’s law, depending 

upon the assumptions made (Hubbert, 1946, Irmay, 1958). In view of these 

complexities an empirical relationship between Pressure gradient and 

flow velocity is usually resorted to, in order to obtain the momentum 

equation in a form chat can be used practically. Darcy’s law, discussed 

in Section 2-3, is an example of such a relationship. 

2.2 Empirical Observations 

Steady-stare flow of a gas or liquid in the reservoir may be 

laminar, turbulent, or a combination of both, This was initially 

demonstrated by Fancher and Lewis (1933) and has since been confirmed by 

many others. Fancher and Lewis made extensive measurements on the 

pressure drop-flow rate relationships for the flow of gases through 

cores of various permeable materials. They expressed their results in 

terms of a modified Fanning friction factor and a modified Reynolds 

number (both incorporating the grain diameter) defined respectively as 

fg = 

gc dE AP 

2 112 p Ax 
and 

where 

AP - pressure difference 

g c =’ dimension conversion factor 

Ax = distance in the x-direction 

P = fluid density 

u = absolute viscosity 

d 
g 

= diameter of an average grain 

u = superficial velocity 

(2-2) 
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For each of the porous media Investigated, the data of Fancher 

and Lewis, plotted as fg versus Re g on logarithmic coordinates, gave a 

straight line of slope -1 for low Reynolds numbers. As Reg became 

greater than about 1.0, the line began to fLatten out due to transition 

to turbulent flaw. Different media were represented by similar curves. 

Cornell and Katz (1953) correlated the data for several types 

of porous media on a single curve. Figure 2-2, by redefining the 

u in ftlrsc 
k inmd 

FIGURE 2-2. MODIFIED FRICTION FACTOR FOR FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA 
Reprinted with permission from Cornall, 0. and 0. L.Kat* (19531 1.6 E.C. 45, 2151 

Copyright by the American Chemical Society 

friction factor and Reynolds number as follows: 

f = 
64 rzc AP 

CK b3p u*Ax 

ReCK - 
Bkpu 

6.33 x 10” u 

G-3) 

U-4) 
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where 

B = a "turbulence factor," which is a constant, 

characteristic of the porous medium. It may depend on 

properties such as porosity, tortuousity, permeability, 

pore shape, and pore size distribution. 

k = permeability of the medium 

When Figure 2-2 is compared to Figure B-l for flow of fluids 

in pipes, the similarity is readily observed; that is, laminar flow at 

low flow rates gives way, via a transition region, to turbulent flow as 

the flaw rate increases. The transition Reynolds number is different 

for fluid flow in porous media and for fluid flow in pipes. 

Since the characteristics of flow prevailing at low flow rates 

are different from those at high rates, the equation of motion for each 

of these flow ranges will be considered separately. 

2.3 Low Flow Rates (Laminar Plow Effects) 

For one-dimensional steady-state flow of water at a constant 

rate through a porous medium, Darcy (1856) found from experiments 

conducted at low and modest flow rates that the pressure drop for a 

given porous medium was directly proportional to the flow rate. This 

corresponds to the straight line part, of sl.ope -1, in Figure 2-2. 

Further experimentation with linear, horizontal flow of different fluids 

in porous media, led Wyckoff, Botset, Muskat, and Reed (1934) to a form 

of Darcy's law stated as follows: 

where 

q = flow rate 

A = gross cross-sectional ares 

APE= 
dx pressure gradient in the x-direction 

k = permeability in Darcy's, when q is in cm3/sec, 

A is in cd, u is in cmlsec, p is in atmospheres, 

u 18 in cp and x is in cm 

(2-S) 
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Equation (2-5) can be expressed a6 

1, kCit 
” - 7 dx W-6) 

The left-hand side of this equation is proportional to l/Reg and the 

right-hand side Is proportional to fg. Thus Equation (2-6) can be 

written as 

1 --af 
Reg g 

which shows that a plot of fg versus Re 
g on logarithmic coordinates,gives 

a line of slope -1. This confirms that in Figure 2-2 the straight line 

portion with slope -1 is equivalent to Darcy’s law. 

It is possible to generalize the one-dimensional form of 

Datcy’s law given by Equation (2-5). For flow in any direction 

k “--- ~ (VP + P 9) (2-7) 

where 

u = velocity vector 

k = perrmeability tensor 

v = gradient operator 
0 

$ - gravitational vector, 0 
11 -g 

g = gravitational acceleration 

In the rectangular (Cartesian) coordinate system, the three components 

of velocity may be expressed as 

k 
” c-2 

x u 
(Z-8) 

he 
“ye-p ay ( 1 



Is writing the expansion of Equation (Z-7), z was assumed to 

be positive in the vertical downward direction, and the tensor k of the 

form 

The medium was assumed to be anisotropic, hence the permeability was 

different in the three coordinate directions. The medium is isotropic 

if, at all points 

kx = "Y = kZ = k 

If throughout the medium the permeability is independent of 

the medium is said to be homogeneous. Ocherwlse the system 

heterogeneous. 

A potential, E, may be defined (Huhbert, 1940) as 

position, 

is 

I 
P 

E= 

P0 

$dP-rg 

where 

P = density as a function of p 

z = vertical downward distance 

PO = arbitrary reference pressure 

Darcy's law in terms of the potential is 

u=-QVE 
LJ 

(2-11) 

(Z-12) 
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For liquids flowing in a homogeneous medium, the permeability, 

k, is found to be independent of the flowing fLuid and is, thus, a 

property of the medium. However, in the case of gas flow, Klinkenberg 

(1941) observed that when the pores of the medium were of the same order 

of size as the mean free path of the gas molecules, slippage occurred at 

the fluid-solid boundary, and the permeability to gas was not constant. 

Under such conditions, which become significant at low pressures, 

(2-13) 

where 

% = permeability of the medium to gas at infinite, 

pressure (its value should be equal to the 

permeability of the medium to a liquid) 

b, = a constant dependent on the gas-porous medium system 

Dranchuk and Flcres (1973) indicated chat for very low 

permeability reservoirs (0.1 md), under certain boundary &nditions,,the 

Klinkenberg effect is noticeable even at high reservoir pressures 

(2000 psi). 

2.4 High Flow Rates (Inertial and 
Turbulent Flow Effects) 

As the flow velocity is increased, deviations from Darcy's law 

are observed. Various investigarors attributed this to turbulent flow 

(Fancher and Lewis, 1933, Elenbaas and Katz, 1948, Cornell and Katz, 

1953) or inertial effects (Hubbert, 1956, Houpeurt, 1959). The generally 

accepted explanation (Wright, 1968) is that, as the velocity is 

%ncreaeed, initially deviation is due to inertial effects, followed at 

even higher velocities by turbulent effects. Hubbert (1956) noted 

deviation from Darcy's law at a ReynoLds number of flow of about 1 

(based on the grain diameter of unconsolidated media), whereas turbulence 

was not observed until the Reynolds number approached 600. The 

transition from purely laminar flow to fully turbulent flow covers a 
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wide range of flow rates. This range of flow rates, for horizontal 

steady state flow, is adequately represented by a quadratic equation 

(Forchheimer, 1901): 

Equation (Z-14) which incorporates laminar, inertial, and turbulent 

(LIT) flow effects is a general momentum balance equation for steady- 

state flow. It may be rearranged to the form 

where 

6 =l l+BPkU 
4 u 

is the LIT flow correction factor 

(Govier, 1961, Wattenbarger and Ramey, 

1968) 

When 6 = 1.0, Equation (2-15) is equivalent to Darcy's law. 

In an anisotropic medium, 6 is different in the x, y, or z 

directions. Flow through such a medium under conditions where 

gravitational effects may be neglected is then given by 

@=-$kdVp (Z-16) 

where 

-6 0 0 x 

6=0 6 0 
Y 

0 0 6 

It is seen that Equation (2-16) will represent both 1amFnar 

flow and flow where inertial-turbulent (IT) flow effects are present. 

It will be referred to as the generalized laminar-inertial-turbulent 

(LIT) momentum balance equation for steady-state flow. 
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3 EQUATION OF COi’iTINUIT!c’ 

The Law of conservation of mass, also called the equation of 

continuity, scares that, for any given system 

rate of mass rate of ma*s rate of mass 
accumulation = flow in - flow out 

By performing a mass balance over a Representative Elementary 

Volume of the porous medium, the equation of continuity is obtained 

Hzltz et al., 1959, p. 407, Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot. 1960, p. 75, 

Matthews and Russell, 1967,p. 6) in generalized coordinate notation 

- g (4 p) = v. (P 4 (2-17) 

where 

$ = porosity of the medium 

v*(P 4 = divergence of p u 

The definitions of the V operators are given in Table 2-1, in term$ of 

rectangular, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates (Bird et al., 1960, 

p. 738). 

The term on the Left-band side of Equation (Z-17) represents 

the accumulation of fluid in the pores and equals zero for steady-state 

conditions. The right-hand side term represents the difference in the 

mass of fluid leaving and entering the Representative ELementary Volume. 

The one-dimensional form of Equation (2.17) is obtained by 

making appropriate substitutions from Table 2-1. Thus in rectangular 

coordinates, if flow is assumed to be linear, in the x-direction, the 

equation of continuity is given by 

- & (Q P) = & (P u) (Z-18) 

Similarly, in radial-cylindrical coosdinaces, if flow is considered to 

be radial, in the r-direction only, the equation of continuity is 

given by 
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

TABLE 2-l. DEFlNlTlONS OF V-OPERATOR IN VARIOUS COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

(@ IS AN ARBITRARY SCALAR, ‘P IS AN ARBITRARY VECTOR) 

From Bird, Smworr and lighrfoot 11960. p. 73.9) 
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(Z-19) 

4 EQUATIONS OF STATE 

An equation relating the variation of density of a fluid with 

pressure and temperature is known as an equation of state. Such an 

equation is needed to combine Equation (2-17), the continuity equation 

which is in terms of density, with Equation (2-16). the LIT momentum 

balance eq,uacion which is in terms of pressure. Equations of state of 

various complexities (two to eight parameters) have been proposed, based 

on theoretical or semi-theoretical considerations. The "an der Waal and 

Kedlich-Kwong equations are applicable to gases but give only rough 

approximations for liquids. The Beattie-Bridgeman equation is suitable 

for all gases but not for liqufds. The Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation 

is said to be applicable to all gases and saturated liquids, but being 

an eight parameter equation, implicit in density, it is quite cumbersome 

for regular everyday use (Govier and Aziz, 1972, p. 69). 

4.1 Liquids 

For prediction of liquid densities the equations of state 

mentioned above are so cumbersome and inaccurate that their use is not 

justified. For a fixed mass of liquid at constant temperature, the 

compressibility of a liquid is defined as the relative change in volume 

per unit change in pressure 

where 

c = compressibility of the liquid 

v = volume 

T = temperature 

In terms of the density, Equation (Z-20) may be expressed as 
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For a liquid at constant temperature, c may be considered 

constant, and Equation (2-21) may be integrated between the limits P’ 

and p to yield: 

P = P0 e 
c(p-PO) 

P0 = density at some reference pressure p’ 

This equation, which is the pressure-density relationship for a liquid 

under isothermal conditions, is applicable to any fluid of constant 

compressibility. 

4.2 Gases 

For engineering calculations, the most practical form of the 
equation of state for a real gas is given by Equation (A-2): 

M E 
P=RTZ 

For isothermal conditions, 

2 M 

T 
=RTZ+ & p % (l/Z) 

T 

Combining Equations (2-211, (Z-23) and (2-24) gives 

c - $ f z 5 (l/Z) 
I 
T 

(2-23) 

(Z-24) 

(2-25) 

The compressibility factor, 2, is a correctlon factor which 

defines the deviation of a real gas from ideal gas behaviour 
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(Appendix A). It should not be confused with the compressibility, 

c, which is the coefficient of isothermal compression of any given 

substance. For an ideal gas Z is constant (-1.0) and c = $. For a real 

gas 2 may vary with pressure, and c = 1 only in the range of pressures 

where az - 0 
P 

ap * 
The variation of compressibility with temperature and 

pressure is discussed in Appendix A. 

Under certain conditions, P > 2000 psi (Matthews and Russell, 

1967, P. 25), a gas can be treated as a fluid of small and constant 

compressibility, and its Pressure-density relationship at constant 

temperature is adequately represented by Equation (2-22), which is the 

equation of ~fate for a liquid. Houpeurt (1959) showed that the closer pa 

is chosen to p the more applicable is this equation of state to a gas. 

5 THE FLOW EQUATIONS 

Combining the continuity Equation (2-17) with the LIT 

momentum balance Equation (Z-16) results in 

(2-26) 

This is a general form of the flow equation relating density, 

porosity, viscosity, permeability, turbulence factor, time, distance, 

and pressure. If the appropriate equation of state is introduced into 

the above equation, a parital differential equation is then obtained 

which describes the flow of fluids in the system in terms of porosity, 

viscosity, permeability, LIT flow correction factor, time, distance, and 

p~~SS"R. This equation is non-linear and, without further simplification, 

it can only be solved by numerical techniques. The simplified forms of 

the flow equation for a slightly compressible fluid and a highly 

compressible fluid are given below. 

A liquid (or gas at high pressure) at constant temperature 

may be treated as a fluid of small compressibility. For such a fluid, 

it is reasonable to assume that c is constant, and that Equation (Z-22) 

is applicable. Substituting for p in Equation (Z-26) yields 
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0 &P-P01 
I 

= po $P-P”l V-[$ k 6 Vp] 

+ [+ k 6, VP] .vp .c(p-pO)] 
which may be rearranged to 

(2-27) 

c$$++v. b k d Vp] + c[+ k 6 VP]-Vp (Z-‘28) 

Ordinarily. a gas is a highly compressible fluid, and 

Equation (2-23) is applicable. Substituting for p in Equation (2-26) 

gives 

(Z-29) 

which, for isothermal conditions, may be simplified to 

5.1 Overall Assumptions 

(2-30) 

The flow equations given above in generalized form. can 

usually be solved only by numerical techniques, some of which will be 

discussed in Section 8. However, by applying a few simplifying 

assumptions, these equations may be Linearized, and, for certain 

boundary conditions, solved analytically. The assumptions which are 

applicable throughout the forthcoming theoretical development, are 

summarized below: 

a. Isothermal conditions prevail--assumed in developing 

Equations (2-201, (2-21). (2-22), (Z-251, (2-28), 

and (Z-30); 

b. Gravitational effects are negligible--assumed in 

developing Equation (2-U);. 
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c. l'he flowing fluid is single phase--implicit in the farm 

of Darcy's Law used in this text. 

Further simplifying assumptions are 

d. The medium is homogeneous, isotropic and incompressible, 

and the porosity is constant; 

e. Flow is lamlnar, 6 = 1. 

The assumption of lamlnar flow holds well for liquids, but, 

under some conditions, not so well for gases. This will be compensated 

for, by treating separately, in Section 9.2, the supplementary pressure 

drop due to inertial-turbulent (IT) flow effects. 

5.2 The Equation for Liquid Flow 
(In Terms of Pressure) 

In addition to the overall assumptions (a), (b), (c). (d), and 

(e), the following will be assumed for the case of slightly compressible 

fluids (liquid or a gas at high pressure): 

f. Permeability is independent of pressure; 

g. Fluid viscosity is constant and independent of pressure; 

h. Fluid compressibility is small and constant; 

1. Pressure gradients are small. 

Assumptions (h) and (i) allow terms like c(Vp)* to be 

neglected. When this is done, the second term on the right-hand side of 

Equation (2-28) becomes zero. 

When assumptions (a) to (i) 'are applied to Equation (2-28), 

the flow equation for a slightly compressible fluid becomes (Collins, 

1961, p. 72) 
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5.3 An Equation for Gas Plow 
(In Terms of Pressure) 

I 

By treating a gas as a highly compressible fluid, and applying 

assumptions (a) to (f), Equation (2-30) may be written a8 

The left-hand side of this equation may be expanded aa 

O-32) 

(Z-33) 

Substituting Equation (2-25) in Equation (2-33) gives 

Equations (2-32)and(2-34)may be combined and rearranged to yield 

v*p - $ In $ [ ( )I (VP12 = i?l+Lg 

(Z-34) 

(2-35) 

Two different approaches, involving different assumptions, may be 

followed at this stage to further simplify Equation (2-35). The 

assumptions to be made here are in addition to (a), (b), (c), Cd), 

and (e) 

Case 1. i. Pressure gradients are assumed to be small. This me’ans 

that (VP)* + 0, and Equation (2-35) reduces to 

v*p - -9% (2-36) 
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which is the same as Equation (2-31) for the flow of a 

slightly compressible flu1d. 

Case 2. j. The quantity $ is assumed Co be constant. Under this 

condition Equation (2-35) again reduces to Equation (2-36). 

5.4 An Equation for Gas Flow (In Terms 
of Pressure-Squared) 

Equation (2-32) my be expanded inCo several different terms. 

Is particular, noting that 

p vp = + VP2 and P ap = + a$ 

Equations (2-32)and (2-34) may be combined and rearranged to give 

(Al-Hussainy, 1967, p. 10) 

ppz - d dpZ [ln(!m] (vPz)2 = v $ 

In order to simplify this equation further, there are three 

different sets of assumptions, in addition to (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), 

and (I), that may be made: 

case 1. 

Case 2. 

Case 3. 

k. The product uZ is assumed Co be constant. Thea Equation 

(2-37) reduces Co 

v2p= = +g 

i. Pressure gradients are assumed to be small. This means 

that (Vp2) ’ + 0, and Equation (2-37) again reduces to 

Equation (2-38). 

1. Ideal gas behaviour is assumed (Z=l), and 

P. Gas viscosity is constant and independent of pressure. 

Under these conditions Equation (2-32) reduces Co 
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!a?.2 
W m k p at 

The above equation may also be derived directly from 

Equation (2-38) by noting that for an ideal gas c = $. 

The additional assumptions (g), (i), (j), (k), and (l), made 

in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, may cause a significant degree of inaccuracy. 

For example, the assumption of small pressure gradients leads to errors 

in estimating pressure distributions for tight formations. Since this 

assumption is implicit in all of the currently used pressure drawdown 

and bulld-up methods, which are based upon ideal gas flow solutions 

(Equation Z-39) or liquid flow analogies (Equation 2-36), it is 

desirable to eliminate it and the other assumptions mentioned above. 

This can be accomplished by the method described in the next section. 

5.5 A Mere Rigorous Equation for Gas Flow 
(In Terms of Pseudo-Pressure) 

The approximations of the preceding sections may be avoided 

and a more rigorous treatment applied to gas.flow by introducing the 

concept of a pseudo-pressure, $, sometimes called “the real gas 

potential.” Using $ the variation of II and Z with pressure can be 

accouunodated, and only the overall assumptions (a), (b), (c), (d), and 

(e) and assumption (f) are required (assumption (f) can be dispensed 

with as shown later if the variation of k with pressure ls known). 

Tf IJJ, the pseudo-pressure, is defined (Al-Hussainy, 1965) as 

(2-40) 

where p” is some specified reference pressure then 

V$ = g vp,= 2 6 vp (2-41) 
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and 

$!- pe?P 
uz at (2-42) 

Ilemiting Equation (2-34) as 

a2 
i ) 

222 
at z = u c pz at 

and substituting Equations (Z-401, (Z-41), (Z-42), and (2-43) into 

(2-32) gives: 

(2-43) 

(2-44) 

This equation is seen to be very similar to Equations (2-36) 

and (2-38) except that the pressure and pressure-squared variables are 

replaced by 9, the pseudo-pressure. It must be noted, however, that 

Equation (2-44) was derived without making any of the assuniptions (g), 

(0, (j), cd, or (0. 

As mentioned earlier, if the variation of permeability with 

pressure is known, an alternative definition of pseudo-pressure 

accommodating k can be used. 

(2-45) 

Using this definition, an equation similar to Equation (2-44) would 

result. 

In calculating $’ not only the gas properties !A and Z, but also the 

reservoir parameter k have to be known as functions of pressure. This 

is a practical inconvenience when contrasted with calculations of $ 

which involve gas properties alone. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
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variations of k with pressure may be included in the pseudo-pressure 

treatment when desired. 

Pseudo-Pressure 

Transformations similar to the pseudo-pressure function have 

been used by various authors in fields ranging from heat transfer to 

hydrology (Al-Hussainy, Ramey and Crawford, 1966). For petroleum 

engineering applications such transformations were suggested by Carter 

(1962), Hurst, Goodson and Leeser (1963), and Russell, Goodrich, Perry 

and Bruskotter (1966). Various names have been used to describe this 

function. Muskat called the transformation a “potential,” while a 

similar substitution in heat transfer was termed an “effective 

potential.” Russian literature refers to it as the “Leibenzon 

transformation.” Al-Hussainy et al.,(1966) originally used the term 

“real gas potential” but finally decided on “real gas pseudo-pressure.” 

$ has the unit of (pressure)‘/viscosity and could be called a “modified 

pressure squared.” It is seen then, that no one simple name describes 

this transformation adequately. Noting that $ may replace either the 

“pressure” or “pressure squared” terms of Sections 5.3 and 5.4, the 

name “pseudo-pressure” will be used for it throughout the text. 

In all problems involving the use of 1). it is recommended 

that, first, a $-p conversion table or plot be constructed (a sample 

curve is shown in Figure Z-4). Details of how $ is calculated from p, 

u and Z will be given later. Once the q-p conversion has been obtained, 

any pressure is easily converted to IJI and vice versa. Then using I/J as 

a working variable is as easy as having to calculate p2. For a given 

gas I the $J- p curve is valid only for the temperature for which it was 

developed. Gas reservoirs are in most cases isothermal, and their fluid 

composition generally does not vary significantly from well to well. In 

such cases only one $I- p curve serves for the entire reservoir. pIhere 

either the temperature or the gas composition of a particular reservoir 

is not uniform throughout, a separate @- p curve is required for each 

well. 

It is instructive to see how Equation (Z-44) relates to 
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Equations (Z-36) and (2-38) ,. that is, how $J is related to p ,and to p’. 

If a plot of (~2) versus p is drawn for a natural gas, the graph looks 

as in Figure 2-3. From the plot it can be seen that for this gas at 

FIGURE 2-3. VARIATION OF + AND pZ WITH PRESSURE 

From Wattenborger (1967, ~99) 

low pressure (!JZ) is almost constant at (piZi), where subscript i 

refers to initial conditions, that is, 

uz = Lpi 

so that 

I 
P 

q=“L 
‘Pi 

PD 

P dp =&P’ 
1 I 

for po-0 
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This shows that Equation (2-44) reverts to Equation (2-38) and that the 

flow equation in terms of p2 is valid for this gas at low pressures, 

less than about 2000 psia (Wattenbarger, 1967, p. 98). 

At the higher pressures, the figure shows that the slope is 

nearly constant, that Is, 

so that 

2Pf p 2 P. 
J,=- 

uizi I 
dp ‘LP 

PO 
vi 

for pa=0 

This shows that Equation (2-44) reverts to Equation (2-36), and that 

the flow equation in terms of p applies to this gas flowing at pressures 

greater than about 2000 psi (Matthews and Russell, 1967, p. 25). 

Although the above relationship of Q to p and pa is very 

enlightening, it has two important drawbacks. 

1. The interrelationship of p and j.12 is not so simple for 

most sweet, natural gases since not only the gas 

composition, but also the temperature of the gas, has 

a marked effect on this relationship. 

2. It lends itself to the generalization that, at low 

pressures, the p2 approach is valid and, at high pressures, 

the p approach is mote applicable. This is not always 

true. 

These two points will be explained further in Section 11.,2. 

To obtain the $ - p conversion for any gas at a given 

temperature, the values of 2 E are calculated for several values of p, 
uz 

using experimental values of u and 2 whenever possible (otherwise u and 

7. may be obtained from the standard generalized correlations given in 

Appendix A). 2 $ is plotted versus p and the area under the curve 

from any convenient reference pressure, p’, to p is the value of $ 
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corresponding to p. Al-Hussainy and Ramey (1966) show how this may be 

done by simple numerical integration in tabular form. The calculation 

procedure is shown in Example 2-1 and is applicable to any gas (sweet 

or sour) provided the correct values of 1~ and 2 are used. 

For sweet gases, using the generalized correlations of Can, 

Kobayashi and Burrows (1954) for u and, those of Standing and Katz (1942) 

for 2, Al-Huusainy, Ramey and Crawford (1966) published tables and plots 

of !~~$/(ZpiTr) in terms of pseudo-reduced properties, arbitrarily 

choosing 0.2pcaa the reference pressure. Zana and Thomas (1970) 

evaluated $ for sour natural gases using the Robinson, Macrygeorgos and 

Govier (1960) correction ratios to calculate 2. Their reference 

pressure was 1.0 p,. 

In all problems where the pressure difference and therefore 

the pseudo-pressure difference is of importance, rather than the 

pressure itself, the reference pressure used as a base is immaterial. 

That is ($,-Q,) representing (p,-p,) is the same regardless of the 

base pressure used. In practice, when calculating IJJ, it may be 

convenient to use zero as the reference pressure. In such a case 

e 
!Jz @ I 

is defined as being equal to zero. 

In any case $ may be easily converted from one reference pressure to 

another; for example, 

(Z-47) 

A computer program for calculating $ as a function of p is 

listed in Appendix D. Using this program, the viscosity correlations of 

Cart, Kobayashi and Burrows (1954), the compressibility factor 

correlation of Standing and Katz (1942) as computerized by Dranchuk, 

Purvis and Robinson (1974), and using zero as the reference pressure, 

a reduced pseudo-pressure tabulation for sweet gases has been prepared 

and is presented in Table 2-2. The computer program may also be used 

for calculating $ for sour gases. 
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PSEUDO- 
REDUCED VALUES OF $ q $ - FOR PSEUDO-REDUCED TEMPERATURE T, OF 
PRESSURE c 

TABLE 2-2. REDUCED PSEUDO-PRESSURE INTEGRAL (Jr,) AS 
A FUNCTION OF Tr AND pr 
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FXAWLE 2-l 

Introduction This example illustrates the calculation of I# by simple 

numerical integration. Moreover, because the gas is sweet, $I may also 

be obtained by using Table 2-2. 

Problem. Calculate 

at vkious pressures for a dry sweet gas (gravity = 0.61. ‘composition 

given in Example A-1) at a temperature of 120’ F, given the following 

properties: 

p (psia) z p (cp) 

0 1.000 - 

400 0.955 0.0118 

800 0.914 0.0125 

1200 0.879 0.0134 

1600 0.853 0.0145 

2000 0.838 0.0156 

also, compare the calculated values to those obtained from Table 2-2, 

given the following information: 

PC = 664 psia 

Tc = 357 OR 

Ul - 0.0114 cp 

Solution The calculatiens are divided into three sections: 

Columns @ to @) represent the data 

Columns @ to @ are the numerical integration 
(trapezoidal rule) 

columns @ to @ depict the use of Table 2-2 

The calculations are presented in tabular form below. 

The various columns are obtained as follows: 



?r 
ntegral Value 

given 

0 

400 0.955 O.OllE 

800 0.914 0.0125 

1200 0.879 0.0134 

1600 0.853 0.0145 

2000 0.838 0.0156 I 
1 
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Units 

psia 

=P 

M Psia/cp 

Psi 

MM psi2lcp 

MM psia2/cp 

average of two successive 
entries of 4 

difference of two 
successive entries of 1 

Bx@ 

3 + previous entry of@ 

!fM psia'/cp 

Source 

given 

given 

given 

from Table 2-2 
(by interpolation) 

2xpz+p1x@ 

@ by numerical integration 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0000 0.0 

70.9 35.5 400 14.2 14.2 0.W 0.1824 14.1 

140.0 105.5 400 42.2 56.4 1.2 0.7253 56.1 

203.8 171.9 400 ,68.8 125.2 I.8 1.6102 124.5 

258.7 231.3 400 92.5 217.7 2.4 2.8054 217,O 

306.0 282.4 400 113.0 330.7 3.0 4.2605 329.6 

+ using Table 2-2 
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Discussion Figure 2-4 shows a plot of $ versus p for the gas in 

question. It will be observed that $ obtained from numerical 

integration, column @, is essentially identical to $ obtained from 

Table 2-2, column 1 0 and, also to $ obtained from Figure 2-4. This 

is to be expected, as the gas properties u and Z are represented in all 

cases by the same correlations. 

For sour gases $ must either be calculated by numerical 

integration or obtained from the tables of Zana and Thomas (1970). 

FIGURE 2-4. $-p CURVE FOR THE GAS OF EXAMPLE 2-l. 
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5.6 The General Flow Equation 

The equations for the “pressure,” “pressure-squared,” and 

“pseudo-pressure” treatments already presented may be combined into 

one general equation of the form 

where a and K have the following interpretations for the different 

cases, 

(Z-48) 

pressure case 

pressure-squared case P2 
k 

(4 ii 3 

pseudo-pressure case VJ 

The pressure and pressure-squaredcasesuse average gas properties, 

evaluated at an arithmetic average pressure (Russell, Eoodrich, Perry, 

and Bruskotter, 1966) or at the root-mean-square (rms) pressure (Carter, 

1962). Another method of averaging, for example, F = (c,+c)/Z, has 

been used in the illusuative Examples 2-2 and 2-3. The pseudo-pressure 

case uses properties evaluated at initial conditions for production 

(Al-Hussainy et al., 1966) and injection (Watkenbarger and Ramey, 1968) 

of gas. It is shown inSection that these conventional approaches 

may be in considerable arror under certain conditions and the 

indiscriminate use of such generalized approaches should be avoided. 

Equation (2-48) may be expressed, as desired, in terms of 

rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical coordinakas. The one-dimensional 

cases of these coordinate systems will be considered. It should be made 

clear that the expression “one-dimensional” refers to a specified 

coordinate system. For example, one-dimensional flow in the r-direckion, 
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in cylindrical coordinates, may be expressed in rectangular coordinates 

es two-dimensional flow in the x- and y-directions. 

Linear Flow 

Often fractures exist naturally in the reservoir, or they 

are caused by hydraulically fracturing the formation in the vrcinity 

of the well. In such cases flow towards the fracture is linear, that 

is, the flow lines are parallel and the crass-sectional area of flow is 

constant. Linear flow is illustrated in Figure 2-5(a) and is represented 

by Equation (2-49), which in the rectangular coordinate system, ia the 

one-dimensional form of Equation (Z-48). 

(2-49) 

PLAN 

ELEVATION 4 k 

PI 

AL 
n 

-w- ;u(- 
(a) Linear (b) Radial -Cylindricel (c) Radial- Spheric01 

FIGURE 2-5. FLOW GEOMETRIES 

Radial-Cylindrical Flow 

In petroleum engineering the reservoir is often idealized by 

considering it to be circular and of constant thickness, h, with a well 

opened over the entire thickness. Flow is considered to take place in 

the radial direction onl.y, that is, flow lines converge towards a 
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central point in each plane, and the cross-sectional,area of ,flow 

decreases as the centre is approached. Thus flow iS directed towards ,a 

cormnon axial (central.) line referred to as a line-sink (or line-source 

in the case of an injection well). This flow model is called radial- 

cylindrical flow, but in the petroleum literature it is often simply 

called radial flow. It is illustrated in Figure 2-5(b) and the 

applicable equation of flow, in the cylindrical coordinate system is 

the one-dimensional form of Equation (Z-48). given by 

(Z-50) 

Radial-Spherical Flow 

For thick reservoirs (h is very large) in which the well is 

not open to the entire producing formation, or for the measurement of 

vertical permeability, the one-dimensional form of Equation (Z-48), in 

the spherical coordinate system, is OF interest. It is called the 

radial-spherical flow equation and is given by 

(2-51) 

Radial-spherical flow implies flow from all directions towards one 

common central point, that is, a point sink (or source). It is 

depicted in Figure 2-5(c) and is usua1l.y referred to simply as 

spherical flow. 

5.7 Dimensionless Form of the 
General Flow Equation 

It is xonvenient to express the flow Equation (Z-48) and the 

relevant boundary conditions in dimensionless terms as 

V2( bD ) - +q’ Ad (2-52) 

where the subscript D means dimensionless, and the dimensionless terms 
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are defined in Table 2-3 for the various modes of fl.ow. Expression in 

this form achieves three main objectives: 

1. By suitable definition of ApD, tD. and qD as in Table 2-3, 

the “pressure, ” “pressure-squared” and “pseudo-pressure” cases can all 

be represented by Equation (2-52). Thus, the solution of only one 

equation ail.1 serve the three cases. 

2. The number of parameters upon which the solution depends 

is minimized. For examplx, instead of having the problem dependent on 

P* Pi> c, q, !.I, k, h, t, rw, 9, and t individually, only ApD, qD, and tD 

need be treated--an obvious reduction in the number of variables. 

(Subscript w  refers ‘co conditions at the well.) 

3. Equation (2-52) is equivalent to a standard equation 

in the field of heat conduction (Casslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 29) for 

which solutions have been obtained for various relevant boundary 

conditions. These solutions may be applied directly to the present 

problem of flow of fluids through porous media. 

It will be observed in Table 2-3 that rD and qD have the 

coefficients X and y, respectively. These factors take on different 

values for the different systems of Darcy, Field and Metric (SI) units. 

They include coefficients like 2 and n, units con~erslon factors, and 

the numerical values of p,, and Tsc that may be inherent in the 

definitions of the dimensionless terms. Subscript SC means standard 

conditions; two commonly used standards are 14.65 psia and 60oF in 

Alberta, Canada, and 14.70 psia and 6O’F in many states of the U.S.A. 

Values of X and y for various systems ate tabulated in Table 2-4. The 

different systems of units are given in Table 2-5. 

The factor B which occurs in Table 2-3 is the formation 

volume factor, defined as 

volume occupied by unft mass of fluid 
B = at reservoir conditions 

volume occupied by unit mass of fluid 
at standard (surface) conditions 

=,L=P,,TZ 
4 SC p Tsc 
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OIMENSIONLES 
VARIABLE 

t 

X0 

FLOW 
GEOMETRY 

1iMCN 

Rodiol -cylindricrrl 

Radial-spherical 

Linear 

Radial-cylindrical 

Radial - rphericol 

Linear 

Radial-cylindrical 

Radial-spherical 

LIQUID 

P 

r 
r ” 

hkt 

m P c 2 w 

'i 'D 

Pi - P 

‘1 ‘D 

Y B qsc u 

k h P. 
1 

TABLE 2-3. DEFINITION OF DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLES IN TERMS OF p, p: AND $ 
(VALUES FOR X AND 7 MAY BE OBTAINED FROM TABLE 2-4) 
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Radial - Srrhericol 

Rod ial -Cylindrical/ 
Radial-Sphericol(14.65/520) 

Linear (14.7ptiq 52O’RJ 

Radial-Cylindrical/ 
Radial-Spharicol (14.7/520) 

Radial-Cylindrical/ 
Radial-Sphericol(101.325/288) 

TABLE 2-4. VALUES ‘OF COEFFICIENTS USED IN THE DIMENSIONLESS TERMS 
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PARAMETER 

r,h 

DARCY FIELD METRIC 

cm ft ml 

1 k t darcy I md I Pm2 

t 

P 

P 

V 

5 

CP 

atm 

cm3 

hr 

CP 

p5ia 

ft3 

hr 

pPa-s (gas) 
mPa~sfoil) 

kPo 

In3 

I qbil) I c& I bbl/d I rn3/d 

qkwl 
I 

cm% MMcfld kmol/d 

TABLE 2-5. DEFINITION OF UNIT? 

The last column in Table 2-3 is included to show that the 

treatment for gas flow using "pressure" as the variable is similar to 

that used for liquid flow. The dimensionless terms in both cases are 

the same, but B is replaced for gas by p,, ? T/(Tscc). The values oi‘ y 

(from Table 2-4) for these two cases are different. The reasons for 

this difference are that oil flow is measured in barrels per day 

whereas gas flow is measured in millions of standard cubic feet per day, 

and also, that y for gas includes the values of p,, and T,,, which are 

known constants. 

Dimensionless Form of the Radial- 
Cylindrical Flow Equation 

To illustrate where the definitions of the dimensionLess 

terms of Table 2-3 come from, the one-dimensional radial-cylindrical 

flow equation, Equation (2-50) with @ interpreted es p for the 

wptessure" case, will be considered along with the boundary and initial 

conditions. The case of a well producing at a constant rate, g from an 

infinite reservoir will be treated. The equation governing flow is: 
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with the following boundary and initial conditions: 

a. Inner boundary condition: The flow rate q at the wellbore 

is constant. (q is positive for production.) From Darcy's 

law 

9 =!!A?? 
2 n r h well u ar 

for t > 0 
well 

that is 

r* qu 
ar well =Z+kh 

and in terms of standard conditions, 

rh 
I 

q 6.2 u *SC T z 
ar well 

=2nkhijTsc 

(2-54) 

(2-55) 

G-56) 

b. Outer boundary condition: At all times, the pressure at 

the outer boundary (radius=infinity) is the same as the 

initial pressure, pi, that is, 

P’P as i 
r*m for all t 

C. Initial condltlon: Initially, the pressure throughout the 

reservoir is constant, that is, 

P=P i 
at t=o for all r 

At this stage, the variables which affect the solution of 

Equation (Z-53) are p. pi, c, T, rw, q, !J, k, h, $, and t. 

Let 

rD=t . . . . . dimensionless radius 

AP = Pi - P 
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(APD)’ = 
Pi - P 

pi 

Then Equation (2-56) becomes 

rD +q UpD)' 

XD'l 

= 2 2(L;ckuh P;cT~cz 

Let 

(2-57) 

1 48, ?J psc -lc z qD = $y 2nrkh PTsc ****' 
dimensionless flow rate 

then Equation (Z-57) becomes 

e-1 rD’l (2-58) 

Let 

bD = 
(0~~) ’ 

% 

Pi - P 

,= pi qD * * * * * 
dimensionless pressure drop 

then Equation (2-58) becomes 

rD k (APD) - - 1 
rg=l 

Equation (Z-53) becomes 

1 a $ !J c r2 -- 
'D arD 

k CAP,)] = k w k CAP,) 

(Z-59) 

(2-60) 
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Let 

Equation (2-53), the radial-cylindrical flow equation, may now be 

expressed in dimensionless terms by 

1 a -- 
+D arD 

rD $q (bg)l = j$ CAP,) 

with the boundary and initial conditions as below: 

a. =D &D (Ap,) m-1 for tD > 0 

rD'l 

(2-61) 

(2-62) 

b. ApD + 0 ss rD + - for au tD 

C. PPD = 0 at tD = 0 for all rD 

The solution of Equation (2-N), which is the dimensionless form of 

Equation (Z-53), now involves only ApD, tD, and rD. The dimensionless 

terms as defined in Table 2-3 for the other flow systems, in terms of 

p, p*,'or $, may be obtained in a manner similar to that of this 

section. 

EXAMPLE 2-2 

Introduction This example illustrates the calculation of some 

dimensionless quantities. Normally, before starting to solve a problem 

any one of the three treatments, p, p', ox $, is chosen and all. 

calculations are performed is terms of that variable. However, for the 

sake of illustration, each of these treatments will be used in this 

example, but in every case radial-cylindrical flow will be assumed. 

Problem A well in a dry sweet gas reservoir (gas composition given in 
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Example A-l) was produced at a constant rate, qsc, of 7 MMacfd for a 

time, t, of 36 hours. The sandface prossure, pwf, at that time was 

1600 psia. General data pertinent to the test are as follows: 

h = 39 ft M = 17.7 zi = 0.838 

4 = 0.15 fraction PC = 664 psia z 1600 = 0.853 

k =ZOmd Tc = 357% z = 0.846 

pi = 2000 PSia u i - 0.0158 cp ci = 0.00053 

r = 0.4 ft 
w ~I,,, = 0.0146 cp c16OO = 0.00069 

T = 580'R ii = 0.0152 cp c = 0.00061 

Calculate tD, SD, and APD using the p, p*, and $ treatments. 

Solution 

Pressure treatment 

Ftom Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

tD = hkt 

$ E; c r* 
f X = 2.637 x lo-' 

w 

tD = 
2.637 x lo-* (20)(36) . . 

(0.15)(0.0l.52)(0.00061)(0.4)~ = 853*214 

From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

Y z T qsc E 
PD = Bkhpi ’ y = 7.085 x lo5 

. . qD = 
7.085 x lo5 (0.846)(580)(7)(0.0152) -'0.01317 

(1800) (20) (39) wm3) 

From Table 2-3 

bD = 
Pi - P 

pi qD 

ApD = 
2000 - 1600 . . 

2000(0.01317) = 15" 



Pressure-squared treatment 

Prom Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 
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A = 2.637 x lo+ 

-4 tD 2.637 x 10 = (X1)(36) . . = 
(0.15)(0.0152~(0.00061~(0.4)z 

853,214 

From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

qD - 

Y 2 T qsc ii 

khp2 ' 
Y = 1.417 x LO6 

i 

* PD= 
1.417 x lo6 (0.846)(580)(7)(0.0152) = o.o2;71 

(20)(39)(2000)z 

From Table 2-3 

APD = 
Pi - P2 

,P; qD 

( . . *pD = 
2000)' - (1600)' = 15 2 

(2000)' (0.02371) ' 

Pseudo-pressure treatment 

The e-p curve is first constructed by the method of Example 2-1, Since 

the gas fok this problem has the same composition and temperature as 

the gas in Example 2-1, the graph of Figure 2-4 is the applicable $-p 

curve. 

From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

hkt 
'D=$b. 2 ' A = 2.637 x 1O-4 

I. =i =w 

. . 'D - 
2.637 x 1O-4 (20)(36) 

(0.15)(0.0~58)(0.00053)(0.4)2 
- 944,710 
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From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

y T qsc qn = k h ‘hi ’ y = 1.417 x 106 

pi = 2000 - $i = 3.30 x lo8 (Figure 2-4) 

. , 'D = 
1.417 x 106 (580)(7) = o.02235 

(20) (39) (3.30 x 108) 

From Table 2-3 

$, - ‘1 
ApD = I) q 

i D 

p = 1600 tf $ = 2.18 x 10' (Figure 2-4) 

A’pD = 
3.30 x 100 - 2.18 x lo8 . . 

(3.30 x 108) (0.02235) 
- 15.2 

Discussion The values obtained for the dimensionless quantities depend 

on the treatment used, p, p', or $. The calculated dimensionless 

pressure drops for the p and p2 treatments are exactly identical since 

the average values for u and Z were taken to be the same in both cases. 

The equivalence of these methods when using similar average gas 

properties will be demonstrated analytically in Section 11. For this 

particular example, the $ treatment also gives the same dimensionless 

pressure drop. As will,be explained in Section 11, deviation between 

the various treatments depends on a number of pacameters like drawdown, 

pressure level, etc. For large drawdown, the results would be sensitive 

to the method used for averaging reservoir gas properties. 

The pressure drop of 400 psia was due to a combination of 

laminar, inertial-turbulent and skin effects. Calculation of pressure 

drop due to lam~nsr effects alone will be demonvtrated in Example 2-3. 
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6 DIRECT ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE FLOOW EQUATIONS 

The equations of flow derived so far may be solved analyrically 

only for a limited number of flow geometries, and for some initial and 

boundary conditions. One case chat is capable of solution is of 

particular interest in gas well testing. This is the radial-cylindrical 

flow equation. Accordingly, this equation will be treated in much 

greater detail than either the Linear or the radial-spherical flow 

equations. 

Usually, a constant flow rate is stipulated at the well along 

with one of the following outer boundary conditions: 

1. Infinite reservoir; 

2. Finite circular reservoir, with no flow across the 

outer boundary; 

3. Finite circular reservoir with constant pressure 

at the outer boundary. 

Solutions for reservoirs with regular straight boundaries, 

for example, rectangular, polygonal, and so forth, with the wells 

located on or off centre are obtainable from the infinite reservoir 

CM@. This is done by applying the "principle of superposition" in 

space, in the form of the "method of images." This procedure will be 

described in detail in Section 7. 

Solutions for reservoirs with irregular boundaries are 

obtained either by fitting approximately reasonable straight line 

boundaries and creating the problem by image wells, or by numerical 

techniques such as finite-difference procedures. 

For gas well resting purposes, the condition of constant flow 

rate at the wellhead is the most useful. This situation will be 

referred to as the constant production rate case. However, a varying 

flow rate,aa in the case of production with constant pressure being 

maintained at the well, may be studied by the superpostios principle, 

as shown later. 
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6.1 Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Constant Production 
Race, Infinite Reservoir 

As mentioned above, radial-cylindrical flow geometry is of 

greatest interest in gas well testing. The flow equation for this 

situation was developed in terms of dimensionless variables in Section 

5.6, after sonre simplifying assumptions had been made in previous 

sections. It is Equation (2-61) and is repeated below. 

1 a -- 
=D arD 

k (ApD;i = k (AP,,) (2-63) 

The problem to be solved now is that of radial-cylindrical 

flow of gas into a well, at constant production rate, from a reservoir 

of infinite extent. The boundary and initial conditions for this 

situation are: 

a. The flow rate at the well is constant (Equation 2-59). 

rn & CAP,) = - 1 for tD > 0 (2-64) 

rg=l 

As a simplification which yields practically identical 

results (Mueller and Witherspoon, 1965), the well of 

radius r, is replaced by a line-sink. The boundary 

condition above then becomes 

lim a 
r,*o D ar, r - (aPD) = - 1 

b. At all times the pressure at the boundary is the same as 

the initial formation pressure, that is, 

AP,, + o as rD + m for all t, 

C. Initially the pressure throughout the reservoir is uniform 

ApD = 0 at tD = o for all rg 
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The Boltzman transformation X = &(4tD) is applied to Equation 

(2-63) to reduce it to an ordinary differential equation (Matthews and 

Russell, 1967, Appendix A). This is then solved by separating the 

variables and integrating, with the above three conditions applying. 

The result Is: 

r2 
4pD = - + Ei - + ( ) D 

1 =-?Ei- ( %%&) 
where Ei is the exponential Integral and Is defined by 

(2-66) 

(Z-67) 

I 
x -5 EI(-xl = y dS 

m 

(2-68) 

where 5 is a dummy variable of integration. The exponential integral may 

be obtained from Tables of Mathematical Functions (Yahnke and Emde, 1945) 

but it can be expressed in convenient form by a series expansion (Craft 

and Hawkins, 1959, p, 314): 

Ei C-X) -In(l.781X)-X+&&&. . . 

. . ., * C-X)” 
nn! *** 

= Ln(1.781 X) + .:I s (Z-69) 

The number of terms required depends upon the magnitude of X and the 

desired accuracy. For values of X less than 0.01 the exponential 

integral is closely approximated by 

Ei(-X) = ln(1.781 X) for x < 0.01 (2-70) 
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For X > 5 the exponential integral is closely approximated by zero. A 

plot of the Ei function is shown in Figure 2-6. 

.M .m 04 .pb 98 0.1 0.2 0.3 01 o,o o,llw 1 3 1 0 II 10 

IX1 

FIGURE 2-6. EXPONENTlAl INTEGRAL FUNCTION-EQUATION (2-M) 

Thus for X < 0.01, i.e., i > 100, Equation. (2-66) becomes 

Substitutions for the dimensionLess variables 4p,, and t,, may 

be made from the applicable entry in Table 2-3 in terms of p, p2, or $, 

aa desired. A plot of Equation (Z-66) for various values of rD is 

shown in Figure 2-7. This equation gives the dimensionless pressure- 

radius-time relationship for the whole reservoir. Usually, the place 

of primary interest is at the well, where r = rw (rD = 1). At this 

*pD ln for 
4 tD --y > 100 (2-71) 

rD 

(2-72) 
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location the solution to the radial-cylindrical flow equation, Equation 

(2-63), has been given a special name, Pt. .Pt is expressed in 

dimensionless terms and is the value of Ap, at the well (excluding 

inertial-turbulent and skin effects). Pt varies with the boundary 

1.0 I 

FOR AN INFINITE RESERVOIR -EQUATION (2-64 

conditions, but for the case of constant production rate from an 

infinite reservoir, Pt is given by 

Pt - APD 
Wdl 

In terms of the logarithmic approximation, from Equation (2-72) 

0.1 

I I I I ‘,I. ,....,,. .,_*,“.,l I _ lllllll/ I I !l1llll I I I I llll[ roz7 .,, 

.Dl 
I 

loo lo' IO2 lo3 IO4 10: loo 
& 
'D 

FIGURE 2-7. VALUES OF Ape AT VARIOUS DIMENSIONLESS RADII, 

(2-73) 

(2-74) 

Ft 
=.+ (ln tD + 0.809) for t,.> 25 (2-75) 
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It is evident that P, for an infinite-acting reservoir is identical to 

the rD = 1 cu*'ye of Figure 2-7. The P, function 1s discussed more fully 

in Section 6.4, but it may be worth noting khak it represents the 

effects of laminar flow alone. The effects of skin, inertial-turbulent 

flow, etc., are treated later, 

EXAMF'LE 2-3 

Introduction This example illustrates the calculation of the flowing 

pressure at the well, in an infinite-acting reservoir, due to laminar 

flow. Once again, the pressure, pressure-squared, and pseudo-pressure 

treatments will be used to demonstrate the use of each of these 

techniques. However, in any problem solving situation, only one of 

these treatments is necessary.. Consequently, all subsequent examples 

will use the pseudo-pressure treatment alone. 

Problem A well in an infinite-acting reservoir (gas composition given 

in Example A-l) was produced at a constant rate of 7 MMscfd. The 

pressure, pi, throughout the reservoir prior to the ces'c was 2000 psia. 

General data pertinent to khe test are the same as in Example 2-2. 

Calculate the flowing sandface pressure, pwf, after 36 hours of flow, 

using the p, p*, and Q treatments. 

Solution 

Pressure treatment 

The flowing sandface pressure, &,,f, must actually be known 

before average values of u, 2, and c, whfch are required for the 

determination of pwf itself, can be calculated. For simplification, 

this portion of the trial and error procedure will be omitted, and it 

will be assumed that L, 5, and C are constant at the values given in 

Example 2-2. 

From Example 2-2 

%I = 
2.637 x 10""' kf= 66g g70 

$ucr; 
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From Equatlon (2-75), since tD > 25 

Pt = + (In tD f 0.809) 

= $ (ln 669,970 + 0.809) = 7.11 

Alternatively, pt may also be obtained from Figure 2-7, rD - 1.0 cac.q. 

First trial 

From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

7.085 x 105 2 T qac i 

'D = Fkhpi 

= 7.085 x lo5 (0.867)(580)(7)(0.0144) = o.0115 
(2000)(20)(39)(2000) 

From Table 2-3 and Equation (2-73) 

Pt = APD 
_ PI - p 

well pi qD 

. . P = Pi - Pi pt qD 

= 2000 - 2000 (7.11)(O.OlL5) = 1836 

Second trial 

Pi + P 
Assume ; = 2 _ 2000 + 1836 = 1g18 

2 

% - 
7.085 x 10' (0.867)(580)(7)(0.0144) _ o o120 

(1918)(20)(39)(2000) 

P = 2000 - 2000 (7.11)(0.0120) = 1829 
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Third trial 

ASSWW ;= 
Pi+ P 

2 
= 2000 ; 1829 = 1y15 

qn = 
7.085 x lo5 (0.867)(580)(7)CO.O144) = oeo120 

(1915)(20)(39)(2000) 

P = 2000 - 2000 (7.11)(0.0120) - 1829 

Pwf = 1829 psia 

Pressure-squared treatment 

As for the pressure treatment, 11, 2, and ? will be assumed 

constant at the values given in Example -2-2. Therefore, 

Pt = 7.11 

From Table 2-3 and Table,2-4 

1.417 X lo6 i? T q SC i 
qn = 

k h P: 

= 1.,417 x IO6 (0.867)(580>(7)(0.0144) = oao230 
(20)(39)(2000)~ 

From Table 2-3 and Equation (2-73) 

2 2 

pt = Ape 
_ pi - p 

well p: qn 

= [(2000)* - (2OOOjZ (7.11)(o.0230)]0~J = 1829 

P wf = 1829 psia (same as the result from the pressure 
tr@atlllent) 
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Pseudo-pressure treatment 

No assumptions are necessary concerning u, 2, and c. Since 

the gas is the same as that af Example A-l, the q- p curve already 

constructed (Figure 2-4) is applicable to this problem. 

From Example 2-2 

tD = 2.637 x 10-4kt _ s44 710 

$ !Ji ci 1; ' 

From Equation (2-75), since tn > 25 

P, = + (In tD + 0.809) 

=; (In 944,710 f 0.809) = 7.28 

From Example 2-2 

q) = 
1.417 x lo6 T qsc 

k h '4~~ 
= 0.0224 

From Table 2-3 and Equation (2-73) 

pt = bD 
well 

* %f = @, - fbi Pt qn 

= 3.30 X 10' - 3.30 X 10' (7.28)(0,0224) - 2.76 x 10' 

$ = 2.76 x 10' * p = 1815 (Figure 2-4) 

. . Pwf = 1815 psia 

Discussion The values of p,f cal.culated by the p, p2, and + treatments 

are 1829, 1829, and 1815 psia, respectively. The reason for the similar 
results of the p and p2 treatments has been explained in Example 2-2. 
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The $ treatment gives a slightly different result since it involves 

different assumptions. Bowever, the fairly good agreement of these 

methods is on account of the particular pressure range used in the 

problem. This aspect will be elaborated upon in Section 11. 

The calculated pressure drawdown, by the $ treatment, at the 

well was 185 psi. A well similar to that of Example 2-2 experienced an 

actual pressure drawdown’of 400 psi. This consisted of 185 psi due td 

laminar flow effects, and the remaining pressure loss was mostly due to 

skin and partly due to inertial-turbulent effects. These latter effects 

will be considered in detail in Section 9. 

EXAMPLE 2-4 

Introduction This example illustrates the calculation of the flowing 

pressure, due to laminar flow, at some distance from the well in an 

infinite-acting reservoir. 

Problem A well situated in an infinite-acting reservoir (gas composition 

given in Example A-l) was produced at a constant rate of 7 MMscfd. The 

pressure, pi, throughout the reservoir prior to the test klas 2000 psia. 

General data pertinent to the test are the same as in Example 2-2. 

Using the pseudo-pressure treatment calculate the flowing 

pressure, pf, in the reservoir at a radius of 40 feet from the well, 

after 36 hours of production. 

Solution Since the gas is the same as that of Example A-l, the q-p 

curve already constructed (Figure 2-4) is applicable to this problem. 

From Example 2-2 

58 - 
2.637 x lO-4 k t = 944,710 

tJLJ i =i c 
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tD From Equation (2-72), sfnce 7 > 25 
*D 

*pD IrD =+ I*($) + ,.,,,0,1 

*pD IrgmlOO ? 3 [In (;$$0) + ,.*,,,,I = 2.679 

From Example 2-2 

qD = 
1.417 x lo6 T qsc 

k h @. 
- 0.0224 

1 

From Table 2-3 

. . VJ = Qi - 'I, APD qD 

$ = 3.30 x lo8 - 3.30 x LO8 (2.679)(0.0224) = 3.10 x 106 

u = 3.10 x loa - p = 1933 (Figure 2-4) 

Pf = 1933 psia 
r=40' 

Discussion The flowing pressure at 40 feet from the centre of the well 

is 1933 psia. This compares to a pressure at the well of 1815 psia, 

calculated in &ample 2-3, and indicates that the larger part of the 

pressure drawdown in a reservoir occurs near the well (in the first 40 

feet the pressure drop is 118 psi compared to 67 psi in the rest of the 

reservoir). 

It should be noted that in calculating ApD, the exponential 

integral of Equation (2-66) should be used rather than the logarithmic 
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approximation given by Equation (2-72). The reason is that at large 

values of rD the modulus of the argument of the exponential integral 

may not be less than 0.01 and the logarithmic approximation may not 

then be applicable. 

6.2 Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Constant Production Rate, 
Finite Circular Reservoir With No Flow 

at Outer Boundary 

The problem under consideration is that of radial flow from a 

finite cylindrical reservoir (with sealed upper and lower surfaces) at a 

constant production rate. The inner boundary is the well. The 

reservoir is volumetric, that is, the outer boundary is sealed. The 

boundary and initial conditions for this situation are: 

a. The flow rate at the well is constant. With no need to 

introduce the Line-sink concept, the inner boundary 

condition is the same as Equation (2-59): 

rD k CAP,) = - 1 for CD > 0 (2-76) 

rIl=l 

b. The flow at the outer boundary is zero at all times: that 

is, the pressure gradient at the boundary is zero 

for all t 

where ra is the radius of the external boundary. In 

dimensionless terms 

a 
r (Apn) - 0 

D r eD 

for all tD (2-77) 

where 
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C, Initially the pressure throughout the reservoir is uniform 

Ap, = 0 at rD = 0 for all rD 

Equation (2-61), the applicable partial differential equation, 

can be written as follows: 

5 (APD) + LL 
a 

0 
rD ar, (Ap~) = ar, (Ap~) (2-78) 

Using the Laplace Transform (Matthews and Russell, 1967, Appendix A), 

the following solutlon is obtained: 

*PD = 2 ' 
reD -1 

5; la rD -(3r,; - 4re;; In reD - 2re; - 1) 

rf-1 
eD 4(rei - 1)' 

where an are the roots of 

Jl(y., reD) Y1 (a,) - J1 (~“~1 y1 (an r,,) - o (2-80) 

J, and Y, being Bessel functions of the first and second kind, 

respectively and both of order one. oln may be obtained from Tables 

of Mathematical Functions or from a series solution given by Abramwitz 

and Sregun (1964, p. 374). For the range of ccn not readily available 
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from this source, the roots of Equation (2-80) may be obtained by 

iterative numerical procedures. 

Pt, which is the solution at the well, is obtained by 

evaluating Equation (Z-79) at fD =,I. 

Pt t Ap 
D well 

2 

2tD 
m 

-5l % 2 

=7+1tue,-;+2 1 
e J,(an re,) 

(2-81) 
en n=l qJ;(cln. r,,) - Jpq] 

For values of tD< 0.25 r,:, Pt is equivalent to Equation (2-75.); that is 

the outer boundary effects are insignificant and the reservoir behaves 

a* if it were infinite. As tD increases, the summation term in Equation 

(2-79) becomes negligibly small (because of e 
-t 

D, and may safely be 

ignored for large values of tD. Thus for re >> rw, which is usually the 

case, the pressure at the well is expressed by' 

pt 
2rD i In -2 r 
=eD eD 

(2-82) 

This equation is easily expressed in terms of p. p', or $ by substitution 

from Table 2-3 far ApD. 

Muskat (1937, p. 657) has shown that if the weI. radius can be 

assumed to be vanishingly small, that is, a line-sink, then the solution 

ie given by 

(2-83) 
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where cx:, ape the roots of 

(2-84) 

and are readily available from the Tables of Mathematical Functions 

already mentioned. For lag@ rimes and where rw C< re the solution at 

the well reduces, a8 before, to Equation (2-82). 

A plot of Equation (2-81) for various values of reD is shown 

in Figure 2-8. It should be noted that at early times the solution 

FIGURE 2-B. VALUES OF P&A&d FOR VARIOUS FINITE 

CIRCULAR RESERVOIRS WITH NO FLOW AT THE 

MTERNAL BOUNDARY - EQUATION (2-82) 

corresponds to the tD = 1 line of the infinite reservoir case of 

Figure 2-7. AC large times the solution is represented by Equation 

(2-82). The transition from infinite to finite behaviour occurs at 

5J 
y 0.25 rd. 

EXAMPLE 2-5 

Introduction The previous two examples treated flow from an infinite- 

acting reservoit, This example treats flow from a finite closed 
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reservoir, and illustrates that at short times of flow, the reservoir 

is essentially infinite-acting, whereas at longer flow times, the 

boundary effects are dominant. 

Problem A well in a closed (no flow across boundary) reservoir 

(r@ - 2000 feet) was produced at a constant rate of 7 MMacfd. The 

pressure, pi, throughout the reservoir prior to the test, was 2000 paia. 

The gas in the reservoir is the same as that of Example A-l. General, 

data pertinent to the test are the same as in Example 2-2. 

Calculate the flowing sandface pressure, pwf, after 36 hours 

and after 1800 hours of production. 

Solution Since the gas is the same as,that of Example A-l, the $ -p 

curve already constructed (Figure 2-4) is applicable to this problem. 

t = 36 

From Example 2-2 

2.637 x 10-Dk t = 944 710 
tD= $u 2 

i 'i 'w 

1.417 X lo6 T qsc 

'D = k h 'Ji 
= 0.0224 

2000 
From Figure 2-8 (for en = 944,710; reD = 04 = 5000) 

P t = APD = 7.30 
well 

alternatively, since t 
a 

c 0.25 r ei (which equals 6.250.000). Pt ifl given 

by Equation (2-75) 

P 
t 

= + (ln tR i. 0.809) 

= + (In 944,710 + 0.809) = 7.28 
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From Table 2-3 and Equation (2-73) 

Pc = API) 
'i - 'wf 

Well - @i qD 

= 3.30~10' - 3.30x10' (7.28)(0.0224) = 2.76x10' 

J, = 2.76x108++p-1815 (Figure 2-4) 

P wf - 1815 psia 

t = 1800 

From Table 2-3 and Example 2-2 

-Ir 
tD - 

2.637 x 10 k t 

4 !Ji ci ri 

2.637 x lo-' (20)(180(I) 
- (0.15)(0.0158)(0.00053)(O~4)z 

= 47,235,491 

1.417 x lo6 T qsc 

'D = k h +. = 0.0224 

From Figure 2-8 (for tD 

Pt = APD 
Well 

alternatively, since tD 

by Equation (2-82) 

*t - 
2tD 

-,+1n 
=*n 

- 47,235,491; reD = 5000) 

= 11.6 

> 0.25 r 2 (which equals 6,250,000), Pt is given 

3 
reD - T 

= 2(47,235,491) 
(5000)2 

f In 5000 - 2 = 11.5 
4 
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. . 1cI wf = Qi - vJi pt qD 

= 3.30X108 - 3.30X10B (11.5)(0.0224) = 2.45 x 10' 

$ = 2.45~10' - p = 1703 (Figure 2-4) 

. . P wf - I.703 psia 

Discussion The pressure at the well after 36 hours of flow is 

1815 psia, the same value as in Example 2-3. In fact, the reservoir is 

still infinite-acting,and the boundary effects have not yet been felt. 

After 1800 hours of flow, the pressure is 1703 psia, compared 

with 1770 psia for an infinite-acting reservoir. Boundary effects are 

significant at this stage, and the rate of pressure decline throughout 

the reservoir, apI&, is constant. 

6.3 Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Conetant Production Rate, 
Finite CircuLar Reservoir With C~nsfant 

pressure at outer Boundary 

III this situation radial flaw takes place from a finite 

cylindrical reservoir, with sealed upper and lower surfaces, at constant 

production rate. The pressure at the outer boundary remains constant, 

due to either natural or artificial pressure maintenance at that 

location. The boundary and initial conditions for this situation are: 

a. Flow rate at the well is constant. As before, this is 

Equation (2-59) 

rD k (ApD) = - 1 for tD > 0 (2-85) 

'D'l 

b. The pr‘essui-e at the boundary is constant at all times 

pe - pi for all t 

In dimensionless terms: 
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*pD = o at 5 = -‘eu for all tD 

C. Initially the pressure throughout the resenroir is uniform 

ApD = 0 at tD - o for all rD 

By the use of the Laplace transform, and the above boundary 

conditions, the solution is found to be (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, 

p. 334) 

* PJJ = In i ) 
r,I)+ 
=Ll 

(2-86) 

where Bn are the roota of 

J1 (SJ YO(‘& 8,) - Y, (8,) Jo he,, fin) = ,!’ (2-87) 

and are obtainable from the same sources as c1 n in the previous section. 

Pt is obtained by evaluating Equation (2-86) at r,, = 1. For rD = 1 

Pt q Ap D well 

-B:, tD 
- e 

- In ren - 2 1 
$reD Bn) 

n-1 Bn J:(8,) - Y& B,)] T 

(2-88) 

which may be written, as desired, in terms of p, p*, or $. 

As tjJ increases, the summation term decreases (due to e -‘D ) 

and Equation (2-88) reduces to 

Pt = In reD for tD > 1.0 r ei (approximately) (2-89) 
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This equation may also be obtained directly by the integration of Darcy's 

law for a radial system. 

A plot of Equation (2-88) for various values of reD is shown 

in Figure 2-9. It is observed that in the early part of the production 

period the well acts as if it were in an infinite reservoir. After a 

certain rim@ however, (tD > 0.25 r,;), boundary effects become noticeable, 

and a transition period precedes the steady-state condition represented 

by Equation (2-89). 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 
10’ rn’ 10’ 

‘0 
10” 10’ 10’ 

FIGURE 2-9. VALUES OF P,(=A&,dFOR VARIOUS FINITE 

CIRCULAR RESERVOIRS WITH CONSTANT PRESSURE 

AT THE EXTERN& BOUNDARY - EQUATION (2-88) 

EXAMPLE 2-6 

Introduction This example shows that a co,nstant-pressure-auter- 

boundary reservoir behaves initially as an infInite-acting one. After 

long producing time, true steady state (and not just pseudo-steady 

state) is achieved. 

Problem A well in a circular reservoir in which constan't pressure is 

being maintained at the outer boundary (re = 2000 feet) was produced at 
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a constant rate of 7 Mflecfd. The pressure, pi, throughout the reservoir 

prior to the test was 2000 psia. The gas in the reservoir is the same 

8s that of Example A-l. General data pertinent to the test are the same 

as in Example 2-2. 

Calculate the flowing sandface pressure, p,f, after 36 hours 

and after 1800 hours of production. 

Solution Since the gas is the same as that of Example A-l, the IJI - p 

curve already constructed (Figure 2-4) is applicable to this problem. 

t - 36 

From ExampLe 2-2 

t 
D 

= 2.637 x lo-' k t = g44 710 
4u 1 ci c 

1.417 x lo6 T q 5c 
% = k h '!J, 

= 0.0224 

From Figure 2-S (for tD = 944,710; reD = 5000) 

P t = AP D 
= 7.30 

well 

alternatively, since tD < 0.25 re; (which equals 6,250,000), Pt is 

given by Equation (2-75) 

Pt 
- $ (In tD 4. 0.809) 

- $ (In 944,710 + 0.809) = 7.28 

From Tabl.e 2-3 and Equation (2-73) 

pt = Aq, 
I 

'i - 'wf 

well = % 'D 
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* $wf - $, - JI, pt qD 

= 3.30~10' - 3.30~10' (7.28)(0.0224) - 2.76~10~ 

dJ = 2.76 x 10' - p = 1813 (Figure 2-4) 

. . P wf = 1815 psia 

t = 1800 

Prom Example 2-5 

2.637 x lo-' k t 
'D- $1~ i =I c 

= 47,235,491 

1.417 x 10" T q,, 
qD = 

k h '4, 
= 0.0224 

From Figure 2-9 (for tD = 47,235,491; reD = 5000) 

Pt = ApD = 8.5 
Well 

alternatively, since tD > 1.0 rai (which equals 25,000,OOO) Pt is given 

by Equation (2-89) 

Pt = IS ran = In 5000 = 8.5 

. . 9 wf m 'i - 'i 't 'D 

= 3.30x108 - 3.30~10' (8.5)(0.0244) = 2.62x10' 

= 2.62 x 10' - p = 1765 (Figure 2-4) 

. . P wf - I.765 psia 

Discussion The pressure at the well after 36 hours of flow is 

1815 psia. In fact, the reservoir is infinite-acting and it does not 
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In the foregoing sections, the solutions to the dimensionless 

form of the partial differential equation of flow, Equation (Z-61), 

have been given for the three boundary conditions of Interest, by 

Equations (Z-67), (2-79)) and (2-86). These can be evaluated at 

various values of r and t. The solutions at r = rwwhich are of the 

greatest interest have, for ease of reference, been termed Pt. Thus Pt 

is, by definition, the solution of Equation (2-61) at tD = 1. The 

reason for introducing the pressure function Pt 18 that the actual 

pressure function at the wellbore Ap 
D/well 

will be shown in Sections 9 

and 10 to vary with skin and inertrsl-turbulent effects. It is 

convenient therefore to have a precisely defined pressure function, PC, 

which is the analytical solution to the partial differential equation 

and is independent of extraneous effects 1Xke skin, wellbore storage. 

IT flow effects, and so forth. 

A plot of Pt versus log f~ is shown in Figure 2-10 for various 

values of reD. This is in fact a combined graphical representation of 

the solutions at the wellbore for the infinite reservoir, circular 

reservoir with no flow at the outer boundary, and circular reservoir 

with constant pressure at the outer boundary, That is, it is a combined 

plot of Equations (Z-74), (2-Sl), and (2-88) and results from putting 

together the graphs of Figures 2-S and 2-9. These ctlrves have been 

matter what conditions (no flow or constant pressure) prevail at the 

boundary. The answer for this part of the problem is the same es for 

the closed reservoir of the previous example. 

The pressure at the well after 1800 hours of flow is 1765 paia, 

compared with 1770 psia for an infinite-acting reservoir. The reservoir 

has now reached steady-state and the pressure does not decline any 

further. At steady-state conditions the gas beingproduced is replaced 

at the outer boundary where a constant pressure is being maintained. 

6.4 Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Constant Production Rate, 
Infinite and Finite Circular Reservoirs, 

Solutions at the Well (P,) 
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recalculated but are similar to those of Aziz and Flock (1963). 

The I'~ functions for the infinite and for the finite circular 

reservoir cases may be used together to determine time to stabilization 

for any circular reservoir. This time is the time required for the' 

radius of investigation to become equal to the radius of the outer 

boundary. The Pt functions may also be expressed in steady-state form 

by introducing the idea of an effective drainage radius: This concept, 

together with the concepts of radius of investigation and tFme to 

stabilization, is discussed in detail below. 

Effective Drainage Radius 

Equation (Z-as) is seen to be the formula for the steady- 

state flow of fluids. It applies to stabilized radial-cylindrical flow 

at a constant rate from a reservoir with constant pressure, pi, at the 

outer boundary, re. In terms of p it is expressed as 

pi - pwf x 
Pt ! 

'i 'D 
= In $ 

w 

In the case of flow from an infinite reservoir, and also of flow from a 

closed outer boundary reservoir, steady-state flow is never achieved. 

It is still useful, however, to express the flow from such systems by a 

formula similar to the steady-state Equation (2-90). Such an equation 

was given by Aronofsky and Jenkins (1954) and may be written as follows: 

Pt - 
PR - pwf 

'i 'D w 
(2-91) 

In other words, this steady-state equation is forced to represent the 

transient behaviour of p,f by suitable definition of the terms pR and rd. 

Let pR be defined as the pressure that would ultimately be 

obtained upon shut-in of the well. In a* infinite reservoir, or in a 

constant-pressure outer boundary one, pR is equal to the initial 

pressure, pi. For a well in a closed outer boundary reservoir pR is 

the volumetric average reservoir pressure, and is related by a material 
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balance to the initial formaeion pressure, pi, and the amount of 

depletion. The term rd is the effective drainage radius and is defined 

as the radius required to force the steady-state Equation (Z-91) to 

represent the transient solution. This is illustrated in Figure 2-U. 

7 
I 

J 
, 

* 

, 

, 
I 
I 
I 

, 
L 

‘d 

DISTANCE 

FIGURE 2-11. EFFECTIVE DRAINAGE RADIUS (rd) 

rd should not be confused with rD, the dlmensioriless radius which 

equals r . 
T” 

Flow from the closed reservoir, ss described in Section 6.2, 

will. be expressed in terms of the effective drainage radius. It was 

shown that at early times Pt = + (In tD + 0.809). Since the reservoir 

is still infinite acting and there has been no significant depletion, 

rd 
In 7 = + (in fD + 0.809) 

w 

This shows that, initially, the effective radius of drainage starts off 

near the weLlbore and increases independently of the outer boundary 

radius. AS pointed out this situation holds up to a value of 

tD c 0.25 r$. At larger values of tD boundary effects dominate. This 

is illustrated in Figure 2-12(a). Figures 2-12(a) and 2-12(b) are 

derived from Aronofsky and Jenkins (19.54) and modified as shown in the 

light of the figure published by Al-Hussainy (1967, p. 26). 
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1 

.l 

'd a 

- Aronofrky 4 J.nkinr 1195A1 
t.-. *,-H”rroiny (1947) 

FIGURE 2-12. EFFECTIVE DRAINAGE RADIUS AS A FUNCTION OF TIME 

For values of tD > 0.25 f& the amount of depletion must be 

accounted for. This is done by a simple material balance: 

PI - PR - depletion term 

= qt 

nr;h$: 
(2-93) 

2 qD tD Pi 
= 

K@i 
(2-94) 

Pi - PR 2 tD 

pi qD 

from Equation (2-83) 

pi - '"f 2 tD 3 =-+lnreD-: 
'i 'D r; 

subtracting Equation (2-95) from Equation (2-96) &es 

(2-95) 

(Z-96) 
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rd 
= In y- by definition of rd 

w 

(2-97) 

(2-98) 

(Z-99) 

0.472 r 
=ln r e (2-100) 

" 

- . rd = 0.472 te (2-101) 

This shows that during the later life of the reservoir the 

effective drainage radius is no longer dependent on the well radius but 

only on the exterior radrus, re. Figure 2-12(b) illustrates this point. 

If the results for early and later rimes are combined it is 

easily seen that the effective drainage radius increases with time 

initially, but then it finally stabilizes at approximately one half the 

outer radius (actually 0.472 re). It must be emphasized that rd is a 

hypothetical quantity and has no physical reality, and that drainage 

takes place from the entire reservoir. 

Aronofvky and Jenkins (1954) showed that this concept is 

equally applicable to the flow of ideal gas, and the results obtained 

using the effective radius of drainage concept apply directly to the 

"pressure-squared" treatment for pas flow. Al-Hussainy, Ramey.and 

Crawford (1966) confirmed that these same equations for effective 

radius of drainage also apply to flow of real gases when the "pseudo- 

pressure" treatment is used. The appropriate equations are given 

below: 

"pressure-squared": 
P;-Pif 'd = In r 

w 
(2-102) 

, 



(2-103) 

It is instructive to summarize the possible expressinns for 

the effective drainage radius for various systems: 

Reservoir Type Time Limit 

Infinite tD> 25 

Closed outer ,boundary 25< tD< 0.25 ra; =d r = + (In t,+O.809) 
w 

(Z-92) 
Constant pressure 

outer boundary 
25<tD<0.25 r,; 

Closed outer boundary tD>0.25 rd 

constant pressure 
outer boundary tD' 1.0 r,; 

rd = 0.472 re 

=d = re 

(Y2-101) 

Radius of Investigation 

Some confusion often exists between the concepts of the 

effective radius of drainage and the radius of investigation. This 

latter radius is a meas"re of the radial distance over which there is a 

significant influence due to production at the well. Although the term 

"radius of influence" is a more appropriate definition, the widespread 

"se of radius of investigation suggests its continued "sage. This 

concept is illustrated in Figure 2-13. 

P 

r r 

FIGURE 2-13. IDEALIZED TRAVEL OF AN IMPULSE. 
TO ILLUSTRATE RADIUS OF INVESTIGATION 
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If an impulse is applied at the well (t = t,, r = r,) the 

transient thus created will travel throughout the formation. At any 

instant of time (tl or t2) the maximum effect of this impulse will be 

experienced at a certain radius (r, or r2), known as the ,radius of 

investigation. 

According to the idealized reservoir model adopted in Sections 

5 and 6, and the applicable flow equation, a pressure disturbance at the 

wellbore is instantaneously transmitted to all parts of the reservoir. 

Even at the outer boundary radius the effect is immediate. However, at 

any particular time, prior ‘co stabLlization, there Is a corresponding 

radial distance beyond which instruments cannof detect the effect of the 

disturbance. This distance is usually called the radius of investigation. 

Some authors define it as that radius at which one par cant of the 

pressure drop occurs, while others fix it according to the limits of 

accuracy of their pressure measuring iastruments. Because of these 

varying definitions a number of expressions exist for radius of 

investigation as a function of time. Van poolen (1964) presented a 

review of the various definitions and advised caution in their use. Each 

of these expressions has some degree of arbitrariness and results, at 

best, in an estimate of the depth of investigation. The definition 

adopted in this manual is best understood by reference to Figure 2-11. 

The point of interest is that ac which a closed reservoir deviates from 

an infinite acting system. If the relationship between tD and reD at 

that point is plotted as shown is Figure 2-14, the points fall 

approximately on the straight line which has the equation 

fD = 0.25 r,; 

This line represents the time at which a limited reservoir of 

radius re no longer behaves like an infinite reservoir. Conversely, re 

is the radius of the closed finite reservoir which starts showing the 

effects of the boundary at dimensionless time t,,. It is clearly seen 

that as far es pressure beheviour at the well is concerned, an infinite 

reservorr may be considered to be a limited reservoir with a closed 

outer boundary at r, provided r is allowed to increase with tD according 
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FIGURE 2-14. DIMENSIONLESS RADIUS OF INVESTIGATION AT t, 

to the graph of Figure 2-14. This changing value of r is defined as the 

radius of investigation rinv, that is 

(2-105) 

If the value of rinv obtained from Equation (2-105) is greater 

than r,, then the radius of investigation is taken to be re. This is a 

physical limitation ae the maximum value that rinv can attain is the 

external radius of the reservoir, r,. This should be contrasted with 

the maximum value of the effective drainage radius, rd, which is 0.472 re 

for a closed boundary circular reservoir. 

Tim? to Stabilization 

When the radius of invastlgatfon has reached the outer boundary, 

the well is said to be stabilized. Accordingly, the time to stabilization 
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was shown to be given approximately by Equation (Z-104) repeated below 

cD = 0.25 r,; (2-106) 

For a closed outer boundary reservoir, Katz and Coats (1968) 

defined the time to stabilization as that time at which the slope of 

the PC curves for the infinite-acting and finite-acting reservoirs are 

equal. 

a 
at CPt) 

a 

D Equation (2-75) 
- F (P,) 

D Equation (2-82) 

a 
ar, 

from which 

which corresponds to Equation (2-106) above. This results in a time to 

stabilization t 5, given by 

Pitzer (1964) confirmed that at t = ts the value* obtained 

for Pt from Equations (2-75), (2-82), or (Z-89) agreed to within 

0.5 per cent for TeD 2 100. 
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6.5 Radial-Cylindrical Flow, Constant Well Pressure, 
Infinite Reservoir, and Finite Circular 

Reservoir With No Flow at 
External Boundary 

In production situations, the well is usually producing against 

a fixed back pressure (constant pressure at the well). In such cases 

the flow rate is not constant but declines continuousLy in the manner 

depicted by Fetkovich (1973). The cumulative production is given by 

Katz et al. (1959, p. 414) and may be wrrtten as 

T 

QT = 
pi 2+cc;hsc-- 

* psc 
(P, - P”f) Q, 

where 

(2-109) 

Q, = total production from time t,., = 0 to tD 

0 = -t dimensionLess total Production number which has been 

tabulated by Katz et al. (l.959, Tables 10-4 and 10-8) 

for certain boundary conditions. 

The pressure distribution ia en infinite reservoir with production at 

constant well pressure is (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 335, 

Van Everdingen and Hurst, 1949) 

p2{r,tl = P& - 
[ 

+ (Pi - Pwf) 
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where 

Jo* Y, - Bessel functions of zero order of the first and 

seqond kinds, respectively 

5 = dummy variable of integration 

6.6 Linear Flow, Constant Production Rate, 
Infinite Reservoir 

Where linear flow exists, as in flow in the vicinity of a 

fracture (of length 2 xf) the pressure at any distance x from the 

sandface (x # 0) is given by Katz et al. (1959, p. 411) as 

*pD - pJap (- &)- erfc [@fj (2-111) 

where t D, x,,, and qD are defined for linear flow in Table 2-3 and erfc 

is the complimentary error function defined as 

m 

I 
e-52 d< 

4 

(2-112) 

< being a dummy variable of integration and @ an arbitrary function. 

At the sandface, XD = 0, the flowing pressure is given by 

(Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 75) 

c-i Is 
P = tD 

t 71 (2-113) 

which upon substituting for the dimensionless variables in terms of p. 

results in (Katz et al.. 1959, p. 411) 

(2-114) 
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6.7 Radial-Spherical Flow, Constant Production Rat@, 
Infinite Reservoir 

The pressure funcclon,at any radius,r, is given by (Carslaw 

and Jaeger, 1959, p. 261) 

(2-115) 

where tD and qD are defined for radial-spherical flow in Table 2-3. ,In 

thick formations, radial-spherical ,fLow may exist in the vicinity of the 

well when onl.y a limited portion of ,the formatLon is opened to flow (as 

in the case of limired perforation of the casing). 

7 FURTHER ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE FLOW EQUATIONS 

7.1 Principle of Superposition 

When the differential equations and boundary condition8 

describing flow are linear, the mathematical principle of superposition 

can be used to reduce complex solutions into a number of relatively 

simple ones. Basically, the principle states that: 

If @ is the desired solution to a homogeneous, linear, partial 

differential equation and Q1, a2, and so forth, are known particular 

solutions then 

0 = Cl Q1 + c2 0, + . . . (2-116) 

c =,1 ?.** and so forth being constants required to satisfy the 

boundary conditions. 

When the boundary conditions are time ipdependent (say 

constant production rate), the principle shows that the presence of one 

boundary condition does not affect the response due to other boundary or 

initial conditions; that is, there are no interactions among the 

'responves. The total effect, therefore, is the sum of each of the 
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individual effects. 

When the boundary conditions are time dependent (say variable 

production rate) an extension of the principle of superposition, known 

aa Duhamel’s theorem, is used. These principles are usually discussed 

in mathematical texts under the headings: “Principle of Superposition, 

Duhamel’s Theorem or Faltung Integral” (for instance, Carslaw and 

Jaeger, 1959, p. 29, Wiley, 1960, p. 335, Bear, 1972, p. 298). 

Superposition may be considered to be a problem-solving 

philosophy in which the pressure behaviour at any point at any time is 

the sum of the histories of each.of the effects that may be considered 

to affect the solution at that point. Particular applications of 

superposition which are important in the analysis of pressure test data 

are discussed in the following sections. 

Superposition in Time 

The principles enunciated above enable us to analyze changing 

rates of productlon from the solution for a constant rate case. 

Consider, for example, the case of a well flowing at a constant race q1 

for time t,, and thereafter at a constant rate q2 for time t2. 

Durrng the first time interval, the pressure at the well is 

given (is terms of p) by 

‘i - ‘wf = Pi qD1 &I 

Note that p may be replaced by P2 or J, as appropriate, and that the 

brackets { } mean “which is a function of.” 

This solution applies until timetl is reached. From then on, 

the sol.utlon is made up of two parts: 

1. that due to the original rate qD1, since time t = 0 

2. ,that due to the change in rate (q2 - q,)D, 

since time t = t, 

Thus for 0 2 t < t, 

‘i - pwf = Pi 4D,, P&,1 (2-117) 
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for t1 < t < t2 

pi - Pwf = Pi q,, P&J + Pi(q,,* q,Io Pt{R- tJJ (2-118) 

The same reasoning may be applied to any number of variable 

rates, even if SOW of them ate total well shut-ins (zero flow rate). 

The pressure behaviour is obtained by simply superposing the basic 

solutions, each of which becomes operative at the time the new flow rare 

begins, the basic solutions being based on the change in flow rates. 

The principle is illustrated in Figure 2-15. The Presetlre at 

any time t less than tl is that which would be obtained from flowing at 

9,. .f,ortime t. The pressure at any time t, between tl and tZ, is that 

93 ‘J 

% % 93-42 93-42 
.-__-__-- __-_--____---_-_****-** -------- ~_*~-*~~~~-*-~-~ ******. 

92-91 I 
________ + ___-_- “_-_-_--___----_---____I_ 

I 

9 
l--i 

91 92-91 i ; ________ + ___-_- “_-_-_--___----_---____I_ 

I 

91 

I i 
I 
I 

which would be obtained from flowing at q,, for time t, plus that which 

would be obtained from flowing at (q,-ql) for time (t-tl). The 

pressure at any time t greater than tz is that which would be obtained 

from flowing at q,, for time t, plus that which would be obtained from 
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flowing at (q2- ql) for time (t- tl), plus that which would be obtained 

by flowing at (q3- q2) for time (t-t2). 

The above is the basis for analyzing tests such as "pressure 

build-up" and "multi-rate flow." These tests will be discussed in 

detail in appropriate chapters. 

EXAMPLE 2-7 

Introduction This example illustrates the principle of superposition 

in time as applied to the pressure drawdown due to two different flow 

rates. The method may be extended to any number of changing flow rates. 

Problem A well situated in an infinite-acting reservoir (gas 

composition given in Example A-1) was produced at a constant rate of 

7 MMscfd for 36 hours at which time the flow rate "as changed to 

21 MMscfd. The stabilized shut-in pressure, &, prior to the test was 

2000 psia. General data pertinent to the test are the same as in 

Example 2-2. 

Using the principl.e of superposition in time calculate the 

flowing sandface pressure, pwf, after 72 hours of production at the 

Increased flow rate, that is, 108 hours of total production time. 

Solution Since the gas is the same as that of Example A-l, the $ - p 

curve already constructed (Figure 2-4) ia applicable to this problem. 

Noting that t = 108, tl - 36, q, = 7, qz = 21 

From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

2.637 x 10 -' 
'D = 

k t 
$!J c r2 i i " 

2.637 X IO-' (20)(108) . . 
tD1 = (o.15)(o.o15a)(o.ooo53)(o.4)2 

= 2,834,129 

t 
D2 = 

2.637 x LO-' (20)(72) 

(O.l5)(O.Ol58)(O.OOO53)(0.4)~ 
= 1,889,420 
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From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

%l 

1.417 x 10" T qsc 
= 

k h '4~~ 

. . %I 
= A.417 x lo6 (580)(7) = o 0224 

(20)(39)(3.30X108) * 

(q,- 41jD = 
1.417 x 106 (580)(14) 1 o 0447 

(20)(39)(3.30X 108) * 

Since the rkservoir ,is infinite-acting, Equation (2-75) applies, so that 

pt = + [In tD1 + 0.809 3 
4, 

pt = + [l” tD2 + 0.809 1 qz- 41 
Ye - ; [ln 1,889,420 + 0.8091 = 7.63 

Equation (2-118) may be written in term of pseudo-pressure as 

$ wf = $i - ai Pt %I1 - $, Pt (42- 4dD 
q1 qz-41 

= 3.30~10" - 3.30~10" (7.83)(0.0224) 

- 3.30x108(7.63)(0.0447) = 1.60 x lOa 

dJ - 1.60 x 10' - p = 1362 (Figure 2-4) 

, . P wf 
= 1362 psia 
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IJiscussion Considerable error would result if the continuing effect of 

the first rate were ignored and if the effects of each flow rate were 

only considered over their respective time intervals. It may be 

Instructive to note that such a calculation would result in a pwf of 

1076 psia which is considerably lower than the correct value of 1362 psia. 

Superposition in Space 

When more than me well is producing from a common reservoir, 

say well A at rate qA and wel.1 B at rate qB, the pressure at any point 

is affected by each of the producing wells. Thus the pressure at a 

point P in the reservoir is obtained by superposing (adding) the 

solution at point P due to wel.L A to that at point P due to well B. 

Each of these solutions is independent of the other and, to obtain it, 

the pressure behaviour at any point, r, in the reservoir is required; 

that is, the general solution of the partial differential equation and 

not just the solution at the well. Thus 

AP = Ap 
point P evaluated at P due to flow qA in well A 

f AP 
evaluated at P due to flow 9B in well B 

(2-119) 

where 

‘A - distance from point P to well A 

rAD = rA’rw 

rB 
- distance from point P to well B 

%I = rB’rt4 
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This is the basis of “interference” type tests used to determine 

reservoir characteristics such as inter-well porosity. In such a test, 

poInc P is really an observation well and the interference of other 

producing wells is measured at P. 

Method of Images 

When two wells are producing at the same rate, from an 

infinite reservoir, there exists, halfway between them, a no-flow 

boundary. If one well is producing while the other is injecting, the 

half-way location is a constant pressure boundary. This suggests that 

the effect of a bouridary may be simulated by suitably replacing the 

boundary by an “image” wel.1. The method of images is in fact a 

particularly useful application of the principle of superposition for 

the case of a well situated near. a boundary. Using this technique, the 

boundary is replaced by an odd or even image well, depending on the 

boundary condition, and the solutions of the real well and the image 

well are superposed to simulate the boundary conditions (Bear, 1972, 

p. 304). Superposition employing the method of images proves to be very 

useful in solving the equations of flow for non-circular reservoirs and 

for wells situated near a fault. 

Odd Image 

If @{x,y,t} is the solution to a partial differential equation, 

in rectangular coordinates, satisfying the boundary condition 

then 

rnIx,y,tl = - @Ix,-Y,d 

is the solution of the differential equation for y < 0. 

This means that a producing well in a semi-infinite resenoir 

on one side of a constant pressure boundary may be treated simply by 

superposing on the other side of the boundary, at an equal distance, an 

image well injecting at the same flow rate, Figure 2-16. 
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ODD IMAGE 

EVEN IMAGE 

FIGURE 2-16. ODD AND EVEN IMAGES 

Even Image 

If the boundary condition to be satisfied Is 

s Nx,O,tl = 0 

then 

Nx,y,tl = QIx,-y, tl 

is the solution of the differential equation for y C 0. 

This means that a producing well on one side of a no-flow 

boundary may he treated simply by superposing, on the other side of the 

boundary, at an equal distance, an image well producing at the same 

flow rate, Figure 2-16. 
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Simultaneous superposition 
in Time and Space 

SoLutiona may be superposed both in space and time. For 

instance, the observation well in an interference test could have 

pressure effects persisting from its former history, say the pressure 

was building up after shut-in. Another example could be that of a well 

located near a boundary, and,producing at changing rates. In either 

case, superposition, in space and time, of the individual effects due 

to location a&flow rate history, will give the resulting behaviour at 

the observation point. 

Consider the case of two wells, A and B, located in the same 

pool. Well A has produced at rate qA1 for time tA and the rate was 

then changed to qAz. Well E has produced at rate qgl for time tB and 

the rate was then changed to qg,. The pressure at any point P in the 

reservoir, at time t, is then given by 

Aelp = AP/ 
evaluated at P, caused by qAr for t 

+ AP 
evaluated at P, caused by (qA2- qA1) for (t-t*) 

evaluated at P, caused by ,q B, for t 

+ AP 
evaluated at P, caused by (qn2- 18~) for (t- tg) 

Desuperposition 

Sometimes the only effec,t that is directly measurable is the 

superposed effect, as for example, when the build-up pressure is being 

measured at time t + At in a well that has been shut-in since time t. 

The shut-in pressure is in fact the superposed sum of two components, 

the one due to flow q for a time t + At, and the other due to the 

change is flow of (O-q) for time AC. If one of these components is 

known, then the other may be obtained by desuperposing the known 
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component from the measured effect, One important application of this 

technique is that it enables pressure build-ups to be analyzed by 

pressure drawdown techniques. 

7.2 Well Near a Barrier 

Consider a well, A,situated at,a distance, $, from a no-flow 

barrier and producing at constant rate. This system can be treated by 

replacing the barrier by an imaginary weI1 A’ identical to the real well 

but situated at a distance, d, from it, aa shown in Figure 2-17. 

Well A W------- -------* We,, A’ 

No Flow Barrier 

FIGURE 2-17. IMAGE WELL FOR A NO-FLOW BARRIER 

Thus the pressure history of the well will he that of an infinite-acting 

well at A, plus the effect at point A of an infinite-acting well at 
I 

A , that is 

AP AP 

(Z-120) (Z-120) 

The first Ei term may be approximated by Equation (2-75) 

because the argument is usually less than 0.01 for all practical times. 

However, the same is not true of the second Ei term because of the 

presence of d” (usually a large number) in the argument. 
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. . AP = piqD -+ -$j$$ )I (Z-121) 

EXAMPLE 2-a 

Introduction This example illustrates the principle of superposition 

in space as applied to the simulation of no-flow barriera within a 

reservoir, 

Problem A well situated 100 feet from a barrier in en otherwise 

infinite-acting reservoir (gas composition given in Example A-l) was 

produced at a constant tati of.7 MMscfd. The stabilized shut-in 

reservoir pressure, p R, prior to the test "aa 2000 psia. General data 

pertinent to the test are the same as in Example 2-2. The well/barrier 

configuration is shown in the figure below. 

Using the principle of superposition in space calculate the 

flowing sandface pressure, pwf, after 36 hours of production. 

I- No Flow Barrier 

Solution Since the gas is the same es that of Example A-l, the $-p 

curve already constructed (Figure 2-4) is applicable to this problem. 

From Example 2-2 

t =2.637~1”-4ke=g44710 
D $ L$ ci r; ' 

4D = 
1.417x106 T'qsc 

k h Qi 
= 0.0224 
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Equation (2-121) may be written in terms of pseudo-pressure as: 

where 

4 vi =i d2 

Pt = +(lncD+0.809)-+Ei - 4Xkt 

- + (In 944,710 f 0.809) 

-ikEi - 

i 

(0.15) (0.0158) (0.00053) (2oo)2 

4(2.637 x LO+) (20) (36) 

= 7.28 - $ Ei (-0.066) = 7.28 f -$ (2.2) (Figure 2.6) 

= 8.38 

, . rcI Wf 
= 3.30 x lo8 - 3.30 x 10' (8.38)(0.0224) 

= 2.68~10' 

$ = 2.68 x lOa tf p = 1787 (Figure 2-4) 

* P wf = 1787 psia 

Discussion The increased pressure drops at the well due to the Presence 

of a no-flow barrrer is observed by comparing the above result to the 

flowing sandface pressure of 18l.S psia from Example 2-3. 

7.3 Well In Reetanguhr Drainage Area, 
No-Flow Boundaries 

For a well with constant production rate, enclosed in a 

rectangular reservoir with no flow across the boundaries as shown in 

Figure 2-18, there will be ~II infinite number of images, because each 

image will in turn have to be reflected off all the other boundaries 

(Matthews,Brons and Hazebroek, 1954). Superposing the effect of each 
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Z(l)b l l 

2(0+B)b l . 

2(0)b l l 

2(-l+B)b . . 

2(-l)b l l 

. I . . . 

. 4, . . . 

’ bBb* ao ’ 
2 

a 
. l . . . 

. . . . . 

2(-Z+P)b . . . . l . . 

FIGURE 2-18. SOME IMAGES OF A WELL INSIDE A RECTANGLE 

Fmm ~orrh.wr , Bronr and Horebrock [1954) 

of the wells, the pressure drop at the real we11 is given by 

AP 
I well 

; 
N=l 

where dN is the distance of the Nth image well from the real well. dN 

is easily calculated from the relative position of the well in the 

rectangle. Thus, for the well shown in Figure 2-18, the images are 

located at positions: 

and 

(2 m a, 2 n b), [2 (m+u) a, 2 n b], [2 m a, 2 (n+B) b] 

(2 h+a) a, 2 h+B) b] for -m c m,n 5 +m 
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An infinite number of image wells is required for an exact 

representation of the solution. However, in practical problems, the 

series in Equation (2-122) convetges quite rapidly. 

7.4 Well in Regular Polygon, No-Flaw Boundaries 

For a well enclosed in any polygonal drainage area, Equation 

(2-122) will apply, provided dN is properly calculated for that shape. 

The well is not necessaril.y in the cenrre of the drainage area. This 

equation has been evaluated for regular polygons by several authors 

among whom areMatthews,Brons and Hazebroek (19541, Dietz (1965), 

Pitzer (1964). Earlougher, Ramey, Miller, and Mueller (1968). For 

practical applications, the concept of the shape factor, CA, which 

depends on the shape of the area and the well position,is quite useful. 

Defining a dimensionless time based on drainage area, A, as 

'DA = 
Xkt 4 

$Lc A = 'II A 

Equation (2-122) may be rewritten (for tD > 25) as (Rme~, 1967): 

pi - P"f = pi qDql.n(,~8p~~)+ 4 T tDA 

- 4 II tDA - N=L y Ei(&$)] 

(2-123) 

(2-124) 

= p~qDf~nGf:8:~~)+4rtDA-F] (2-125) 

where 
m 

F = 41rt~S 1 
N=l 

(2-126) 
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Defining 

pi qD 
P* - Pi - - 2 (4 r tDA - F) 

Equation (Z-125) becomes 

PX - P,f 

pi %I 

(2-127) 

= + (ln tD f 0.809) (2-128) 

It is readily eeen that Equation (2-128), which represents the 

pressure at the well in a reservoir of any shape, may be obtained simply 

by replacing pi by P* in Equation (Z-75), which is the equation 

applicable to an infinite reservoir. 

Returning to Equation (2-127) and substituting in term of 

average reservoir pressure, p,, from the material balance Equation 

(2-94) gives 

P* - pR + !+ 

from which 

F=Z 
P* - PR 

= 
'i 'D 

the 

F 

9” - 5, 

2 'f 'D 
(Z-129) 

F is in fact the Matthews, Brons and Hazebroek (1954) dimensionless 

pressure function which has been evaluated for various IXS~TVO~T shapes 

and well locations. In Chapter 5, dealing with pressure build-up 

HldYSiS, it is shown that p* may be obtained from the extrapolation to 
t+At 

( 1 
- = 1 of the straight line portion of a build-up curve plotted as 

At t+At 
P we vereue log at , where p,, 

( ) 
is the shut-in Pressure at the well. 

Values of F are tabulated in Table 2-6 for various rectangles 

(Earlougher et al., 1968), and sample curves of F versus lo8 tDA are 

shown in Appendix C, Figures C-l(a) to C-l(g) inclusive (Matthews et al., 
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1954). It will be obsetved from Figures C-l (a-g) that after a certain 

tnn, depending on the reservoir shape and the location of the wall, 

pseudo-steady state is reached and the curves become straight lines 

described by 

F = h('; ; ': ;)- In (CA tDG) (Z-130) 

CA is a shape factor and is obtained from In CA by extrapolating the 

straight Line portion of F to t nil = l* 
Examination of Equation (Z-125) shows that for small t 

DA' 
that 

is, the transient region OF flow, the well is infinite acting and 

F = 4 n tn* (2-131) 

(2-132) 

For large tDA, when all the boundaries have been felt, that is, 

at pseudo-steady state, Equation (2-130) applies and 

(2-133) 

Ramey and Cobb (1971) consider Equation (2-133) to be'a 

defining equation for CA, the shape Eac,tor. It is easily seen that this 

is equivalent to the previous definition of CA. The range of 

applicability of Equations (Z-132) and (2-133) varies with CA. Table 

2-7 obtained from Dletz (1965) gives values for CA for various systems, 

and the value of tDA after which Equation (Z-133) applieu. Similar 

values of In CA and tDA were evaluated by Earlougher et al. (1968) and 

also by Earloughet and Ramey (1973). These latter values appear, in 

Appendix C, at the base of the second colinnns of Tables C-l(a) to C-l(n), 

inclusive. Earlaugher and Ramey (1968) showed how the shape factor for 

non-tabulated shapes may be obtained by interpolation from known values 

of CA. 



DIMENSIONLESS 
TIME F=MEH DIMENSIONLESS FUNCTION 

‘:MBH DIMENSIONLESS PRESSURE FUNCTION 

TABLE 2-6. MBH DIMENSIONLESS PRESSURE FUNCTIONS FOR VARIOUS 
CLOSED RECTANGULAR RESERVOIRS 

From Eorloughw, Ranwy, Millar and Muallw (lPb.9) 



InC 

l/3 A+ 
3.09 

/--T-l 3.12 

r+ 1.68 

r---& 0.86 
5 

q 2.56 

. 

El3 
1.52 
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STAEILIZEO 
CONDITIONS 

Ai 
FOR toa> ‘“CA 

RI 2.38 
2 

31.6 

30.9 

31.6 

27.6 

27.1 

21.9 

22.4 

5.38 

2.36 

IT9 

4.57 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.2 

0.7 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

/$j 1.58 

2 

f=+ql 0.73 
2 

* I 1.00 
d 

q 1.22 

I 1.14 

2 

FFR;II -0.50 
2 

I -2.20 

2 

3 
L4.1 

4 -2.32 

STABILIZED 
CONDITIONS 

55 FOR ran> 

10.8 0.3 

4.86 

2.07 

2.72 

0.232 

0.115 

1.0 

0.a 

0.8 

2.5 

3.0 

3.39 0.6 

3.13 0.3 

0.607 1.0 

0.111 1.2 

0.098 0.9 

19.1 0.1 

w 3.22 25 0.1 

TABLE 2-7 PSEUDO-STEADY STATE SHAPE FACTORS FOR VAR,lOUS RESERVOIRS 
Fram wstt (1965) 
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For wells located centrally in a regular polygon, Equation 

(Z-132) applies up to CD* = 9.1. The transition between Equations (2-132) 

and (Z-133) varies with each situation. During this period, the pressure 

drop function may be obtained from Equation (2-l.25) provided F is 

obtained from either Table 2-6 or Figures C-l(a-g),. 

The equations which have been discussed describe the pressure 

at the well, but similar expressions may be obtained for the pressure at 

any point in the formation. Results for various well geometries and for 

different observation points are shown in,Tables C-l(a) to C-l(n) 

(Earlougher and Ramey, 1973). These tabulations are useful in calculating 

interference effects and are not limited to use with mr, = 2000, except 

at the well point itself. For K/i-, # 2000, the pressure function at the 

well is obtained by adding to the tabular values the quantity 

( 
In JK- In 2000). 

rw 
At any other location, the tabulated values may be 

used directly. 

Graphically, the drawdown curve at the well may be depicted as 

shown in Figure 2-19. The +~rve may be represented throughout by 

pw I 
I 

EQUATION (2-132) 

FIGURE 2-19. WELLBORE PRESSURE FOR A WELL PRODUCING 
AT A CONSTANT RATE FROM A CLOSED RESERVOIR 

OF GE.NERAL SHAPE 
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Equation (2-125). However, for the transient period it simplifies to 

Equation (2-132). At the end of the transient period, the boundaries 

start to be felt. This gives rise to the late transient or transition 

period which can only be represented by Equation (2-125). when the 

effect of all the boundaries has been felt, pseudo-steady state starts 

and Equation (2-133) applies. As discussed previously, the length of 

the transition period depends on the well/reservoir shape situation. 

For a well in the centre of a circular OF a square tese~~oir, with no 

flow across the boundaries, and where the distance from the well to the 

boundaries is more than 100 times the wellbore radius (as is usually the 

case for gas reservoirs) there is no discernible transition period 

between the transient period and the pseudo-steady state. That is, 

the flow equations are Equation (2-132) for the transient state, 

followed immediately by Equation (Z-133) for the pseudo-steady state. 

This was discussed in Section 6.4 aLong with the time to stabilization, 

and is confirmed by Pitzar (1964) and Rsmey and Cobb (l.971). 

Some authors, however (Matthews and Russell, 1967, p. 48, 

Jones, 1963, Odch and Nabor, 1966) indicate that for a circular 

reservoir there exists a transition period from tDA = 0.03 to tDA = 0.1, 

between the transient and pseudo-steady states. 

EXAMPLE 2-9 

Introduction The analytical solutions discussed in Section 6 were 

developed for a radial-cylindrical flow model assuming the existence of 

infinite or finite, circular reservoirs. These solutions can be extended 

quite easily to account for different reservoir geometries, that is, 

regular polygons. 

Problem A well situated in the centre of a regular polygon, as shown 

in the figure below (gas composition given in Example A-l) having closed 



"no-flow" boundaries , and an area, A, of 10~x106:feet2, was produced at: 

a constant rate of 7 MMscfd, The stabilized shut-in reservoir pressure, 

CR, prior to the test was 2000 psia. General data pertinent to the test 

are the same as in Example 2-2. 

Calculate the flowing sandface pressure, p,f, after 36 hours 

and after 1800 hours of production. 

Solution Since'the,gas is,the same as that of Exainple A-l, the $ - p 

curve already constructed (Figure 2-4) is applicable to this problem. 

t = 36 

From Equation (2-123) and Table 2-4 

tDA = 
2.637 x lo-' k t 

$ pi ci A 

2.637 x lo-' (20)(36) 
= (0.15)(0.0158)(0.000,53)(10~106) = o'0151 

From Example 2-2 

1.417 x lo6 T qsc 
qD ,= khqi ,' 

= 0.0224 

%A = 0.0151 - F = 0.1823 (Table 2-6),' 

- 0.2 (Figure C-l(d)) 

From Equation (Z-125) 

4 (10x10~)(0.0151) 
1.781 (O.4O)2 

f 4 T (0.0151) - 0.1823 1 
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From Table 2-3 and Equation (2-73) 

Pt = 
dJi - ‘1°F 

'i 'D 

JI wf = qi - #i pt qD 

= 3.30 x lo8 - 3.30 x lo8 (7,29)(0.0224) 

= 2.76~10~ 

VJ = 2.76 x LO8 * p = 1815 (Figure 2-4) 

P wf = I.815 psia 

t - 1800 

From Equation (2-123) and Table 2-4 

'DA - 
2.637 x lo-' k t 

4 !+ ci A 

2.637 x 10 = --It (20)(1800) 
(0.15)(0.0158)(0.00053)(10x10~) - o*7558 

From Example 2-2 

'D = 

1.417 x lo6 T q,, 

k h 'bi 
= 0.0224 

%A = 0.7558 t+ F - 1.4019 (Table 2-6) 

f 1.4 (Figure C-l(d)) 

From Equation (2-125) 
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= 13.29 

. . $ wf = Qi - Qi pt q. 

= 3.30 x 10~ - 3.30x106 (13.29)(0.0224) 

= 2.32~108 

9 - 2.32XL08 tf p = 1654 (Figure 2-4) 

- P wf = I.654 psia 

Alternatively, from Table 2-7,~~~ required for stabilization equals 0.7 

and CA = 5.38. Since tDA at 1800 hours = 0.7558 > 0.7, Equation (Z-133) 

can be used to evaluate Pt. 

From Equation (2-133) 

P = +1, 
4A 

t 1.781 l-2 c 
+ 2 II toA 

w A 

4 (10~10") 
(1.781)(0.4)' (5.38) I 

+ 2 r (0.7558) 

= 13.29 

. . J, wf a Qi - $1 pt q. 

= 3.30 x 108 - 3.30 x 108 (L3.29)(0.0224) 

= 2.32 x LO' 

3, = 2.32x108 ff p = 1654 (Figure 2-4) 

. . P wf = 1654 psia 
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Discussion After 36 hours of flow the reservoir is still infinite- 

acting so that the answer is the same as for the infinite reservoir of 

Example 2-3. 

The pressure at the well after I.800 hours of flow is 1654 psia, 

compared with 1680 psia for a well in the centre of a circular reservoir 

of equal area. The reservoir has now achieved pseudo-steady state and the 

rate of pressure decline, ap/at, throughout the reservoir is constant. 

7.5 well Enclosed in Mixed No-Flow/Constant- 
Pressure Boundaries 

Wells situated near a large aquifer often possess one or more 

constant-pressure boundaries. Situations of this kind, for various 

reservoir shapes have been studied in great detail by Ramey, Kumar and 

Gulati (1973). Their results, published as ~TI AGA monograph, include a 

computer program and cover numerous shapes and mixed (conurant-pressure/ 

no-flow) boundary conditions for water-drive reservoirs. This work 

should be consulted for the various well/boundary/reservoir geometries. 

The method of superposition is employed, using an even image for a no- 

flow boundary and an odd image for a constant-pressure boundary. 

7.6 Well in the Centre of a Square kservoir, 
Constant-Pressure Outer Boundaries 

For a well located centrally in a square with all boundaries 

at constant pressure,and with the well producing at a constant rate, 

three regions of flow may be recognized. 

1. Transient region: As before, the dimensionless pressure 

at the well is given by Equation (2-131). However, this 

region extends only up to tDA L 0.05 (contrast with no- 

flow boundaries, t DA c 0.1,). 

2. Steady-state region: True ,steady state can be achieved 

with constant-pressure boundaries. In this region, the 

governbg equation is (Barney et al., 1973, p. 45) 
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Pt ;. In 
16 A 

= - 
1.781 r; CA 

for t,,A > 0.25 (2-134) 

This equation may be regarded as a definition of the shape 

factor, CA, for a well in a constant-pressure drainage 

shape. 

3. Transition region: This extends from the end of the 

transient to the beginning of steady-state, that is, from 

tD* = 0.05 to tnA = 0.25. 

For a well in the middle of a square with constant-pressure 

outer boundaries, Equation (2-132) may be used up to tDA = 0.125 and 

thereafter Equation (2-134), with a maximum error of about 1.4 per cent 

(Famcy et al., 1973, p. 46). 

8 'NUMXRICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE FLOW EQUATION 

ALL of the solutions to the partial differential equations 

discussed so far were obtained from analytical or semi-analytical 

methods. The simplest example of the analytical solution is Equation 

(2-72). A semi-analytical procedure is required if the pseudo-pressure 

concept is used for real gases, since in this case the integral, g'iven 

by Equation (2-40), must be evaluated numerically. In both of these 

cases the boundary value problem was linearized by assuming that 

coefficients of all terms in the partial differential equation are 

independent of the dependent variable, Apu. 

Numerical ,methods must be used for cases where the partial 

differential equation and its boundary conditions (Boundary Value 

Problem) cannot he linearized, where the reservoir shape is irregular 

or where the reservoir is heterogeneous. In some complex situations 

analytical solutions, even when possible, may be so difficult to apply, 

that numerical methods are preferred. In this section a brief 

discussfon of the numerical approach is presented along with the types 

of problems solved by this approach. 
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8.1 Radial One-Dimensional Models 

The transient radial flow of a real gas in a porous medrum is 

expressed by Equations (2-26) or (Z-30) as 

This equation with appropriate boundary conditions may he solved 

directly by numerical methods without any further assumptions regarding 

the properties of the gau or of the porous medium. We note that it is 

not necessary to assume that the reservoir is homogeneous; k and $ may 

traty with position or pressure. IT flow is accounted for through 6. 

The Elrst numerical treatment of this problem reported in the 

literature was by Bruce, Peaceman, Rachford and Rice (1953). They 

assumed k, $ and Z to be constant and fi = 1. 'They solved Equation 

(Z-135) and the corresponding linear flow equation for various flow 

rates and presented their results in dimensionless coordinates. Jones 

(1961) extended the treatment to include the effect of IT flow. 

Russell, Goodrich, Perry and Bruskoteer (1966) have applied the 

numerical solution of Equation (2-135) to the prediction of gas well 

performance (assumptions nwde by RusseLI et al. are the same as those 

made by Bruce et al.). They gave an example of well draining 640 acs‘cs 

in a 25 md-ft formation (8,120 MMSCF in place) at a constant rate of 

993 Macfd. Analysis based on the analytical solutions presented 

previously, where (VP)' terms are neglected, shows that the bottom hole 

pressure will decline from 4000 to 1000 psia in 5.3 years, while the 

more accurate numerical analysis predicts ,that the same decline will 

occur iti a.7 years. Such large difference between the pressures predicted 

by the analytical and numerical solutions occur only when the pressure 

drawdown is also large. This aspect is considered in more detail by Azie, 

Mattar, Ko and Braf (1975). Their findings are summarized in Section 11 

of this chapter. Wattenbarger and Ramey (1968) have numerically solved 

Equation (2-135) by retaining the IT flow coefficient 6, and with a 

radial zone of altered permeability (skin) around the well. They also 

consider the wellbore storage effect. 
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8.2 Radial Two-Dimensional Models 

krhere vertical flow is important a two-dimensional radial 

model must be considered. The equation to be solved in this case is 

(2-136) 

A computer model that solves the above equation can be used to analyze 

the effects of certain types of reservoir,hetetogenelty and anisotropy 

in addition to the problems mentioned in connection with the solution of 

the one-dimensional problem. The solution of this equation can only be 

used for the analysis of single-well problems where every pie-shaped 

slice of the reservoir is identical to every other slice of the same size. 

This limirv the cl&s of problems that can be investigated by this method. 

Kazemi and Seth (1969) have used a model of this type to study 

1. The combined effects of anisotropy, stratification with 

crossflow, and restricted flow entry on the transient 

pressure analysis of drawdown and build-up tests; 

2. The feasibility of calcul.ating the horizontal permeabilities 

of intercommunicating stratified systems; and 

3. Pressure interference tests in such systems. 

As mentioned previously, it is nut possible to account for the horizontal 

variation of rock properties in this model. Kazemi (1969) has used a 

similar model to provide certain guidelines for the analysis of transient 

pressure data from naturally fractured reservoirs with a uniform fracture 

distribution. 

The use of r - z coordinates provides a natural and simple 

method of obtaining accurate and detailed solutions near the well, where 

pressure gradients are largest. In the solution of Equations (2-135) 

and (Z-136), production and injection terms are accounted for,through 

the boundary condition at the well. 
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8.3 Area1 Two-Dimensional Models 

Extension of single-well models obtained from the solution of 

Equation (2-135) to multi-well models is possible through the solution 

of Equation (2-137) 

(2-137) 

Any area1 domain with any number of wells may be considered. The 

injection or production from different wells is accounted for by the q 

term. The reskrvoir shape may be completely arbitrary and different 

types of boundary conditions (no-flow, constant pressure, and so forth) 

may be considered on different portions of the boundary. This model can 

also be used for interference test analysis. Studies of this type for 

Darcy flow have been reported in the literature, for example, by Carter 

(1966) and Quon et al. (l.966). 

8.4 Three-Dimensional Models 

The extension of Equations (2-l.36) or (2-137) to three 

dimensions is straightforward. Generation of computer models and their 

use in three dimensions does, however, require a fair amount of human 

and computer time. Use of three-dimensional models is only justified 

in rare cases. 

At the present time there are no published studies which 

discuss the application of three-dimensional single-phase models to 

the analysrs of transient pressure data from gas wells. Such models 

could conceivably be used for the study of completely heterogeneous 

reservoirs. For single-well problems, the we of cylindrical 

coordinates provides greater accuracy than the other coordinate systems. 

For the study of multi-well systems it is usually necessary to use 

rectangular coordinates with closely spaced grid points near the well. 
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Models of this type could prove useful for understanding anomalous 

results from gas well tests. 

8.5 Multiphase Models 

More than one fluid may be flowing in the reservoir during 

pressure testing of wells. Under such conditions the theory and models 

presented so far are not valid, and large errors are possible if the 

multiphase flow aspect of the problem is ignored. Some approximate 

methods of handling this problem are available (PerrWe, 1956). More 

accurate results are possible through the use of two or three-phase 

models in one, two or three dimensions. 

From the point of view of pressure test analysis the most 

useful model is a two-dimensional model in r - z coordinates. Such 

models are often referred to as coning models (Letkeman and Ridings, 

1970, MacDonald and Coats, 1970, Settari and Aziz, 1973, Aaiz et al., 

1973). Computer studies with such models have shown that the movement 

of water, or any other second phase, within the reservoir can have a 

significant effect on the pressure behaviour of a well even before 

there is any production of water. 

9 DEVIATIONS FROM THE IDEALIZED MODEL 

In the derivation of the equations of Section 5 it was 

assumed that the medium was homogeneous and isotropic and that flow wa6 

single-phase and obeyed Darcy’s law. It wa6 also supposed that opening 

and shut-in of the well was done at the sandface. 1n actual fact these 

idealizations, convenient as they are, are not realistic, and deviations 

from the ideal model are too frequent and too important to be ignored. 

Ways of accounting for skin effects, IT flow, wellbore storage, and 

multiphase flow will be treated in the foLlowing sections. 
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9.1 Skin Factor 

It is a known fact that the permeability of the formation 

immediately around the well can be damaged by the well drilling process 

or improved by fracturing or acidizing the well on completion. To 

account for thia altered permeability a skin factor was defined by 

Van Everdingen (1953) as 

(AP,,),~.~ = s , a constant (2-138) 

so that 

*% 
wall 

(including skin) = Pt + s (2-139) 

This essentially states chat there will be an added 

pressure difference due to the skin effect given by Equation (2-139). 

This concept of s corresponds to an infinitesimal skin around the well 

causing an additional or a decreased resistance to flow. emay be 

considered to be made up of various skin effects, namely: altered 

permeability, sk, partial penetration, spp, and perforations, sperf 

(Ramey, 1965). The estimation of these effects individually is 

discuased in Chapter 7. A positive value of s indicates a damaged well, 

and a negative value an improved well.. In the case of negative skin, 

this concept, which is mathematically correct, leads to some difficulty 

in physical interpretation (Hurst, Clark and Brauer, 1969). Mattiemat- 

ically, it is equivalent to superposing an injection well on top of the 

producing well. Hawkins (1956) proposed that the skin be treated as a 

region of radius r skin with permeability kskin, with the skin factor 

given by 

(2-140) 

This concept is valid for both positive skin (kskin < k) and negative 
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skin (kskin > k) but there is no unique set of values of kskin and rskin 

for a particular *. This problem has been handled numerically by 

Wattenbarger and Ramey (1970). 

An alternative treatment of the skin effect is that of an 

"effective wellbore radius" (Matthews and Russell, 1967, p. 21), defined 

as chat radius which makes the pressure drop in an ideal reservoir equal 

to that in an actual reservoir with skin. Thus 

-3 
r =r e 
w effective w 

(2-141) 

This is equivalent to taking kskin = m in Equation (2-140). 

For positive skin, rw effective < rw, that is, the fluid must 

travel through additional formation to cause the observed Ap. 

For negative skin rw effective ' rW. This is a useful concept 

in hydraulically fractured wells. 

The various interpretations of skis effect are illustrated in 

Figure 2-20. III the practical solution of real problems the 

infinitesimal skin concept is usually employed as in Equation (2-139). 

FIGURE 2-20. IDEALIZATION OF SKIN EFFECTS IN A PROWING FORMATION 
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9.2 Inertial-Turbulent Flow Effects 

All of the solu’cions presented so far are based on the 

assumption tha,t Darcy’s law, Equation (2-7), is valid for flow 

throughout the reservoir and, for all times. As shown in previous 

sections, it is possible to linearize the partial differential equations 

with suitable assumptions when Darcy flow exists. For gas flow, 

however, inertial and/or turbulent (IT) flow effects, not accounted for 

by Darcy’s law, are frequently of significance and should not be 

ignored. If these IT flow effects are taken into consideration in the 

partial differential equation, the result is Equation (2-28) or 

Equation (2-30) which, being non-linear, can only be solved by numerical 

procedures. 

Since flow velocity in a radial flow system increases as the 

well is approached (even for the constant production rate case), IT flow 

is most pronounced near the well and results in an additional pressure 

drop similar to’ the skin effect, except chat it is not a constant but 

varfes directly wlrh flow rate (Roupeurt, 1359). Smith (1961) confirmed 

with actual test results and with numerical solutions that IT flow could 

be treated as an additional, rate-dependent skin effect 

CAP,& = D q gc (2-142) 

where 

D = IT flow factor for the system 

Consequently, for gas flow in a reservoir, the pressure at 

the well is given by 

*pD 
well 

(including skin and IT flow effects) = Pt + s + D qsc 

(2-143) 

Since both skin and IT flow effects are concentrated around 

the well, they will usually be detected as a single effect, the apparent 

skin factor, s’,. 
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3' = (AeD);kin + UP,),, = 6 -I- D q,, Q-144) 

It is important to recognize this and to calculate each effect 

separately, as the (APD)~~~~ can be eliminated by stimulaCion whereas 

(Ab),, will pervivc even after stimulation, as it dcpelrds on the flow 

rate. By measuring s' at two different flow rates and by applying 

Equation (2-144) a pair of simultaneous equations ,is obtained from which 

B and D may be evaluated (Swift and Kiel, 1962, Ramey, 1965). 

In Equation (2-143), flow in Che turbulent region is assumed 

to be stabilized. Wattenbarger and Ramey (1968) have shoti'thar the IT 

flow effects do become stabilized at tD Y 2000, for various values ?f 

qD and k. Since D depends upon k, it is possible to alter (ApD)IT by 

well stimula'cion which changes the permeabiliry around the well. 

Equation (2-143) Is an approximate, constant-rate solution 

which does not take into account the variation of gas viscosrty with 

PESSLHX. Wattenbarger (1967, p. 68) integrated the three-dimensional 

form of the Forchhalmer equation, Equation (Z-16) wi,th the 

assumpClons: 

a. the radius of drainage is sufficiently far from the well, 

at which point turbulence is negligible; 

b. steady-state or pseudo-steady state approximarely exists, 

co grve 

2.715 x 10-l" B k M 
I! 

p d 

UP,),, = 
SC 1 

h Tsc I 7 dr 1 q,, (2-145) 
PC 

r w 

Since viscosity depends on pressure, which changes with 

distance from the well, the value of the integral in Equation (2-145) 

changes with time, even though turbulence is stabilized. ConsequentLy, 

a more rigorous form of Equation (2-X43), proposed by Wattenbaxger 

(1967, p. 70) is 
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where D{u} represents the effect of real gas viscosity on turbulence. 

The dimensionless form of Equation (Z-145) can be written as 

Equation (2-147) shows that D{U}qsc is proportional to Bkz 

for a given qD. Katz et al. (1959, p. SO) have shown that !3 is 

approximately inversely proportional to k. This means that D{U}qsc is 

approximately proportional to k for a given qD. Furthermore, since qD 

has k in the denominator, the term D{p)qsc should depend essen+lly 

on the flow rate per unit thickness of formation, almost independently, 

of k. 

In conclusion, although the rigorous form of Equation (2-146) 

should be used for large drawdown to accommodate the variation of 

viscosity with time, Equation (2-143) is a good approximation for many 

practical situations. 

EXAMPLE 2-10 

Introduction The calculation of pressure drop due to laminar flow 

effects was Illustrated by Example 2-3. This example shows how pressure 

drop is attributed to laminar flow, skin and IT flow effects. It 

aasume~ negligible effects of viscosity on turbulence. 

Problem A well in an infinite-acting reservoir (gas composition given 

in Example A-l) was produced at a constan’c rate, ql, of 7 MMscfd for a 

time, tl, of 36 hours. The flowing bottom hole pressure, pwfr, at that 

time was 1600 psia. 

The same well was produced at a constant rate, q2, of 10 KMscfd 

for a time, t2, of 24 hours. The flowing bottom hole pressure, p,f*, 

at that time was 1400 psia. 

The stabilized shut-in pressure, p,, prior to each of the two 

flow periods was 2000 psia. General data pertinent to the test are the 

same as in Example 2-2. 

- - 
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Calculate the skin and IT flow effects, s and 0, respectively. 

Also calculate, for tbe first flow race: 

1. the pressure drop due to laminat flow effects, 

2. the pressure drop due to skin effects, 

3. the pressure drop due to IT flow effects. 

Solution Since the gas is the same as that of Example A-l, the $ - p 

curve already conscrucred (Figure 2-4) is applicable to this problem. 

From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

?I = 
2.637 x lo+ k t 

$P 2 i 'i 'w 

. . 
%I = 

2.637 x 10 -4 (20)(36) 

(0.15)(0.0158)(0.00053)(0.4)~ = g44*710 

52 = 
2.637 x 10-' (20)(24) 

(0.15)(0.0158)(0.00053)(0.4)2 = 62g,807 

From Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 

1.417 x 10" T q,, 
qD = 

k h +, 

. . %I = 
1.417 = o*0224 
(20)(39)(3.3OX10~) 

402 = 
1.417 x lo6 (58O)W) = o 031g 

(20) (39) (3.30 x lOBI * 

Since the reservoir is infinite-acting, Equation (2-75) applies, so 

that 

P 
t1 

= + [l" CD1 + 0.8091 

= 3 [ln 944,710 + 0.809] = 7.28 
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P 
t2 

= + [In tD2 + O-809] 

es - '2 [In 629,807 -t 0.8091 = 7.08 

From Table 2-3 

APD = 
Qi - t& 

Qi qD 

Prom Figure 2-4 

P = 1600 * $ = 2.18 X 10' 

P = 1400 +-+ qJ = 1.68 x lo8 

bD, = 
3.30 x 10' - 2.18 x LO' = 15s15 

3.30 x lOa (0.0224) 

**D2 = 
3.30 x 10' - 1.68 x 10' 

3.30 x loa (0.0319) 
= 15.39 

From Equation (2-143) 

*PD 
= Pt + s + D q,, 

Substituting the calculated values of ApD, Pt and qsc in the above 

equation, gives 

15.15 = 7.28 + a + 7 D 

15.39 = 7.08 + 6 + 10 D 

Solving these above equations simultaneously, gives 

D _ (15.39 - 15.15) - (7.08 - 7.28) = o 15 
(10 - 7) 

8 = 15.15 - 7.28 - 7 (-15) = 6.82 
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For the first production race, ql: 

pressure drop due to laminar flow effects is given by 

= 3.30 x LOB - 3.30 x loa (7.28)(0.0224) = 2.76 x 10' 

1v = 2.76 x 10' - p = 1815 (Figure 2-4) 

. . AP laminar flow = 'i - ' 
= 2000 - I.815 = 185 psi 

pressure drop due to skin effects is given by 

= 3.30 x 108 - 3.30 x lo8 (6.82)(0.0224) = 2.80 X 108 

UJ = 2.80x10° - p = 1829 (Figure 2-4) 

. . AP skin = Pi-P = 2000 - 1829 = 171 psi 

pressute drop due to IT flow effects is given by 

. . $ = uJi-uJiDq,qD1 

= 3.30 X 10' - 3.30 X 10' (0.15)(7)(0.0224) = 3.22 X 10' 
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$ = 3.22 X 10' * P = 1973 (Figure 2-4) 

ApIT flow = pi - p - 2000 - 1973 = 27 psi 

TOM pressure drop = Aplaminar flow + Apskin + *pIT flow 

= 185 i- 171 + 27 = 383 psi 

Discussion The calculated total pressure drop of 383 psi compares 

favourably with the actual total pressure drop of 400 psi. The 

difference is due to round-off errors in calcul.ating s and D and errors 

in translating from $ to p. In this example the total pseudo-pressure 

drop, *1v = AQlaminar + A'bskin + NIT = [(3.3-'2.76) + (3.3- 2.8) + 

(3.3- 3.2211 x108 = 1.12x10'. The actual pseudo-pressure drop, A$ = 

q 2000 -i) 1600 - (3.3- 2.18) ~10' = 1.12x10". Since the above values of 

A$ agree, the errors in this problem are in converting from $ to p. 

3.3 Wellbore Storage/Unloading 

When a producing well is shut-in at the surface, flow from the 

formation does not stop immediately. Flow of fluid into the well 

persists for some time after shut-in due to the compressibility of the 

fluid. The rate of flow changes gradually from qsc at the time of 

shut-in CO zero during a certain time period. This effect is known as 

after-flow or wellbore storage. For the case of drawdown, the reverse 

takes place. On opening the well at surface, the initial flow rate is 

due to wellbore unloading. As this gradually decreases to zero, the 

flow from the formation increases from zero to q,,. The constant rate 

malntained at the surface is in effect the sum of two flow rates varying 

in opposite directions, viz: decreasing wellbore unloading, plug 

increasing flow from the formation. This illustrates that the wellbore 

storage effect is associated with a continuously varying flow rate in 

the formation. One solution (Van Everdingen, 1953) is to assume the 

flow rate in the formation to be given by 
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SC I- e 

-batD 
9 = 4 ( > (Z-148) 

where b, is a dimensionless constant derived from observations of 

casing-head, tubing-head, and bottom hole prevsures and from a knowledge 

of khe dimensions of the caving and tubing. This varying flow rate can 

be accounted for by superposition, as discussed in Section 7.1. 

An alternative approach (Van Everdingen and Hurst, 1949) is 

to assume that the rate of unloading of, or storage in, the wellbore per 

unlc pressure difference is constant. This constant is known as the 

wellbore storage constant, Cs, and ia given by 

cs ws 5.7s = v (2-149) 

where 

v = "6 
volume of khc wellbore tubing (and annulus, if there 

is no packer) 

c = 
x.76 

compressibility of the wcllbore fluid evaluated at 

khe mean wellbore pressure and temperature, and not 

at reservoir conditions as is usually the case. 

The wellbore storage constant may be expressed in dimensionless 

term* as 

(Z-150) 

n = a constant 
1 

= ?-;;' Darcy units 

= 0.159, when VwS is in ft3, Field units 

= 0.894, when Vws is in bbl, Field units 

The rate of flow of fluid from the formation may then be 

obtained from 

9 = q l*“-c,D& D 
(ApD) (P-151) 
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The latter treatment is more common in the technical 

literature but both of these approaches exhibit similar results. At 

early times a deviation from the true constant rate solution is observed. 

After a certain period of time, twg, this deviation becomes negligible, 

and the dimensionless pressure drop function at the well is given by Pt. 

Ramey (1965) has shows that for various values ofCBD,the time for which 

wellbore storage effects are significant, is given by 

t 
WSD 

= 60 CsD 

By definition (Table 2-3) 

(2-152) 

(Z-153) 

Combining Equations (2-152) and (Z-153) with Equations (Z-149) and 

(2-150) gives 

t 
60 rl LJ Vws cws ?J ““S cws = ws hkh = f6' kh 

(2-154) 

Inspection of this equation reveals the following interesting 

trends: 

a. wellbore storage effects increase directly with well 

depth (- VW,) and inversely with formation flow capacity 

1 
,( i 

"fi; 

b. wellbore storage effects decrease with increasing 

pressure level (- s8). 

In general, wellbore storage effects are likely to be of 

importance for tests of short duration, approximately less than one 

day (Ramey, 1965). The preceding discussion applies to wells with zero 

skin effect. 

Agaxwal, Al-Hussainy and Ramey (1970) showed that for all 

practical purposes, the duration of wellbare storage effects is also 
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given by tws*- '60 CD for either positive or negative skin factors. In 

particular for s > 0, they showed that 

t WSD = (60 + 3.5 s) CsD (2-155) 

They also showed that for positive and for zero skin effects, at very 

early times 

*pD I $7 c 5 
well 

SD' tnj = c 
SD 

(2-156) 

which showsthat very early pressure drop performance is controlled 

entirely by wellbore storage up to a time, tD, of the order of 0.5 CsD 

to 1.0 CsD' 

EXAMPLE 2-11 

Introduction This example illuscra~es a simple method of estimating 

the time required for wellbore storage effects to become negligible. 

An alternative method which utilizes the type curves of the next 

section is described in Chapter 4. 

Problem Calculate the rime, tws, required for wellbore storage 

effects to become negligible for a well with no bottom hole packer, 

given the following characteristics: 

L = 5000 ft (well depth) 

5 = 0.5 ft 

h = 39 Et 

c& = 0.00054 psia-l 

k = 20md 

u = 0.0150 cp 

SolutLon 

v =d 
“6 wL = 3927 fr3 
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From Equation (Z-154) 

t 9 6o .@ vws =ws “8 kh ' 
X = 2.637 X lo-' (Table 2-3) 

n = 0.159 (Section 9.3) 

.t = ws 
(0.159)(60)(0.0150)(3927) (0.00054) = 1 5 hours 

(2.637 x 10-4)(20)(39) 

Discussion After a cIme of 1.5 hours, wellbore storage effects become 

negligible and the analytical solutions for transient flow apply. 

Boundary Condition Modifications 

When solving the radial-cylindrical flow Equation (2-63), 

appropriate boundary conditions may be written to account for skin and 

after-flow effects (Agarwal, AL-Husssiny and Ramey, 1970). Far early 

Plmcs, the well may be considered to be infinite-acting and the inner 

boundary conditions, of constant flow rate at the wellhead, in the 

presence of skin and after flow is given by 

- & CAP,) = 1 

wellbore 
D well 

ApD =P -s 
t $ @'IQ = 1 

wellbore 
D well 

(2-157) 

(2-158) 

Equstron (Z-157) states that the dimensionless wellbore 

storage/unloading rate, plus the dimensionless sandface flow rate, 

equal the dimensionless constant Production rate (=l). 

Equation (Z-158) corrects the dimensionless pressure function 

by the skin effect. 

The infinite reservoir, constant production rate case 

(Section 6.1) may be sol.ved with the above modifications to the boundary 

condition, for various skin effects, 6, and wellbore storage constants, 

%' The solution may be obtained semi-analytically (Agarwal et al., 
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19701, or by finite difference techniques (Wactenbarger and Ramey, 1970). 

9.4 Gas-Condensate Flow 

Production at the surface is often a multiphase mixture of 

gas, condensate and water. This could be the result of single-phase 

flow in the reservoir with subsequent drop-out of liquids in the well- 

bore due to the prevailing conditions of temperature and pressure. In 

these instances, the single-phase flow theory previously developed is 

applicable directly, and corrections for multiphase flow have to be made 

only for flow in the pipes and not in the formation. 

Sometimes, however, condensation occurs in the formation 

itself, and in these cases single-phase flow theory may be adupted,with 

reasonable SUCCBSS. Often, flow in the reservoir will start as single- 

phase gas. 4s the pressure near the well decreases due to flow, 

retrograde condensation may occur In B zone near the well. This reduces 

the relative permeability to gas flow and causes an added resistance to 

flow, which may be treated as a skin. However, this skin is pressure 

dependent, as the extent of condensation or revaporisatios depends 

directly on pressure, for a gas at B given temperature. This changing 

skin factor affects the long-term deliverability of a well and is one 

of the factors affecting the frequency of testing of wells. 

AE was indicated in Section 8, multiphase flow problems in 

the formation may be treated numerically. The relative permeability 

of the different phases as a function of time and location in the 

reservoir must be accounted for. Pcrrine (1956) suggested that the 

equations developed previously for single-phase flow may be modified to 

apply to multiphase situations by substituting nome effective total 

system mobility, compressibility and flow rate for their single-phase 

equivalents. Martin (1959) gave the theoretical basis of Perrine's 

analysis. The effective total properties are defined below, where 

subscripts t, g, o, w, and f refer 'co total, gas, oil (or condensate), 

water and formation, respectively. The effective total mobility, 

PdrOt, is given, in terms of the in situ permeability to each of the 
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phases by 

0 k k k k 

lit 
(2-159) 

The in situ permeability to each phase is the product of the 

permeability of the formation, and the relative permeability to that 

phase. This latter factor depends on the prevailing saturation 

conditions. 

The effective total compressibility, cc, is the sum of the 

fractional CompressIbilities, 

5 = =g 
+ co f cw + Cf (2-160) 

The fractional compressibility of a fluid is its compressibility 

multiplied by the fraction of the pore vol.ume that it occupies (that is, 

its saturation). 

The effective total production rate is simply the sum of the 

individual fluid flow races 

gt = qg + 4, + qw 

Substitution of these effective total properties and the 

total porosity, m,, for their single-phase equivalents in Equation 

(2-53), makes it possible to we the solutions of this equation for 

multiphase problems. 

various forms of pressure integrals, basically similar to $’ 

as defined by Equation (Z-45), have been suggested to account for 

multiphase flow (Clegg, 1968, FusseLl.,1972). These are useful only FL 

the permeabilities are known as functions of pressure. 

Fetkovich (1973) gives an apptoximate equation for the skin 

factor caused by condensation around the well, in terms of time and 

Irate. The effect is in fact similar to that of IT flow since both are 

rate dependent. HOWeVer, ‘the condensate skin effect, Go, is also time 

dependent. It is given approximately, in ffeld units, by 
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k - kskin In 
4729.2 q& LI 2 R; 

6 = c 2k skin h2 $ k ; SC r2 " 

where 

(Z-162) 

R’ = tuft of condensate accumulation in the reservoir c 
per MMscf of total (recombined) gas produced, 

per psi 

sc = hydrocarbon liquid saturation required to reach 

mobility, fraction of pore volume 

k skin = effective permeability to gas in the,region of the 

well which 1s saturated with condensate 

9 c = skin factor due to condensate drop-out in the 

reservoir 

All of the methods discussed here for the solution of multi- 

phase problems are very approximate. A more accurate treatment of this 

problem is possible through the use of reservoir simulation models. 

lo GRAPHICAL (TYPE CURVE) SOLUTIONS OF 
THE FLOW EQUATIONS 

The solutions of the flow equations, in particular for radial- 

cylindrical flow, for various boundary conditions may be obtained 

analytically as shown in Sections 6 and 7, or numerically as discussed 

in Section a. In either case the solutions may be presented graphicalLy 

and are referred to 9s type curves. This form of presentation has 

certain unique advantages in gas well test analyses as is demonstrated 

in Chapters 4, 5 and 7. Only a limited number of type curves are 

available at the present time, hut as their usefulness increases, type 

curves coverirrg various other reservoir/well conditions will no doubt 

be generated and published. 

The most generally useful type curves have been selected and 

are included herein as Figures 2-21, Z-22, 2-23, 2-24, 2-25(a) and 

2-25(b). 
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FIGURE ~2-23. Pt VERSUS to FOR AVERTICALLY FRACTURED WELL [INFINITE FRACTURE CONDUCTIVITY) 

Cour~ery of H.R.Ramey, Jr. 
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P+ VERSUS tD FOR A VERTICALLY FRACTURED WELL (NATURAL FRACTURE] 
Courlery of H.R.Romey, Ir. 
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FIGURE 2-25(o). VARIATION OF FLOW RATE WITH TIME, FOR PRODUCTION AT CONSTANT WELL 
PRESSURE, FROM AN INFINITE RESERVOIR, AND FROM A FINITE CIRCULAR RESERVOIR WITH NO 

FLOW AT THE EXTERNAL 8OUNDARY. 
From Ferkovich (1973) 
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FIGURE 2-25(b) VARIATION OF FLOW RATE WtTH TIME, FOR PRODUCTtON AT CONSTANT WELt 
PRESSURE, FROM AN INFINITE RESERVOIR, AND FROM A FtNITE CIRCULAR RESERVOIR WITH NO 

FtOW AT THE EXTERNAL BOUNDARY. 
From Fetkevich (1973) 
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Figure 2-21 represents the El function (defined in Section 

6.1) and is the solution at any radius for constant-rate production 

from en infinite-acting reservoir. It is very useful for analyzing 

interference effects. 

Figure 2-22 depicts the effects of skin and wellboce storage 

on constant-rate drawdown. Since most gas well tests are controlled 

by surface valves, wellbore storage may be of significance in tests 

of short duration. 

Figure 2-23 represents the condition of constant-rate 

production for a vertically fractured well. It is a combination of 

the linear and radial flow equations. Its usefulness is readily seen 

since the majority of wells receive a hydraulic fracture upon 

completion. Such fractures are generally vertical and have an 

infinite conductivity. 

Figure 2-24 is more applicable co a vertical fracture of 

high but not infinite conductivity. The solution assumes a constant 

flux in the fracture. Such conditions are usually representative of 

a natural fracture or of a healed hydraulic fracture. 

Figures 2-25(a) and 2-25(b) give the variation in flow rate 

for production at constant well pressure from infinite or finite (no 

flow boundaries) reservoirs. 

A type curve not included in thin section is that for 

constant-rate production from a horizontal fracture (Cringarten and 

Ramey, 1974). It is of little practical value in the analysis of gas 

well test data. 

All of the type curves presented here are plotted on 

logarithmic coordinates and will be used for history matching, known 

as type curve matching, in Chapters 4, 5 and 7. These curves are 

presented here because they also represent the exact analytical 

solutions for various conditions in a convenient form. 
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11 CHOICE OF EQUATION FOR GAS FLOW ANALYSIS 
(PRESSURE, PRESSURE-SQUARED OR 

PSEUDO-PRESSURE) 

In ~ecrion 5 of this chapter rhree different flow equations 

are developed using the radial-cylindrical flow model. In Equations 

(2-361, (2-38) and (2-44) she dependent variable is pressure, pressure- 

squared and pseudo-pressure, respectively. All of these equations may 

be written in the dimensionless form of Equation (2-50). This equation 

and its associated boundary conditions, in dimensionless form, are 

based upon certain assumptions which are different for the pressure, 

pressure-squared or pseudo-pressure approaches. Furthermore, it is 

possible to use different assumptions for any given approach in order 

to linearize the associated non-linear, partial differential equation. 

All this is done so that the analytical solution for a linear partial 

differential equation may be applied to the non-linear flow equation. 

,An analysis of this problem has been conducted by Aziz, Mattar, Ko and 

Brar (1975). They consider the analytical solution at the well for an 

infinite reservoir given by Equation (2-74): 

and calculate the sandface pressure from this equation, using different 

approaches, for twenty-five different gas well test conditions from 

reservoirs in Alberta. The results of the Aziz et al. (1975) study are 

summarized here in two parts. In the first part sandface pressures 

calculated using the pressure, pressure-squared and pseudo-pressure 

approaches are compared with each other and with a more accurate 

numerical s01ut10n. This shows why the pseudo-pressure approach is 

adopted in this manual. 1n the second part a simple graphical 

technique is presented for determining whether or not the pressure or 

the pressure-squared approach may be used for a given problem. 
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11.1 Comparison of Calculated Pressures 
by Different Methods 

The dlmensionless time, t,,, in Equation (2-163) is defined by 

tD = 
2.637 x 10 (2-164) 

in field units for all three approaches. Note that at this stage no 

distinction is made regarding the conditions at which UC is evaluated. 

,,The definition of Pt, h~wcver, ,is different for each of the 

three approaches. 

For the Pressure Case: 

Pt = 

Pi - P 

7.085 x 10' T q 
SC uz' /--- 

kh \ P I 

For the Pressure-squared Case: 

PC = 
Pf - PZ 

1.417 x 10" T q,, 
kh (!J 2) 

For the Pseudo-Pressure Case: 

Pt = 
Qi - 1c, 

1.417 X lo6 T q,, 
k h 

(2-165) 

(Z-166) 

(Z-l.67) 

Equations (2-164) to (Z-167) may be derived from Tables 2-3 and 2-4. 

The quantity (~/UC) in Equation (2-164), the quantity (&G/p) in Equation 

(2-165) and the quantity (~2) in Equation (2-166) must be assumed 

constsnt at some specified conditions before the analytical solution, 

Equation (Z-163), can be used. It is worth noting that no assumptions 

are involved in the definition of Pt, for the pseudo-pressure case, 
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by Equation (2-167). 

From a comparLson of Equations (2-165) and (2-166) it is 

seen that pressure and pressure-squared approaches become identical, as 

far as calculatzing pressure from the anaLytical solution is concerned, 

if p in the (pZ/p) term of Equation (2-165) is evaluated as (pi + p)/2. 

This is well illustrated by Example 2-3 in Section 6.1 of this chapter. 

Table 2-8 provides data 0~1 twenty-four different well test 

conditions in Alberta reservoirs and Table 2-9 provides the predicted 

fl.owing pressures calculated by different approaches and different 

procedures for averaging gas properties. The entries in columns (8) and 

(10) of Table 2-9 can also be obtained by the pressure-squared approach 

if averages are defined in the same way as for the pressure approach. 

Table 2-9 shows large differences in the pressures computed 

by different methods for some of the well test conditions. For example, 

well teat conditions (8), (ll), and (16) give very different results. 

In order to get some idea of the accuracy of some of these methods, 

Aeiz et al, (1975) have compared the transient solutions for Test 

Numbers (8), (ll), and (16) with the true solution obtained by numerical 

methods. A typical comparison of this type is presented in Figure 2-26 

for Test Number (8). 

From the results of Aziz et al. (1975), as given in Table 2-9, 

it is possible to draw the foll.owinp conclusioss as far as the 

calcuktion of sandface pressure from the analytical solution is 

concerned: 

1. The use of average gas properties in the definition of Pt 

and t D results in more accurate solutions than the use of 

inlcial conditions. This is true regardless of the 

approach used. Differences between the solutions by the 

three approaches are small. Compare columns (4) and (8). 

2. The method of averaging gas properties does not have a 

large influence on,the resulting solution. compare 

columns (8) and (10). 

3. When gas properties must be assumed constant at the 

initial values, only the pseudo-pressure approach is 
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1 7208 714 .75 733 412 6165.0 4.0 50.000 20 

2 51no 674 1.02 707 463 24.0 9.6 4.000 100 

3 5092 725 .74 801 417 185.0 18.5 20.000 20 

4 4417 701 .96 794 481 933.0 6.0 13.nnn 20 

5 4213 701 .70 791 406 424.0 4.6 25.000 20 

6 4209 6b3 .I4 741 402 300.0 7.0 25.000 70 

7 3859 670 .67 695 377 520.0 3.0 35.000 20 

8 3534 630 .7I 692 374 29.8 1.9 4.000 20 

4 3294 641 .76 6.96 397 104.0 3.0 7.500 50 

10 3225 640 .73 687 382 104.0 6.0 10.000 70 

11 3136 615 .73 666 399 71.0 .5 7.000 50 

12 2925 680 .67 699 378 970.0 3.4 50.000 20 

13 2322 614 .73 681 393 12.0 1.2 ,500 70 

14 2264 398 .7n 676 386 120.0 2.0 2.000 15 

15 19&O bob .73 672 344 1270.0 1.2 4.000 100 

16 1877 604 .6¶ 683 484 350.0 2.3 15.000 40 

17 1744 554 .7n 699 377 138.0 2.0 1.500 5 

18 14,55 588 .bb 670 378 56.0 6.0 1.000 100 

19 1397 588 .bb 670 377 lb.0 4.0 ,160 100 

20 1191 602 .63 669 354 440.0 .5 4.ono 70 

21 1060 581 .b6 666 373 830.0 1.6 3.500 20 

22 658 535 .58 665 339 3.8 .4 .020 100 

23 630 525 .57 668 361 45.0 1.0 .2nn 100 

24 444 525 .57 690 353 5.0 1.9 ,015 100 

10.0 

12.0 

18.0 

19.0 

7.0 

1.0 

4.0 

2.0 

.4 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

3.0 

6.0 

4.0 

7.0 

6.0 

5.0 

4.0 

2.0 

2.6 

TABLE 2-8. RESERVOIR AND GAS DATA FOR THE COMPARISON OF 

THE p, p2AND t# APPROACHES 
From hir, ~attw, Ko and bar (1975) 
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TABLE 2-9. COMPARISON OF THE PRESSURES CALCULATED BY 

THE p, p2 AND $ APPROACHES 
Fromhz, Morror, Ko and Eror (1975) 
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p2 approach with [PC) end (FZ) 
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FlGuR,E 2-26. COMPARISON OF PRESSURE DRAWDOWN CALCULATED BY 
DIFFERENT METHODS 
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reliable for large drawdons. The pressure-squared 

approach using initial properties is usually more accurate 

than the pressure approach using initial properties. This 

latter point is considered in more detail in khe last part 

of this section. Compare columns (3), (5), and (7). 

4. Any approach may be used when the drawdown is small. This 

point is also considered in more detail in the last part 

of this section. Compare the results for well test 

conditions (l), (4), (141, (151, (171, (201, and (22). 

It musk be remembered khat whenever average properties are used, a 

krial-and-error (iterative) type of solution becomes necessary. This 

exemplifies the advantage of using the pseudo-pressure approach, whenever 

possible, with properties evaluaked at initial conditions. 

11.2 Lange of Validity of the Pressure-Squared 
or Pressure Approach 

It is clear from the above discusslon that when the analytical 

solution is to be applied with gas properties assumed constant at 

initial conditions, the pseudo-pressure approach will be most reliable. 

Aziz et al. (1975) have presented a simple method for determining which 

of the approaches, pressure or pressure-squared, will be closer to the 

pseudo-pressure approach for a given problem. 

The proposed method is based on the observation that if $ 

is a linear function of p the pressure approach becomes identical to the 

!j~ approach, and if j, is a linear function of p2 then the pressure- 

squared approach becomes identical to the $ approach. Aziz et al. 

(1975) have plotted curves of the reduced pseudo-pressure of Table 2-2 

as a function of pr and pi, with Tr as a parameter. One such plot for 

Tr 
- 1.7 is shown in Figure 2-27. 

As an exampIe of the application of this approach consider 

Test Number 8 from Table 2-8. The P, range of interest for ‘this gas is 

from 1.5 to 5. Figure 2-27 shows that over khis range $r is neither 

a linear function of p, nor of p:. This is confirmed by Figure 2-26. 
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Figure 2-27 also shows that the pressure-squared approach is slightly 

better than the pressure approach for this problem. This too is 

confirmed by Figure 2-26. 

The reduced pseudo-pressure curvss for a full range Of 

reduced remperatures are presented in Figures Z-28 and 2-29 as a 

function of pr and p:, respectively, with Tr as a parameter. These 

curves may be used to determine the range of validity of the pressure 

and pressure-squared approaches. 

The reason for exercising caution in the use of the 6impl.e 

interrelationship, based on Figure 2-3, Section 5.5, is well explained 

by Figure 2-30. ITI this figure (u/uI)Z is plotted versus py, with Tr 

as a parameter. it essentially negates the generalization that the p2 

approach is valid at low pressure while the p approach applies at high 

pressures. Furthermore, Figures 2-28 and 2-29 show that under 60~1s 

cnnditions, the p 2 approach may apply at high pressures rather than 

the p approach. 

FIGURE z-27. VARIATION OF REDUCED PSEUDO PRESSURE WITH 
REDUCED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ( T,= 1.7; 0’ p,~lS+O ) 

From Arir, Mattar, Ko and Bror (19751 
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FIGURE 2-28. VARl,ATlON OF REDUCED PSEUDO PRESSURE WITH 
REDUCED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ( 1.05 i T, 53.0 ; O* p,i15.0) 

FromAziz,Mottor,Ko and Bror 11975) 
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80 

7olllIIlIIIIIlIlllI~IIIllllIIII 1 / 

40 

1.15 

1.0: 

FIGURE Z-29, VARIATION OF REDUCED PSEUDO PRESSURE WITH 
REDUCED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE SQUARED (1.05 ‘T,i3.0; 04 p,“- 122) 

From A&r, Mrrtter, Ko ond Bror(l975) 
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FIGURE 2-30. VARIATION OF ($2 WITH 

REDUCED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE 
From Azir, Mat~ar,Ko and Bror (1975) 



CHAPTER 3 DELIVERABILITY TESTS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Deliverability tests have conventionally been called "back 

pressure" tests because they make possible the prediction of well flow 

rates against any particular pipeline "back pressure." Since most 

flowing well tesks are performed to determine the deliverability of a 

well, the term "deliverability tests" is used in this publication 

rather than "back pressure tests." The purpose of these tests is to 

predict the manner in which the flow rate will decline with reservoir 

depletion. 

The Absolute Open Flow (AOF) potential of a ~~11 is defined 

as khe rate at which the well would produce against a zero sandface 

back pressure. It cannot be measured directly but may be obtained from 

deliverability kcsts. It is often used by regulatory authorities as a 

guide in setting maximum allowable producing rates. 

1.1 History 

It iu interesting to note the historical development of 

deliverability tests. In the early days, a well was tested by opening 

it fully CO the atmosphere and measuring the gas flow rate, which was 

termed the practical open flow pokential. This method ~8s recognized as 

undesirable because khe pokential thus obtained depended on khe size of 

the well tubing, and apart from the serious waskage of gas resulting 

from such practices, wells were ofken damaged through water coning and 

attrition by sand particles. 

The basic work towards development of a practical test was 

carried out by Pierce and Rawlins (1929) ,of the U.S. Bureau of Mines 

and culminaked wikh the publication of the wel.l-known and widely used 

Monograph 7 of Rzwlinu and Schellhardt (1936). Their kesk, known as the 

3-1 
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"conventional back pressure test," consisted of flowing the well at 

several different flow rates with each flow rate being continued to 

pressure stabilization. They observed that a plot of the difference 

between the square of the static reservoir pressure and the square of 

the flowing sandface pressure versus the corresponding rate of flow 

would yield a straight line on a logarithmic coordinate plot. They 

showed that this stabilized deliverability plot could be empLoyed to 

determine the well capacity at any flowing sandface presaute, including 

zero, corresponding to absolute open flow conditions, and also showed 

that it could be used to predict the behaviour of a well with reservoir 

depletion. 

The critical aspect of the Rawlins and Schellhardt conventional 

deliverability test is that each separate flow rate must be continued 

to stabilized conditions. In Low permeability reservoirs, the time 

required to achieve pressure stabilization can be very large. As a 

consequence the actual duration of flow while conducting conventional 

tests on such reservoirs is sometimes not lengthy enough, and the 

resulting data can be misleading. Cullender (1955) described the 

"isochronal test" method which involves flowing the well at several 

different flow rates for periods of equal duration, normally much less 

than the time required for stabilization, with each flow period 

commencing from essentially static conditions. A plot of such pressure 

and flow rate data, as is described above for the conventional test, 

gives a straight line or a transient deliverability plot. One flow rate 

is extended to stabilization and a stabilized pressure-flow rate point 

is plotted. A line through this stabilized point parallel to that 

established by the isochronal points gives the desired stabilized 

deliverability plot. This stabilized deliverability line is essentially 

the same as that obtained by the conventional test. 

Another type of isochtonal test was presented by Katz et al. 

(1959, p. 448). This "modified iaochroiial test" has been used 

extensively in industry. The modification requires that each shut-in 

period between flow periods, rather than being long enough to attain 

essentially static conditions, should be of the same duration as the 
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flow period. The actual unstabilized shut-in pressure is used for 

calculating the difference in pressure squared for the nexr flow 

point. Otherwise, the data plot is identical to that for an isochronal 

test. 

1.2 New Approach to Interpreting Gas Well Flow Tests 

It is observed that there has been a progressively greater 

saving of time, and a reduction in flared gas with the evolution of 

various deliverability tests. Application of the theory of flow of 

fluids through porous media, as developed in Chapter 2, results in a 

greater understanding of the phenomena involved. Accordingly more 

inFormation, and greater accuracy, can result from the proper conduct 

and analysis of tests. 

It will be shown in a later chapter that the analysis of data 

from an isochronal type test, using the laminar-inertial-turbulent 

(LIT) flow equation will yield considerable information concerning the 

reservoir in addition to providing reliable deliverability data. This 

may be achieved even without conducting the extended flow test which 

is normally associated with the isochronal tests, thus saving still 

more time and gas. For these reasons, the approach utilizing the LIT 

flow analysis is introduced and its use in determining deliverability 

is illustrated in this chapter. This will set the stage for subsequent 

chapters where the LIT flow equation will be used fo determine certain 

reservoir parameters. 

2 FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

The relevant theoretical considerations of Chapter 2 are 

developed further in the Notes to this chapter to obtain the equations 

applicable to deliverability tests. Two separate treatments with 

varying degrees of approximation may be used to interpret the tests. 

These will be called the "Simplified analysis" and the "LIT flow 

analysis. " 
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2.1 Simplified Analysis 

This approach is based on the well-known Monograph 7 

(Rmulins and Schellhardt, 1936) which was the result of a Large number 

of empirical observations. The relationship is co~~+~~nly expressed in 

the form 

q 
SC 

- c (p; - p$ 5 c(Ap')n (3-U 

where 

9 BC -. fl.ow rate at standard conditions, MMscfd 

(14.65 psia, 60oF) 

G = average reservoir pressure obtained by shut-in 

of the well to complete stabilization, psia 

= flowing sandface pressure, psia 

3 = (pi - p:f) 

c = a coefficient which describes the position of the 

stabilized deliverability line 

n = an exponent which describes the inverse of the slope 

of the stabilized deliverability line. 

It should be noted that pwf in the above equation is the 

stabilized flowing sandface pressure resulting from the constant flow 

rat=, q,,. If the pressure is not srabilized, C decreases with 

duration of flaw but eventually becomes a fixed comcam at 

stabilization. Time to stabilization and related matters is 

discussed in detail in Section 7.1. In the Note$ to this chapter, it 

is shown that n may vary from 1.0 for completely laminar flow in the 

formation to 0.5 for fully turbulent flow, and it may thus be considered 

to be a measure of the degree of turbulence. Usual.ly n will be between 

1.0 and 0.5. 

A plot of Ap* (= pi - pif) versus q,, on logarithmic 

coordinates is a straight Line of slope i a6 shown in Figure 3-l. 

Such a plot is used to obtain the deliverability potential of the well 

against any sandface pressure, including the AOF, which is the 
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deliverability against a zero sandface pressure. C ad n may be 

considered to be constant for a limited range of flow rates and, it is 

expected that this form of the deliverability reLationship will be used 

only for the range of flow rates used during the test. Extrapolation 

beyond the tested flow raee~ can lead to erroneous results (Govier, 

1961). 

100 
I IO 100 

q,JAMscfd 

FIGURE 3-1. DELIVERABILITY TEST PLOT-SIMPLIFIED FLOW ANALYSIS 

To obta-ln a greater understanding of the Factors that affect 

C and n, the empirically derived equation, Equation (3-l) is compared 

to the more rigorous analysis in the Notes to this chapter. The 

relationships of interest are given by Equations (3N-3), (3N-4), 

(3N-7) and (3N-8). These equations show that, for a flow rate 

representative of the rauge of flow rates tested, C and n depend on 

gas properties such as viscosity, temperature and compressibility 
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factor, and reservoir properties such as permeability, net pay thickness, 

external boundary radius, wellbore radius and well damage. As long as 

these factors do not change appreciably, the same stabilized deliver- 

ability plot should apply throughout the life of the well. In practice, 

the viscosity, the compressibility factor of the gas and the condition 

of the well may change during the producing Life of the well, and it is 

advisable to check the values of C and n occasionally. 

2.2 LIT Flow Analysis 

Pressure-squared Approach 

The utility of Equation (3-l), is Limited by its approximate 

narure, The theory of flow developed in Chapter 2 and in the Notes to 

this chapter confirms that the straight line plot of Figure 3-l is 

really only an approximation applicable to the limited range of flow 

rates tested. The true relationship if plotted on logarithmic 

coordinates is a curve with an initial slope of i = 1.0 at very low 

values of q,,, and an ultimate slope of i = 2.0 at very high values 

of cl,,. 
Outside North America, there has been in general use a 

quadratic form of the flow equation often called the Forchheimer or the 

Houpeurt equation or sometimes called the turbulent flow equation. It 

is actually the laminar-inertial-turbulent (LIT) flow equation of 

Chapter 2, developed further in the Notes to this chapter, and is given 

by Equation (3N-2)as 

AP 2 E ;2 
R - pif = a' qac + b' q& (3-2) 

where 

alqsc = pressure-squared drop due to laminar flow 

and wellbore effects 

b'q;c = pressure-squared drop due to intertial-turbulent 

flow effects. 

Equation (3-2) applies for all values of q,,. It is shown in 
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the Notes to this chapter that Equation (3-l) is only an approximation 

of Equation (3-Z) for limited ranges of p,,. 

In the derivation of Equation (3-21, an idealized situation 

was assumed for the well and for the reservoir. It is important to 

know the extent and the applicability of the assumptions,made when 

test results are being interpreted. Sometimes anomalous results may be 

explainable in terms of deviations from the idealized situations. 

Accordingly, the assumptions which are clearly defined in Chapter 2, 

Section 5.1 are summarized below: 

1. Isothermal conditions prevail throughout the reservoir. 

2. Gravitational effects are negligible. 

3. The flowing fluid is single phase. 

4. The medium Is homogeneous and isotropic, and the 

porosity is constant. 

5. Permeability is independent of pressure. 

6. Fluid viscosity and compressibility factor are constant. 

Compressibility and pressure gradients are small. 

7. The radial-cylindrical flow model is applicable. 

Pressure Approach 

Since this approach is seldom used for the analysis of 

deliverability tests, relevant equations have not been derived in the 

Notes as was done for the pressure-squared approach. However, it can 

be shown, by procedures similar, to those for the pressure-squared 

approach, that 

Ap Z sR - I 1 
P,f = a q sc+b" 4zc (3-3) 

where 

a' 'qsc = pressure drop due to laminar flow and well effects 

b"q' SC 
= pressure drop due to inertial-turbulent flow 

effects 

The application of Equation (3-3) is also restricted by the 

assumptions listed for the pressure-squared approach. 
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Pseudo-Pressure Approach 

Assumption (6) mentioned above can be a cause of serious 

enors, particularly in the flow of gas from tight reservoirs where the 

pressure gradient is seldom small. It is shown in Chapter 2 that if 

the pseudo-pressure approach is used, instead of the pressure-squared 

or pressure approaches, the need for assumption (6) is eliminated and 

the resulting equation is more rigorous than either Equation (3-2) or 

Equation (3-3) for all ranges of pressure. The rigorous LIT flow 

equation is developed in the Notes to this chapter and is given by 

Equation (3N-9) as 

4 q ‘$ - qwf = a qs, + b q2 
SC 

where 

$R = pseudo-pressure corresponding to sR 

Ilr wf 
= pseudo-pressure corresponding to pwf 

a 4sc 
= pseudo-pressure drop due to leminar flow and 

well conditions 

b q2 SC 
= pseudo-pressure drop due to inertial-turbulent 

flow effects. 

Since the pseudo-pressure analysis is more rigorous than 

either the pressure or the pressure-squared analyses, the LIT approach 

incorporating the pseudo-pressure, henceforth referred to as the LIT(q) 

approach, is used in this manuel. 

The pseudo-pressure concept is treated in greater detail in 

Chapter 2 but its application Is reviewed here. A curve of I/J versus p 

is constructed for a particular gas at reservoir temperature (see 

Example 2-l). This curve is then used for converting p to q, and vice 

versa, and instead of using p or p2 as the working variable, 9 is used. 

Once the $ - p curve has been constructed, this approach becomes just 

as easy as the p2 approach. 

When Qwf reflects the stabilized pressure due to a constant 

flow rate q,,. a no Longer increases with duration of flow but stays 

constant at a stabilized value. A plot of A@ versus q,, on arithmetic 
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coordinates would give a curve, concave upwards, passing through the 

0rigii-l. This CUFV~ has an initial slope of 1, cor,resposding to laminar 

flow, whereas at the higher fl.ow rates the slope increases to 2, 

reflecting turbulent flow. Consequently, for large extrapolations, a 

considerable difference would be obsened in the AOF values obtained from 

this curve and from the straight line plot of the Simplified analysis. 

In order to obtain a plot that ia consistent with Figure 3-1, 

the arithmetic coordinate plot is discarded in favour of a logarithmic 

plot of Equation (3-4). A straight line may be obtained by plotting 

(A$ - bq;,) Y~TSUG g,, as shown in Figure 3-2. This particular method is 

chosen since the ordinate then represents the pseudo-pressure drop due 

to laminar flow effects, a concept which iu consistent with the Simplified 

q,,, MMscfd 

FIGURE 3-2. DELlVERABlLlTY TEST PLOT-LIT(q) FLOW ANALYSIS 
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The deliverability potential of a well against any sandface 

pressure may be obtained by solving the quadratic Equation (3-4) for the 

particular value of A9 

q = 
-a + J(a2 -c 4 b A$) 

SC 2b (3-5) 

a and b in the LIT($) flow analysis depend on the same gas 'and 

reservoir properties as do C and n in the Simplified analysis except for 

viscosity and compressibility factor. These two variables have been 

taken into account in the conversion of p to @, and consequently, will 

not affect the deliverability relationship constants a and b.. It 

EOllOWS, therefore, that the stabilized deliverability Equation (3-41, 

or its graphical representation, is more likely to be applicable 

throughout the life of a reservoir than Equations (3-l), (3-2) or (3-3). 

3 DETERMINATION OF STABILIZED FLOW CONSTANTS 

Deliverability tests have to be conducted on wells to 

determine, among other things, the values of the stabilized flow 

constants. Several techniques are available to evaluate C and n, of 

the Simplified analysis, and a and b, of the LIT($) flow analysis, 

from deLiverability data. 

3.1 Simplified Analysis 

A logarithmic coordinate pl.ot of Ap' venus qs, should yield 

a straight line over the range of flow rates tested. The slope of this 

stabilized deliverability line gives $ from which n can be calculated. 

The coefficient C in Equation (3-l) is then obtained from 

(3-6) 
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3.2 LIT($) Flow Analysis 

Least Squares Method 

A plot of (A$-b&) versus q,,, on logarithmic coordinates, 

should give the stabilized deliverability line. a and b may be obtained 

from the equations given below (Kulczycki, 1955) which are derived by 

the curve fitting method of least squares 

(3-7) 

(3-8) 

where 

N = number of data points 

Graphical Method 

This method utilizes the "general curve," developed by Willis 

(1965), shown in Figure 3-3. Before discussion on the use of the 

general curve method, the details of its development should be clearly 

understood. 

Equation (3-4), with a = b = 1 can be written as 

A$ = qsc + 4’ 9c O-9) 

The straight 11neu in Figure 3-3, which is a logarithmic coordinate 

plot of A$ versus q, are represented by the equations 

A+ = q SC 
(3-10) 

(3-11) 
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If the plots of Equations (3-10) and (3-11) are added for the same 

value of q 
SC' 

the resulting plot is the general curve. 

To distinguish Figure 3-3 from a data plot, the latter will 

be referred to as the deliverability plot. 

To determine a and b, actual data are plotted on logarithmic 

coordinates of the same size as Figure 3-3. This stabilized 

deliverability data plot is laid upon the general curva plot, and 

keeping the axes of the two plots parallel, a position is found where 

the general curve best fits the points on the data plot. The stabilized 

deliverability curve is now a trace of the general curve. The value of 

a is read directly as A$ for the point on the deliverability plot where 

the line given by Equation (3-10) intersects the line qac = 1 of the 

dellverability plot. The value of b is read directly as A$ for the 

point on the deliverability plot where the line given by Equation (3-11) 

intersects the line p SC 
= 1 of the deliverability plot, 

If the point at which'a*is to be read does not intersect the 

P SC = 1 line of the deliverability plot, 'a"may instead be read where 

q sc equals 10 or 100 and must then be divided by 10 or 100, respectively, 

to get the correct value. Similarly, b may be read where q,, equals 10 

or 100 and must then be divided by 10' or loo*, respectively. 

The advantage of this method is the speed with which 

deliverability data can be analyzed. However, it should be used only 

when reliable data are available. 

The above procedure may be applied to data from a conventional 

test to yield a stabilized deliverability curve. With isochronal data, 

however, it will yield a transient deliverability curve. To obtain the 

stabilized deliverability curve, it should be remembered that the value 

of b is independent of duration of flow and must be the same for the 

stabilized and the transient deliverability relationships. Accordingly, 

the general curve is positioned so that it passes through the stabilized 

flow point and maintains the value of b obtained from the transient 

deliverability curve. 

The application of this graphical method to calculate a and b 

is illustrated by Example 3-4 in Section 4.3. 
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101 

/ 
LEQUATION (3-11) 

g,,, MMscfd 
100 

FIGURE 3-3. GENERAL CURVE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF DELIVERABILITY DATA 

From R. 8. Willil (19451 
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The general curve of Figure 3-3 may also be used with the 

LIT(p') approach. The method is the same as described above except 

Equation (3-2) is now fit instead of Equation (3-4). 

4 TESTS INVOLVING STABILIZED FLOW 

In the preceding analyses, C or a are constant only when 

stabilization has been reached. Before stabilization is achieved, the 

flow is said to be transient. Tests to determine the stabilized 

deliverability of a well may combine both transient and stabilized 

conditions. Various tests that may be used directly to obtain the 

deliverability or the AOF of a well are described in this section along 

with examples of their Interpretation by both the Simplified and the 

LIT($) flow analyses. General guidelines for the field conduct and 

reporting of these tests are discussed in a later chapter. All the 

tests treated in this section have at least one, and sometimes all, of 

the flow rates run until pressure stabilization is achieved. This is 

very important as, otherwise, the deliverability obtained will not 

reflect stabilized conditions and will thus be incorrect. Tests in 

which no one flow race is extended to stabilized conditions will be 

discussed in Section 5. 

4.1 Conventional Test 

As mentioned in Section 1, Pierce and Rawlins (1929) were the 

first to propose and set out a method for testing gas wells by gauging 

the ability of the well to flow against various back pressures. This 

type of flow test has usually been designated the "conventional" 

deliverability test. TO perform a conventionaL test, the stabilized 

shut-in reservoir pressure, p,, is determined. A flow rate, qsc, is 

then selected and the well is flowed to stabilization. The stabilized 

flowing pressure, p,f, is recorded. The flow rate is changed three or 

four times and every time the well is flowed to pressure stabilization. 

The flow-rate and pressure histories for such a test are depicted in 
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Figure 3-4. Interpretation of the pressures and flow rates as shown 

below will give the desired deliverability relationship. 

----7.------ 7-----l-.-- 

P 

t- 

FIGURE 3-4. CONVENTIONAL TEST- FLOW RATE AND PRESSURE DIAGRAMS 

Simplified Analysis 

A graph of bp* (= ;; - p;f) versus qsc, on logarithmic 

coordinates, is constructed a~ shown in Figure 3-1. This gives a 

straight line of slope i or reciprocal slope, n, known as the "back 

pressure line" or the deliverability relationship. From this straight 

line and Equation (3-l) the AOF or the deliverability of the well 

against any sandface back pressure may be obtained. 

LIT($) Flow Analysis 

The values of pwf are converted to Q,, using the applicable 

$ - p curve, similar to Figure 2-4. The values of a and b are 

calculated by the methods of Section 3 and the deliverability relation- 

ship is expressed in form of Equation (3-4). The deliverability q,, 

for any known A$ may then be obtained from Equation (3-S). 

It is recommended that even though the deliverability 
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relationship is derived by computation, the equation obtained should be 

plotted on logarithmic coordinates along with the data points. Data 

which contain significant errors will then show up easily. ErrOIleOUS 

data points must be discarded and the deliverability relationship then 

recalculated. 

A sample deliverability calculation for a conventional test by 

both the Simplified and the LIT($) flow analyses is shown In Example 3-l 

(for gss composition see Example A-l; for the Q - p curve see Figure 2-4). 

Although in many instances, both the Simplified and LIT(@) 

flow analyses will give the same reuult, extrapolation by the Simplified 

analysis beyond the range of flow rates tested can cause significant 

errors. Such il situation is well illustrated by the calculations for a 

conventional Cest (Example 3-l). The LIT($) flow analysis gives an AOF 

of 37.8 MMscfd while the Simplified analysis yields an AOF of 44.0 MMscfd. 

This method of testing and the interpretation of the data iu 

relatively simple, and the method has been considered the basic 

acceptable standard fur testing gas wells for many years. 

In a reservoir of very high permeability, the time required 

to obtain stabilized flow fates and flowing pressures, as well as a 

stabilized shut-in formation pressure is usually not excessive. In 

this type of reservoir a properly stabilized conventional deliverability 

test may be conducted in a reasonable period of time. On the other 

hand, in low permeability reservoirs the time required to even 

approximate stabilized flow conditions may be very long. In this 

situation, It IS not practical to conduct a completely stabilized test, 

and since the results of an unstabilized test can be very misleading, 

other methods of testing should be used to predict well behaviour. 

4.2 Isochronal Test 

The conventional delivetsbilLcy test carried out under 

stabilized conditions, qualifies as an acceptabLe approach to attslning 

the relationship which is essential to the proper interpretation of 

tests, because it extends each flow rate over a period of time 
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sufficient to permit the radius of investigation to reach the outer 

edge of the reservoir or the point of interference between neighbouring 

wells. This ensures that the effective drainage radius is constant. 

The effective dralnage radius concept is discussed in Section 7.1. 

If each fl.ow rate of a multi-point test extends for a fixed periad of 

time insufficient for stabilization, the effective drainage radius, td, 

which is a function of the duration of flow, is the same for each point. 

The isochronal flow test which was proposed by Cullender (1955), is 

based on the principle that the effective draInage radius in a given 

reservoir is a function only of dimensionless time, and is independent 

of the flow i-ate. He suggested that a series of flow tests at different 

rates for equal periods of time would result in a straight line on 

logarithmic coordinates and demonstrated that such a performance curve 

would have a value of the exponent n essentially the same as that 

established under stabilized flow conditions. LIT($) flow theory 

confirms that b too is independent of the duration of flow (Section 3N.3) 

and may, therefore, be determined from short flow tests. For different 

flow rates, c and a stay constaflt provided the duration of each flow is 

constant 1 Whereas n or b may be obtained from short (transient) 

isochronal flow tests, C or a can only be derived from stabilized 

conditions. 

The isochronal flow data may thus be used in conjunction 

with only one stabilized flow point to replace a fully stabilized 

conventional deliverability test. Briefly, the isochronal test consists 

of alternately closing in the well until a stabilized, or very nearly 

stabilized pressure, &, is reached and flowing the well at different 

rates for a set period of time t, the flowing sandface pressure, pwf, 

at time c being recorded. One flow test is conducted for a time period 

long enough to atrain stabilized conditions and is usually referred CO 

as the extended flow period. The flow rate and pressure sequence are 

depicted in Figure 3-7. 

A brief discussion of the theoretical validity of isochronal 

tests is given in Section 3N.5 of the Notes to this chapter. 
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EXAMPLE 3-1 ILLUSTRATING DELlVERAi3lllTY CALCULATIONS FOR A CONVENTIONAL 

TEST. SEE FIGURES 3-5 AND 3-6 FOR PLOTS OF Ap’ VERSUS q SC 

AND (A*- bqtt) VERSUS q,,, RESPECTIVELY. (NOTE: q IMPLIES q,,) 

“. _.,-.̂  ,.., - 

SH”f-lN 
.̂ --,_-- ----------------------- ? 0.00229 

FLOW 4 4 190 x 36.1 4.3 5.50 
AOF l~tkcfd~ 

DISCARDED POINT FLow ’ 
RESULTS 

TRANSIENT FLOW! ii - k‘ = a+q + bq2 

I.C. -kt z 4 + q* 

STABILIZED FLOW: GR - qw+ : aq + b$ 

i.e. 3’56 - $I rf 
: 0.0625 q + 0.00084 q~ 

DELIVERABILITY: 

q = ib[-a + /++4b (Ir, -J;,)] 

FOR vJ*‘ zD, qEAOF I 37.8 MMrcfd 
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q,,,MM,cfd 

FIGURE 3-5. PLOT OF Ap2 VERSUS q,, - CONVENTIONAL TES IT 

FIGURE 3-6. PLOT OF (A*-bq:) VERSUS q,c- CONVENTIONAL TEST 
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t- 

. 

7 EXTENDED FLOW RATE 

I 

1 

FIGURE 3-7. ISOCHRONAL TEST- FLOW RATE AND PRESSURE DIAGRAMS 

Simplified Analysis 

The best straight line is drawn through the isochronal points 

plotted on logarithmic coordinates. This is the transient deliverability 

line. A straight line parallel to the transient deliverability line 

drawn through the stabilized point is the stabilized deliverability line 

from which the AOF or flow against any sandface back pressure can be 

read. 

LIT($) Flow Analysis 

From the isochronal flow rates and the corresponding pseudo- 

pressures at and b can be obtained from Equations (3-7) and (3-8); at 

refers to the value of a at the isochronal time t. A logarithmic plot of 

(A$ - bq;J versus qgc is made and the isochronal data are also plotted. 

This plot is used as before to identify erroneous data which must be 

rejected and a t and b recalculated, if necessary. 

The data obtained from the extended flow rate, 4$ and qsc are 

used with the value of b already determined in Equation (3-4) to obtain 

the stabilized value of a. This is given by 
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(3-12) 

a and b are now known and the stabilized deliverability relationship may 

be evaluated from Equation (3-4) and plotted on the deliverability plot. 

A sample calculation of stabilized deliverability from an 

isochronal fest is shown in Example 3-2 (for gas composition see 

Example A-l; for the $ - p curve see Figure 2-4). The values of AOF 

calculated by rhe twcl methods are not too different since only a small 

extrapolation is required. However, the LIT($) flow analysis does give 

a more correct value and should be used instead of the Simplified 

analysis. 

4.3 Modified Isochronal Test 

In very tight reservoirs, it is not always practical to 

attain a completely stabilized reservoir pressure before the initial 

flow period, nor is it always practical during the test to shut-in the 

reservoir until the original pressure is attained. Aa a result, the 

true isochronal test proves impractical as a means of testing many 

wells. 

Katz et al, (1959, p. 448) suggested that a modified 

isochronal test conducted with a shut-in period equal to the flow period 

may give satisfactory results provided the associated unstabilized 

shut-in pressure is used instead of pR in calculating the difference of 

pseudo-pressure or pressure-squared for the next flow rate. This method 

has been used for testing many wells, and indeed has given results which 

appear quite satisfactory. As in the isochrdnal test, two lines are 

obtained, one for the isochronal data and one through the stabilized 

point. This latter line 1s the desired stabilized deliverability curve. 

This method, referred to as the modified isochronal test, does not yield 

a true isochronal curve but closely approximates the true curve. The 

pressure and flow rate sequence of the modified isochronal flow test 

are depicted in Figure 3-10. 
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EXAMPLE 3 -2 ILLUSTRATING DELIVERABILITY CALCULATION5 FOR AN ISOCHRONAL 

TEST. SEE FIGURES 3-8 AND 3,-9 FOR PLOTS OF Apz VERSUS clsc AND 

I&- baf,) VERSUS Q... RESPECTIVELY. (NOTE: q IMPLIES q,,) 

SIMPLIFIED ANALY 

RESULTS 

q _ c p @z _ p,; 
( )” 

k * *I I 
1952 x 3810 

i 0.000017 
I.320 x 1742 

DISCARDED POINT Flow 2 

0 = A'# - bq* : 22.28 
9 

RESULTS 

TRANSIENT FLOW! 4, - Q : +g * bq2 

1.e. 316 - $w.r zL5.182 q .+ 1.870 qz 

STABILIZED FLOW; qR - qwf : eq + bq2 

I.e. 316 uuqwt z22.28 q + 1.870 qz 

DEL'VERAB'L'~~~ +b Cm0 +& + *b ('JR - ew, ) ] 

FOR $w‘ = 0, q = AOF : 8.3 MMrcfd 



3-x 

!  

I  I  I  I  

I  

AOF: 9.0 MM,cfd 
loo 1 II/l 

1 10 100 

q,<,MMscfd 

FIGURE 3-8. PLOT OF Ap2 VERSUS q,, - ISOCHRONAL 

q=, MMscfd 

GURE 3-9. PLOT OF (At/t-bq,:) VERSUS q,,-ISOCHRON 
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A brief discussion of the theoretical validity of modified 

lsochronal tests is given in Section 3N.5 of the Notes to this chapter. 

92 EXTENDED FLOW RATE 

P 

Analysis 

t- 

t---w 
FIGURE 3-10. MODIFIED ISOCHRONAL TEST-FLOW RATE 

AND PRESSURE DIAGRAMS 

The method of analysis of the modified isochronal test data 

is the came es that of the preceding isochronal method except that 

instead of &, the preceding shut-in pressure is used In bbtainfng ap2 

or A$. The shut-in pressure to be used for the stabilized point is p,, 

the true stabilized shut-in pressure. 

A sample calculation of stabilized deliverability from a 

modified isochronal test is shown in Example 3-3 (for gas composition 

see Example A-l; for the I) - p curve eee Figure 2-4). The values for 

ilDF obtained by the different methods are very nearly the eeme because 

of the small extrapolation. The test of Example 3-3 may also be 

analyzed by the graphical method of Section 3.2 as shown in the following 

example, Example 3-4. 
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EXAMPLE 3-3 ILLUSTRATING DELlVERAElllTY CALCULATIONS FOR A MODIFIED ISOCHRONAL 

TEST. SEE FIGURES 3-11 AND 3 - 12 FOR PLOTS OF Ap’ VERSUS 

qsc AND IA9 -h,c) VERSUS q,,. RESPECTIVELY. (NOTE:~ IMPLIES 4,<) 

SIMPLIFIED ANAlYSIS 

LIT ($) ANALYSIS 

DISCARDED POINT 

N= 4 <, = 315 MMpri&p 

(EXTENDED 
FLOWI A+;~, 183 q' 8.00 b: 1.641 

0 - 
A'# - bq2 = 9.747 

0 

RESULTS 

TRANSIENT FLOW: & - lr;, = a,q + bqZ 

i.e. 315 - h z 3.273 q + -LAG_ qz 

STA81tlZED FLOW: $ - $v;r = oq + bqz 

1.d. 315 -J;{ : 9.747 q + 1.641 qz 

DELIVERABIIITY: 

q = ib[-” t /a2 +4b ($ - VJ”,) 1 

FOR qwf -0, q :AOF - 11.2 MMrcfd 
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FIGURE 3-11. PLOT OF &I’ VERSUS q,,- MODIFIED ISOCHRONAL 

+,MMscfd 

q,,, MMscfd 

FIGURE 3-12. PLOT OF (A$-bq,:) VERSUi q,, -MODlF IED ISOCHRONAL~~TEST 
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EXAMPLE 3-4 

Introduction This,example illustrates the application of the graphical 

method of Section 3-2 to the analysis of modified isochronal test data. 

Problem Calculate the values of a, b and AOF for the modified 

isochronal test data of Example 3-3. 

So,lution Plot A$ versus qsc (transient, modified isochronal data) on 

3x3 logarithmic coordinates of the same size as the general curve of 

Figure 3-3. This deliverability data plot is shown in Figure 3-13: 

The transient deliverability curve is drawn from the best 

match of the deliverability data plot and the general curve. The values 

of a and b are obtained from the intersections of the straight lines, 

repr:sented by Equations (3-10) and (3-U), with the q = 1 line of 
SC 

the deliverability data plot. This gives 

at = 3.3 

b = 1.6 

Plot the stabilized flow point and maintaining the value of 

b = 1.6 draw the stabilized deliverability curve. The intersection of 

the straight line, represented by Equation (3-lo), with the q,, = 1 line 

of the deliverability data plot gives 

a = 9.75 

and the resulting deliverability curve shows an 

AOF = 11.7 MMscfd 

DiSCUSSiOIl Figure 3-3 may be used to obtain good approximations for 

a, b, and AOF, but it is recommended that the calculation methods of 

Examples 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 using the LIT($,) flow analysis be used Ear 

better results. 
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4.4 Single-Point Test 

If from previous tests conducted on the well,,the reciprocal 

slope n or the inertial-turbulent (IT) flow effect constant, b, is howa, 

only one stabilized flow point is required CO give the deliverability 

relatXonship. This is done by selecting one flow rate and flowing the 

well at that tate to stabilized conditions. Often this fest is 

conducted as part of a pressure survey 1n a reservoir on production. 

The gas in this test is usually flowed into a pipeline and not wasted. 

Care is taken to ensure that the well is producing at a constant rate 

and has stabilized. This rate and the flowing pressure are recorded. 

The well is then shut-in long enough that the stabilized shut-in 

pressure GR can be determined. 

Knowing the static pressure p,, the stabilized flowing 

sandface pressure, pwf, and the rate q,,, either the Simplified or the 

LIT($) analysis may be used to obtain the srabilized deliverability of 

the well. For the Simplified analysis the stabilized point is plotted 

on the usual logarithmic coordinates and through it a straight line of 

inverse slope, n, is drawn. In the LIT($) flow analysis, the stabilized 

data, AIJJ and q 
SC 

are inserted with the previously known value of b 

into Equation (3-12) to yield a value for a. The stabilized 

deliverability is then given by Equation (3-4). 

A sample calculation of stabilized deliverability from a 

single-point test is shown in Example 3-5. n and b are known from 

previous tests; n = 0.60, h = 1.641 (for gas composition see Example 

A-l; for the IJ - p c"r"e see Figure 2-4). 

5 TESTS NOT INVOLVING STABILIZED FLOW 

In the previous sections, tests which would yield the 

deliverability of a well, directly, we're described. Each of those tests 

included at least one flow rate being rm to pressure stabilization. In 

the case of tight reservoirs, stabilization could take months or even 

ye&Y. This is obviously a great inconvenience and alternative methods 
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must be used to determine the stabilized deliverability without having 

to conduct stabilized flow tests. The LIT($) flow analysis of transient 

flow teats, along with a knowledge of the well’s drainage volume, may be 

used to obtain a stabilized deliverability relationship by calculation. 

Subsequently, when the well has been placed on production, it is 

desirable to monitor an extended flow rate and using the single-point 

test analysis confirm the accuracy of the calculated deliverability. 

It has been stated before that b is the same for transient or 

stabilized conditions. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 it was shown that b 

could be obtained from isochronal and modified isochronal flow data, 

and that the same value is applicable to stabilized flow. From Equation 

(3N-10) of the Notes to this chapter the stabilized value for a is 

given by 

T 
a = 3.263 x lo6 n 

0.472 re 
rw 

+* 
I 

(3-13) 

where 

k = effective permeability to gas, md 

h = net pay thickness, ft 

T = temperature of the reservoir, OR 

r - 
e external radius of the drainage area, ft 

r = w  well radius, ft 

s = skin factor, dimensionless 

usu;llly re, rw, 11, and T are know0 and onSy k and s need to be determined 

before the stabilized value of a can be calculated. In Chapters 4 and 5 

it is shown how k and a may be obtained by the analysis of the transient 

drawdown or build-up data. For the present purpose it is only necessary 

to note that reliable values of k and s may be obtained from transient 

tests alone. 

Thus to obtain the stabilized deliverability relationship, it 

is sufficient to conduct the isochxonal part of the tests described in 

Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The extended flow points are not required. The 

isochronal data are used to obtain the value of b from Equation (3-8). 



EXAMPLE 3-s ILLUSTRATING DELIVERABILITY CALCULATIONS FOR A SINGLE POINT 

TEST. SEE FIGURES 3-14 AND 3-15 F,OR PLOTS Of Ap* VERSUS q,, AND 

b-b- ha:,) VERSUS qsc, RESPECTIVELY. (NOTE: q IMPLIES q,,) 

RFSIJITS 

i 0.00108 

AOF (MMrcfd) 

= 9.5 

DISCARDED POINT 

b= NIXA'!-- ZqZ '+' _ 
N Es2 - Eq Zq 

[EXTENDED 
FLOW1 A+: 183 q' 7.2 br 1.641 

0 z 
A'k - bql i 13.601 

9 

RESULTS 

TRANSIENT FLOW! JR - qwf = +q + bq2 

1.e. -hYt = 9 + qz 

STABILIZED FLOW: T@ - qwc;, : aq + bq* 

I.#. 309 -e,, 113.601 q + 1.641 qz 

DELIVERABILITV: 

q : tb[-O + b2+4b (qn -J;,)] 

FOR $*# -4, q’AoF ? 10.2 MMscfd 
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10000 

FIGURE 3-14. PLOT OF Ap2 VERSUS q,< - SINGLE POINT TEST 

FIGURE 3-15. PLOT OF (A+bq$ VERSUS &-SINGLE POIN T TEST 
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The value of a i$ calculated from Equation (3-13) having first determined 

k and s from the dtawdown or build-up analyses. 

6 WELLHEAD DELIVERABILITY 

The deliverability relationships obtained by the tests 

described in the previous sections refer to sandface conditions, that 

is, all the pressures referred to are measured ae the sandface. In 

practice it is sometimes more convenient to measure the pressures at the 

wellhead. These pressures may be converted to sandface conditions by 

the calculation procedure given in detail in Appendix B, and the 

deliverability relationship may then be obtained as before. HOWeVer, 

in some instances, the wellhead pressures may be plotted versus flow 

rate in a manner similar to the sandface curses of Figures 3-1 or 3-2. 

The relationship thus obtained Is known as the wellhead deliverability 

and is shown in Figure 3-16. On logarithmic coordinates the slope of 

the wellhead deLiverability plot is not necessarily equal to that 

obtained using sandface pressures (Edgington and Cleland, 1967); 

moreover, unless corrections are made, variations of the flowing 

temperature in the wellbore may cause the plot to be a curve instead 

of a straight line (Wentink et al. 1971). 

A wellhrad deliverability plot is useful because it relates 

to a surface situation, for example, the gathering pipeline back 

pressure, which is mote accessible than the reservoir. However, it has 

the disadvantage of not being unique for the well as it depends on the 

size of the pipe, tubing or annulus, in which the gas is flowing. 

MOEOVer, unlike the sandface relationship it does not apply throughout 

the life of the well since the pressure drop in the wellbore itself is 

a Eunctim not only of fl.ow rate but also of pressure level. 

Because the wellhead deliverability relationship is not 

constant throughout the life of a well, different curves are needed to 

represent the different average reservoir pressures, as shown in Figure 

3-17. At any condition of depletion represented by p,, the sandface 

deliverability is valid and may be used to obtain the wrllhead 
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deliverability by converting the sandface pfess~res to wellhead 

conditions using the method of Appendix B, in reverse. 

7 IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS PERTAINING 
TO DELIVERABILITY TESTS 

In all of the tests described so far, the time to stabilization 

is an important factor, and is discussed in detail below. Moreover, the 

flow rate is assumed to be constant throughout each flow period. This 

condition is not always easy to achieve,in ptac'cice. The effect on 

test results of a non-constant flow rate is considered In this section. 

The choice of a sequence of increaslng or decreasing flow rates is also 

discussed. 

7.1 Time to Stabilization and Related Matters 

Stabilization originated as a practical consideration and 

reflected the time when the pressure no longer changed significantly 

with time; that is, it had stabilized. With high permeability reservoirs 

this point was not too hard to observe. However, with tight formations, 

the pressure does not stabilize for a very long time, months and 

sometimes years. MOreOVer, except where there is a pressure maintenance 

mechanism acting on the pool, true steady-state is never achieved and 

the pressure never becomes constant. 

Stabilization is more properly defined in terms of a radius of 

investigation. This is treated, in detail in Chapter 2, but will be 

reviewed here. When a disturbance is initiated at the well, it will 

have an immediate effect, however minimal, at all points in the 

reservoir. At a certain distance from the well, however, the effect of 

the disturbance will be so small as to be unmeasurable. This distance, 

at which the effect is barely detectable is called the radius of 

investigation, rinv. As time increases, this radius moves outwards into 
the formation until it reaches the outer boundary of the reservoir OF 

the no-flow boundary between adjacent flowing wells. From then on, It 
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100 
1 10 100 

q,,, MMscfd 

FIGURE 3-16. WELLHEAD DELIVERABILITY PLOT 

3000 

0 
0 2 4 b 8 IO 12 14 lb 18 

~7 MMscfd 

FIGURE 3-1Z WELLHEAD DELIVERABILITY VERSUS FLOWING WELLHEAD 
PRESSURE, AT VARIOUS STABILIZED SHUT-IN PRESSURES 
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stays constant, that is, r inv = re* and stabilization Is said co have 

been attained. This condition is also called pseudo-steady state. 

The pressure does not become constant but the rate of pressure decline 

does. 

The time to stabilization can only be determined approximately 

and is given by Equation (3N-15) as 

(3-14) 

where 

ts, = time to stabilization, hr 

r = 
e outer radius of the drainage area, ft 

i; = gas viscosity at p,, cp 

$ = gas-fllled porosity, fraction 

k = effective permeability to gas, md 

There exist various rule-of-thumb methods for determining when 

stabilization is reached. These are usually based on a rate of pressure 

decline. When the specified rate, for example, a 0.1 psi drop in 15 

minutes, is reached, the well is sard to be stabilized. Such over- 

simplified criteria can be misleading. It is shown in the Notes to this 

chapter that at stabilization, the race of pressure decline at the well 

is given by Equation (3N-19) as 

(3-15) 

This shows that the pressure decline in a given time varies 

from well to well, and even for a particular well, it varies with the 

flow rate. For these reasons, methods of defining stabilization which 

make use of a specified rate of pressure decline may not always be 

reliable. 

The radius of investigation, rinvf after t hours of flow is 

given by Equation (3N-21). This equation is portrayed graphically in 

Figure 3-18. 
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for rinv < re (3-M) 

As long as the radius of investigation is less than the 

exterior radius of the reservoir, stabilization has not been reached 

and the flow is said to be transient. Since gas well tests often 

involve interpretation of data obtained in the transient flow regime, 

a review of transient flow seems appropriate. For transient flow, 

Equations (3-l) and (3-4) still apply but neither C nor a IS constant. 

Both C and a will change with time until stabilization is reached. 

From this time on, C and a will stay constant. 

Effective Drainage Radius 

A concept which relates transient and stabilized flow 

equations is that of effective drainage radius, rd, which is discussed 

in detail in Chapter 2. It is defined 8s that radius which a 

hypothetical steady-state circular reservoir would have if the pressure 

at that radius were s R and the drawdown at the well at the given flow 

rate were equal to the actual drawdown. Initially, the pressure drop 

at the well increases and so does rd. Ultimately, when the radius of 

investigation reaches the exterior boundary, re, of a closed reservoir, 

the effective drainage radius is given by Equation (Z-101) 

rd = 0.472 r e (3-17) 

The above equation is the source of the popular idea that the 

radius of drainage only moves half-way into the reservoir. It should 

be emphasized that at all times, drainage takes place from the entire 

reservoir and that r d is only an equivalent radius which converts an 

unsteady-state flow equation to a steady-state one. Furthermore, the 

distinction between the concepts of effective drainage radius and radius 

of investigation should be understood as,described in Chapter 2, 

Section 6.4. 
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7.2 Sequence of Flow Rates 

The usual practice in conducting deliverability tests is 

to use, where possible, a sequence of increasing flow rates. In a 

conventional test, if there ig a likelihood of hydrates, forming, a 

decreasing sequence is advisable as it results in higher wellbore 

‘temperatures and a decreased tendency to form hydrates. Where liquid 

hold-up in the wellbore is a problem, a decreasing sequence may be 

preferred. 

If the conventional fesf ,or the isochronal test are properly 

conducted, that is, stabilization of pressure is observed before a new 

rate Is selected, the rate sequence is imaterial. Either an increasing 

or a decreasing sequence will give the true deliverability relationship. 

Ilowever, for the modified isochronal test, an increasing rate sequence 

should be used, otherwise the test method loses accuracy, and may not 

be acceptable. 

The extended flow rate of the isochronal or modified 

isochronal test may be run either at the beginning, if the well is 

already on production, or at the end of the test. If it is conducted 

at the beginning, the well must then be shut in to essentially stabilized 

conditions, prior to the commencement of the isochronal flow periods. 

Often, the last isochronal rate is simply extended to stabilization, with 

a pressure reading being taken at the appropriate (isochronal) time of 

flow, and later at stabilization. However, this need not necessarily 

be so. In fact, any suitable flow rate may be chosen with or without 

a shut-in intervening between it and the last isochronal rate, as long 

as the flow is extended to pressure stabilization. 

7.3 Constancy of Flow Rate 

In incerpretlng the theory applicable ‘co the tests described 

so far, the flow tare within each flow period is assumed to be constant. 

In practice this situation is rarely achieved. If the flow is being 

measured through a critical flow prover, the upstream pressure declines 
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continuously with time, and hence the flow rate decreases correspondingly. 

If an orifice meter is being used to measure the gas flow, the usual 

prac’cice~is to set the choke, upstream of the orifice meter, at a fixed 

setting. This setting is not changed throughout the flow period. A 

declining wellhead pressure upstream of the choke coupled with a 

constant pressure downstream of the choke, resulting from the back 

pressure regulator, often results in a continuously declining flow 

rate. Moreover, the calculations of flow rates involve the gas flowing 

temperature. During short flow periods, the wellhead temperature is 

rarely constant, the variation being due CO a gradual waraing up of the 

well. All these factors make it difficult for an absolutely Constant 

flow rate to be maintained. 

Winestock and Colpitts (1965) developed a method of analysis 

to account for the variations in flow rate. Lee, Harrell and McCain 

(1972) confirmed, by numerical simulation, the validity of their 

approach. The results of their study related to drawdown testing are 

%amnarized in a later chapter, but some of the findings applicable to 

deliverability tests are given below. 

Provided the changes in flow rate are not excessively rapid, 

instantaneous values of the flow rate and the corresponding flowing 

pressure should be used rather than values averaged over the entire 

flow period. In view of this, flow rates need not be kept absolutely 

constant, but may be allowed to vary smoothly and continuously with 

time, as is the case with flow provers or orifice meters. Since sudden 

changes in rate invalidate this approach, IXI change in orifice plates 

is permissible for whatever reason, not even in order to adhere to a 

prespecified schedule, once a flow period has commenced. 

8 GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING DELIVERABILITY TESTS 

Once the decision has been made to run a deliverability test, 

all the information pertaining to the well and to the reservoir under 

investigation should be collected and utilized in specifying the test 

procedure. such information may include logs, drill-stem teats, 
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previous delrverabiliey testa conducted on that well, production 

history, fluid composition and temperature, cores and geological 

studies. In the absence of some of these derails, data from neighbouring 

wells completed is the same formation may be substituted. At all times, 

the value of first-hand field experience must not be underestimated and 

should certainly have a major influence on the design and conduct of 

tests. 

8.1 Choice of Test 

A knowledge of the time required for stabilization is a very 

lmporrant factor in deciding the type of test Co be used for determining 

the deliverabiliey of a well. This may be known directly from previous 

tests, such as drill-stem or deliverability tests, conducted on the well 

or from the production characteristics of the well. If such information 

is not available, it may be assumed that the well will behave in a 

manner similar to neighbouring wells in the same pool, for which the 

data are available. 

When the approximate time to stabilization is not known, It 

may be estimated from Equation (3-14). If the time ‘co stabilization is 

of the order of a few hours, a conventional test may be conducted. 

Otherwise one of the isochronal ‘ce*Es is preferable. The isochronal 

test is more accurate than the modified isochronal test and should be 

used if the greater accuracy is warranted. 

The choice of a test is discussed more fully in Chapter 1, 

An important consideration is that if gas is to be flared, the duration 

of the test should be minimized. This may be accomplishad by testing 

only new exploratory wells, using isochtonal type teats rather than the 

conventional deliverability test, and calculating the stabilized flow 

point rather than flowing a well to stabilization. Where the well 

being tested is tied into a pipellne, more flexibility is available in 

choosing the type of test, but care must ‘be taken to ensure sufficiently 

long flowperiodswhen stabilized flow points are to be obtained. 

A single-point test is appropriate when the deliverability 
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relationship of the well is known from previous tests, and only updating 

of this relationship is desired. A convenient time to conduct such a 

test is prior to a shut-in for a pressure survey of the pool as the well 

is probably stabilized and all that is needed is a measurement of the 

flow rate and the flowing pressure. 

8.2 Choice of Equipment 

The various types of equipment used in gas well testing are 

mentioned in Chapter 6. Some of the factors affecting the choice of 

equipment are the expected flow rates and pressures, and the analysis 

of the gas and liquid effluent to be expected during the test. The 

possibility and location of hydrate formation must be investigated. 

This may be done by the methods outlined in Appendix A and wiJ.1 affect 

the choice of the heating equipment to be used during the test. Failure 

to prevent hydrate formation will result in enomaLous flow data due to 

complete or partial plugging of sections of the equipment. 

Production of liquid, be it water or condensate, causes 

fluctuations in the rate and pressure measurements. Long flow times, 

of at least six to eight hours, are needed before the liquid to gas 

ratio stabilizes. One or two separators at the surface must be included 

in the test equipment since the gas must be free of liquid before it can 

be measured with the standard orifice meters or critical flow provers. 

Calculations of sandface pressures from wellhead pressures become 

inaccurate when there is liquid in the wellbore and wherever practically 

possible the use of bottom hole pressure bombs becomes mandatory. 

Extremely sour gases may make the use of bottom hole equipment 

impossible because of problems with corrosion or sulphur deposition. 

8.3 Choice of Flow Rates 

1n conducting a multi-point test, the minimum flow rate used 

should be at least equal to that required to lift the liquids, if any, 

from the well. It should also be sufficient to maintain a wellhead 

temperature above the hydrate point, Where these considerations do not 
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apply, the minimum and maximum flow rates are chosen, whenever practical, 

such that the pressure drops they cause at the well are approximately 5 

par cent and 25 per cent, respectively, of the shut-in pressure. 

Alternatively, they may be taken to be about 10 per cent and 75 per cent, 

respectively, of the AOF. High drawdown rates that may cause well 

damage by sloughing of'the formation or by unnecessarily coning water 

into the wellbore must be avoided. Care must also be taken to avoid 

retrograde condensation within the reservoir in the vicinity of the 

well or in the well itself. In the isochronal and modified isochronal 

tests, the extended flow rate is often taken to be approximately equal 

to the expected production rate. If flaring is taking place, flow should 

be at the mlnLmum rate consistent with obtaining useful information. 

Some idea of the flow rates at which a we13 is capable of 

flowing may be obtained from the drill-stem test or from the preliminary 

well clean-up flows. In the absence of any data whatsoever, the AOF may 

be estimated from Equation (3N-12) by assuming stabilized, purely 

lamisar flow in the reservoir. 

AOF = 
k h qR 

3.263 x lo6 T[l,, (0.472 $) + &] 

(3-18) 

s may be estimated from similar stimulation treatments performed on 

approximately similar wells in the formation, or from Table 7-l in 

Chapter 7. 

8.4 Duration of FLOW Rates 

In conducting tests which involve stabilized conditions, the 

conventional test, a single-point test and the extended rate of the 

isochronal and modified isochrcnal tests, the duration of flow must be 

at least equal to the approximate time to stabilization as calculated 

from Equation (3-14). 

The duration of the isochronal periods is determined by two 

considerations, namely, (a) wellbore storage time and (b) the radius of 
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investigation. 

a. The wellbore storage time, tws, it the approximate time 

required for the wellbore storage effects to become negligible. This 

can be calxulated from Equation (3N-24) which is developed in the Notes 

to this chapter: 

t 
36177 ii vws cws 

= 
"* kh O-19) 

where 

v = ws volume of the wellbare tubing (and aanulus, if there 

is no packer) 

c = 
ws compressibility of the wellbore fluid evaluated at 

the mean wellbore pressure and temperature 

Equation (3-19) is presented graphically in Figure 3-19 for the case 

of a three-inch internal diameter tubing string in a six-inch internal 

diameter casing, with and without an annulus packer. 

b. The radius of investigation has been discussed in Section 

7.1. Rarely does wellbore damage or stimulation extend beyond 100 feet. 

In order to obtain data that are representacive.of the formation, the 

flow period must last longer than the time to investigate the first 100 

feet. For wells wlrh no damage or improvement an approximate time to 

investigate 100 feet is obtained from Equation (3-X) or from Figure 

3-18. From Equation (3-14) 

t loo = 1000 $ loo2 = 1.0 x lo7 $ 
R R 

(3-20) 

The greater of tws and tlOO is the minimum duration of flow that will 

yield data representative of the bulk formation rather than the wellbore 

area. A duration equal to about four times this value is recommended 

for the isochronal periods. 
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FIGURE 3-19. TIME REQUIRED FOR WELLBORE STORAGE EFFECTS 
TO BECOME NEGLIGIBLE 
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EXAMPLE 3-6 

Introduction This example illustrates calculations that are essential 

to the design of a deliverability test. 

Problem A well was completed in a dry, sweet gas pool which is being 

developed with a one-section spacing between wells. It has been cored, 

logged and drill-stem tested, acidized and cleaned but no deliverability 

tests have, so far, been performed on it. Design a suitable 

deliverability test. 

Solution 

Choice of Test 

Before the choice of a suitable test can be made, the 

approximate time to stabilization, t 
S' must be known. This being the 

first well in the pool, and the drill-stem test flow rate not being 

stabilized, the time to stabilization is not known and should be 

estimated from Equation (3-,14). This requires a knowledge of the 

Following factors: re' P,, $9 k, i, 

= 2640 ft, equivalent to a one-section spacing; 

= 2000 psia, obtained from the drill-stem test; 

= 0.15, the gas filled porosity is obtained by 

multiplying the formation porosity by the gas 

saturation, both quantities being deducible 

from logs: 

= 120 md, the build-up period of the drill-stem 

test was analyzed by methods described in Chapter 5 

to give an effective kh = 1200 md-ft. From logs, 

h = 10 ft; 

= 0.0158 cp, the gas composition is known and is the 

same as that of Example A-l. The reservoir 

temperature is 580%. 

From Equation (3-14) 
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= (looo)(o.15)(o.o158)(2640~2 _ 69 hours 
(120) (2000) 

This time to stabilization is considered to be too long to conduct the 

four rates of a conventional test. The isoehronal procedures will be 

considered instead. The permeability and the build-up characteristics 

experienced during drill-stem testing suggest that if P modified 

isochronal test were to be used, the shut-in pressures between flows 

would build up sufficiently to make the modified isochronal test's 

validity comparable to char of an isochronal test. Therefore, a 

modified isochronal test is chosen to determine the deliverability 

relationship. 

Flow Periods 

The time necessary to investigate 100 feet into the reservoir 

is obtained from Equation (3-20) 

t 
100 = 1.0 x lo7 * 

R 

se (1.0 x 10’)(0.15)(0.0158) = o 1o hours 
(120) (2000) 

alternatively, from Figure 3-18 with 

k PR 

@D 
1.01 x lOa, t lpo = 0.10 hours 

The time required for wellbore storage effects to become 

negligible is obtained from Equation (3-19) or Flgure 3-19. SiIlC@ 

there is a bottom hole packer, the wellbore volume is that of the tubing 

alone (diameter of tubing = 0.50 feet, length of tubing = 5000 feet). 

The average compressibility of the gas in the wellbore, knowing the gas 

composition and an assumed average pressure in the tubing of about 

1800 psia, is 0.00060 psi-l. 
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EXAMPLE 3-6 

Introduction This example illustrates calculations that are essential 

to the design of a deliverability test. 

Problem A well was completed in a dry, sweet gas pool which is being 

developed with a one-section spacing between wells. It has been cored, 

logged and drill-stem tested, acldized and cleaned but no deliverability 

tests have, so far, been performed on it. Design a suitable 

deliverability test. 

Solution 

Choice of Test 

Before the choice of a suitable test can be made, the 

approximate time to stabilization, t 
6' must be known. This being the 

first well in the pool, and the drill-stem test flow rate not being 

stabilized, the time to stabilization is not known and should be 

estimated from Equation ,(3-14). This requrres a knowledge of the 

following factors: 
re' $9 $7 k, L, 

2640 ft, equivalent to a one-section spacing; 

2000 psia, obtained from the drill-stem test; 

0.15, the gas filled porosity is obtained by 

multiplying the formation porosity by the gas 

saturation, both quantities being deducible 

from logs; 

120 md, the build- up period of the drill-stem 

test was analyzed by methods described in Chapter 5 

to give an effective kh = 1200 md-ft. From logs, 

h = 10 ft; 

0.0158 cp, the gas composition is known. and is the 

same as that of Example A-l. The reservoir 

temperature is 580'R. 

a. c = 

b. ;; = 

C. 9 = 

d. k = 

e. ; - 

From Equation (3-14) 
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= (1000)(0.~5)(0.015E)(2640)2 _ 6g hours 
(120)(2000) 

This time to stabilization is considered to be too long to conduct the 

four rates of a conventional test. The isochronal procedures will be 

considered instead. The permeability and the build-up characteristics 

experienced during drill-stem testing suggest that If a modified 

isochronal test were to be used, the shut-in pressures between flows 

would build up sufficiently to make the modified isochronal test's 

validity comparable to that of an isochronal test. Therefore, a 

modified isochronal test is chosen to determine the deliverability 

relationship. 

Flow Periods 

The time necessasy to investigate 100 feet into the reservoir 

is obtained from Equation (3-20) 

c 100 = 1.0 x 10's 
R 

= (1.0 x 10')(0.15)(0.015s) = o 1o ho"rs 
(120)(2000) 

alternatively, ftom Figure 3-18 with 

k iR 
m= 1.01 x loa, t loo = 0.10 hours 

The time required for wellbore storage effects to become 

negligible is obtained from Equation (3-19) or Figure 3-19. since 

there is a bottom hole packer, the wellbore volume is that of the tubing 

alone (diameter of tubing = 0.50 feet, length of tubing = 5000 feet). 

The average compressibility of the gas in the wellbore, knowing the gas 

composition and an assumed average pressure in the tubing of about 

1800 psia, is 0.00060 psi-l. 
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From Equation (3-19) 

t 
36177 u U", cws 

ws kh 

= (36177)(0.015a)(n* 0.25" 5000)(0.00060) = o.28 hours 
(120) (10) 

alternatively, from Figure 3-19 with 

; cw* Lt = 4.7 x 1o-2, t = 0.28 hours "S 

Since 

the duration of the isochronal. periods 

=4t = 1.12 hours = ws 1.5 hours (say) 

the duration of the extended flow period 
zt = 

s 69 hours = 72 hours (say) 

Flow Rates 

Because of a mal.function in the flow metering recorder, flow 

rates during well clean-up are not available. Accordingly an estimate 

of the AOF will be made from Equation (3-W. This requires a knowledge 

uf the following factors: 

il. r = 0.25 fr 

b. TW = 580°R, obtained during drill-stem testing 

C. TR = 330x10" psi'/cp, from the Q-p curve of Figure 2-4 

d. s = 0.0, no data available for this new pool 

From Equation (3-18) 

AOF z: 
k h Ji, 

3.263 x lo6 T [log (0.47, ;) + &] 
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=e (120)(10)(330 r105) 

(3.263x106)(580) log ‘“.4:;‘;:;40’] = 57 MMscfd 

10% of AOF = 6 MMscfd 

75% of AOP = 45 Mi%cfd 

A suitable range of approximate flow rates would be 

first rate = 6 MMscfd, for 1.5 hr 

second rate = 12 MNscfd, for 1.5 hr 

third rate - 24 MMscfd, for 1.5 hr 

fourth rate = 48 MMscfd, for 1.5 hr 

An extended flow rate of about 25 MMscfd for 72 hour8 is recommended. 

Since there is no pipeline connected to the well, and since the extended 

flow rate would involve the flaring of some 75 MMscf of gas, it is 

recommended that this wastage be avoided by deferring this part of the 

test until a pipeline is connected. Meanwhile, the stabilized 

deliverability would be calculated from the isochronal test data, using 

the method described is Section 5. 

Equipment 

From a knowledge of the gas composition, the reservoir 

pressure and the reservoir temperature and by using the method outlined 

in Appendix A it can be seen that hydrates are not Likely CO form 

anywhere in the test equipment. No special heating equipment is 

necessary and the standard heater preceding and following the adjustable 

choke should be ample to handle unforeseen hydrate problems. Because of 

the pressures involved, all equipment should be rated for high-pressure 

0peratioIl. Because oE the presence of small quantities of liquids, 

mostly water of condensation,.a single separator will suffice prior to 

the orifice meter run. A bottom hole pressure gauge is desirable for 

measuring pressures. 



9 CALCULATING ANTJ PLOTTING TEST RESULTS 

Earlier sectione describe the various types of deliverability 

tests and their application. The calculation of the flow rates and the 

conversion of surface measured pressures CD sub-surface pressures are 

discussed in Chapter 6 and Appendix B, respectively. Familiarity with 

these will be assumed. The methods for calculating and plotting test 

results are outlined fn this sectidn. 

The calculations for determining the deliverability relation- 

ship mey be carried out as shown in Examples 3-1 to 3-5. In these 

examples both the Simplified and the LIT($) flow analyses were used for 

the purpose of illustration, but only one of these interpretations, 

preferably the more rigorous LIT($) flow analysis, is needed. If 

approxWate calculations need to be done in the field, the Simplified 

analyeis inay prove to be conventient. 

The pressures used is the calculations are those at the 

sandface and may be obtained by direct measurement or by conversion of 

the wellhead pressures. In obtaining the differences in pressure- 

squared or pseudo-pressure, the pairs of pressures involved in the 

subtraction vary for the different tests. They are summarized in 

Figure 3-20 which shows the appropriate pressures connected by a 

vertical link. The conventional test will be used to explain the 

application of Figure 3-20. 

The initial shut-ln pressure and the pressure at the end of 

Flow 1 are converted to p', for the Stmplified analysis, or to $, by 

using the appropriate $ - p curve, for the LIT($) flow analysie. The 

difference in these two pressure-squared or pseudo-pressure terms, 

AP' Of 4, correspond to the flow rate, q,, of Flow 1. The came 

procedure is carried out for Flow 2, Flow 3 and Flow 4. For the other 

tests, Ap' or A$ values are obtained from the pressures linked together 

in Figure 3-20. The points (Ap2,q,,) or (AIJJ - bq&,q,,) are then 

plotted as detalled below. 
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FLOW 1 
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(I) In tha modified irochronol test, the initial shut-in preraure may not bs fully stabilized. 

:Il 

FIGURE 3-20. SANDFACE PRESSURES USED IN COMPUTING Ap2 OR A$ 
FOR DELIVERABILITY TEST ANALYSES 

9.1 Simplified Analysis 

The plot of Ap' versus q,, should be made on logarithmic 

coordinates and a straighr line should be drawn Khrough a minimum of 

three points. If a straight line is not Indicated by at least three 

points, and also if the LIT($) flow analysis is not meaningful, 

consideration should be given to retesting the well. The reciprocal. 

slope of the line is the exponent n. If the value of n is greater Khan 

1.0 or less than 0.5, consideration should be given to retesting the 

well, unless experience with wells in that pool indicates Khat a 

different n value would not be obtained. 

If a well has been retesred, and the test ls still 

unsatisfactory, the best fit line may be drawn through the points of 

the test which appear to be the most acceptable. If the resulting value 

of n is greater than 1.0, a line reflecting an n of 1.0 shall be dram 
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through the highest flow rate point. If the value of n Is less than 

0.5, a line reflecting an n of 0.5 shall be drawn through the lowest 

flow rate point. 

In the case of isochronal type tests the deliverability line 

should be positioned to reflect stabilized conditions. This 1~ done by 

plotting the stabilized value of Ap’ versus the appropriate flow rate. 

A line,of reciprocal slope n Is drawn through the point, a8 is 

illustrated in Figure 3-8. 

9.2 LIT($) FLOW Analysis 

The deliverability relationship represented by Equation (3-4) 

should be determined by calculating a and b from Equations (3-7) and 

(3-E). A plot of (AIJJ - bqic) versus p,, on logarithmic coordinates 

should be made with the data points and the calculated deliverability 

relationship. Any data points showing ari excessive deviation from the 

straight line plotted should be rejected, and the entire procedure of 

calculating a, at or b should be repeated with at least three data 

points. If the scatter of data points is excessive or if b is negative, 

consideration should be given to retesting the well, unless experience 

with wells in that pool indicates that a different line would not be 

obtained. 

If the well has been retested, and the test is still 

unsatisfactory, a least squares fit of the data points that appear most 

acceptable should be made. If at or b still turn out to be negative, 

then a value of zero should be used in place of the negative number. 

These two condi,tions are equivalent to n = 1.0 (for b = 0) and n = 0.5 

(for a = 0) in the Simplified analysis. 

In any case, the relationship resulting from this second 

unsatisfactory test is only an estimated one, and consideration should 

be given to a retest wrthin a one-year period. The fetest should 

involve alterations in test procedure in an attempt to obtarn a 

satisfactory relationship. This change may involve direct sandface 

pressure measurements if two-phase flow appears to be a possibility, or 
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it may involve another type of flow test. 

In the case of isochronal type rests, the deliverability line 

should be positioned to reflect stabilized conditions. This is done by 

calculating a from Equation (3-12) if a stabilized flow was conducted, 

and plotting the resulting stabilized deliverability line a6 shown in 

Figure 3-9. In the absence of stabilized flow data a may be calculated 

from Eqvation (3-13). 

NOTES TO CHAPTER 3 

3N.1 LIT Flow Analysis 

Pressure-Squared Relationship 

Equation (3-l), the commonly used Rawlins and Schellhardt 

deliverability equation, was obtained empirically but may be related 

to a kheoretically derived relationship, Equation (3-2), also called 

the LIT(p2) flow equation. 

Combining Equations (2-101) and (2-102). and substituting 

for various dimensionless variables from Tables 2-3 and 2-4 gives, for 

stabilized flow (pseudo-steady state) 

1.417 x lo6 -2 2 q SC u z T 
PR - P,f = kh 

3.263 x lo6 qsc p z T 
% 

kh 
(3N-1) 

The above equation assumes laminar flow in the reservoir. 

The skis factor, s, and inertial-turbulent flow effects, DqsC, 

discussed in Chapter 2, Section 9, may be introduced to give, from 

Equation (2-143) 
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-2 2 
PR - P,f = 3.263XX1~'YZT[log(o.4::re)+~]q*c 

+ 1.417 x 106 II Z T 
kh D q:c 

, 
a q,, + b' qic, (3N-2) 

Therefore 

(3N-3) 

bl = 1.417 x IO6 v 2 T 
kh 

D (3N-4) 

The interrelationship of a' and b' to C and n of Equation 

(3-l) has been given in various forms by Houpeurt (1959), Carter, 

Miller and Riley (1963), Willis (1965) and Cornelson (1974). Tek, 

Grove and Poetrman (1957) gave similar relationships, in graphical form, 

for various ranges of flow rates. One form of the interrelationship, 

as expressed by Cornelson (1974) assumes 

a. Equation (3-l) is valid for qmin 2 qsc C q,,,. This 

defines the range of flowrates within which the Fi - p$ 

Versus'q,, plot is a straight line on a Log-log Plot; 

b. Equation (3-2) &valid for 0 2 q,, 5 AOP; 

c. The function ;;; - p& from Equations (3-l) and (3-Z) is 

equal with the range qmin to qmax; 

d. The rate of change of the above functions is equal at 

the geometric mean of qmin and q,,,, to give 

(3N-5) 
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and 

c= 
4 *c 

+ b’ qic 
a’ + b’ qsc 

a’ + 2b’ q,, 

ar + b’ qsc 
*= 

a’ t 2b’ qs, 

(3N-6) 

ON-l) 

(3N-8) 

In addition to the above interrelationship between Equations 

(3-l) and (3-2), it can be shown chat Equation (3-l) is an approximation 

for Equation (3-2) for various ranges of flow rates. It IS readily 

seen that: 

for very low flow rates a’qsc .> bq;, , Ap’ = a’q,, and 

n of Equation (3-l) = 1.0. Conversely, f ram Equation UN-5) 

for n = 1, a’ = I3 
and Equation (3-2) reduces to 

Equation (3-l) : 

for high flow rates a’qsc << bq& , Apz = b’q;, and 

n of Equation (3-Z) = !.5* Conversely, from Equation (3~-6) 

for n = 0.5, b’ = ($) and Equation (3-2) reduces to 

Equation (3-l). 

Hence n may vary from 1.0 for fully laminar flow to 0,5 for 

turbulent flow. 

Pseudo-Pressure Relationship 

Equation (3-4). the rigorous form of the LIT($) flow equation, 

can be related to Equation (3-l) in a manner similar to that of the 

previous section. Equations (3N-5) to (3N-8) are applicable with a’ 

and b’ replaced by a and b. 

An equivalent form of Equation (3N-2) in terms of pseudo- 

pressure is obtaiaed by combining Equations (2-101) and (2-103) with 
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appropriate substitutions from Tables 2-3 and 2-4, and from Equation 

(2-143) 

f 1.417 x lo6 T 
kb D Gc 

= a q*, + b qic (38-9) 

Therefore 

a - 3-263;;@ T [10g(o’4;; ‘@) + h] (3N-10) 

b = 
1.417 x lo6 T D 

kh 
(3N-11) 

The interrelationship of a and b to C and n of Equation (3-l) 

can be obtained from Equations (3N-5) to (3N-8) simply by replacing a' 

and b' by a and b. 

An approximate idea of the absolute open flow potential of a 

well may be obtarned from Equation (3N-9) by neglecting the Dq' term 

and estimating the skin factor, s, by the methods of Chapter 7, Table 

7-1. Hence 

AOF = qsc 
k h 5, 

E 

%-" 3.263 x IO6 T [h+.472 ;)+ *] (3N-12) 

3N.2 Time to Stabilization and Related Matters 

Equations (3N-2) and (3N-9) apply to stabilized conditions 

only; that is, for t > ts, the time to stabilization. Equation (2-104), 

with appropriate substitution for dimensionless quantities from 
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Table 2-3, can be written aa 

,Substituting for x from Table 2-4 gives 

Approximate compressibility ae reciprocal pressure gives 

ON-131 

(3N-14) 

ts 2 1000 $ P r; 
k iR 

(3N-15) 

Stabilization is often, in practice, defined in terms of a 

specified rate of pressure decline. Such an approach is theoretically 

inconsistent as shown below. 

At stabilization, the applicable flow equation (excluding 

skin and IT flow effects) in Equation (2-83) which can be written, 

with appropriate substitutions for dImensionless quantities in terms 

of pressure from Table 2-3 as 

PR - P”f = 

The rate bf pressure 

(3N-16) with respect 

decline is obtained by differentiating Equation 

to time 

(3N-17) 

Substituting for y and h from Table 2-4 gives 
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apwf 2 (7.385x105)(2.637X10-') 2 T qsc 
-=- 

at F$h?r; 

Approximating compressibility as reciprocal pressure gives 

(3N-18) 

(3N-19) 

Equati.on (3N-19) shows that at stabilization the rate of 

pressure decline depends upon the flow rate and reservoir characteristics 

such as T, $, h and re. Any specified pressure decline rate that does 

not take all of these factors into account is obviously unacceptable as 

a definition of stabilization. 

Before stabilization is achieved, the radius of investigation, 

r. XIV as .dcfined by Equation (2-105), is a function of time and is 

given by 

(3N-20) 

Substituting for X from Table 2-4 and assuming compressibility may be 

approximated by the rcciprocnl pressure 

r. 1, n-9 = 0.032 (3N-21) 

3N.3 Transient Relationshlp 

The deliverability relationships, represented by Equations 

(3N-1) and (3N-9), apply at stabilized conditions, that is, for rinv=re. 

When rinv c re, the flow conditions are said to be transient. For 

transient flow, combining Equations (2-72) and (2-143) with appropriate 

substitutions from Tables 2-3 and 2-4 gives 



% - $"f - 
3.263X106 T 

k h log 
2.637X1O-4 k t + 0.809 

+ !Ji ci r; 2.303 

+k 'SC + I’ 1.417 x lo6 T 
k h D q:c 

= at 4,. + b qic (3N-22) 

Therefore 

at is obviously a function of the duration of flow. For 
equal durations of flow, as in an isochronal test, t is a constant and 

therefore at is a constant. This forms the theoretical basis for 

isochronal tests. b is initially Independent of time and has the same 

value for transient and stabilized flow as shown by Equations (3N-9) 

and (3N-22). 

3N.4 Wellbore Storage Time 

Equation (2-154) with appropriate substitutions for h from 

Table 2-4 and 0 from Equation (2-150) becomes 

(38-24) 

3N.5 Laochronal Type Tests 

Aziz (1967b)established the theoretical validity of isochronal 

and modified isochronal tests using the Simplified flow equation, 
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Equafion (3-l), radial unsteady-state laminar flow equations and several 

simplifying assumptions. Noting that in the publication by Aziz (L967), 

Modified Isochronal Testing and,Another Modification of the Isochronal 

Test should be reversed since the latter is actually the proper modified 

isochronal test, the theoretical justification may be extended quite 

simply to include the LIT(e) flow equation, Equation (3-4), skin and IT 

flow effects. Such an analysis would, however, assume that the 

principle of superposition may be applied CO the unsteady-state LIT flow 

equation. 



CHAPTER 4 DRAWDOWN TESTS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The deliverability tests described in Chapter 3 have a 

historical and empirical origin. However, their validity and 

applicability is confirmed in that chapter using the theory developed 

in Chapter 2. These theoretical developments may also be used in 

formulating various rests designed to determine important reservoir 

characteristics. Among such tests are single-rate and multi-rate flow 

rests, conunonly called "drawdown tests." 

There is a multitude of drawdown tests that may be analyzed 

by essentially the same equations. In general, a11 that is needed for 

the analysis is the flowing pressure-time data and the flow rate 

history. Since there is no limit to the possible flow rate histories, 

this chapter is confined to what are considered to be the more practical 

tests, without attempting to limit the applicability of the analysis to 

other situations. 

Both single-rate and multi-rate drawdown tests are described 

In this chapter. The multi-rate tests are those which do not include 

any shut-in periods. Tests which include shut-in periods and the 

analysis of pressure-time data from such periods are dealt with in the 

next chapter. 

Unlike the deliverability tests described in the previous, 

chapter, drawdown tests are extensions from oil well testing practice 

and are based on a theoretical rather than an empirical background. 

The simplest drawdown test consists of measuring the bottom hole 

pressure continuously during a period of flow at a constant rate, 

commencing from a stabilized reservoir pressure. The duration of the 

flow period may be from a few hours to a few months, depending on'the 

nature of the reservoir and the objectives of the test. The purpose of 

drawdown testing is to determine the reservoir characteristics that will 

affect flow performance. some of the important characteristics are the 
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permeability thickness, kh, the skin factor, 8, and the IT flow 

factor, D. 

As In the previous chapter, the reservoir is idealized by 

making the assumptions (1) to’(5) in Chapter 3, Section 2.2. Under 

these conditions, the behaviour of the flowing sandface pressure, p,f, 

is depicted in Figure 4-1. 

, TRANSIENT uow 
I 

F, 
5 I 

PSEUDO-STEADY STATE FLOW 

t 

FIGURE 4-1. PRESSURE - TIME HISTORY FOR A 
CONSTANT RATE DRAWDOWN 

Initially, during early-time flow, wellbore storage and skin 

effects dominate the flow. The portion of the curve called transient 

flow represents that duration of flow during which flowing pressure-time 

data plot as a straight line on semilogarithmic coordinates. During 

this period, the reservoir is infinite-acting, and the boundary effects 

have not been sensed. The last portion of the curve represents that 

duration of flow where boundary effects ‘dominate. This pseudo-steady 

state flow causes depletion of the reservoir and the flowing pressure- 

time data plot as a straight line on arithmetic coordinates, 

Figure 4-l represents the pressure decline for a well, 

centrally located, in a circular reservoir with closed outer boundaries. 

In many cases, the actual welljreseruoir configuration may be different 

from the assumed model. In such cases there will exist a transition 
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period between the transient flow and pseudo-steady stat@ flow ,periods. 

This transient period is often called the late-transient period. It 

represents the partial effect of some of the boundaries and varies with 

each well/reservoir configuration. It should also be noted, for topical 

interest, that the late-transient period is practically non-existent for 

the case of a well in the centre of a square reservoir (Ramey and Cobb, 

1971). 

2 FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS 

The different flow regimes depicted in Figure 4-1 are 

governed by different relationships. It is therefore convenient to 

treat each one separately. 

2.1 Early-Time Flow Regime 

Early-time data are affected, in particular, by wellbore 

storage and linear flow through fractures. Usually, in the pressure 

analysis of flow tests, the early-time data are ignored and the analysis 

concentrates on transient flow and pseudo-steady state flow data. 

Consequently, it becomes necessary to define the length of the flow 

period influenced by early-time effects or, alternatively, to define the 

time of start of the transient flow period. 

Several methods have been suggested either for correcting flow 

data to account for wellbore storage effects (Gladfelter, Tracy and 

Wilsey, 1955, Russell, 1966) or for analyzing the early-time data to 

determine the reservoir parameters (Ramey, 1970, McKinley, 1970, 

Earlougher and Kersch, 1974, Maer, 1974). Several studies, both 

analytical and numerical, of vertical fractures have been conducted by 

various authors (Prats, 1961, Prats, Hazebroek and Strickler, 1963, 

Scott, 1963, Russell and Truit, 1964, Prats and Levine, 1965, Millheim 

and Cichowicz, 1968, Kazemi, 1969, Raghavan, Cady and Ramq.1972, 

Grlngarten, Ramey and Raghavan, 1974, 1975, Gringarten and Pmney. 1974). 

The reader is referred to these publications for details concerning the 
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following sections and also to supplement the information given in 

Chapter 7 for the analysis of early-time data. 

Wellbore Storage 

As explained in Chapter 2, Section 9.3, when a well is opened 

at the surface for flow at a constant rate, the initial flow comes 

primarily from the wellbore itself, rather than from the formation. In 

fact, flow from the reservoir increases gradually from zero until the 

specified wellhead flow rate, q, is reached in a length of time, tws, 

given by Equation (2-154). This equation is developed into its final 

form in the Notes to Chapter 3 and is given by Equation (3N-24) as 

t 
36177 ; VW, cws 

= 
WE kh (4-l) 

Equation (4-l) applies to wells with zero skin effects. 

Ramey (1970), and Agarwal, Al-Hussainy and Ramey (1970) presented the 

combined effects of wellbore storage and skin in the form of the type 

curve of Figure 2-22. This type curve can be used quite effectively to 

define the time of start of transient flow and its use, in this context, 

is Illustrated in Example 4-l. McKinley (1970) plotted only one family 

of type curves by assuming k/(&cr$ equal to A and a skin factor, s, 

equal to zero. Although this reduces the accuracy of a data match, it 

is easfer to obtain a data match with McKinley's curves than it is with 

Ramey's type curves. Subsequently, McKinley (1974) showed how his 

figure could be used to obtain a rough estimate of the flow efficiency 

for a well with localized damage. Maer (1974) modified the McKinley 

type curves for gas flow usage. 

Although early-time data are not analyzed in this chapter, it 

is of interest to note that in the presence of wellbore storage, a plot 

of ApD versus t D on logarithlc coordinates will give a straight line of 

slope 1.0 for the initial data. 

Vertical Hydraulic Fractures 

A large number of gas wells are stimulated by hydraulic 

fracturing. Although the fractures may be quite complicated in terms of 
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their numbers, orientations, and depths of +netration, they are usually 

idealized by assuming them to be a single vertical fracture through the 

axis of the well. Agnew (1966) has shown that in deep wells the 

fractures are most likely co be vertical, but in shallow wells, less 

than 1500 feet, they may be either horizontal or vertical (Fraser and 

Pettitt, 1962). A hydraulic fracture is usually propped open and 

accordingly; its permeability is considered to be infinite. 

In hls study of the effects of a vertical fracture, 

Wattenbarger (1967, p. 87) confirmed that the net effect is equivalent 

to an effective wellbore radius equal to xf/2, ,where xf IS the distance 

from the mid-point of the well to the tip of the fracture, In terms of 

a skin, this is equivalent to a negative skin factor, s, given by 

2r 
s = In -2 (4-2) 

xf 

When flow into the fracture first starts, it is linear, and 

the pressure behaviour is proportional to 6. This means that a plot of 

ApD versus t,, on logarithmic coordinates will give a straight line of 

slope 0.5 for early-time data. Such a plot would then deviate from this 

line of slope 0.5 and ultimately join the radial flow solution, 

characteristic of the transient region. 

Grisgarten, Ramey and Raghavan (1974) presented the effects of 

a vertical, hydraulrc fracture in the form of the type curve of Figure 

2-23. It is essentially a combination of the linear and radial flow 

equations. This curve can also be used to define the time of start of 

transient flow by noting from Figure 2-23 that transient flow starts at 

a time given by 

2.637 x lo-+ k t =4 5 = 2 (4-3) 

@ pf ci Xf 
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Vertical Natural Fractures 

There axe two important boundary conditions that may be 

imposed on the conductivity within a fracture. One is chat of infinite 

conductivity which implIes a zero pressure drop within the fracture 

itself. The hydraulic fracture discyssed previously fits into this 

category. The other boundary condition is that of a unifoxm flux at all 

points in the fracture. This implies a small, but finite, pressure drop 

from the tip of the fracture to the well and corresponds to a high, but 

not infinite, fracture conductivity. The solution for a naturally 

fractured reservoir appears to match this solution better than the 

solution for an infinite conductivity reservoir. 

Gringarten, Ramey and Raghavan (1974) obtained an analytical 

solution for this boundary condition and presented it in the form of the 

type curve of Figure Z-24. They showed that the solution for an 

infinite conductivity fracture is equal to the solution for a uniform 

flux fracture at a point equal to 0.732 xf. 

Horizontal Fractures 

The existence of a horizontal fracture, either through natural 

causes or hydraulic fracturing, is possible, especially in the case of 

shallow wells. Gringarten and Ramey (1974) have presented a type cur’ve 

to represent unsteady-state flow into a horizontally fractured well. 

However, as mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 10, this type curve is of 

little practical value in the analysis of gas well data. 

Comparison of Flow Regimes 
in Fractures 

Gringarten and Fancy (1974) correlated their findings for flow 

in horizontal fractures in terms of a dimensionless formation thickness, 

hrJ’ defined as 

b=” 2 
J f z 

(4-4) 
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where 

=f - radius of khe fracture 

k ks r' = radial and vertical pemeabilities, respectrvely 

Figure 4-2 compares the behaviour of horizontal and vertical 

fractures. A horizontal fracture is characterized by a storage-typs 

flow, with a slope of 1.0, which represents the depletion of khe 

fracture volume. This is followed by linear flow, with a slope of 0.5, 

which indicates that linear flow (in the vertical direction) takes place 

into khe fxacture. A transition zone, characteristic of a horizontal 

fracture, is then followed by pseudo-radial flow, A vertical fracture 

is different in that linear flow (in a horizontal dIrection) takes place 

into the fracture,and the transikion from linear to. pseudo-radial flow 

Is very gradual. As shown in Figure 4-2, in the horizontal fracture 

case the transition zone involves a change in slope from 0.5 towards 1.0 

for values of hD less than 0.7. This has no counterpart in khe vertical 

fracture case. 

log Ape 

HORIZONTAL FRACTURE I h,c 0.71 

VERTICAL FRACTURE 

OR 
HORIZONTAL FRACTURE , h,> 1 I 

FIGURE 4-2. PRESSURE-TIME BEHAVIOUR IN INFINITE-ACTING RESERVOIRS 
WITH HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL FRACTURES 
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In practice, hD is often Less than 0.7, but it is quite 

difficult to recognize the characterrstic transition for horizontal 

fractures unless data are taken early enough during a flow test. 

2.2 Transient Flow Regime 

When the wellbore storage effects or the effects of fractures 

have diminished, the flow behaviour resembles that from a well in an. 

infinite reservoir and is known a6 transient flow. In this flow regime 

the pressure is the same as that created by a line-source well with a 

constant skin. 

Since a plot of ApD versus tD on semilogarithmic coordinates 

will yield a straight line, the analysis of transient flow data is often 

referred to as a "semilog analysis." 

The semilog analysis of drawdown data yields consistent values 

of reservoir parameters. Only the permeability thrckness, kh, the skin 

factor, 5, and the IT flow factor, D, may be determined from such an 

XldySiS. No indication of actual ~e~e~~cs may be obtained unless the 

end of the semilog straight line has been reached. This straight line 

continues as long as the reservoir is infinite-acting. If a fault is 

encountered in the reservoir, the slope of the line will double, and a 

new straight Line will be established. The effects of a fault/barrier 

are discussed further In Section 4.1. 

When the reservoir boundary begins to have a significant 

effect on well drawdown, the transient region ends. If the well is 

centrally located in a circular reservoir or in a square reservoir with 

no-flow outer boundaries (Ramey and Cobb, 1971), the pseudo-steady 

state or depletion phase directly follows the transient flow period. 

For other well/reservoir geometries there may be a late transient period 

which is discussed, for various drainage area shapes, in Section 6.3. 

Effect of Multi-Layer Reservoirs 

The flow models developed in Chapter 2 and subsequently used 

in other chapters assume single-layer reservoirs or homogeneous multi- 

layer reservoirs. In the latter case, computed values of kh represent 
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a net pay thickness. However, quite often the permeabilities of the 

different layers of a multi-layer system may vary considerably. 

Lefkovits, Hazebroek, Allen andMatthews (1961) investigated the behaviour 

of heterogeneous, multi-layer systems with no cross flow during constant- 

rate drawdown tests. They found the transient flow behaviour to be 

similar to that of a single-layer system. However, between the transient 

flow and pseudo-steady state flow periods there existed a long 

transitional period, and the time to reach pseudo-steady state was about 

50 times as long ae that for a single-layer reservoir. 

During the transient flbw period, the flow rate from the more 

permeable layers is larger than that from the less permeable layers. 

Consequently, differential depletion takes place. However, as pseudo- 

steady state is approached, the flow i-ate from each layer becomes 

proportional to the $h product of that layer and differential depletion 

CeaSeS. 

Heterogeneous, multi-layer reservoirs are not amenable to a 

semilog analysis of transient flow data unless the layers are non- 

communicating and each layer cm be subjected to flow tests individually. 

2.3 Pseudo-steady State Flow Regime 

If a constant-rate drawdown test is run for a sufficiently 

long time, the boundary effects eventually dominate the pressure 

.behaviour at the well. The pressure starts declining at the same rate 

at all points in the reservoir, hence the name pseudo-steady state. In 

effect then, the total drainage area is being depleted at a constant 

rate. 

A plot of Ah versus tD on arithmetic coordinates will yield 

a straight line from which the reservoir pore volume occupied by gas and 

the reservoir limits can be calculated. Accordingly, tests utilizing 

this portion of the drawdotm history are often known as reservoir 

limits tests. 
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2.4 Type Curve Applications ‘co Drawdown Testing 

The analysis of data from the early-time, transient, and 

pseudo-steady state flow regimes is possible if each flow regime is 

considered separately. If all these flow regimes are to be considered 

together, a simple analytical solution cannot be obtained.’ However, the 

individual solutions, from early-time to pseudo-stgady state can be 

combined and expressed graphically. Such a graphical representation 

gives the type curves of Chapter 2, Section 10. In the context of 

drawdown testing of gas wells, the most useful type curves are Figures 

2-22, 2-23, and 2-24. 

A type curve analysis essentially consists of matching the 

test data to the appropriate type curve. When a match Is obtained, the 

coordinates of the axes of the data plot and the type curve plot are 

said to correspond to each other, providing the scales of these axes 

also correspond. Although a unique match is theoretically possible for 

any data plot, it is easy to appreciate that a very large set of type 

curves would be required to cover the multitude of well/reservoir 

conditions. The we and merits of type curve analysle are discussed by 

Ramey (1970) and by several of the authors mentioned in the previous 

sections. 

On accotint of some degree of ambiguity involved in obtaining a 

type curve match, its application to the analysis of transient flow data 

is not considered. However, certain useful applications cannot be 

ignored. The use of type curves for determining the time-of-start of 

the transient flow period is discussed in Section 4, and the type curve 

analysis of early-time data is discussed in Chapter 7. 

3 TESTS UTILIZING EARLY-TIME DATA 

In the context of drawdown testing, early-time data may be 

used to determine the time-of-start of transient flow. A rigorous 

analysis of early-time data, however, becomes necessary only when it is 

not possible to conduct tests extending into the transient flow regime. 

The analysis of early-time data is described in Chapter 7. 
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4 TESTS UTILIZING TRANSIENT FLOW DATA 

In Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 It has been indicated that 

early-time data may be used to determine when transient flow theory 

becomes applicable, without having wellbore storage or fracture effects 

masking the transient flow data. Data should be obtained, whenever 

possible, in the transient flow rcgime,since reservoir parameters 

calculated by a transient flow analysis are far more reliable than those 

calculated by an early-time flow analyris. 

Various drawdown tests, utilizing transient flow data, that 

may be wed to determine well/reservoir parameters are discussed along 

with examples illustrating the analysis procedures. Wh$never possible, 

these tests are related to the dtfferent types of deliverability tests 

described in Chapter 3. 

4.1 Single-Rate Test 

This test consists of flowing the well at a constant rate and 

continuously recording the flowing sandface pressure, pwf, as a function 

of time of flow, t, Flow starts from stabi,lized shut-in conditions. 1n 

fact, this test is very similar to the single-point deliverability test 

described in Chapter 3, Section 4.4, except that the flowing sandface 

pressure is measured throughout, and not just at the end, of the test. 

Flow may be continued as long as desired, but the usable portion of the 

data in this analysis is that which falls on the semilog straight line. 

Sometimes, deviation from the semilog straight line may be due to the 

presence of a fault rather than boundary effects. In thie case, if the 

drawdown test is continued, rbe flrsc semilog straight line bends over 

and becomes another semilog straight line with twice the slope of the 

first line. To identify a straight line on a logarithmic data plot, 

data contributing to this line should extend for about a log cycle and 

never less than half a log cycle on the plot. 

The data obtained from a single-rate test may be analyzed as 

described below to give values for kh and apparent skin factor, s'. 
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As shown by Equation (2-144), s’ is composed of two parts, s due to the 

well completion, and Dq,, due to IT flow effects. The value of s’ is 

seen to be dependent on the flow rate used during the test, Thus if the 

single-rate test is repeated at a substantially different rate, starting 

again from stabilized shut-in conditions, a different value of 6’ will 

result. From the two values of s’, s and D may be obtained separately. 

It is seen that, provided the duration of each flow period runs into the 

transient flow regime, the isochronal deliverability test, described in 

Chapter 3, Section 4.2, is in fact the equivalent of four single-rate 

tests and may be analyzed as such if the pressure is measured throughout 

the duration, and not just at the end, of the flow periods. 

During the transient flow regime, the flowing sandface pseudo- 

pressure in a bounded reservoir is given by Equation (4N-3) which is 

developed in the Notes to this chapter and is reproduced below 

qi - “wf = 1.632x106 ~[log,+log(mu:~~~~~3.23tD.869 sj 

(4-5) 

,A plot of A$ (= WI - qwf’ versus t on semflogarithmic 

coordinates should give a straight line of slope, m, from which 

kh= 
1.632 X lo6 qsc T 

m 
(4-6) 

The apparent skin factor, s’, can then be calculated using 

Equation (4N-5) given below 

6’ = 1.151 
[ : - 1% ($ ujlici & 3.231 (4-7) 

where 

4, = the value of A$ at 1J-J . t=l. Thx value must be obtained 

from the straight line portion of the semilog plot 

(extrapolated, if necessary). 
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In using Equation (4-7) it is assumed that a value is availabLe 

for $ and that k is obtainable from the kh calculated from Equation (4-6). 

Both $ and h are usually deducible from logs. In such cases, k/4 in ,the 

logarithmic term is conveniently replaced by kh/(qlh). 

If two single-rate tests are conducted on the same well, using 

two different flow rates q, and q,, Equation (2-144) may be written as 

1 
5, = s+JJq, (4-8) 

=2 = s+Dq, (h-9) 

Solving these simultaneous equations will @ve the values of 

s and D. Whereas B may be positive (well damage) or negative (well 

improvement), D must always be positive. If D turns out to be a 

negative quantity, it is replaced by zero, and 6 becomes the average of 

6: and s;. 

If more than two single-rate tests are conducted, as for the 

four rates of an isochronal deliverability test, the corresponding 

val,ues of s’ are obtained and .s and D may then be evaluated from a 

least-squares analysis. Alternatively, a plot of 9’ versus q,, may be 

fitted with a best straight line which will give a slope equal to D and 

an intercept on the q,,=O axle equal to 9. 

The pressure drop due to skin effects may be obtained from 

(AIV)skin = 0.869 m s (4-10) 

Similarly, the pressure drop due to IT flow effects may be 

obtained f ram 

04~) IT = 0.869 m D qsc (4-U) 

The total pressure drop directly attributed to skin and IT 

flow effects may then be obtained from 

UW,l = 0.869 m 5’ = 0.869 m (s + D q,,) (S-1.2) 
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The well flow efficiency, FE, is defined as the ratio of the 

drawdown at the well, without skin or IT flow effects, to the actual 

drawdown and may be calculated frors 

FE = 
($Ji - Qwf) - (nNsl 

w, - ““$ 
(4-13) 

Sometimes it is convenient to express the drawdown in 

dimensionless terms. This is easily done as follows: 

AJb = 
*i - %f 

0.869 m (4-14) 

The analysis of a single-rate test is illustrated by 

Example 4-1. 

EXAMPLE 4-l 

Introduction The pressure-time data from a single-rate drawdown test 

are’ analyzed to give the reservoir parameters kh and s’. The use of 

type curves to establish the approximate time-of-start of transient flow 

is illustrated. The pressure-time data from a single-point of an. 

laochronal deliverability test may also be analyzed by this method. 

Problem A wall in a bounded reservoir was produced at a constant rate 

cf 5.65 MMscfd. The pressure, pi, throughout the reservoir prior to the 

test was 3732 psia. General data pertinent to the test are given below. 

The pressure-time data are also tabulated, and are given directly in the 

solution to this problem. 

From a recombined gas analysis: 

G = 0.68 PC = 693 psia 

v = 1.28% co2 = 4.11% 

% - 0.0208 cp 
ci = 0.00022 psia-l 

Tc = 37wP. 

** = 0.10% 
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Well/reservoir data: 

T = 673’~ h=20fc r - 2640 ft e 

$ = 0.10 r = 0.29 ft 
w 

Calculate the permeability, k, of the reservoir and the 

apparent skin factor, 6’. Also calculate the flow efficiency of the 

well. 

SOlUtiOn A Q-p curve, shown in Figure 4-3, is generated by the 

computer program, listed in Appendix D, which uses the numerical 

technique described in Example 2-1. 

e 

770 

\ 

-0 750 .- 

E 

730 
Q* 

'P 
x 710 

s 

690 

bSOl ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ J 
3200 3300 34M) 3500 34w 3700 3aM) 

P. psi0 

FIGURE 4-3. +-p CURVE FOR THE SINGLE-RATE DRAWDOWN 
TEST OF EXAMPLE 4-l 
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P = 3732 - qJ = 812.7 x lo6 (Figure G-3) 

. ei= 872.7 x lo6 psia2/cp 

Using this value of *I, and Figure 4-3 the following tabulations 

may be made: 

t 

b-1 

1.60 

2.13 

2.67 

3.20 

4.00 

5.07 

6.13 

8.00 

10.13 

15.20 

20.00 

30.13 

40.00 

60.27 

80.00 

100.27 

120.53 

P wf 

(via) 

3729 

3628 

3546. 

3509 

3496 

3491 

3481 

3433 

3413 

3388 

3366 

3354 

3342 

3323 

3315 

3306 

3295 

J, wf 

(psiaz/cpxlO-B) 

871.55 1.15 

833.26 39.44 

802.44 70.26 

788.62 84.08 

783.77 88.93 

781.91 90.79 

778.19 94.51 

760.39 112.31 

753.01 119.69 

743.80 128.90 

735.71 136.99 

731.31 141.39 

726.92 145.78 

719.98 152.72 

717.06 155.64 

713.70 158.92 

709.77 162.93 

Step 1: Plot A$ versus t on 3x5 log-log graph paper (of the same size 

a~ the type curves of Chapter 2) as shown in Figure 4-4. 

Step 2: A match of the above drawdow plot with the type curve s= 0, 

C sD=O of Figure 2-22 indicates the time-of-start of the 

semilog straight line data is approximately 20 hours. 

Step 3: Plot A$ versus log t and draw the best straight line through 

the semilog straight line data, identified in Step 2, as 

shown in Figure 4-5, line A-A. 
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From the straight line (A-A) of Figure 4-5 

Ill-( 159.5 - 126.5) x IO6 _ 33 x lo6 
log 100 - log 10 

A$, = 93 x 10' 

From Equation (4-6) 

kh= 
1.632 x lo6 q,, T 

m 

= (1.632 x 106)(5.65)(673)'_ 188 md ft 
(33 x 106) 

k 188 = - = 9.4 md 
20 

From Equation (4-7) 

g3 x lo6 - log 9.4 + 3,23 
33 x 106 (0.10)(0.0208)(0.00022)(0.29)2 I 

2.1 

From Equation (4-12) 

(A$) t = 0.869 m s' s 

= 0.869 (33x106)(-2.7) = - 77.4 x lo6 

From Equation (4-13) 

= (162.93 X 10") - (-77.4 x 106) = 1 5 
(162.93 x 106) 
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DiSCUSSiOn The use of e type curve match to identify the approximate 

time-of-start of the ,semiJ.og straight line results in a more reliable 

value for kh. Without such a match, and in the absence of sufficient 

data in the early-time and transient flow regimes, an erroneous straight 

line B-B, shown in Figure 4-5, could result. This line would give a 

permeability of 5.1 md compared to the calculated value of 9.4 md. The 

apparent skin would be overestimated at a value of -3.9 compared to the 

calculated value of -2.7. 

As will be described in Chapter 5, type curves find similar 

applications to build-up testing in that the time for wellbore loading 

and other early-time effects can be rdentified. HOWeVer, the application 

is approximate since a desuperposition of build-up data is involved. 

The separation of the skin and IT flow components of the 

apparent skin factor simply inv,olves the analysis of another single-rate 

test by the method@ described in this example with the only additlonal 

step being the simultaneous solution of Equations (4-S) and (4-9). 

4,2 Multi-Rate Tests 

A multi-rate test simply consists of a sequence of different 

Constant flow rates without any intervening shut-in periods. It rs 

similar to the conventional deliverability test described in Chapter 3, 

Section,4.1, except that each of the flow periods is not continued to 

pressure stabilization. In fact, a multi-rate test is intended to 

Investigate the transient flow regime only so that kh, 8 and D may be 

determined by a semilog analysis. 

For reasons that are discussed later on in this section, the 

analysis of multi-rate tests is not always reliable as far ag the 

calculation of kh, s and D is concerned. However, the application of 

the principle of superposition in time, discussed in Chapter 2, Section 

7.1, is of interest and is described below. 

In a multi-rate test, flow starts from stabilized reservoir 

conditions. A constant flow rate, ql, is maintained for a period of 

time, t,. The flow rate is then changed to q2 up to time t,, after 
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which it is changed to q, up to time tj, and so on. In general, the 

flow fate history may be summarized a.6 

4 = 
SC 41 for 0 < t i tl 

q = 
SC 92 tl< t c e * 

Analysis 

The pressure response obtained by changing the flow rate n 

times from q, to q, may be obtained by applying the principle of 

superposition in time. The relevant equations from Chapter 2 are 

developed further in the Notes to this chapter. During the nth flow 

perrod of a multi-rate test, the pressure drawdown is given by Equation 

(4N-9) which is reproduced below: 

9, - %f 
q, = m j-1 

' ; [% log (t - tjml)] 

f m' [log (+ & =;)- 3.23 + 0.869 s;] (4-15) 

where 

ml = 1.632 X lo6 T 
kh 

*pzi = qj - 9+, 
t, = q, = 0 

If the pressure-time data from the nth flow period are being analyzed, 

a plot of Wi-'&f)/qn versus 1 Aqj/q, log (t-t& on arithmetic 

coordinates should give a straight line of slope m', from which 

k h = 1.632 X lo6 T 
In' 

(4-16) 
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The apparent skin factor, s:, asso,ciated with the flow rate, qn, may 

then be calculated from Equation (4N-11) given below 

(4-17) 

where 

A*, = value of wi - @“f )/cl, corresponding to a value of zero 

on the abscissa, obtained from the straFght line 

(extrapolated, if necessary). 

Data from each of the preceding flow periods may also be 

analyzed by the method described for the nth flow period. Such an 

analysis would yield values of s’ ’ 
I 

1’ f12, -..I Snml corresponding to the 

flow rates ql, q2, . . . . &. The following equations 

,*2 = 6 + D q, 
(4-18) 

may then be solved by the method of least squares to give 

where 

(4-19) 

(4-20) 

N = number of flow periods analyzed 

AS mentioned in Section 6.1 of this chapter, although data from 

different flow periods may be included on the same semilog plot, such an 

analysis is subject to the limitations mentioned therein. 
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Furthermore: 

1. Winestock and Colpitts (1965) have shown that a multi-rate 

test can give misleading results. They identified a "reversal effect" 

in actual tests and also in gas-well simulator studies. Briefly, a wel.1 

producing dry gas and no water was tested and Later simulated. With the 

first change to a larger orlflce plate, the flow rate increased as 

expected. However, with successive changes to still larger orifice 

plates, the flow rate decreased. No such reversal in the deliverability 

line occurred with an isochronal test run on the same well. Consequently, 

a semilog plot for cases where reversal effects cannot be clearly 

identified will give a value of kh which would be in error. 

2. The analysis of a multi-rate test involves use of the 

principle of superposition which is rigorously applicable only to linear 

equations. When the term Dq is Introduced, superposition of the 

resulting non-linear equation is questionable. 

In view of these practical limitations, the use of multi-rate 

tests to determine kh should be utilized with due caution. A simplified 

form of e multi-rate test, called a two-rate test, j,s of considerable 

practical application and Its conduct and analysis IS given below. 

Two-Rate Test 

The two-rate test, developed by Russell (1963), is the simplest 

form of a multi-rate test. It consists of flowing the well at a constant 

rate, 41, for a period of time, t, and then changing the flow rate to q,. 

The first rare is usually the actual production rate of the well. Before 

the flow rate Is changed, a bottom hole pressure gauge is lowered Into 

the well to record the flowing sandface pressure. As will be seen in the 

analysis of this test, it is Important to have a reliable value for the 

flowing sandface pressure immediately prior to the rate change. The 

flowing sandface pressure after the rate change is recorded continuously. 

Such data may be analyzed without using the pressure history before the 

rate change. If, however, this history happens to be available, it may 

be analyzed by the methods of the single-rate test analysis, described 

in Section 4.1, to obtain kh and s'. It should be noted that the 

duration, t, of the first flow, must be long enough to ensure that it IS 
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in the transient flow regime, regardless of whether or not data from 

that flow rate are to be analyzed. 

The two-rate test has several advantages over the single-rate 

test. If the pressure-time data for the first flow rate are available, 

along with the data from the second flow rate, a value for the IT flow 

factor, II, may be obtained directly. Consequently, the test time is 

shortened considerably for wells that have a long time to stabilization, 

Such wells would need a lengthy shut-in period prior to conducting a 

single-rate test in addition to the lengthy shut-in period between the 

two single-rate tests that would be necessary to determine the IT flow 

factor. 

Furthermore, the time required for the start of the transient 

flow regfme for the second flow rate is much shorter than would 

normally be required for a single-race test or for a pressure build-up 

test. This is particularly so if a decreasing rate sequence is used. 

Russell (1963) explained that the attainment of a constant flow rate 

from the formation was achieved much quicker if the change was from a 

dynamic equilibrium to another dynamic equilibrium rather than from a 

static to a dynamic state, or vice versa. It is clear then, that when 

wellbore storage effects are significant, a two-rate test has a definite 

advantage. On some wells, a “hump ” is observed on the pressure build-up 

curve when the well is shut-in. This hump is usually caused by phase 

redistribution in the wellbore (liquid fallout), explained by 

Stegmeier andMetthews(L958). Where these problems occur, a pressure 

build-up analysis may be impossible without the use of bottom hole 

shut-in and recording equipment. In these cases it has been observed 

that a two-rate test eliminates the problems caused by redistribution of 

the gas and liquid phasea, and in fact it has become the standard test 

In some instances (Russell, 1963). 

A two-rate test and its corresponding pressure response are 

depicted in Figure 4-6. The analysis of such a test will give kh, s, 

and D If pi is available. I,f pi is not avail,able, the analysis will 

yield kh, s’, and pi. 
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FIGURE 4-6. TWO-RATE TEST - FLOW RATE AND PRESSURE DIAGRAMS 

Analysis 

The pressure response obtained by changing the flow rate from 

q, to q, may be analyzed by applytig the principle of superposition in 

time. The relevant equations from Chapter 2 are developed further in 

the Notes to this chapter; For the second flow period of a two-rare 

teat, the pseudo-pressure drawdown is given by Equation (4N-13) which is 

reproduced below 

$I- $"f m 1.632 x 106 g [log (' 1:) f 2 log At] 

+ 1.632~10' 

(4-21) 

q2 
+ - log At on arithmetic 

91 
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coordinates should.give a straight line of slope, m, from which 

1.632 x 106 q, T 
k h = I.,- 

m 
(4-22) 

The apparent skin factor, sl, assocrated with the flow rate, 

q2, may xhea be calculated from Equation (4N-19) given below 

where 

I 
B1 = apparent skin factor associated with the 

flow rate q, 

li, Wfl 
= flowing sandface pseudo-pressure at At = 1, 

obtained from the straight 111~ (extrapolated, if 

l-leCW.Saty) 

$ wfo 
= flowing sandface pseudo-pressure aC the time of 

changing the flow rate from q1 to q2 

In order to utilize Equation (4-23) some additional information 

is necessary. Two alternative approaches may be considered. 

Case 1. The initial reservoir pressure, pi, and hence er is 

known. Since the single-rate analysis of Section 4.1 applies to the 

first flow period of a two-rate test, the apparent skin factor, 61, 

related to the flow rate q, may be obtained from Equation (4-5) 

written a6 

where 

t = time of changing the flow rate from q, to q,, that is, 

the time corresponding to the pseudo-pressure qwfo 
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The value of s; calculated above may be substituted into the following 

form of Equation (4-23) to calculate the apparent skin factor, s;, 

related to the flow rate q, 

(Sl - q2) 
+ 0.869 m q, 

(4-25) 

The skin factor, S, and the IT flow factor, D, may then be calculated 

using the above values of s;, E:, and Equations (4-8) and (4-9). 

Case 2. The initial reservoir pressure, pi, and hence Qi 

is not known. In this case, the skin and IT flow effects canmt be 

separated. However, Qi may be estimated by assuming 8: and si to be 

equal to an avera&$:e s', calculaced~from Equation (4-23) which may be 

written as 

s’ = 1.151 

and by substituting the calculated value of s' into the following 

equation, which is a form of Equation (4-24). 

Qi may then be converted back to pi. 

EXAMPLE 4-2 

Introduction The pressure-time data from the second rate of a two-rate 

drawdown test are analyzed to give the reservoir parameters kb, $ and D. 
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Problem A two-rate test was conducted on a well in a new reservoir. 

The initial reservoir pressure, pi, was 4342 psia. The pressure-time 

data for the first flow rare, q, = 27.76 MMscfd, was not recorded. 

The flow rate was changed at C = 6 hours at which time the flowing 

sandface pressure, p wfo, was 3838 psi. The second flow rate, 

qz = 20.16 MMscfd, was continued for 37 hours during which time the 

flowing sandface pressure was monitored continuously. These pressure- 

time data are given in the tabulations for the solution to this problem. 

General data pertinent to the test are given below,. 

From a recombined gas analysis: 

G = 0.60 
PC r 709 psia Tc = 362oR 

%S - 5.02% co2 = 1.46% N2 = 0.25% 

‘i = 0.0220 cp Cl = 0.00017 psla 
-1 

Well/reservoir data: 

T = 622’~ h = 32 ft r e = 2640 ft 

$ = 0.05 r 
w = 0.40 ft 

Calculate the permeability, k, of the reservoir, the skin 

factor, s, and the IT flow factor, D. 

Solution A Q-p curve, shown in Figure 4-7, is generated by the 

computer program, li,sted in Appendix D, which uses the numerical 
technique described in Example 2-1. 

P = 4342 ++ J, - 1149.2 x lo6 (Figure 4-7) 

. . ei = 1149.2 X 10” psia’fcp 

P = 3838 c+ J, = 948.2 x 106 (Figure 4-7) 

:. $ 
WfD = 948.2 X 10' psia2/cp 
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FIGURE 4-7. Jr-p CURVE FOR THE TWO-RATE 
DRAWDOWN TEST OF EXAMPLE 4-2 

Using the $-p curve of Figure 4-7, the following tabulations 

may be made: 

At P 
t+At 

wf log At 
- +: log At @ wf 

(hr) (psi4 (psia2/cpx10-6) 

1.0 3971 0.845 1000.7 

3.0 3973 0.824 ,1001.5 

5.0 3971 0.850 1000.7 

7.0 3965 0.883 998.3 



9.0 3960 0.915 996.3 

11.0 3956 0.945 994.8 

13.0 3951 0.974 992.8 

15.0 3944 1.000 990.0 

17.0 3941 1.025 988.8 

19.0 3934 1.048 986.1 

21.0 3931 1.070 984.9 

23.0 3928 1.090 983.7 

25.0 3925 1.109 982.5 

27.0 3919 1.127 980.1 

29.0 3913 1.144 977.8 

31.0 3910 1.160 976.6 

33.0 3907 1.175 975.4 

35.0 3904 1.190 974.2 

37.0 3901 1.204 973.0 

4-30 

Plot Qwf - + 1 log At and draw the best 

straight line as shown in Figure 4-8. From the straight line of 

Figure 4-8, 

m 
= (1000 - 980) x lo6 

1.124 - 0.874 
= 80.0 x 10~ 

$ Wfl = 1002.0 x 106 

From Equation (4-16) 

kh = 
1.632 x lo6 q, T 

m 

= (1.632 x 106)(27.76)(622) = 352 md ft 

80.0 x 106 

11.0 md 

Since pi i,s known, it is possible to separate the skin and IT effects. 
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From Equation (S-18) 

s1 = 1.1.51 

(1149.2- 948.2) x106 
80.0 x 106 

- log (11) (6) 

~0.05~~0.022)(0.00017)(0.4)* 
f 3.23 1 

- - 4.1 

From Equation (4-19) 

91 1 %fl - tJ"f,' q, (9, - 4,) 

62 = jy 61 - 0.87 m + q2 0.87 q, 

_ (27.76)(-4.1) _ (1002.0x106-948.2~1O~jC27.76) 
20.16 (0.87)(80.0~106~~20.16~ 

+ (27.76- 20.16) (11) 
(O-87)(20.16) 

log 
(0.05)(g.022)(0.00017)(0,4)* 

- 3.23 
I 

=- 4.4 

From Equations (4-E) and (4-9) 

s’ = 
2 s+Dq2 

. . - 4.1 = s + D (27.76) 

- 4.4 = s + D (20.16) 

Solving the above pair of simultaneous equations gives 

s = - 5.2 

n = 0.04 
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Discussion In deriving Equation (4-17), which subsequently Jeads to 

Equation (4-19), It is assumed that (t/t+l) can be approximated by 1.0 

thereby making the term log(t/ttl) equal to zero. In the above example, 

assuming this approximation cannot be made, the calculated values of s 

and D would be -5.5 and 0.05, respectively. This error is not 

considered significant In the estimation of skin and IT flow effects. 

The time-of-start of transient flow, for the second flow 

period, is not easy to identify since it requires a rigorous desuper- 

position of data using type curves OF any other analytical means. For 

this problem, an analysis of the pressure-time data of the first flow 

period indicated a time-of&start of approximately one hour. since a 

decreasing rate sequence is used,,the time-of-start of transient flow 

for the second flow period would be less than that for the first flow 

period. Consequently, all the tabulated data are included in the 

semilog plot. 

If the drawdows were continued, pseudo-steady state would be 

indicated by a deviation from the semilog straight line. As a matter 

of interest, the approximate time to stabilization for this problem, 

calculated from Equation (3-141, is 160 hours. 

5 TESTS ~ILIZINE PSEUDO-STEADY STATE DATA 

The transient flow regime continues until boundary effects are 

felt. Flow is then pseudo-steady state for a well centrally located in 

a circular or square reservoir. The time to stabilization may be 

computed by the method described in Chapter 2, Section 6.4. For 

different well/reservoir configurations, the concept of shape factors 

introduced in Chapter 2, Section 7.4 may be used to define the start of 

pseudo-steady state flow. 

Various tests ut9lizing pseudo-steady state flow data are 

described. In particular, P useful variation of a Reservorr Limits 

Test, called an Economic Limits Test, which utilizes transient flow 

data instead of pseudo-steady state flow data is discussed. Wherever 

possible, these rests are related to the different types of deliverability 

tests of Chapter 3. 
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5.1 Reservoir Limits Test 

If a single-race drawdown test is continued long enough, 

deviation from the semilog straight line will be observed. The constant- 

rate drawdown should be continued until it becomes evident that this 

deviation does not in fact become,another semilog straight line, which 

would be indicative of a fault and not the reservoir boundaries. The 

reservoir boundary is reached when a plot of the bottom hole pressure “, 

versus time gives a straight line on arithmetic coordinates. The slope 

of the straight line is a function of the flow rate and the size of the 

reservoir. 

Cornett (1961) described the application of r@sePJOiT limits 

testing and cited several case histories. He showed that in addition to 

defining reserves, such tests may give the direction of a fault by 

combining the results of tests conducted on several nefghbouring wells. 

Jones (1962) showed that reservoir limits testing on one well may be 

used to determine the in-place gas in a small closed reservoir and the 

proved portion of the in-place gas within a large reservoir, the distance 

to an i,mpermeable productive limit, the angle between two intersecting 

faults and interference effects. Similar testing on two or more wells 

would yield reservoir productivity, orientation of highest and lowest 

permeability in a homogeneous anisotropic reservoir, the position and 

strrke of a fault and, the position and trend of a gas-water contact. 

Odeh (1969) presented graphs chat describe the behaviour of a,drawdown 

due to a radial discontinuity. Earlougher (1971) showed that the shape 

of a reservoir may be estimated by reservoir limits testing and the 

concept of shape factors. Earlougher (1972) explained that the use of 

an average rate, when a constant-rate rest cannot be conducted, might 

give a reasonable indication of reserves. 

The data from a reservoir limits test of from the first rate 

of a conventional deliverability test may be analyzed to give the 

in-place gas volume, v . 
P 
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Analysis 

During pseudo-steady state flow, the pressure at the well is 

given by Equation (4N-22) developed in the Notes to this chapter and 

reproduced below 

I 
(4-28) 

A plot of A$ (= qi-@ wf 1 versus t on arithmetic coordinates 

should give a straight line of slope, m", from which 

v = 
2348 qec T 

P II 
ui ci In 

(4-29) 

where 

vP 
= in-place gas valume of the reservoir, MMscf 

. . vpx1?6 = ?i $ h r; 

Since @h is deducible from logs, r, may be calculated. 

5.2 Economic Limits Test 

If a single-rate drawdown is continued and no deviation from 

the semilog straight line is observed, the reservoir limits cannot be 

defined. It is possible, however, to define a minimum in-place gas 

volume. 

Reservoir Limits Tests can lead to flaring of large amounts of 

gas without defining the actual reservoir limits. This is especially 

true in low permeability reservoirs. In such situations, it is possible 

to design an Economic Limits Test to confirm the presence of the minimum 

in-place gas that would be necessary for economic exploitation of a 

reservoir. 
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Analysis 

The radius of investigation, given by Equation ,(2-105), can be 

written with appropriate substitutions from Table 2-4 as 

2.637 x lo-' k t 
0.5 

'ii-n 
@ ui =i 1 

Defining a minimum in-place gas volume, V pm (in MMscf), as 

(4-30) 

(4-31) 

Equation (4-30) may be substituted in Equation (4-31) to give 

3.018 x 10' u V 
t = ici pm 

kh (4-32) 

The permeability-thickness, kb, may be estimated by any sultable method 

that does not involve unnecessary flaring of gas. The other terms on 

the right-band side of Equation (4-32) are either known or defined so 

that the duration of the flow period required to conduct an Economic 

Limits’Test may he calculated. The value of kh may be confirmed by a 

transient analysis of the resulting transient data. 

6 IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS PERTAINING 
TO DRAWDOWN TESTS 

Although various drawdokm tests have been conducted for a long 

time, they have not been used extensively to evaluate reservoir 

properties because there are several. difficulties involved in the conduct 

and analysis of such tests. One of the difficulties in analyzing 

drawdown data is based on the van’ation of flow rate during the flow 

periods. The theory developed in Chapter 2 and subsequently applied in 

this chapter assumes constant fl.ow rates during each flow period. For 

gas wells, this is a difficult requirement to satisfy, especially during 

the early life of a well when drawdown tests are usually conducted. A 

method to circumvent this problem and to analyze variable-rate data is 
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discussed. The duration of each flow period and the effects of drainage 

area shapes and well location are considered~. The reliability of 

reservoir parameters obtained by a transient flow analysis is also 

discussed. 

6.1 Constancy of Flow Rates 

The factors restricting the conduct of constant-rate 

deliverability tests are summarized in Chapter 3, Section 7.3. The 

6ame difficulties arise in drawdown testing. Although the drawdown 

analysis procedures,of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are based on the requirement 

of constant flow rates, variations in flow rates may, in some instances, 

be accommodated by slight modification of these procedures. 

If the rate variations are definable, and if difficulties like 

slugging can be avoided, variable rate drawdown data may be analyzed by 

the methods suggested by Winestock and Colpitts (1965) and Odeh and 

Jones (L965), described below. 

The variations in rate may be accommodated, in some cases, by 

normalizing the drawdown. This is similar to the normalization 

technique described in Chapter 3, Section 7.3. For a flow test in which 

the rate variations are smooth, Winestock and Colpitts (1965) suggest a 

normalization technique which essentially modifies the equation for 

analyzing single-rate Pests, Equation (4-5), to the form 

@i- @wf 
q SC 

= 1.632x106 +gt+lagj~pi~ix~)- 3.23 + 0.869sj 

(4-33) 

A plot of W,-‘!wf)/q,c versus t on semilogarithmic coordinates should 

give a straight line from which good approximations of kh and 6’ may be 

made. Equation (4-33) is valid only If the range of flow rate variation 

is not too wide and does not extend into the turbulent region. This 

implies a* assumption of a constant value for 6'. If, however, wide 

flow variations are experienced, the variation of 8' with qsc must be 
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considered. Noting that 6' = 6 + Dqsc, Equation (4-5) may be written as 

(4-34) 

A plot of W,- ‘bwf)/qsc versus (log t + 0.869 Dqsc) on arithmetic 

coordinates should give a straight line from which good approximations 

of kh and 6' may be made. This method involves a graphical trial-and- 

error procedure in which values' of D must be guessed until a straight 

line is obramed. 

Odeh and Jones (1965) have proposed a method for analyzing 

variable rate data by treating the rate variations as step changes over 

small time intervals and then analyzing the data by multi-rate methods 

involving the principle of superposition. 

Consider a drawdown time during which the flow rate declines 

smoothly. The time period may be divided into an equal number of 

Intervals, n. The actual size of each interval depends on the rate of 

decline. For a sharply declining rate the intervals would have to be 

much smaLler than for a slowly declining rate. The flow rates and 

drawdown may be averaged over each time interval. This procedure 

essentially yields a series of flow rates, the corresponding drawdown 

and time intervals, and may be analyzed by the multi-rate methods of 

sectron 4:2. Equation (4-15) may be written as 
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where 

s’ = E.: = 6; = . . . = 8’ 
n 

4, = average flow rate over the time interval, (t,-t,l) 

A plot of ($i-$wf)/q, versus 1 Aq /qn log 
Ii 

(t-t 
j-1 

) on arithmetic 

coordinates should give a straight line from which good approximations 

of kh and 6' may be obtained. 

Equation (4-35) is valid only when the range over which the 

flow rate varies Is not too wide and does not extend into the turbulent 

region. This implies an assumption of a constant apparent skin factor. 

If, however, wide flow variations extending into the turbulent flow 

region are experienced, the variations in s' must be considered. In 

such a case, noting that s' = s + Dq sc, Equation (4-15) may be written 

as 

+ 0.869 D qn 1 
(4-36) 

A plot of W-+wf)/q, versus $bjhn log (t - tj+)] + 0.869 Dqn 
on arithmetic coordinates should give a straight line from which good 

approximations of kh and s may be calculated. This method of analysis 

involves a graphical trial-and-error procedure in which values for D 

have to be'guessed until a straight line is obtained. 

6.2 Duration of Each Flow Regime 

The time-of-start of the transient flow regime is usually 

delayed by wellbore storage or linear flow effects. The duration of 

these effects may be estimated from Equation (4-l) 05 from the type 

curve matching technique illustrated by Example 4-l. 

The semilog straight line or transient flow data will continue 

until the effects of either a sealing fault or a boundary become 

manifest. The distance to that fault or boundary may be estimated from 
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the radius of investigation defined by Equation (3-16). Alternatively, 

if the distance to a boundary is krlowt’~, the same equation may be used 

to estimate the end of the semilog straight line. 

If, following the first straight line, a second semilog 

straight line results from continued drawdown, this would indicate the 

presence of one or more intersecting faults rather than a reservoir 

boundary. The ratio of the slopes of the two straight lines may be 

interpreted as describing the angle between those intersecting faults. ~,,, 

For a well located on the bisector of the angle, 8, between intersecting 

boundaries, Van Poollen (1965) and Prasad (1973) have shown Chat the 

ratio of the slopesof the late-time and early-time semilog straight 

lines is 360/B. 

In a square or circular reservoir, with a centrally located 

well., deviation from the semilog straight line heralds the pseudo-steady 

state. The time to stabilization is defined by Equation (3-14). From 

this time on, pseudo-steady state persists till the drawdown IS 

terminated. 

6.3 Effect of Drainage Area Shape and Well Location 

The shape of the drainage area and the relative location of 

the well. will affect the end of the transient flow and may introduce a 

late-transitional period between the transient and pseudo-steady state 

flow regimes. In such an instance, transient flow will end when the 

radius of investigation becomes eq,ual to the distance to the nearest 

boundary. Pseudo-steady stats will start at a time given by the value 

of trill (defined in Chapter 2, Section 7.4, Table 2-6) corresponding to 

the particular well/reservoir geometry. 

The transient flow equation is the same for non-circular as 

for circular reservoirs since the shape has no bearing on the development 

of flow equations for an infinite reservoir. However, the pseudo-steady 

state flow equation is different since it’must accommodate the shape of 

the reservoir and the location of the well. .A shape factor, CA, 

introduced in Chapter 2, Section 7.4, modifies the flow equation to the 
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form given by Equation (4N-26) reproduced below. 

As explained in Chapter 2, Section 7-4, the late-transitional 

period, between the end of transient flow and the s.Cart of pseudo-steady 

state, may only be represented by Equation (2-125). 

6.4 Reliability of Reservoir Parameters 
Estimated from Drawdown Tests 

The general flow equation of Chapter 2, Section 5.6, in terms 

of pseudo-pressure, involves the product UC. The flow equation is 

linearized by assuming UC to be constant at initial conditions. The 

analytical solution of the linearized flow equation has been adapted, 

in this chapter, to the analysis of drawdown tests. The effects of 

linearization of the flow equation have been investigated by Wattenbargex 

(1967) along with considerations of the following factors: skin, 

wellbore storage. IT flow, and vertical fractures. His concl.usions are 

summarized below: 

1. The use of the pseudo-pressure approach in the analysis of transient 

flow drawdown tests gives good results. kh and s determined by this 

analysis are sufficiently accurate in the absence of IT flow 

effects. 

2. When TT flow effects are significant, the kh calculated from a 

drawdown test could be as much as 35 per cent lower than the actual 

value. This discrepancy is claimed to be on account of assuming the 

IT flow factor, D, to be constant, whereas it is actually a function 

of viscosity, which is itself a function of pressure. The dependence 

of D on u has been discussed in Chaprer 2, Section 9.2. 

3. The effect of a vertical fracture at the well is that of an apparent 

negative skin factor, which does not invalidate the value of kh 

obtained from the semilog straight line. 
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Notwithstanding the possible error in kh when IT flow effects 

are significant, drawdown tests, when properly conducted, will give 

acceptable values for kh, s and,D. 

7 DELIVERABILITY 

The mo$t common reason for conducting drawdown tests, in 

addition to the calculation of wel.l/rescrvoir parameters, IS the 

determination of long-tom deliverability. 

If flow tests are extended into the pseudo-steady state 

region, the calculation of deliverability is relatively simple. The 

stabilized flow constants, a and b, in Equation (3-4) reproduced below 

can be, calculated by solving the simultaneous equations resulting from 

two tests conducted at different flow rates. 

It is not always feasible to conduct the above-mentioned 

tests, especially in cases where the time to stabilization is relatively 

large. In such situations, it is possible to calculate a and b from 

transient flow data. The single-rate and multi-rate tests described in 

Section 4.1 and 4.2 yield values for kh, s and D. In the Notes to 

Chapter 3, Equations (3N-10) and (3N-11) relate a and b to various well/ 

reservoir parameters as shown below. 

(4-39) 

b = 1.417x106 T D 
kh 

(4-40) 

l/.:$ 
Hence a and b cm be evaluated and substituted in Equation (4-35) to 

give the stabilized deliverability equation. 

In order to determine Equation (4-38) in terms of Equations 

(4-39) and (4-40), it is necessary to conduct two single-rate tests at 
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different flow rates or a two-rate test. If, for any reason, it is nor 

possible to conduct these tests and evaluate s and D separately, a 

simplification may be made. An,alternate form of the deliverability 

equation is given below: 

TR - vJwf = (4-41) 

Equation (4-41) may be evaluated using the results of a single-rate 

test. However, this equation i,s then valid only for predicting the 

deliverability at flow rates near that used in the single-rate test. 

Although s’, determined from a single-rate test, is 

theoretically a constant only for the flmcrate used, in practice it is, 

sometimes, reasonably constant over a significant range of flow rates. 

This is particularly so in the exe of low deliverability wells. In 

such cases, a single-rate test used in conjunction with Equation (4-41) 

may provide a reasonable prediction of delrverability. 

One point, worthy of note, is that for wells drilled into a 

formation of known kh, a test is still required in order to determine 

the apparent skin factor, s’, before the stabilized deliverability 

equation can be obtained. s’ may change from well to well, and varies 

with the method of drilling and with the effectiveness of well 

completion. 

8 GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING Dw.wDowN TESTS 

Drawdown tests generally require the reservoir pressure to be 

stabilized prior to flowing the well. Hence, wells that have not been 

produced, orwells that have been shut-in long enough tb permit pressure 

stabilization are suitable for drawdown testing and analysis. In the 

isochronal deliverability tests discussed in Chapter 3 a series of 

shut-in periods is required to attain pressure stabilization, while, in 

the conventional deliverability tests, each flow period must be 

continued to pressure stabilization. In either case, the time required 
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for stabilization may be very large and will limit the application of 

such tests. A drawdown test, properly conducted and analyzed is a 

viable alternative. Where economic considerations require a minimum 

loss of production time, a drawdown test may prove to be particularly 

attractive, since such a test minimizes the Loss of production associated 

with a shut-in. 

Drawdown tests may also be conducted to supplement information 

obtained from other tests such as build-up or deliverability tests. 

When it is difficult to achieve stable flow raten because of 

slugging of the well, a drawdown test is not recommended. 

8.1 Choice of Test 

The choice of test need not be limited to the tests described 

in previous sections. If adequate pressure and flow rate data are 

acquired during the course of regular production of the well, a proper 

interpretation of these data according .to the principles described 

previously constitutes a satisfactory test. Notwithstanding this, the 

various tests described in chrs chapter are applicable in different 

situations. 

Tests utilizing early-time data, dominated by wellbore storage, 

should never be designed as such. Their interpretation is only 

recommended, if, after testing, it is found that they are the only data 

amenable to analysis. 

Tests utilizing transient flow data are recommended when an 

accurate knowledge of reservoir characteristics and skin effects is 

desired. A single-r,ate test is acceptable when IT flow effects are 

negligfhle, otherwise two single-rate tests should be conducted to 

evaluate the skin and IT flow components of the apparent skin factor. 

In some situations, a long shut-in period is necessary between the two 

single-rate tests. When this is not practical, a two-rate test may be 

more appropriate. A two-rate test, with a declining rate sequence, is 

particularly suitable when wellbore storage effects are to be minimized 

or phase redistribution in the wellbore (upon shut-in) is to be 

eliminated. Variable-rate transient flow tests are rarely designed a~ 
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such. Usually they result a posteriori. Single-rate tests in which the 

flow rate cannot be maintained at a constant value lend themselves to a 

variable-rate analysis. 

Where information on reservoir limits is desired, a single-rate 

reeervoir limits test is unavoidable, ‘However, because of the long 

duration of flow involved, only small-size reservoirs are amenable to 

such testing. Multi-rate tests are rarely conducted for this purpose, 

but a conventional deliverability test, when conducted with a continuous 

recording of the flowing well pressure may be analyzed to yield the 

same information. Economic Limits Tests should be used whenever possible 

to minimize flaring and wastage of gas. 

When a well has been vertically fractured during stimulation; 

early-time data might provide a good match on the type curve of Figure 

2-23. In such an instance the interpretation of early-time data (linear 

flow and not wellbore storage controlled) has been found to be reliable 

and where transient flow tests are economically prohibitive, tests may 

be designed with a view to utilizing early-time data. However, it Is 

advisable to confirm the results, whenever possible, by an appropriate 

transient flow analysis. 

8.2 Choice of Equipment 

The same considerations apply for drawdown tests as those 

described for deliverability tests in Chapter 3, Section 8.2. In 

particular, bottom hole pressure bombs are recommended for use whenever 

possible. If possible, retrieval of the bomb to rewind the clock while 

a drawdown test is in progress should be avoided. For test* of long 

duration (longer than 1 week) a surface-recording bottom hole pressure 

bomb is a definite asset. When conducting a two-rate test in which the 

first flow rate is the production rate itself and only the second rate 

is being analyzed, the pressure bomb should be lowered into the well, 

preferably without stopping the first flow rate. This is quite easily 

achieved if a well has no tubing and flow is through the casing. 
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8.3 Choice of Flow Rates 

The same considerations as discussed In Chapter 3, Section 8.3 

apply to drawdown tests. Because of the long duration of many drawdown 

tests, it is often difficult to maintain a constant flow rate. In such 

a case, either a multi-rate analysis is called for, or if the change in 

rate has been smooth, the considerations of,Section 6.1 apply. 

8.4 Duration of Flow Rates 

The criterion for the minimum length of flow of a drawdown test 

is that there should be sufficient data to permit interpretation using 

the semilog analysis. One log cycle of data in this region is usually 

sufficient. The time required to achieve transient flow may often be 

known from experience with similar well testing situations. Where it is 

not available from experience, the duration of the flow period may be 

estimated from the time required for wellbore storage effects to 

disappear. The flow must last for at least five, but preferably ten, 

times this wellbore storage time, The time required for wellbore storage 

effects to become negligible may he estimated from Equation (3-14). If 

all the parameters in this equation are not known, reasonable estimates 

may be used which will maximize the calculated value of the wellbore 

storage t,ime. The minimum duration of flow applies to the single-rate 

test, the two single-rate tests, and the first rat& of all multi-rate 

tests. In the second and subsequent rates of multi-rate tests the 

effect of wellbore storage is reduced and a shorter time of flow will 

suffice. 

In the cue of reservoir limits tests, the time required for a 

‘limit to become discernrble is given by Equation (3-14) which defines 

the time to stabilization for a circular reservoir. A flow duration of 

about three times the time to stabilization would seem to be reasonable, 

for confirming the straight line on arithmetic coordinates, from the 

slope of which the reserves are obtained. If in Equation (3-14) re is 

taken to represent the distance to a fault, the time calculated by that 
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equation would be that required for the effects of the fault to be felt 

at the well and a flow duration of at least five times this value should 

clearly permit the delineation of the second semilog straight line 

caused by the fault. The slope of this second line will be double the 

slope of the first. 

If the reservoir is non-circular, then a reservoir limits test 

should be run for a time equal to at least three times that given by the 

value of t ,,A in Table 2-7 for the appropriate shape. 

For a vertically fractured well, with a large time-of-start of 

semilog data, the analysis of early-time (linear flow) data by type 

curve matching is permissible,. In this instance the minimum time of 

flow should be greater than the duration of the purely linear (half- 

slope) period. This is because data from the half-slope section alone 

will not give a unique type curve match. The time of departure from 

the straight line of slope one half has,been given by Wattenbaxger 

(1967) aa 

Approximately ten to twenty times this value of t should be sufficient 

to match the data plot and type curves and possibly differentiate between 

a horizontal and a vertical fracture in shallow gas wells. 

9 CALCULATING AND PLOTTING TEST RESULTS 

Earlier sections describe the various types of drawdotm tests 

and their applicati,,on. The calculation of flow rates is discussed in 

Chapter 6. Although it is preferable to measure bottom hole pressures 

directly, in many instances it is only possible to monitor wel.lhead 

pressures. These surface measured pressures may be converted to their 

corresponding sub-surface values as shown in Appendix B. The methods 

for calculating and plotting test results are outlined in this section. 
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9.1 Semilog Analysis 

The identification of the time-of-start of" the semllog 

straight line by type curve matching ha6 hcen illustrated by Example 4-l. 

'This procedure is applicable to single-rate tests and to the first rate 

of a two-rate test. In two-rate tests, a decreasing rate sequence is 

usually used in which case the time-of-start of semilog data for the 

second rate is less than that for the first rate. A more exact 

identification of semilog data for the second rare requires rigorous 

desuperposition and matching techniques which have not been covered in 

this chapter. 

Sin@e-Rate Tests 

After semilog data have been identified and the possibility of 

a semilog analysis has been confirmed, a plot of AI) (= "J~-$~:,) versus 

log t is made. The best straight lir~e is drawn through the semilog 

data, either visually or by a least-squares analysis. The slope of the 

line is measured and is termed m, while the intercept of the straight 

line (extrapolated, if necessary) at t = 1 is termed Ael. 

Values for h and $ are usually known from a geological 

evaluation/well logs. rw is known while ui and ci, may be estimated by 

the methods described in Appendix A. 'Using Equations (4-6) and (4-7), 

it is then possrble to calculate the permeabilfty, k, and the apparent 

skin factor, s'. Since it is usually unrealistic to expect s' to be 

constant over a wide range of flow rates, it must be separated into its 

constituents, s and Dq 
SC. 

This is done by conducting another single- 

rate test, at a different flow rate, and solving Equations (4-8) and 

(4-9) for the values of Y and D. In either case, that is whether or not 

IT effects may be assumed to he negligible, the stabilized deliverability 

equation can be obtained by the method outlined in Section 7. 

Two-Rate Tests 

The first rate of a two-rate test may he analyzed exactly as 

described above for a single-rate test. The start of semilog straight 

11~ for the second rate may be evident from the semilog plot of the 
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data, using the time-of-start previously identified for the first rate 

as a guideline. 
t+At q, 

A plot of tiwf versus ,log nt 
l 1 

+ - log At is made. 
q1 

The 

best straight line is drawn through the semilog data, either visually DT 

by a least-squares analysis. The slope of the line is measured and is 

termed m, while the intercept of the straight line (extrapolated, if 

necessary) at At = 1 is termed Qwf,. $wfI, represents the pseudo-pressure 

at the time of the rate change. 

Using Equations (4-22) and (4-23) along with the value of sl 

calculated from the analysis of the first rate, k and si may be 

calculated. Equations (4-8) and (4-9) may then be solved for the values 

of s and D. If, however, IT effects can be assumed to be negligible, s’ 

becomes the average of s: and s;. In either case, the stabilized 

deliverability equation can be obtained by the method outlined in 

Section 7. 

Variable Rate Tests 

The methods of analysis of tests in which it is not possible 

to maintain constant flow rates are included,in Section 6.1. 

When IT flow effects can be neglected, a plot of A$/qsc 

(instead of AII, for the constant rate case) versus log t is made. In 

this context, qsc implies instantaneous rates if the method of Winestock 

and Colpitcs (1965), represented by Equation (4-331, is being used. The 

more rigorous technique of Odeh and Jones (1965), represented by Equation 

(4-35), defines qac as the average rate over small time intervals that 

simulate step changes in the flow rate. In either case the slope of the 

semilog straight line Is termed m’, defined by Equation (4-15), from 

whrch k may be calculated. s’ may then be evaluated from Equation (4-17) 

When IT flow effects cannot be neglected, the calculation 

procedure becomes slightly more complex, involving graphical trial-and- 

error solutions. Either one of the equations, Equation (4-34) Or 

Equation (S-36) is applicable depending on the magnitude and range of 

the rate variations. 
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9.2 Pseudo-Steady State Analysis 

Reservoir Limits Test 

A deviation from the semilog straight line of the transient 

flow regime usually indicates the effect of boundaries. Flow is 

continued until it is evident that the deviation is due to boundaries 

rather than faults/barriers. In the latter case a second semilog 

straight line would be obtained. 

When the pseudo-steady state data have been identified, a plot 

of A$ (= $ - $I;,, versus t IS made. The slope of the line is termed m”. 

Equation (4-29) may then be used to calculate the reservoir gas volume, 

%’ 
or the reservoir limits, re. 

Economic Limits Test 

Although this test has been included under the heading of 

pseudo-steady state analysis, it is really a transient flow test in 

which the radius of investigation has not reached the reservoir 

boundaries. The minimum in-place gas volume required for economic 

exploftation is defined. The time required to conduct the test may then 

be estimated. This results in a mini,mi.zation of flared gas, and a 

confirmation of in-place gas volumes and permeability-thickness. 

NOTES TO CUAPTER 4 

4N.l Single-Rate Test 

Analysis 

In the transient flow retime, the flow behaviour resembles 

that from a well in an infinite reservoir wlth a constant skin. 

Equations (2-143) and (2-l.44) may be combined to give 

ApD 
(including skin and TT flow effects) = Pt + s’ (4N-1) 

well 

For transient flow Pt is given by Equation (2-75) which may be 

substituted in Equation (4N-1) to give 
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ApD 
we11 

= + (In tD + 0.809) + *’ (4N-2) 

Equation (4N-Z), with appropriate substitutions for the 

dimensionless terms from Table 2-3 and Table 2-4, may be rearranged as 

$r - %f = 1.632 x lo6 

(4N-3) 

A plot of A$ ( = qi-ewf) versus t on semilogarithmic 

coordinates will give a straight line of slope, m. 

1.632 x LO6 qse T 
. . kh= m 

(4N-4) 

Defining A$, = value of A+ at t=l, obtained from the straight line 

CexrrapoLated, if necessary), and substituting these values in Equation 

(4N-3) gives 

4N,2 Multi-Rate Test 

(4N-5) 

Analysis 

For a multi-rate test, a well is flowed at a rate q, for 

time t,. The flow rate is then changed to q, and flowed UP to time tpr 

that is, over the interval (te - t,). This procedure may be repeated 

any number of times, say n. 

During the first flow period, the pseudo-pressure drawdown at 

the well is given by Equation (4N-3) whfch may be written as 



(4~-6) 

During the second flow period, the pseudo-pressure drawdown at 

the well ia given by the sum of the continuing effect of the first rate 

and the superposed effect of the change in rate. The principle of super- 

position in time, described in Chapter 2, Section 7.1, is applied to 

give, at any time during the second flow period, 

* 1.632~10” 
(q2 - ql) T[ 

k h f”gct,- t,) + log 

+ 1.632~10~ 
92. 4 [0.869 s;] 

+ 1.632x10” ~j’og(~~~clT:) - 3.23+0.869 s] 

(4N-7) 

IMing the nth flow period, the pseudo-pressure drawdown at the 

well is obtained by a procedure similar to that given above for the 

second period. This includes a superposition of all the flow rates, up to 

and including the nth rate to give 

ai- %I,, = 1.632x106 +gt+log (& =:)- 3.231 

+ 1.632~10~ (‘F;:‘) T 
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+ 1.632~10~ 
(q3 - n,) T 

kh 

f 1.632 ~10~ $&A69 s;] (4N-8) 

Equation (4N-8) may be written as: 

where 

+m’ [lop(OUiriT:)-i.23+0.869 s;] i4N-9) 

m' = 1.632x10" T 
kh 

Aqj = q5 - $1 
to = q, = 1 

n% 
A plot of ($~~-*,)/q, versus 1 log (t - t. 1 on 

j=l %I 3-I 
arithmetic coordinates will give a straight line of slope, m'. 

:. kh = 1.632~10" T 
m' 

Defining 

(4N-10) 

*Qo = value of (*i-$"f)lq, corresponding to a value of 

zero on the abscissa, obtained from the straight line 

(extrapolated, if necessary). 

Equation (4N-9) may be written as 



(4N-11) 

4N.3 Two-Rate Test 

Analysis 

For a two-rate test, a well is flowed at a rate q, for time, 

t. The rate is then changed to q2 and flowed for time At. The flow 

sequence is illustrated by Figure 4-6. 

Prior to the rate change, that ir, during the first flow 

period, the pseudo-pressure drawdown at the well is, given by Equation 

(4N-3) which may be written a8 

(4N-12) 

During the second flow period, the pseudo-pressure drawdown at 

the well is given by the sum of the drawdown due to the continuing effect 

of the first rate and the drawdown due LO the superposed effect of the 

change in rate. The principle of superposition in time, described in 

Section 7.1 of Chapter 2, may be applied to give, at any time during 

the second flow period, 

Qi - *w’,r 
91 T 

= 1.632x10”= 
[ 
log(t+W +10~(~~~~~~;)- 3.231 

+ 1.632 x 106 
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*i- $"f 
- 1.632~10' $[log(~)+$ log "t] 

(4N-13) 

q2 
+ - log At an arithmetic 

q1 
coordinates will give a straight line of slope m 

1.632x106 91 T 
. . kh - m 

(4N-14) 

Defining 

(I, wfo 
= flowing sandface pseudo-pressure, just prior to 

changing the flow rate 

and 

# wf1 = flowing sandface pseudo-pressure at At=l, obtained 

from the straight line (extrapolated, if neCeSsaty) 

Equation (4W1.2) may be written as 

'i- 'wfo 
= 1.632~10~ 

(4N-15) 

and, Equation (4N-13) may be Written as 

q1 T 
Qi-Q, =1.632x106m 

C 
log (t+l) ++g 1 1 

(4~-16) 

Subtracting Equation (4N-16) from Equation (4N-15) gives 



T 
+ 1.632xlO” m [ 0.869 q18; - 0.869 q B' 

2 2 1 
(4N-17) 

Substituting Equation (4N-14) in Equation (4N-17) gives 

(4~-18) 

In Equation (4N-18), the first term on the tight-hand side reduces to 
t+1 zero if t >> 1 thereby making 7 ,z 3.0. Using this assumption, 

Equation (4%18) may be rewritten as 

9,s: - 9,s; = 
'$"f1 - Qwfo) 91 

0.869 m 

4N.4 Reservoir Limits Test 

For pseudo-steady state flow, Pt is given by Equation (2-83) 

which may be substituted in Equation (4N-1) to give 

*pD 
2 tD 

Well =Yrnr 
eD -Z+*' (4N-20) 
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Equation (4N-20), with appropriate substitutions for the 

dimensionless terms from Table 2-3 and Table 2-4, may be written as 

2348 q T t 
vJi-$"f = 

SC f L.417X106 
TI + ui ci r: h 

(4N-21) 

Note that TI is introduced into the first term on the right-hand side of 

Equation (4N-21) so that @r,h represents the gas filled pore volume, 

"P. 
of the reservoir. Equation (4N-21) may also be written as 

Qi-Q",, = 
2348 q,, T t 

TI $ ui ci r; h 

+ 3.263~10'~[1og(~~~~~ '9+$&l (4N-22) 

A plot of A$ (- IJJ- qwf) versus t on arithmetic coordinates 
11 

will give a straight line of slope m . 

2348 q,, T 
. . v 

P 
-n$rzh= 

ui ci m" 
(4N-23) 

4N.5 Effect of Reservoir/Well Geometry 

For pseudo-steady state flow, Pt is given by Equation (2-133) 

which may be substituted in Equation (4N-1) to give 

ApD 
Well 

= +ln +211tDA+s' (4N-24) 

Equation (4N-24), with appropriate substitution for tnA from Equation 

(2-123) and for the dimensionless terms from Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 may 

be written as 
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'i - "wf 
q Tr = 1.632~10" e 4.58x10-' k t 

1 
4 lJl Cl A 1 

(4N-25) 

Equation (4N-25) may be simplified further to give 

Qi-Gwf - 
747 q,, T t 

@ Ui ci A h 

(4N-26) 



CHAPTER 5 BUILD-UP TESTS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Operationally, pressure build-up tests ore the simplest of 

all gas well tests. The field conduct of such tests essentially 

involves a shut-in of the,well being rested and subsequently monitoring 

the build-up of the bottom hole/well&ad pressure. Because of the 

absence of operational problems which are frequently associated with 

drawdown tests, like maintaining constant flow rates or preventing 

hydration in flow lines, a build-up test, properly conducted and 

interpreted, will usually give the most dependable results. 

Build-up tests are often conducted as part of an annual pressure 

survey of a pool. The average pressure, resulting from a build-up 

analysis, reflects the remaining reserves. In high permeability 

reservoirs the pressure will build up to a stabilized value quickly, but 

in tight formations the pressure may continue to build up for months 

before stabilization fs attained. Loss of production during a long 

shut-in my be intolerable economically. However, prohibitively long 

shut-in periods may be avoided when a proper analysis of the transient 

pressure-time data is possible. Such an analysis yields values of 

permeability, k, apparent skin factor, ix', and the average reservoir 

pressure jR' 

1.1 History 

There are a few publications that form the core of pressure 

build-up analyses. These have resulted in three conventional methods of 

analysis, namely, the Homer plot, the Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson plot 

(often abbreviated as the MDH plot) and the Muskat plot. 

Theis (1935), and later Homer (19511, showed that P plot of 

the shut-in pressure, p 
x.76' 

versus log (t+At/At) would result in a 

straight line for an infinite-acting reservoir. In the context of 

5-l 
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build-up te$ts, t refers to the drawdown period prior to a build-up and 

At refers to the shut-in or build-up time. Matthews, Brow and Hazebroek 

(1954), abbreviated as MBH, extended the application of the Horeer plot 

to finite reservoirs. 

Miller, Dyes and Hutchinson (1950), and subsequently Perrine 

(1956), showed that if a well has been produced to pseudo-steady state 

flow conditions and then shut in, a plot of the shut-ln pressure, p,s, 

veraus log At will give a straight line. 

Muskat (1936), Larson (1963) and Russell (1966) stated that a 

plot of log (;R- p,,) versus At would, under certain circumstances, give 

a straight line. 

Up until recently, the validity and ranges of application of 

these three different plots had not been clearly established and a 

certain degree of confusion still exists in the petroleum industry. 

There is a general belief that the Homer plot is good for new wells in 

new reservoirs, whereas the MDH plot is valid for old wells in old 

reservoirs. This is definitely a misconception. In an excellent 

review of the various methods of analysis, Ramey and Cobb (1971) 

studied the build-up behaviour of a well in the centre of ,a closed, 

square drainage area over a large range of flowing and shut-in time 

periods. They defined the ranges of validity of each of the above 

methods and concluded that the Homer plot was generally more useful 

than the Muskat or MDH plots. Cobb and Smith (1974) extended this 

approach to reservoirs of other shapes. Consequently, the Hornef plot 

and its extension by Matthews, Brow and Hazebroek, henceforth referred 

to as the Homer-MBH plot, is adopted in this manual as the standard 

build-up analysis procedure. For topical interest, however, the other 

methods and their extensions are also discussed. 

In addition to the above-mentioned publications, there have 

been several other studies related to the various aspects of build-up 

testing and analysis. Some of these are incorporated In the following 

sections. 
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2 FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS 

In the conduct and analysis of build-up tests, it is very 

important to bear in mind that a build-up is always preceded by a 

drawdown, and also that the build-up data are directly affected by this 

drawdown. Ideally, the drawdown starts from a stabilized reservoir 

coed1tlon represented by the stabilized reservoir pressure, pi. At a 

time, t, the well is shut-in and the build-up is continued for a time, 

At. 

As in Chapters 3 and 4, the reservoir’ is idealized by making 

the assumptions (1) to (5) in Chapter 3, Section 2.2. Under these 

conditions, the behaviour of the static sandface pressure, p,,, is 

depicted in Figure 5.1 

I 
At 

FIGURE 5-1. BEIIAVIOUR OF THE STATIC SANDFACE PRESSURE 
UPON SHUT-IN OF A WELL 

The early-time portion reflects the wellbore storage (after 

flow) and apparent skin effects. Wellbore storage results from closfnng 

the well at the surface instead of at the sandface. Production continues 

from the formation into the wellbore for some time after the flow at the 

surface has been stopped. In low-permeability gas-condensate reservoirs, 
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wellbore storage should be avoided and it is usually imperative to use a 

bottom hole shut-in tool (Dykstra, 1961). Skin effects result from 

wellbore damage, the nature of completion of the well and from IT flow, 

The data that fall in the middle-time region constitute the 

most useful part of a build-up test. The previously mentioned plots, 

Homer-MBH, and the MDH, utilize these data to obtain a straight line 

plot on semilogarithmic coordinate graph paper. The permeability 

ch1ckness, kh, is deduced from these semilog straight lines, Early-time 

data must be excluded frotu such plots. Wattenbarger and Ramey (1968) 

investigated the effects of turbulence, well damage, and wellbore storage 

and in every case found that the proper,straight line was obtained 

following early-time deviations. 

Late-time data are usually marked by a deviation from the 

semilog straight line of the middle-time region, This deviation reflecte 

the effects of boundaries. If the shut-in period is sufficiently long, 

the final pressure attained, called the stabilized shut-in pressure, is 

in fact the average pressure of the reservoir volume being drained. 

Conceptually, a build-up is treated aa the result of two 

superposed effects. The principle of superposition in time 16 described 

in Chapter 2, Section 7.1. The application of this principle to the 

analysis of build-up tests is quite simple. The drawdown at a rate, q, 

prior to the build-up, is assumed to continue for all time, t+At, but 

at the time of shut-in, t, a drawdown at a rate, -9, is iniflated. The 

net effect of a negative rate, or injection, is to simulate a flow rate 

of zero, which is the shut-in condition. Hence, at any shut-in time, At, 

the pressure behaviour at the well will be the sum of two effects, that 

due to a flow rate q for a time (t+At), and that due to a flow rate -q 

for a time At. This treatment is identical to that for a two-rate 

drawdown test, Chapter 4, Sectlon 4.2, with the second rate, q2, taken 

equal to zero. 
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2.1 Type Curves and Desuperposition 

The type curves given in Chapter 2, Section 10 and the related 

limitations discussed in Chapter 4, Section 2.4 are also applicable to 

the analysis of build-up tests. Even though type curve matching 

techniques are not dlscussed fully in this chapter, the implications of 

this powerful, yet simple analytical tool ,I must not be ignored. As shown 

in Example 4-1, type curve matching provides a simple method for 

determining the time-of-start of transient flow during drawdown tests. 

A similar approach may be used to determine the time-of-start of semilog 

straight line data in build-up tests .with one additional step. Since 

a burld-up is always preceded by a drawdown, the build-up data must be 

"dcsuperposed" before attempting a type curve match. Towards this end, 

the method of desuperposition is described. It may be noted that 

desuperposition can also be performed on the second fate of a two-rate 

test, as has been indicated in the discussion of Example 4-2. 

Desuperposition 

Consider the flow sequence of a build-up test. It 18 exactly 

the same as that for a two-rate test (Chapter 4, Section 4.2) with 

q, = q,, and q2 = 0. 

The "measured" pressure drawdown during the flow period 

preceding the build-up is plotted on a data plot for type curve matching 

(see Example 4-l). At this time it will be assumed that an appropriate 

type curve is available and also that a successful match can be made. 

The data plot cari then be extrapolated; by tracing the type curve, 

beyond time, t, to predict the "future" bebaviour if rate q, were 

continued. If the actual test data obtained during the shut-in period 

are plotted on the same data plot, they represent the following super- 

posed effects, namely, the continued effect of the flow rate, qsc, and 

the added effect of the change in rate (0-qs,). By subtracting 

(desuperposing) the effect of rate q,, from the above total effects, the 

effect of's single rate of magnitude (0- qs,) is obtained. This 

desuperposed effect may be considered to be a single-rate drawdown and 
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may be analyzed as such. It must be remembered that these desuperposed 

single-rate data are for an effective flow rate (O- qsc), and that 

At = 0 when the rate is changed, This procedure is illustrated by 

Figure 5-2 and Example 5-1. 

~wIp-Prdict.d pw~d. O,~I,U,C due ,..a~ qro%r tinw,t 

FIGURE 5-z. DATA PLOT FOR AcfuAt AND DE~UPERPO~ED EFFECTS 
OF A DRAWDOWN FOLLOWED BY A BUILD-UP 

An examination of Figure 5-2 reveals two important 

consideratrons that frequently limit the use and application of type 

curve matching for determining the time-of-start of the build-up semilog 

straight line. 

1. In drawing Figure 5-2 it is assumed that a unique match is 

available, in effect Implying that values can be obtained for $ wfp' This 

is not usually the case, and hence rigorous desuperposition is often not 
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possible through type curve matching. However, a simplification that is 

of practical use has been suggested by Raghavan, Cady and Rsmey (1972) 

based on B publication by Agarwal, Al-Hussainy and Ramey (1970). They 

have shown that under certain,conditions, early-time da&obtained during 

a build-up may be desuperposed by assuming II) 
WfP 

to be constant at a value 

J, wfo (equivalent to the flowing pressure just prior to shut-in). However, 

this analysis may extend for a shut-in time no greater than ten per cent 

of the initial flow period. Needless to say, such an application is of 

much interest in the analysis of early-time data (Chapter 7) but its use 

in this chapter which involves the analysis of middle-time data is 

questionable. In the context of transient pressure analysis, however, 

it is very useful in determining the approximate time-of-start of 

semilog data. 

2. Because of the log-log nature of the type curves, equal 

time intervals arc much more crowded at later times than at earlier 

times. For example, a nine-hour interval spans a much larger portion of 

the abscissa for B time period of one to ten hours as compared to say, 

sixty-one to seventy hours. This means that in order that the type 

curves can be used effectively, the build-up periods should be 

considerably longer than the initial flow period. This may be so 

inconvenient, for example considering the lost production time, as to 

render impractical the use of the described desuperpositlon procedure. 

3 TESTS UTILIZING EARLY-TIME DATA 

A rigorous analysis of early-time data may yield adequate 

approximations of kh as will be shown iti Chapter 7. Such an analysis 

may be necessary only when middle-time data are not available. As 

mentioned in the previms section, a desuperposition of build-up data 

can give the equivalent of a drawdown plot and may be analyzed as such. 

Consequently, the discussions related to the early-time flow regime in 

Chapter 4, Section 2.1 generally apply to build-up tests as they do to 

drawdown tests. 
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4 TESTS UTILIZING MIDDLE-TIME AND LATE-TIME DATA 

In Chapter 4, Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 it has been shown that 

early-time data may be used to determlne the time-of-start of transient 

flow data. A similar analysis applies to the early-time portion of a 

build-up. Data should be obtained, whenever possible, in the transient 

flow regime since reservoir parameters calculated by an analysis of 

middle-time data are much more reliable than those calculated from early- 

time data. 

Data obtained from a properly conducted build-up test that 

follows either a single-rate or a two-rate drawdown test, and in some 

cases also a variable-rate drawdown, may be anaIyzed to yield reliable 

values of kh, a' and p 
R' 

The pressure build-up behaviour during the 

middle-time period is analogous to ,the transient flow period during a 

drawdow test. In other words, the rese~~oir is infinite-acting and 

boundaries do not affect the pressure-time data. 

The analysis of'middle-time data also yields a semilog straight 

line which should not be confused with the semilog straight line for a 

drawdown test, As will be seen below, this straight line, whea 

extrapolated, yields values of an apparent reservoir pseudo-pressure, 

$"3 corresponding to p*, which is subsequently used to calculate the 

average reservoir pseudo-pressure, T RI corresponding to the average 

reservoir pressure, PR. 

4.1 Behaviour of Infinite-Acting Reservoirs 

When the early-time effects become negligible, the pressure- 

time behaviour is that of a well producing at a zero flow rate from an 

infinite reservoir. As mentioned previously, a build-up is always 

preceded by a drawdow. Consider the simplest case of a single-rate 

drawdown conducted prior to the build-up. 

During the drawdown period, the flowing sandface pressure is 

given by Equation (4-5) reproduced below. 
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(5-l) 

If the well is shut-in at time t, and allowed to build up for 

a time At, the effect of the shut-in may be obtained by the superposition 

of two effects. During the shut-in period, the static sandface pressure 

is 'given by the sum of the continuing effect of the drawdown rate, q,,, 

and the superposed effect of the change in rate (O-q,,), and is 

represented by 

q T 

+i - 'ws 
= 1.632~10~ + ldg(t+Ar,+l.g(~u,~,r~~- 3.231 

+ l.632X106 (";q$T [logAtilog(mui;iri)'- 3.231 

(5-D 

Note that the apparent skin, B', should not be superposed in 

time since it is a function only of the existing flow rate. However, if 

turbulence effects are negligible, s' = s and even though it Is incorrect 

to introduce a skin term in Equation (5-2), such a term, if introduced in 

Equation (5-2), will not affect the slope of the semilog plot. 

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (5-2) 

represents the effect due to the drawdown at a rate q,, for a time 

(t+At). The second term is the effect of the change in rate from qsc 

to 0 for a time At. Combining these terms and simplifying Equation (5-2) 

gives 

qi - a”,, = L.632x106 

This relatlonship represents the conrmonly used Homer plot. It is 

obvious from this equation that a plot of Qws versus Ct+At)lAt on 
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semilogarithmic coordinates will give a straight line of slope, m, 

from which 

kh = 
1.632 X lo6 qsc T 

m (5-4) 

A build-up plot for an infinite reservoir is shown in Figure 5-3(a). 

A commonly used alternative plot is shown in Figure 5-3(b) in which the 

time axis increases from the left to the right. Tn this manual Figure 

5-3(a) is adopted as the standard build-up plot. It must be noted chat 

in au semilog plots, representing drawdown or build-up testa, only the 

magnitude and not the sign of the slope is considered. 

Defining qVfO as the pseudo-pressure just before shut-in, 

Equation (5-l) may be written as 

‘i-$wf0 = 1.632~10~ 

(5-5) 

Subtracting Equation (5-3) from Equation (5-5) gives 

(5-6) 

Defining Qws, as the pseudo-pressure at At = 1, and assuming 
tz 
t+1 1, Equation (5-6) may be simplified to give 

B’ 

[ 

v  
= 1.151 ws1 

-~~f,-lo~(~~i:i’:)+3.23] m 
(5-7) 

Noting that ew,,, should be obtained from the straight-line 

portion (extrapolated, if necessary) of the Homer plot, Equation (5-7) 

may be used co calculate 8’. There is no way of separating s’ into its 

components 8 and Dqsc from a single build-up test. However. if another 
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FIGURE 5-3. BUILD-UP SEMILOG PLOTS - INFINITE RESERVOIR 
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build-up is conducted following a substantially different single-rate 

drawdown, a different value of s’ is obtained. The two different values 

of s’ may be used with Equations (4-8) and (4-9) to calculate s and D 

separately. 

The use of a Homer plot to calculate kh and s’ is illustrated 

in Example 5-1, 

EXAMPLE 5-1 

Introduction The pressure-time data from a build-up,test following a 

single-rate drawdown are analyzed to gibe the resenroir parameters kb 

and 5’. As shown in a later section, a build-up test may also be 

conducted and analyzed following a two-rate drawdown test. 

The method of desuperposition described in Section 2.1 is also 

illustrated. 

Problem The single-rate drawdown test of Example 4-l was foLlowed by 

a build-up test. The pressure, pi, throughout the reservoir prior to 

the test was 3732 psia. The well in a bounded reservoir was produced 

at a constant rate of 5.65 MMscfd for 120.53 hours. The well was shut-in 

for 49.87 hours during which time the pressure build-up was monitored 

continuously. The pressure just prior to shut-in was 3295 psia. General 

data pertinent to the test are given below. The pressure-time data are 

also tabulated, and are given directly In the solution to this problem. 

From a recombined gas analysis: 

G = 0.68 PC = 693 psia Tc 
= 376% 

H,S = 1.28% CO2 = 4.11% N2 = 0.10% 

= 0.0208 cp c. 
-1 

% 1 = 0.00022 psia 

Well/reservoir data: 

T = 673’R h = 20 Et 

4 = 0.10 

r = 2640 ft e 

r = 0.29 Et w 
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Calculate the permeability, k, of the reservoir and the 

apparent skin factor, s'. 

SolutXon The Q-p curve, shown in Figure 4-3, is applicable to this 

problem. 

P = 3732 f3 Q = a72.70xio6 (Figure 4-3) 

. . 
9, 

= a72.70xlo6 psia2/cp 

P = 3295 - $ = 709.77x106 (Figure 4-3) 

UJ wfo = 709.77x10' psia'lcp 

t = 120.53 hr. 

Using the above values of t and !j~~f~, the following 

tabulations may be made: 

At 

(hr) 

t + AC 
At 

P ws 

(psW 

rv ws 

(psia2/cpx10-6) 

A@ = Qws - Qd, 

(peia2/cpx10-6) 

.53 228.42 3296 710.14 0.37 

1.33 91.62 3296 710.14 0.37 

1.60 76.33 3385 742.69 32.92 

2.13 57.59 3521 793.09 83.32 

2.67 46.14 3547 802,al 93.04 

3.20 38.67 3562 808.43 98.66 

3.73 33.31 3573 812.56 102.79 

4.27 29.23 3582 815.94 106.17 

4.80 26.11 3591 819.32 109.55 

5.33 23.61 3599 822.33 112.56 

5.87 21.53 3605 824.59 114.82 

6.40 19.83 3609 826.10 116.33 

6.93 18.39 3614 827.98 118.21 

7.47 17.14 3619 829.86 120.09 

8.00 16.07 3623 831.37 121.60 
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9.07 14.29 3630 

9.87 13.21 3634 

10.93 12.03 3640 

12.00 11.04 3644 

13.60 9.86 3650 

14.67 9.22 3654 

16.53 8.29 3660 

18,67 7.46 3664 

21.33 6.,65 3668 

24.53 5.91 3672 

29.33 5.11 3676 

35.73 4.37 3684 

45.87 3.63 3688 

49.87 3.42 3691 

834.01 124.24 

835.52 l.25.75 

837.79 128.02 

839.30 129.53 

841.57 131.80 

843.08 133.31 

045.35 135.58 

046.87 137.10 

840.38 138.61 

849.90 140.13 

851.41 141.64 

854.45 144.68 

855.97 146.20 

857.10 147.33 

The last column in the above tabulations is useful only in 

some instances. As indicated in Section 2.1, an approxinnte desuper- 

position of build-up data may be done for a build-up time extending up 

to ten per cent of the drawdown time. However, an examination of the 

log-log plot of the drawdown data (Figure 4-4) shows a very small 

increase in the predicted drawdown over the interval 120 hours to 170 

hours. Hence the approximation qwfp = QuwEP Is extended over the entire 

build-up interval. The purpose of this desuperposition is to define, 

by type curve matching, the time-of-start of middle-time data. Once the 

build-up data have been desuperposcd, the method used is similar 

to that for drawdown tests (Example 4-l). 

step 1: Plot A$ versus At on 3x5 log-log graph paper (of the same size 

as the type curves of Chapter 2) as shown inFigure 5-4. 

step 2: A match of the above desuperposed build-up data plot with the 

type curve 6 = 0, c SD 
= 0 of Figure 2-22 indicates the time-of- 

start of the middle-time (or Homer semilog straight line) 

data is approximately 15.0 hours. 

step 3: Plot $"s versus log (t+At)/At and draw the best straight line 

through the semilog straight line data, identified in Step 2, 

as shown in Figure 5-5. 
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From the straight line of Figure 5-5 

l-6 =( 873.0 - 842.5) x lo6 _ 
log 10 - log 1 

3. 5 x 1o6 

$ - 809.0 x 106 
ws1 

From Equation (5-4) 

1.632 x lo6 q T 
kh = SC 

m 

I J-I.632 x 10?(5.65)(673) _ 203 5 md.fc 
30.5 x 106 

k +2-?= 10.2 ma 

From Equation (S-7) 

s’ 
[ 

$ 
= 1.151 Ia m -~~fo-log(mlli:i~~)+3.23] 

= 1.151 [( 809.0 - 709.77) ': lob 
30.5 x 106 

10.2 
- log (o.~O)(O.O~O~)(O.OOO~~)(O.~~)~ 

+ 3.23 
I 

=- 2.2 

Discussion The values of k and 0' calculated from the build-up analysis 

agree very well with those from the drawdown analysis of Example 4-1. 

For this test, both the drawdown (Example 4-l) and the build-up were in 

the transient flow regime, that is, the reservoir was infinite-acting. 

This is a reasonable supposition for a well in a new reservoir, or where 

the combined drawdown and build-up time (t + At) is less than the time 

to stabilization. (t + At) for this test was only 170.40 hours 

(120.53 + 49.87) while the time to stabilization, estimated from 
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FIGURE 5-5. HORNER BUILD-UP PLOT FOR EXAMPLE 5-1 
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Equation (3-14), is approximately 380.0 hours. 

As shown in later sections of this chapter, the semilog 

straight line analysis applies only to data in the transient or middle- 

time region. Consequently, the duration of the drawdown prior to the 

build-up has a significant effect on the build-up analysis. 

Extrapolation of the Homer Plot 

For an infinite-acting reservoir, in which the depletion due 

to the drawdown is assumed to be negligible, extrapolation of the 

semilog straight line yields the initial pseudo-pressure, $I,. This 

follows simply from Equation (5-3). At large shut-in times, 

(tfAt)/At = 1, which on substitution in Equation (5-3) gives Qws = qi. 

This is illustrated by Example 5-1. The Homer plot (Figure 5-5), when 
t+Ac _ extrapolated to ac - 1, yields a value of $i = 873.0 X lo6 psia2/cp 

which corresponds to an initial pressure pi = 3733 psia. In gas well 

testing, the reservoir pressure can sometimes be allowed to build up 

to its final value. However, in many instances the time required for 

a complete build-up may be too large, in which case an extrapolation 

becomes necessary. 

For finite reservoirs, an extrapolation of the semilog straight 

line to (t+At)/At = 1 yields a value of $*, defined in Chapter 2, 

Section 7.4. In such cases the average reservoir pressures may be 

calculated using the value of 9' obtained from a Homer plot and the 

methods described below. 

4.2 Finite Reservoir Behaviour 

When boundary effects become significant, Equation (5-3) no 

longer applies. As shown In Chapter 2, Section 7-4, flow from a finite 

reservoir may be represented by Equation (2-125), in the absence of skin 

and IT flow effects. 

Equation (2-125) may b,e written in terms of pseudo-pressure 

with appropriate substitutions for dimensionless quantities, and 

including an apparent skin factor, s', as 



4 II %A 
+ 2.303 . 

- & + 0.869 

Superposition of a build-up on the drawdown then gives 

q T 
*i - %Ju,, = 1.632~10~ + t+At 

[(I 
1% 7 f 

4 ' tDA 
2,303 

_- 
t+At 

for At << t F/At = 0 Fjt+Ar = Fit 

Equation (5-g), for At << t, then becomes 

q T 
'i - 'ws 

= 1.632x10" SC 
e+Ar 

log At 
4 ' tDA - 

+ 2.303 
AL 

kh 2.303 
I 

(5-W 

G-9) 

(5-10) 

Equation (5-lo), which applies for small values of At, shows 

that a plot of $"',, versus log (t+At/At) gives, initially, a straight 

line of slope m. However, unlike the infinite reservoir ca~a, the 

extrapolation to (t+At)/At = 1 does not result in a value fbt $,. The 

extrapolated value ia called $*. 

A typical build-up plot for a finite reservoir is illustrated 

by Figure 5-6. 

Average Reservoir Pressure from 
MBH Curves 

The average reservorr pressure for a bounded reservoir may be 

calculated as show below using the values of m and $J*, obtained from 

the Homer plot, and the M!3H cutve~. 

From Equation (5-10) for (tfAt)/At Y 1.0 
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FIGURE 5-6. BUILD-UP SEMILOG PLOT - FINITE RESERVOIR 

a,-$” = 1.632 x 106 
F 

2.303 1 (5-u”) 

where 

%A - 
2.637 x 1O-4 k t 

Q !J~ ci A 
(5-12) 

Equation (5-11) is the defining equation for @* and is equivalent to 

Equation (2-127). 

The material balance, Equation (2-94), may be written in terms 

of $ with appropriate substitutions for dimensionless quantities as 

9 
Qi-$ = 1.632~10” +y- (5-13) 

Subtracting Equation (5-11) from Equation (5-13) gives 
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$* - qR = m F 

2.303 

qR = q* - -2-- F 
2.303 

Equation (5-15), which is equrvalent to, Equation (2-129), may be used 

to calculate the average reservoir pressure for a finite reservoir. 

m is obtained as illustrated by Example 5-l. while $* is the 

value of $“s corresponding to (t+At)/At = 1 from the extrapolated 

semilog straight line. 

F, which is the MBH dimensionless pressure function, may be 

obtained from Figures C-l(a) to (g) corresponding to the appropriate 

well/reservoir configuration and reservoir shape. In using these 

figures, values of tDA may be cal.culared from Equation (5-12). If the 

MBH figures do not provide a particular configuration, F may be 

calculated for the limiting case6 either from Equation (2-130) of from 

Equation (2-131), whichever is appropriate. 

The procedure described above is applicable if tDA can be 

calculated from a knowledge of k, $, ul, ci, and A. If, however, all 

of these parameters are not known, an alternate method described by 

Odeh and Al-Hussainy (1971) may be used to calculate TRR- 

The method described by Odeh and Al.-Hussainy (1971) requires 

a knowledge of Qi. Details of the method may be obtained from their 

paper, but a brief description is given below. 

Equation (5-13) may be Written as 

tDA = $-g ($Ji - Q, (5-16) 

Substituting Equation (5-16) in Equation (5-11) and rearranging gives 

tJi - +* 'i - 'R F cc _- 
l-0 m 2.303 

(5-17) 

Equation (5-17) may also be obtained by rearranging Equation (5-15). 
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A graphical solution is then necessary. A number of values 

are assumed for (Qi-$,)/III. Corresponding values of tDA are calculated 

from Equation (5-16). The appropriate MBH curve, Figures C-l(a) to 

C-l(g), is chosen and values for F are obtained for the calculated 

values of tDA' Equation (S-17) is then used to calculate (qi-~*)/m. A 

plot is made of ($iq,)/m versus (I/J,-$*1/s. Odeh and Al-Hussainy (197l.) 

have prepared such plots corresponding to a few of the MBH dimensionless 

pressure .funcrions. Since ei is known and e* and m can be obtained from 

the Homer plot, (Qi-TR)/m is, easily obtained from the above plot. 

Hence FJI, can be calculated. 

The methods described above, that'is, the Homer-MBH plot and 

the extension by Odeh and Al-Hussainy, involve an extrapol.ation of the 

Homer straight line to (t+At)/At = 1 and the use of an apparent 

pseudo-pressure, I/J*. Ramey and Cobb (I.9711 have described a method for 

directly calculating q, from a Homer plot. This method involves the 

simultaneous solution of Equation (5-10) and Equation (5-13) for the 

value of (t+At)/At at which Qws = qR. The solution yields 

F (S-18) 

F may be calculated from either Equation (2-130) or from Equation 

(2-130, whichever is appropriate. Thus & may be read directly from 

the extrapolatrgn of the Hosner straight line to a value of (,t+At)/At 

determined from Equation (5-18). 

5 ALTERNATIVII METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

Several alternative methods for analyzing pressure build-up 

data are available. A few of the most commonly used alternatives have 

been cited in Section 1.1, and are reviewed in greater detail in this 

section. 
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5.1 Miller, Dyes and Hutchinson (MDH) Method 

When the drawdown period, prior to the build-up, is long 

enough to extend into the pseudo-steady state flow regime, the analysis 

suggested by Miller, Dyes and Hutchinson (1950) and Perrine (1956) may 

be used. They recommended e plot of p,, versus log At which would 

,result in a straight line following the deviation due to early-time 

data. Using the pseudo-pressure approach, the slope of this straight 

line is m, the same as that of the Homer plot. This Is confirmed by an 

examination of Equation (5-3) which can be written for Large producing 

times, that is, for t >> At as 

'i - 'ws = 1.632x lo6 log t - log At 
3 

Hence a plot of qWs versus At on semilogarithmic coordinates should give 

a straight line of slope m, from which kh may be calculated. The 

apparent skin factor, s’, may be obtained from Equation (5-7). 

The average reservor pseudo-pressure, q,, is obtained from 

Figure 5-7. The curves shown on Figure 5-7 were derived theoretically 

for the geometries shown, assuming pseudo-steady state flow prior to 

shut-in (Miller, Dyes and Hutchinson, 1950, Perrine, 1956, Piczer, 1964). 

Ramey (1967) and Earlougher and Ramey (1968) have presented similar 

curves for reservoirs of various other shapes. 

The value of AtDe is calculated at any chosen shut-in time, 

At, from 

AtDe = 
2.637x10-’ k At 

$ ui ci =; 
(5-20) 

where 

g = $ 
e 

for non-circular geometxles 

The corresponding value of 4pD is obtained from Figure 5-7 

or an appropriate curve. The average reservoir pressure is then 

cslculat ed f ram 
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(5-21) 

where 

In = slope of the MDH semilog straight Line 

?J ws = val.ue of the pseudo-pressure corresponding to the 

chosen shut-in time, At, from the straight line 

The curves of Figure 5-7 are valid only if pseudo-steady 

state flow conditions prevailed prior to shut-in. Where such a 

condition does not exist, the curves presented by Ramey and Cobb (1971) 

and by Cobb and Smith (1974) may be used. In such ca6es, although a 

semilog straight line is still obtained for the build-up data, this 

atraight line lasts for a shorter duration than when pseudo-steady 

state flow conditions are achieved prior to shut-in. 

5.2 Extended Muskat Method 

This method is based on that of Muskac (1937) as developed 

by Larson (1963) and Russell (1966) and essentially grves a straight 

line for data that occur in the late-time region. It assumes that the 

well has been produced to pseudo-steady state flow conditions before 

shut-in. Under such cenditions, it has been suggested that a plot of 

log (;R-p,,) versus At will result in a straight line. since T;, is 

not known, a graphical trial-and-error procedure becomes necessary. 

The correct value of iR is that uhich results in a straight line data 

plot, The slope of this straight line is a function of $pcA/k and may 

be used to estimate either @ or A. It is this fact that makes it 

worthy of consideration. However, Ramey and Cobb (1971) have shown 

that only a very small portion of the data is straightened out by this 

method, For example, for a well in the middle of a square, the data 

must lie in the range of 0.05 < toA < 0.09. 

Ramey and Cobb (1971) also showed that the production period 

does not necessarrly have to extend into the pseudo-steady state flow 

regime. However, the time required to reach the proper straight line 
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does increase as production time decreases below the time required to 

reach pseudo-steady state flow conditions. 

since the Muskat plot straightens build-up data over such a 

restricted pressure range and also since the time required to acquire 

the naceasary data is usually much longer than that required for 

either a Homer or MDH plot, practical considerations often limit the 

application of this method. 

5.3 Desuperposition--Slider Method 

Desuperposition, which is discussed in Section 2.1 and is 

illustrated by Example 5-1 may be used to analyze middle-time build-up 

data. As indicated in Section 2.1, the continued effect of drawdown 

during the shut-in period must be known. It may be predicted by type 

curve matching or by the use of appropriate equations. The approach 

proposed by Slider (1966, 1971) is illustrated by Figure 5-8. 

t 
TIME 

FIGURE 5-B. DESUPERPOSITION FOR THE SLIDER PLOT 
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The drawdow behaviour must be such that it can be 

extrapolated as shown by the dotted line. This may be done either by 

type curve matching (Section 2.1) or by the use of appropriate 

equations. Equation (4-5) applies prior to pseudo-steady state 

(t C ts) while Equation (4-28) applies thereafter. The desuperposed 

pseudo-pressure (@ ws-$wfp) at any shut-in time At is obtained by 

subtracting the extrapolated drawdown, 9 wfp, from the measured build-up 

pseudo-pressure, $“,,,. This desuperposed pressure, if platted against 

log 4t should give a straight line of slope IQ, equal to the slope from 

the Homer plot. Eventually, when At = ts, deviatron from the straight 

line will be observed, indlcaring the influence of a boundary. Slider 

(1966, 1971) proposed the use of this method after flow has reached a 

pseudo-steady state since the extrapolation of drawdown is easily 

obtained as a straight line of constant slope on arithmetic coordinates. 

Slider also showed that this procedure gives a straight line of a longer 

duration than that obtained by any other method. 

The practical limitations of this method, however, restrict 

1ts application in many cages. 

6 IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS PERTAINING 
TO BUILD-UP TESTS 

The theoretical relationships and the analysis procedures 

discussed in the previous sections refer to an ideal situation of a well 

in an homogeneous formation that is shut in after having produced at a 

constant rate. In practice, these idealized conditions are quite often 

not met and consequently the build-up behaviour, infinite or finite, is 

affected. Various factors that limit or affect the analysfs procedures 

are discussed below. 

6.1 Effect of the Duration of Drawdown 
Prior to Build-Up 

The MOH and Homer methods are similar in that they require a 

semilogarithmic plot of the test data. In both Cases, a portion of the 
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plotted data should result in a straight line of slope m, which Is 

inversely proportional to the formation permeability, At the time these 

methods were proposed, the MDH method required pseudo-steady state flow 

conditions prior to build-up, whereas the Homer method assumed infinite 

reservoirs so that drawdown and build-up data would be transient flow 

and middle-time, respectively. Although the obviously smaller time 

requirements for the latter method suggest its use In preference to the 

fanner method, Ramey and Cobb (1973.) h eve shown that the MDH method does 

not necessarily require pseudo-steady state flow prior to build-up and 

is often applicable in cases where the production rime is not known. 

Tn the analysis of build-up tests, it is possible to define 

the time-of-start of the semilog straight line by application of 

desuperposition methods and type curves as described in Section 2.1 and 

illustrated by Example 5-l. For the MDH or Homer plot, the straight 

line starts immediately after the early-time date. However, unlike 

drawdown tests where the end of transient flow can be defined through 

the concept of a radius of investigation or observed deviations from the 

straight line plot, the end of the build-up semilog’straight line is not 

so easily identified. This is ,because the point of deviation from the 

Homer or MDB straight lines is a function, not only of reservoir 

boundaries, but also of the duration of the flow period prior to build- 

up. So far no simple correlations have been developed that account for 

both these factors. 

Miller, Dyes and Hutchinson (1950) have shown that for a well 

located in the centre of a closed circular reservoir, produced to 

pseudo-steady state prior to shut-in, the semilog straight line ends at 

a atDA of 0.024 where 

AtDA - 
2.64 x lO+ k AC 

$PCA 

Macrhews and Russell (1967) have suggested that the straight line exists 

for a ArDA of ,0.032. Ramey and Cobb (1971) compared the time required 

to reach the end of the semilog straight line for the MDH and Homer 

plots. A very significant finding we the dependence of time-of-end of 
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the semilog straight Line on the duration of drawdown prior to build-up. 

Although the restriction of pseudo-steady state flow prior to build-up 

for an MDH plot is not necessary, the length of the proper semilog 

straight line becomes very short as the producing time shortens. For 

the fame drawdown period, the Homer plot straightens out build-up data 

over much longer shut-in times than does an MDH plot. 

A comprehensive analysis of the problem of defining the time- 

of-end of the semilog straight line and its dependence on duration of 

flow has been conducted by Cobb and Smith (1974). In investigating 

these methods of analysis for a wide variety of well Locations in square 

and rectangular reservoirs for a wide range of producing times, they 

confirm the dependence of the time-of-end of the semilog straight line 

on duration of flow and also confirm that the Homer plot yields a 

straight line over a longer shut-in time period than the MDN plot. They 

also presented a larger number of graphical correlations to predict the 

maximum shut-in time for a Homer or MDH analysis. 

10-z 1V’ 1 IO 

, 3 2.637x10-‘kt 
DA +/$+ 

FIGURE 5-9. COMPARISON OF TIMES REQUIRED TO REACH 
THE END OF HORNER AND MDH STRAIGHT LINES 

From Cobb and Smith (19741 
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,Eigure.5-9, adapted from Cobb and Smith (1974), compares the 

time-of-end of the semilog straight line for a well in the centre of a 

square reservoir. The curves represent the shut-in time where deviation 
_I 

from the semilog straight line is less than ten’pe? cent. The distinct 

advantage of using a Homer plot for the analysis of build-ua, data 

following short-time flow tests is obvious from the figure. Even for 

longer flaw durations the Homer plot permits a longer semilog straight 

line. For other criteria of accuracy or for other well/reservoir 

configurations and geometries, the information may be found in Cobb and 

Smith (1974). 

Excessive Duration of Drawdown 

When the duration of drawdown extends into the pseudo-steady 

State region, the value of t used in a Homer plot can have a 

significant effect on the calculated results, Pinson (1972) has 

discussed the case of build-up tests on oil wells where the production 

time prior to shut-in was greater than that required to reach pseudo- 

steady state. He suggests that any value of t greater than ts, the time 

to stabilization, may be used in the Homer plot providing that the same 

value of t is used with the MBH curves to convert p* to PH. Kazemi 

(1974) has extended this concept to gas flow. “However, he has pointed 

out that the MBH curves were derived principally for liquid flow, and 

that they are abplicable to gas flow oely up to a certain value of tDA, 

depending ou the reservoir geometry and flow rate. This is clearly 

illustrated by Figure 5-10, from Al-Hussainy (1967, p. 63). for a well 

in the centre of a circular reservoir. 

A substantial error may be caused in the straight line plot 

when t >> t 
3’ 

Accordingly, for a gas well producing at pseudo-steady 

state flow conditions prior to shut-in, it is preferable to use a time, 

t, approximately equal to but larger than t s, in constructing the Homer 

plot and in obtaining values of F from the MBH curves. It should be 

noted, when calculating tDA, that u and c, which are usually evaluated 

at initial conditions (for gas flow using the $ treatment), should be 

evaluated at the average reservoir pressure prevailing at a time ts 
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hours before shut-in. This may involve an iterative procedure and a 

material balance calculation. Since a good first eskimate is usually 

available from the pressure build-up, the number of iterations will be 

small, usually two or three in most cases. 

/ 

a- 

,, 3 

I I 
- LIQUID 1 IN TERMS OF P I 
---- GAS I IN TERMS OF ‘# 1 

0 4D - 0.05 
0 90 : 0.10 

I oA' 2.637x10-'kt 

+ ,%A 

FIGURE 5-10. MBH DIMENSIONLESS PRESSURE FUNCTION FOR ONE 

WELL IN THE CENTER OF A CIRCLE 
From ,¶l.tiursoiny IlP67, p,631 

6.2 Build-Up Following a Two-Rate Drawdown Test 

The two-rate drawdown test, described in Chapter 4, Section 

4.2, is often conducted to permit separation of the apparent skin 

factor, s', into its components s and Dqsc. Such a test may also be 

analyzed to calculate the value of kh. The analysis of a build-up that 

follows a two-rate dtnwdown can yield values of kh that provide a check 

on the results of a drawdown analysis. 

The flow rake and time sequences used to develop the multi- 

rate drawdown analysis still apply but with slight modification. A well 
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is flowed at B rate q, up to time tl, at a rate q, up to time t and then 

shut-in. The shut-in time is represented, as before, by At. Using this 

notation, Equation (4-15) flay be modified to represent the build-up 

period as 

‘i- ‘VI’,, = 

1.632x106qlT 

k h 

1. 632x106 (q>-q1 IT 
t kh 3.24 

(5-23) 

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (5-23) 

represents the effect due to the drawdown at rate q, for time (t+At). 

The second term is the effect of the change in drawdown rate (q2-q1) 

for time (t+At-tl). The third term is the effect of the change III 

rate (O-q,) for time At. Combining these terms and stiplifylng 

Equation (5-23) gives 

(5-24) 

Hence a plot of $Jws versus log 
t + At 

t+At- t, +$ log (“~yl) on 

arithmetic coordinates should give a straight line of slope, m, from 

which 

kh= 
1.632X10” q, T 

(5-25) 
m 

The restrictions mentioned before for the analysis of two-rate 
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tests and for the identification of the proper straight Line on a Homer 

plot also apply co the above analysis. For a bounded reservoir, the 

intercept of the straight line on the ordinate of the plot should yield 

$* which may then be used as described In Section 4.2 to calculate $,. 

6.3 Build-Up Following a Variable-Rate Drawdown 

The various factors restricting the conduct of constant-rate 

deliverabillty tests are summarized in Chapter 3, Section 7.3 The 

effects of variable rates on the analysis of drawdown tests are discussed 

in Chapter 4, Section 6.1. The methods for accommodating rate 

variations in the drawdown preceding a build-up are essentially the same 

as for the anal.ysis of variable-rate drawdown tests. 

In particular the methods of Odeh and Jones (1965) may be 

adapted as follows for analyzing a build-up following a variable-rate 

drawdown. Supposing that the rate variations can be represented by 

step changes and also that the drawdown can be averaged over each of 

the time intervals, the flow sequence becomes: a flow rate q, up to 

time tl, a flow rate q2 up to time t,, and so on, to a flow rate q, up to 

time tn. The total drawdown time is again represented by t, that is, 

t=t. The shut-in following rate qn 

Usingnthese notations, Equation (4-35) 

extends over the time period At. 

may be extended to include the 

shut-in period to give 

log (r+At- tj-,) 1 (5-26) 

where 

m' 
= 1.632X106 T 

kh 

Aqj = 
qj - qj-r 

9 n+1 = 0 

to ,= q, = 0 

t t n 
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A plot of (ei- Qws)/qn versus log (t+At-t 
j-1) 1 on arithmetic 

coordinates should give a straight line from which kh may be obtained. 

Defining qwwfO as the pseudo-pressure just before shut-in, 

Equation (4-34) may be written as 

@i-%0 = ml n *qj 
qn 1 - log (t - t 

j=l %I j-1) 

+m' [lO.(# pi t1 & 3.23 + 0.869 s] (5-U) 

Subtracting Equation (5-26) from Equation (5-27) gives 

+ m’ 
(0 - 9J 

4, 
log At 

Defining Qws, aa the pseudo-pressure at At = 1, and assuming 
ct+1- tjwl) 

(t - tJwl) 
: 1 for allj=l, . , ., n, Equation (T-28) may be 

simplified to give 

s’ = 1.151 (5-29) 

Equation (5-29) ie valid when IT flow effects are negligibLe or when 

the assumption s' = s; = s; = . . . = s: can be made. When IT flow 

effects cannot be neglected, the above equations may be modified to 

include a' = 6 + Dqsc. A graphical trial-and-error procedure (Chapter 4, 

Section 6.1) is then necessary to calculate kh, s and D. 
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The above procedures are fairly involved and quite often the 

added accuracy is not justified. In some cases, good approximations 

can be obtained by much simpler procedures outlined below. 

Simplified Approaches 

Homer (1951) stated, without any substantiation, that as a 

“good working approximation” a corrected time of flow, tc, should be 

used in place of the actual flow time, t, when the flowing rate has been 

variable. The corrected time of flow is defined as 

e = cumulative production 
c last flow rare (T-30) 

Equation (5-3) still represents the flow behaviour with t replaced by 

tC and q,, replaced by the last flow i-ate. The latter replacement also 

applies for calculating kh from Equation (5-4). Generally, this is a 

reasonable approximation which leads to a correct extrapolation to $* 

but may give inaccurate values of kh. Odeh and Nabor (1966) showed that 

this simplification could sometimes lead to a complete misinterpretation 

of the build-up data. 

Nisle (1956) showed that in the event of a short-term shut-in 

(of duration 6,), if the subsequent production (of duration 6,) is at 

least ten times a8 long as the shut-in, that Is, 6, 2 10 6,, the effect 

of the shut-in on subsequent build-up data would.be less than ten per 

cent and could be ignored. HOWeVer, if deemed necessary. the temporary 

shut-in may be completely accounted for by plotting I& veraus 

log [(t+At)/At] [(6,+At)/(6,+6,+At)] only for cases where the flow 

rate before and after the temporary shut-in is the same. 

Brauer (1965) applied the principle of superposition to show 

chat any rate variations that had occurred a reasonably long time before 

the final shut-in (say, not later than 0.1 t) would have little effect 

on the build-up pressures. In these instances the actual flow time and 

the last flow rate are used in the analysis. 

Odeh and Sellg (1963) developed equations for a modified rate 

q” to be used with a modified time t* in the Homer plot. The q*, t* 
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method was obtained from the superposition of the variable rate effects. 

However, it should be used only when the shut-in time is at least one- 

and-a-half timesthe production period, as in a drill-stem test or a 

pressure build-up following a short-term flow test. When the flow rates 

have varied stepwise, t* and q* are given by 

q q (t2 - t2 
'-2QTjcl j j j-1) 1 

where 

QT = 
cumulative production during time t 

to = 0 

6.4 Radius of Investigation 

Several correlations have been published for calculating the 

radius of investigation from build-up tests (Gray, 1965, Odeh and Nabor, 

1966, Matthews and Russell., 1967, p. 94, Gibson and Campbell, 1970). 

Most of the correlations give conflicting results. In general, these 

were derived for infinite-acting reservoirs and can thus be very 

misleading. 

Odeh and Nabor (1966) obsened that the time of departure from 

a semilog straight line was approximately four times larger for a 

drawdown than for a build-up. Consequently, they postulated the presence 

of a transitional (late transient) zone between the transient and 

pseudo-steady state periods. They also gave an equation for calculating 

the radius of investigation for drawdown tests and another one for 

build-up tests. 

At best, any equation for radius of investigation from a 

build-up test is very approximate. Furthermore, no simple equation has 

been found to be valid in all. cases. IIY a reservoir that is known to 

be infinite-acting, the radrus of investigation is simply obtained by 
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replacing t in Equation (3-16) by (t f At). However, this calculation 

is valid only for rinv C re or (t+At) < ts and it is usually 

difficult to deduce the time for which a reservoir is infinite-acting 

from the straight line of a build-up plot. The fact that the build-up 

plot is straight does not imply that the reservoir is still inflnite- 

acting. This was demonstrated conclusively by Ramey and Cobb (1971). 

They showed that even a finite.reservoir which had been produced for a 

very long period (t>t3), exhibited a straight line of the correct 

slope on a norner plot. Therefore, fdr a finite rescrvor, the pubLished 

radius of investigation equations are not valid for build-up data. 

A rigorous determination of the radius of investigation from 

build-up data involves desuperposition of the data and an analysis of 

the desuperposed data by drawdown techniques. The deauperposition 

procedure, sometimes called the Slider plot (Section 5.3) is also 

discussed in Section 2.1 and Example 5-l. If the drawdom preceding the 

build-up extended into the pseudo-steady state, the desuperposed data 

plot (log A$ versus log At) will give a straight line until At = ts at 

which point deviation will start. This value of ts is the upper limit 

of applicability of Equation (3-M) which may be used to determine the 

radius of investigation during the build-up test by replacing t by At. 

If, however, the drawdown does not extend into pseudo-steady state 

flow conditions, the dcsuperposed data plot will give a straight line 

until t+At = ts at which point deviation will start. In such a case 

the radius of investigation will be the same as for an infinite-acting 

reservoir. The above procedures are, of course, subject to the 

resttictlons that apply to desuperposition methods. 

In conclusion, it is emphasized that the fact that a Homer 

plot is straight does not indicate that boundary effects have not yet 

been felt. As a corollary, the point of deviation from the Homer 

straight line is a function not only of reservoir boundaries, but also 

of the duration of flow prior to build-up. so far no simple correlation 

has been developed to account for both of these factors. 
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6.5 Effects of Reservoir Heterogeneities 
and Other Factors 

The pressure buildwp analysis methods presented in the 

previous sections are based on the ideal reservoir model of Chapter 2. 

Several deviations that may include reservoir heterogeneities. phase 

redistribution, wellbore storage, interference effects, and so forth, 

wil.1 affect the data collected during build-up tests. Some of these 

deviations may be recognized from a Homer plot. A few of the important 

deviations from the idealized reservoir model are shown in Figure 5-11 

which is referred to, as necessary, in the following sectlons. 

Well Near a Barrier/Sealing Fault 

Homer (1951) has shown that the effect of a fault/barrier in 

an otherwise infinite-acting reservoir is to cause the build-up plot to 

start off as a straight Line with the proper slope, gradually bend over, 

and eventually become another straight line with twice the slope of the 

first. This is illustrated by Figure 5-U(g). The first straight line 

gives the proper value of kh. The second straight line gives the proper 

extrapolation to qi. The distance between the well and the fault may be 

obtained by simultaneous solution of the equations representing the two 

straight lines. If Ati represent* the time at which the two lines 

intersect and if (d/2) represents the distance to the fault, then, for 

long producing times, 

- Ei - = 2’303 log (5-32) 

Equation (5-27) may be solved for d using the plot of the Ei 

function (Figure 2-6) or from Tables of Mathematical Functions (Jahnke 

and Emde, 1945). Gray (1965) has shown that this equation is valid only 

for large producing times and can give substantially erroneous values 

for short flow periods, as in drill-stem tests. k has also presented 

several approximations and graphical procedures for calculating the 

distance to a fault. III some cases, the Ei function of Equation (5-32) 
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FIGURE 5-11. EXAMPLE BUILDUP CURVES 
A 10 G,I - From Motthewr and Rwelll IPOT p.1231 
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may be approximated by a logarithmic expression. Gray (1965) has found 

that the expression given by Davis and Hawkins (1963) for drawdown tests 

seems to apply reasonably well to build-up tests. The approximation 

takes the final form 

d 1.48 x 1o-4 “’ 

z = @UC 
(5-33) 

Gibson and Campbell (l.970) have reviewed the various methods 

of calculating the distance to a barrier, both constant pressure and 

no-flow, from build-up tests. They quote the work of Ishteiwy and 

Van ,PoolLen (1967) which consists;.of determining the value of (t+At)lAt 

at the point of deviation from the first straight line to obtain the 

following approximation 

I 
0.5 

d 9.33x10-* k t - = 
2 

deviation 

(5-34) 

The equations given above, along with any others in the 

literature yield only order of magnitude answers. The build-up 

behaviout of a well between two barriers is shown in Figure 5-11(h). 

Multi-Layer Reservoirs 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, Section 2.2, the drawdown 

calculation procedures developed for single-layer reservoirs also apply 

to multi-layer, homogeneous reservoirs. The same is true for a build-up 

analysis of such reservoirs. 

Some reservoirs, however, consist of layers of widely 

different permeabilities, with varying degrees of cross flow. The 

analysis of the behaviour of these systems is not possible by the 

methods developed in previous sections. A simplified model in which it 

is assumed that no cross flow takes place between layers, often called 

a commingled system, involves communication between the layers only at 

the wellbore. The behaviour of commingled systems has been studied 

extensively by several authors (Lefkovits, Hszebroek, Allen and Matthews, 
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1961, Kazemi, 1970, Cobb, Ramey and Miller, 1972, Raghavan, Topaloglu, 

Cobb and Ramey, 1973, Earlougher, Kersch and Kunzman, 1974). 

In general, the build-up behaviour of commingled systems 

(stratified layers) is as shown in Figure 5-11(k). The straight line AB 

that foLLows early-time data gives the proper value of E where 

kh = $1, ki hi 

The flattening portion BC represents the fact that the more 

permeablx Layers, which depl.ete to a larger extent than the less 

permeable layers during drawdown, have attained the average pressure of 

those layers. 

since the less permeable Layers are depleted less than the 

more permeable ones, their average pressures are higher. The portion CD 

represents a repressurization of the more permeable layers until DE is 

reached. This last portion indicates that all layers are now at the 

same average reservoir pressure and that the build-up is complete. 

Although multi-layer systems usually exhibit the build-up 

curve of Figute 5-11(k), they could also have a completely different 

shape, to the extent that they may not be distinguishable from single- 

layer systems. Note for example, the similarity of Figures 5-l!.(k) and 

5-11(L), the latter applying to a single-layer system. one way of 

differentiating between multi-layer and single-layer systems is by 

inspection of the final rise CD. For multi-layer systems the magnitude 

of the final rise depends on both the producing rate and the duration 

of the flow period prior to build-up. If either of these is changed, 

the magnitude of CD is altered. The authors mentioned above have 

correlated the final rise with permeability ratios and with pay 

thickness ratios, or MBH-type pressure functions, for various multi- 

layer systems. Their correlations may be used to determine &. 

Since the time for wellbore storage effects to become 

negligible is controlled by wellbore conditions, it is the same as for 

single-layer systems. The semilog straight line, which gives G, ends 

at about the same shut-in time as it would if the layer with the 
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smallest value of $/k acted alone. 

Naturally Fractured Reservoirs 

As a method of anal.ysis for naturally fractured reservoirs, 

Pollard (1959) has suggested the plotting of log (ER- p,,) versus At. 

By graphical differenclng, the pressure drop due to skin and that due 

to flow through the fractures may be identified individually. The volume 

of the fractures may also be estimated. Pirson and Pirson (1961) have 

extended the Pollard analysis using an electrical analogue to determine 

not only the skin factor and the fracture pore volume hut also the 

matrix pore volume and the radius of drainage of the well, 

Warren and Root (1963) have idealized a naturally fractured 

reservoir by assuming the res,ervoir to consist of a primary porosity 

system, the matrix, and a secondary porosity system, the fracture. They 

introduced two factors, namely, w, which is a meas”re of the capacity 

(9~) of each system and A which reflects the degree of interporosity 

flow. A typical bulld-up curve consists of two parallel straight lines 

as shown in Figure 5-11(j). 

Dyes and Johnston (1953) and Odeh (1965) have concluded ia 

apparent contradiction to the findings of Warren and Root (1963) that 

build-up in fractured reservoirs is similar to and indistinguishable 

from that in a homogeneous reservoir. This inconsistency was resol.ved 

by Kazemi (1969) who has found that a naturally fractured reservoir 

behaves as has been suggested by Warren and Root (1963). A two-parallel 

slope system is evident on drawdown or build-up plots. Kazemi (1969) 

has also shown that the finding of Odeh (1965), indicating that the 

behaviour is essentially that of a homogeneous system, is compatible 

with the Warren and Root model for small block dimensions (3 feet) and a 

matrix permeability greater than 0.01 md. However, these conditions 

often do not exist. He also concluded that the Pollard pressure build- 

up plot has only an apparent validity in evaluating pore volumes and 

that at large times a fractured reservoir behaves like an equivalent 

homogeneous one. 

Crawford, Hagedorn and Pierce (1973) have confirmed the 
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applicability of the model proposed by Warren and Root (1963) for a 

naturally fractured reservoir. They obtained a multi-slope (parallel 

sections) behaviour as required by the model., in both drawdown and 

build-up analyses, from which the effective permeability and initial 

pressure of the formation could be obtained. The results of Odeh (1965) 

are consistent with the Warren and Root model, but his conclusioas apply 

to the particular situation that he considered and may not be 

generalized. 

Adams, Ramey and Burgess (1968) have observed that the 

pressure build-up in fractured carbonate reservoirs does not conform to 

that proposed by Warren and Root (1963) nor to that of Odsh (1965). 

They obtained two, and sometimes three, straight lines of different 

slopes which indicates an increasing permeability. Accordingly, they 

hypothesized a model of two concentric regions, the inner one reflecting 

the true permeability of the matrix and the outer on@ representing the 

effects of the fractures. Their results indicate that the first straight 

line should yield the proper matrix permeability and the second line 

should be extrapolated to give the stabilized shut-in pressure. 

Non-Circular and Non-Symmetrical 
Reservoirs 

A typical build-up plot in a non-circular reservoir is shown 

in Figure 5-11(l). The build-up behaviour and the determination of 

average drainage area pressure by the Hornet-MBH method are affected by 

the shape of the drainage area. Often the well/reservoir conflguratlon 

may be assumed to be circular or square wrch the well in the centre, and 

the methods of analysis described previously may be applied. Howevet, 

this is not always so, and it is then important to determine the 

appropriate drainage pattern. when two wells are producing from the 

same pool, there will exist between them a no-flow boundary. This was 

investigated by Matthews, Brons and Hazebroek (1954) and by Matthews and 

Lefkovits (1955) in a sequeL to the MBH publication. They constructed 

a flow model using permaaganare crystals to delineate the flow lines. 

They showed that approximate drainage boundaries may be drawn and that 

these could be approximated by rectangles, squares, triangles, ox their 
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combinations. Starting with the well producing at the highest rate, the 

line joining it and a neighbouring well may be divided in the ratio 

%I'% = dH/dL, where subscripts H and L refer to the high and low flow 

rates and d is the distance to the no-flow boundary that wKt1 exist 

between the wells. This is repeated for surrounding wells. If the 

volume thus obtained is less than qE/qtotal, the drainage area must be 

adjusted to "finger" between the wells with the lowest rate or in the 

direction of a sparsely drilled section of the reservoir. Examples of 

models used to represent asymmetric drainage areas are shown in Figure 

5-12. The MBH pressure functions for the model reservoirs are given 

in Figures C-l(a) to C-l(g). 

Interference Effects 

If the shut-in weI. is in a reservoir from which other wells 

continue to produce, at long shut-in times the continued production at 

other wells will influence the build-up behaviour. This is illustrated 

by Figure 5-11(e). Theoretically, the analysis of data acquired from 

one of many wells in a bounded reservoir requires a superposition of the 

effects of each of the producing wells at the shut-in well. This forms 

the basis for analyzing so-called interference tests. The utility of 

interference tests in testing gas wells is very limited on account of 

the difficulty in measurement of the pressure response that is masked or 

delayed by the compressibility of the gas. The application of 

interference tests in oil wells is described by Matthews and Russell 

(1967). 

6.6 Reliability of Build-Up Test Analysis 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, Section 6.4, a linearized form of 

the general flow equation of Chapter 2, Section 5.6 has been adapted to 

the analysis of drawdown tests. In this chapter, the same linearized 

flow equation has been adapted to the analysis of build-up tests. 

Wattenbarger (1967) has investigated the effects of this linearization. 

His conclusions are summarized below: 
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1. The permeability thickness, kh, can be determined accurately from 

the Horner build-up plot using the pseudo-pressure approach, for 

reasonable flow rates. For high flow rates, qD 2 0.1, the 

calculated value may be low. For the cases simulated, this error 

was always less than ten per cent. 

2. Wellbore storage, skin and IT flow effects are all early-time 

effects in build-up testing and do not affect the ultimate slope of 

the straight-line portion, if a straight Line exists. In caSeS 

where outer boundary effects are significant, it is possible that 

the'proper straight line portion will not exist. 

3. The existence of turbulence can lead to serious errors in the 

calculation of kh in some drawdown tests. However, for build-up 

tests it has.been observed that turbulence has little or no effect 

on the determination of kh. Therefore, when turbulence is 

significant, more confidence can be placed in the kb determined from 

a build-up test than from a drawdown test. 

Notwithstanding the small error in kh when IT flow effects are 

significant, build-up rests, when properly conducted, will usually give 

accurate values for kh, s and D. 

7 DELIVERABILITY 

Even though a build-up test does not involve the production of 

gas, the results may be used to calculate the stabilized deliverability 

potential of a well. This may be accomplished by the procedurea 

described in Chapter 4, Section 7. The parameters kh and 3' obtained 

from a build-up analysis may be used in Equation (4-41) to estimate the 

deliverability. The Limitations of Equation (4-41) include its application 

to low flow rates or to flow rates near that used in the drawdown 

preceding the build-up. 

If a deliverability equation is required for application over 

a wide range of flow rates, it becomes necessary to conduct two build-up 

tests following substantially different flow rates. This permits 

calculation of s:.and s: from which s and D may be ca,lculated. 
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Equations (4-39) and (4-40) msy then be used to calculate the stabilized 

flow constants a and b. The quadratic form of the deliverability 

equation, Equation (3-4), is then applicable to all flow rates. 

8 GUIDE-LINES FOR DESIGNING BUILD-UP TESTS 

Since a build-up test involves a drawdown period followed by a 

shut-in period, it usually serves a multiple purpose. In addition to 

confirming the results obtained from drawdow tests or possibly from the 

drawdown period of the build-up test, the proper conduct and analysis of 

a build-up test provides accurate values of the permeability thickness, 

kh, the apparent skin factor, s’, and the average reservoir pressure, 

PR. Furthermore, these parameters may be used to predict the stabilized 

deliverability relationship and thereby confirm the result of 

deliverability tests. The calculation of jR is an important function of 

build-up analyses and is essential to the material balance calculations 

of reserve*. 

Relevant experience is perhaps the most valuable asset in gas 

well testing and whenever pos6ibl.e it must be utilized in the design of 

build-up tests. In the absence of such howledge, the guide-lines 

discussed below may be used to supplement the related information 

contained in Chapter 3, Section 8 and in Chapter 4, Section 8. 

8.1 Choice of Analysis Method 

With due regard to the relevance and accuracy of the various 

methods discussed in previous sections, rt is necessary to appreciate 

the practicality and economics of the tests that can be conducted in an 

effort to acquire good data. Each situation warrants special attention 

and may or may not be conducive to the more accurate analysis procedures. 

In cases where only transient data are acquired, the Horner- 

MDH method is eminently suited to calculatfon of kh, a’ and PR. However, 

it is also possible that only late-time data may be acquired, in which 

case the extended Muskat method msy be usable. 
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8.2 Choice of Equipment 

The same general. considerations apply for build-up tests as 

those described for deliverability tests in Chapter 3, Section 8.2 and 

for drawdown tests in Chapter 4, Section 8.,2. In particular, bottom 

hole shut-$n and pressure measurement equipment is recommended for use 

whenever possible. This avoids the problems associated with wellbore 

storage and phase redistribution in the wellbore. 

8.3 Choice of Flow Rate and Duration of 
Flow Rate Prior to Shut-In 

The flow rate is chosen so that a significant drawdown is 

observable at the well. The duration of flow should preferably be long 

enough so that a semilog analysis of the drawdown data,is possible, but 

as excessive duration of the drawdown period should be avoided fox 

reasons given in Section 6.1 of this chapter. Furthermore, the duration 

of drawdown should be planned to minimize or eliminate flaring of gas. 

The values of kh and s’ obtained from a drawdown analysis may then be 

compared with those obtained from the build-up data analysis and any 

inconsistencies investigated. 

In general it is reconnnended that the duration of the flow 

period be at least five times the duration of early-time effects. This 

should then result in approximately half a log cycle of straight line 

on the semilog plot. 

8.4 Duration of Shut-In 

The well should be shut-in for as long as possible but at least 

for a period greater than five times the duration of early-time effects. 

9 CALCULATING AND PLOTTING TEST RESULTS 

Althouth various types of analysis methods have been described 

in previous secttons, the following procedures apply only to the 
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Homer-MBH method of analyzing a pressure build-up preceded by a 

single-rate drawdown. The other methods of analysis and also the ocher 

testrng sequences, 1Fke build-up periods following two-rate or variable- 

rate tests, simply involve slight modifications of these procedures. 

The identification of the time-of-start of the ssmilog 

straight line by desuperposition and type curve matching has been 

described in Section 2 and illustrated by Example 5-1. If type curve 

matching techniques cannot be applied, a reasonable approximation of the 

duration of early-time effects may be made from equations that apply to 

drawdown tests, for example, Equation (3-19). 

The top end of the semilog straight line may be estimated from 

Figure 5-9. If the drainage area/well configuration is very different 

from a square with a centrally located well, an appropriate figure may 

be obtained from Cobb and Smith (1974). 

A plot of ews versus (t+At)/At on semilogarithmic coordinates 

may be made and the best straight line may be drawn between the 

approximate limits defined above. The slope of the line is measured 

and is termed m, the intercept of the straight line (extrapolated, if 

necessary) at At = 1 is termed “,,,. Using Equations (5-4) and (5-7) 

along with h and $ from geological evaluation/well logs, the known value 

of rw and ui, ci, calculated by the methods described in Appendix A, the 

permeability, k, and the apparent skin factor, s’, may be calculated. 

If s’ is to be separated into its constituents, s and Dqsc, a second 

build-up test may be conducted following a substantially different flow 

ratei Equations (4-8) and (4-9) may then be solved for the values of 

s and D. 

The straight line of the Homer plot is extrapolated to 

(t+At)/At = 1 to give $*. The approprrate value of t is used in 

Equation (5-12) to calculate tD*. The appropriate MBB curve is selected 

from Figures C-l(a) to C-l(g) and a value is obtained for F. 

Alternatively, F may he calculated from Equations (2-130) or (Z-131). 

since m, F and $* are known, qR can be calculated from Equation (5-15) 

and then converted to pR’ 
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10 DRILL-STEM TEST PRESSURE BUILD-UP ANALYSIS 

The operational considerations in obtaining reliable DST 

pressure data, the practical considerations in DST interpretation and 

relevant references to DST pressure analysis have been presented in an 

excellent review by Matthews and Russell (1967, pp. 84-91). The most 

common test procedure in use is the double shut-in method involving the 

following sequence of events: initial flow and initial shut-in periods, 

and the final flow and final shut-in periods. These are illustrated by 

the schematlc DST pressure record of Figure 5-13. 

TIME - 
A - Initial Mud D-lnitiol Build-up G - Final Mud 
B - Pocher Sc,uaazs E-Final Flow 
C - Initial Flow F - Final Build-up 

FIGURE 5-13. A TYPICAL SCHEMATIC DST PRESSURE RECORD 

TIME - 
A - Initial Mud D-lnitiol Build-up G - Final Mud 
B - Pocher Sc,uaazs E-Final Flow 
C - Initial Flow F - Final Build-up 

FIGURE 5-13. A TYPICAL SCHEMATIC DST PRESSURE RECORD 

The pressure build-up analysis theory developed in this 

chapter may be applied to the analysis of DST pressure build-up data. 

In tests where the build-up is preceded by a flowing DST, the 
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requirement of a constant producing rate Is often satisfied. Under such 

conditions the HOIYWPMBH method may be applied to the build-up data to 

obtain approximations of kh and s' using Equations (5-4) and (5-7). 

Since a drill-stem test is usually conducted on a new well, assuming 

negligible depletion, an extrapolation of the Ilorner plot yields the 

initial reservoir pressure. 

However, in some cases and especially during a DST in which 

production is into the drill pipe, the flow rate usually decreases 

throughout the flow period. Furthermore, this rate of decline is 

usually constant. Under such conditions, the averaging procedure 

suggested by Dolan, Einarsen and Hill (1957) is acceptable. They have 

shown that es long as the difference in the initial and final production 

rates in the flow period prior to the build-up is not extreme, an average 

production rate can be used in the pressure build-up analysis. The 

average rate is simply obtained by dividing the fluid recovery by the 

length of the flow perrod. 

Odeh and Selig (1963), however, do not recommend use of the 

Homer plot for analyzing a build-up preceded by a'variable-rate drawdown, 

As described in Section 6.3, the method of Odeh and Selig requires that 

the duration of the build-up period be at least one-and-a-half times the 

duration of the preceding drawdown. This condition is satisfied by 

drill-stem testing procedures. Equation (5-31) was suggested for use 

with build-up data fol.lowing short flow tests in which the flow-rate 

decline with time in known, 1n drill-stem testing, however, the rate of 

flow as a function of time ia usually not known. Since the pressure as 

a function of time is usually known, an alternative equation of the 

following form fs used to calculate t*+ 

t” = * 

1 

t _ & Jl (Pj - Pj-Pj + y1) 
2 

f (P. - PjJ 
l-1 J 

(5-36) 
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where 

PO = pressure at the start of the initial flow period, 

at to 

PII 
= pressure at the end of the final flow period, 

at t 
n 

t = duration of the initial flow, initial shut-m and 

final flaw periods 

Additional information that may be estimated from driLL-stem 

tests includes the radius of investigation, changes in permeability, 

reservoir heterogeneities within the radius investigated by the test, 

and so forth. More comprehensive studies on drill-stem testing are 

available in the literature referenced by Matthews and Russell 

(1967, p. 91). 



CHAPTER 6 GENERAL GUIDELINES RELATED TO THE FIELD 
CONDUCT AND REPORTING OF TESTS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Previous chapters, related notes, and the appendices describe 

the various types of deliverability, drawdown and build-up tests for the 

estimation of reservoir/well behaviour and also recommend procedures 

for the application of these tests. This chapter is intended aa an 

appropriate guideline regarding the field application of these testing 

procedures. 

General guidelines for the selection of testing equipment, for 

the measurement of wellhead flow rates, for the measurement of wellhead 

or bottom holepressures, andfor the sampling and analysis of produced 

fluids are included in Sections 2 and 3. Some useful information related 

to the field conduct and reporting of results from deliverability, 

drawdown and build-up tests is included in Section 4. 

For guidance in the selection of appropriate tests, the 

magnitude of flow rates, the duration of flow and shut-in periods, and 

related criteria for the selected test, reference may be made to the 

chapter which relates to the type of test being undertaken. 

2 'GAS WELL TESTING FACILITIES 

6-L 

The two important factors which govern the selection of 

testing equipment are the nature of the produced fluids and the type of 

test being conducted. This section describes the essential features of 

various wellhead testing facilities that are necessitated by the 

presence of condensate, water, or acid gases in the natural gas being 

produced. Variations in these configurations or alternative methods 

that may be warranted by the specific requirement of different types of 

tests are described in Sections 3 and 4, whenever necessary. 
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2.1 Sweet Dry Gas 

The simplest configuration of wellhead testing facilities is 

required for a well producing a sweet dry gas. The testing equipment 

essentially consists of a flow rate measurement device, a shut-in and 

flowing pressure measurement device, a thermometer, gas sampling 

equipment and the necessary fittings for connecting the equipment to 

the wellhead. 

When the produced gas is being vented to the atmosphere, a 

commonly used flow rate measurement device is a critical flow prover 

which is attached to the top of the wellhead. Unless there axe 

regulations to the contrary, the gas vented from the fl.ow prover Is 

not burned. A horizontal posltioning,of the flow prover should be 

avoided eince high flow rates will set up a considerable torque which 

may cause the prover fittings or the wellhead to unwind. 

If the well being tested is to be produced into a gas 

gathering system, the flow rate measurement Xs usually made with an 

orifice meter using a permanent or removable meter run. 

In some instances, the production well that is to be tested 

does not have a permanently installed flow measurement device. To 

avoid interruption of flow or the disruption of stabilized flow in a 

well that has been producing for some time, a simple procedure 

illustrated by Figure 6-1 may be employed. As shown in this figure, if 

valve A is closed gradually while valve B is being opened, maintaining 

a constant pressure in the flow Btl-ing, the flow rate being measured by 

the flow prover will be the same as the production rate. 

The desirability of constant flow rates during tests has bean 

stressed in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7, and is also the basis for most’ of 

the theoretical considerations of Chapter 2. Figure 6-2 illustrates the 

wellhead rigging that may provide constant flow rates. Flow downstream 

from the flow prover is usually vented to the atmosphere. If, however, 

the produced gas must be flared, care must be taken to ensure critical 

flow conditions are maintained in the flow prover. 
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FIGURE 6-1. SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM FOR MEASURING FLOW 

RATES OF PRODUCTION WELLS NOT EQUIPPED WITH FLOW RATE 
MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 

FIGURE 6-2. SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM OF WELLHEAD 
RIGGING FOR CONSTANT- RATE TESTS 
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2.2 Sweet Wet Gas 

The term "wet" is used to describe a natural gas containing 

heavier hydrocarbons which appear as a condensate in the produced gas. 

The phenomenon of retrograde condensation is described in Appendix A, 

section a. In some instances, water may also be produced but it is not 

included in the definition of a wet gas. 

The presence of condensate in produced gas creates requirements 

for more complex testing facilities than. those required for sweet dry 

gas wells. A typical facility includes flow rate measurement devices, 

pressure measurement devices, thermometers, gas and condensate sampling 

equipment, line heaters and separation facilicles. Several stages of 

separation and a combination of measurements may be required for highly 

productive wells, but the most commonly used configurations involve 

either a single separator or tw,c separators in series. These are 

illustrated by Figures 6-3 and 6-4, which are intended only as e guide 

in the selection of test equipment and for the understanding of the 

recombination calculation procedures described in Appendix A, Section 8, 

and do not represent the complete wellhead and separation facilities. 

The requirement for line heaters is necessitated by the 

possibility of hydrate formation within the fJ.ow lines and testrng 

equipment. Alternatively, glycol or alcohol may be injected into the 

gas stream. In some cakes a hot oil circulation String may be used to 

avoid hydrate problems within the wellbore. The conditions that are 

conducive to hydrate formation and methods for their elimination are 

discussed in Appendix A, Section 8. 

2.3 sour Gas 

For testing sour gas wells more elaborate facilities are 

required than for sweet gas wells. In addition to the equipment 

mentioned in Section 2.1 or Section 2.2, depending on whether the gas 

is dry or wet, a gas meter and a flow line to an appropriate flare stack 

is required. In addition, liquid seals may also be necessary to protect 

the gas meter and dead-weight tester from H?S gas. 
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3 MEAStIRFI4ENT AND SAMPLLNG 

The accurate measurement of gas and liquid production rates 

and also of static and flowing pressures Is essential to the proper 

conduct and analysis of well tests. Correct sampling procedures are 

also necessary in order to obtain representative samples of the produced 

fluids and an eccurate estimate of the constituents of the reservoir gas. 

This section should be used as a guide in selecting flow and pressure 

measurement devices although equally reliable alternative8 may be used 

at the discretion of the tester. 

3.1 Gas Flow Rate Measurement 

All flow measurement devices should be installed in accordance 

with recommended specifications since biased measurement errors can 

cause anomalous test results. Some of the more common biased errors are 

caused by insufficient pipe upstream and downstream of the meter, 

insufficient liquid retention time in the separators, inadequate liquid 

dumping cycles, incorrect meter coefficients or calibration factors, 

meter vibration and other metering problems. 

The most commonly used gas flow measurement devices are orifice 

meters and critical flow provers. Turbine and displacement meters are 

not so commonly used, but it is expected that with the advent of portable 

units their utility will increase. 

Orifice Meters 

When a well is being tested directly into a gas gathering 

system, the gas flow measurement is normally carried out with an orifice 

meter. However, a portable testing unit including an orifice-type meter 

,is used in many instances even though gas is being flared. 

Some limitations in the use of orifice meters are described in 

the American Gas Association Committee Report No. 3 (1955). in particular 

the Limitations of accuracy when the flow is turbulent, and when there are 

disturbances in the gas flow. When gas is measured with orifice meters, 
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FIGURE 6-3, SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM OF SURFACE 
WELL - TESTING FACILITIES FOR WET GAS (TWO SEPARATORS) 

FIGURE 6-4. ‘SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM OF SURFACE 
WELL- TESTING FACILITIES FOR WET GAS (SINGLE SEPARATOR) 
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measurements are made under conditions of non-critical flow, and the 

calculations are based on the differential pressure (usually in inches 

of water) across the orifice and the upstream or downstream pressure. 

Accordingly, any disturbance in the gas stream that may affect the 

different&l pressure across the orifice also affects the accuracy 

of the gas flow rate measurement. The same logic applies to the 

non-critical flow of gas through an orifice where the flow is vented 

to the atmosphere. 

A number of publications ate available which outline methods 

for calculating gas flow rates from basic orifice meter data, Some of 

these are the American Gas Association Cotiittee Report No. 3 (1955) 

and the back pressure testing manuals of the Kansas State Corporation 

Commission (1959) and the Interstate Oil Compact Commission (1962). The 

methods and coefficients published in these manuals differ slightly and 

In most cases have been based on the work done by the American Gas 

Association @A). The Board accepts the AGA report entitled "Orifice 

Metering of Natural Gas" (Reprinted 1972) as the standard reference for 

the installation and use of orifice meters. The equation for calculating 

the gas flow rate is given below and is also given on Form EG-34 

included in Appendix E of this manual. 

9 SC 
= 24x10-' C' Jh,pf (6-l) 

where 

4 
YC 

= flow rare, MMacfd 

C = orifice flow constant 

h" = differential pressure, ,inches of water at 60'F 

Pf = absolute static preseure, psia 

The above-mentioned orifice flow constant can be calculated, and 

subsequently used in Equation (6-l), by the met&da described in the AGA 

publication referred above. 

If there is no liquld knock out vessel upstream of the orifice, 

the meter run should be installed in a vertical position. If such an 

orientation presents a pipe fitting problem and there is no alternative 
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but to use a horizontal run, liquid drain lines should be connected to 

the orifice changer and bled-off frequently to ensure against liquid 

accumulation in the primary device. 

Critical-Flow Provers 

The measurement of gas flow rates with critzLcal-flow provers 

is based upon the fundamentals of gas flow through orifices under 

critical conditions or conditions where the gas velocrty has reached a 

maximum and remains constant. These conditions are normally assumed to 

occur, and the use of a critical-flow prover is considered valid, when 

the ratio of the downstream pressure to the upstream pressure is less 

than approximately 0.5. 

Critical-flow provers are well adapted for measuring gas flow 

rates, especially where the gas is vented co the atmosphere. since the 

downstream pressure is atmospheric while the upstream pressure is usually 

much higher, the criterion fox critical flow is satisfied. Furthermore, 

under conditions of critical flow, measurement difficulties due to 

turbulence are eliminated. This is a distinct advantage over orifice 

meters which are sensitive to rurbulence. However, there is often a 

large pressure drop across the orifice of a flow prover which may cause 

the formation of ice or hydrates, resulting in incorrecr measuremenrs. 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines, Monograph 7 (1936), first published 

the method and provided appropriate coefficients for the use of 

critical-flow provers. However, the formula proposed in Monograph 7 

wae based on ideal gas behaviour. It is now recognized that deviations 

from such behaviour exist and should be accommodated in the formula. 

The Railroad Commission of Texas (1950) and others have published 

appropriate modifications to the formula through use of a gas super- 

compressibility factor. The gas flow rate may be calculated from the 

following equation 

9 
SC 

- 1o-3 CPF 
tf Fg Fpv 

where 

9 SC 
- flow rate, MMscfd 
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C = coefficient of the orifice (Table 6-1) 

P = flowing pressure upstream of the prover, psia 

Ftf = flowing temperature factor 

F = 
g 

specific gravity factor 

F = 
PV 

super-compressibility factor 

The coefficients for me in Equation (6-2) are given in Table 6-l. The 

above equation is also shown on Fmm EG-34 in Appendix E. 

-- ---.-..- 
Size of Orifice 2-Inch Pipe Size of Orifice 4-Inch Pipe 

(inches) C (inches) C 
_-.,-,- ,--.. 

l/16 0.0846 If4 1.384 

3132 0.1863 318 3.110 

118 0.3499 l/2 5.564 

3116 0.8035 s/a 8.668 

7132 1.l.090 314 12.422 
w 1.4360 7/8 16.893 
5116 2.2080 1 22.007 

318 3.1420 1 1/a 27.721 
7116 4.5030 1 l/4 34.229 
l/Z 5.6530 1 3/a 41.210 
518 8.5500 1 l/2 49.106 
314 12.4900 1 314, 67.082 
718 17.1800 2 88.628 

1 22.5800 2 114 113.617 

1 l/8 28.9200 2 112 142.490 
1 114 36.5100 2 314 176.420 
1 318 44.8600 3 216.790 

1 l/2 55.6400 
. ..-... - 

TABLE 6-l ORIFICE COEFFICIENTS FOR 2” AND 4” FLOW PROVERS 
From Roilrood Commiarion of Thor 11950) 
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3.2 Condensate Flow/Accumulation Rate Measurement 

When the condensate flow rate is being measured, turbine or 

displacement meters are usually used. The meter should be installed 

with sufficient straight pipe and should be located upstream of a snap- 

acting valve. This valve should be regulated so that there is 

sufficient retention rime.to ensure equilibrium of the gas and 

condensate in the separator, The dumping cycle must also be of a 

sufficient time duration so rhat slippage errors are minimized. Gas 

breakour in the meter must be kept to a minimum since it causes turbine 

and displacement meters to spin, registering volumes that are too high. 

the condensate must be metered at approximately the same temperature 

and pressure conditions as the separator in order to obtain correct 

recombined gas volumes. 

In many instances, condensate is gauged in a stock tank. This 

method should be used only in instances where the input to rhe stock 

tank is from a low-pressure separator or when the flashed vapours are 

being collected. In the former case, care should be taken to ensure rhat 

the amount of flashed vapours is small enough to be neglecred in 

recombination calculations. Furthermore, flash calculations or actual 

Laboratory measurements of a shrinkage factor should be conducted to 

permit conversion of stock tank liquids to their equivalent separator 

liquid volumes. 

3.3 Water Flow/Accumulation Rate 

Water flow rates may be measured with turbine or displacement 

meters, or gauged in a storage tank. If meters are being used, a snap- 

acting water dump valve should be used to ensure that there is a 

sufficient flow to motivate the meter. Since water, if present in gas, 

often presents a problem in the operation of gas wells and gas gathering 

systems, it is important to monitor any water production during a rest. 

A knowledge of water production during tests is also important to the 

analysis and application of test results. Provision has been made on 

Form EC-32 in Appendix E to report this production. 
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3.4 Measurement of Pressure 

The accurate measurement of static pressures and the Pressures 

corresponding to flow rates measured during the flow periods of various 

tests is of great importance in gas well testing. Since interpretation 

of deliverability, drawdown and build-up test results must be based on 

the theory of flow in the reservoir, it follows that the important 

Pressure in interpreting the tests is the reservoir sandface Pressure. 

Ideally, this pressure is measured directly through use of an 

accurate, carefully calibrated bottom hole Pressure gauge. There are 

many types of such gauges available today, all of which, when used 

properly, are quite adequate for accurate measurement of sandface 

pESSUreS. A detailed discussion of the general working principles and 

use of common gauges is available in the Board's "Guide for the Planning, 

Conducting and Reporting of Subsurface Pressure Tests" (1974). 

In some instances, due to mechanical difficulties, sour gases, 

or other reasons, it is not practical to use a bottom hole gauge. In 

such situations, wellhead Pressures are measured and subsequently 

converted to reservair sandface pressures by the method described in 

Appendix B. The highest possible accuracy in wellhead Pressure 

measurement in important, and for best results these Pressures should 

be taken with a dead-weight gauge. A drscussion of the operation of a 

dead-weight gauge is contained in the AGA Gas Measurement Manual (1963). 

Details of the Cullender and Smith method for converting 

wellhead pressures to sandface pressures are given in Appendix B along 

with a discussion of the possible sourxes of error. For shallow wells, 

the accuracy of this method is acceptable, so bottom hole gauge 

measurements may not be necessary. However, experience indicates that 

calculations of sandface pressures at high flow rates (greater than 

about 10 MMscfd) are often subject to excessive errors. The reason for 

this may be the difficulty in accurately estimating friction effects tit 

very high flow velocities. For relatively deep, high capacity wells, 

flowing at high rates, the sandface pressure drawdown is normally small 

whereas the losses due to friction are very high. Consequently, a small 
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error in determining the weight of gas in the flow string and the 

friction loss can render the calculated pressure loss meaningless. For 

these reasons, in cases where wells will be tested at high flow rates, 

serious consideration should be given to directly measuring the sandface 

pressures wherever physically possible. 

In some instances, flowing bottom hole pressures may be 

calculated from static annulus pressure measurements. The calculation 

procedures are described in Appendix B. 

Although mmy methods are available for calculation of 

sandface pressures when there are two phases present in the wellbore, 

as mentioned in Appendix B, it is recommended that wherever an 

appreciable amount of liquid is suspected in the wellbore, the bottom 

hale pressure be measured directly. 

Furthermore, it is recomended that wellhead pressure 

measurements be recorded et all times, regardless of whether or not a 

bottom hole pressure gauge is being used. Such data, in addition to 

providing a check on bottom hole measurements, may be used to calculate 

wellhead deliverabilities. 

For sour gases, the dead-weight tester should be protected 

with a liquid seal. However, in such cases care must be taken to ensure 

that no gas is trapped in the liquid system. 

When subsurface pressure measurements are being made, the 

bottom hole pressure gauge should preferably be calibrated with a dead- 

weight tester, before and after each run. Also, my dead-weight testers 

that are being used for pressure measurements or for calibrating other 

gauges should be calibrated against a master dead-weight tester (for 

exampIe, the Board’s dead-weight tester located in Edmonton is the 

Primary Standard for Alberta) at least once a year. 

3.5 Sampling and Analysis of Produced Fluids 

All gas and condensate screams produced at the wellhead 

should be accurately metered, sampled and analyzed in order that an 

accurate recombination may be obtained. Sampling procedures for 
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obtaining representative samples are usually available in gas well 

testing handbooks published by the oil industry or testing companies. 

It is usually preferable to obtain liquid samples at separator 

conditions since thin eliminates the calculation and analysis procedures 

associated with converting stock tank volumes to equivalent separator 

volumes. All sampling points and sampling conditions should be noted on 

a line diagram of wellhead facilities. This enables an accurate 

compilation and analysis of data. 

4 FIELD CONDUCT AND REPORTING OF TEST RESULTS 

4.1 Deliverability Tests 

Field Conduct 

In describing the field conduct of deliverability tests, 

considerable use has been made of the recommended form of rules of 

procedure included in the Interstate Oil Compact Commission (1972) test 

IllanUal. 

The well to be tested should be produced prior to the initial 

shut-in period for a time sufficient to clear the wellbore of any 

liquids that may have accumulated. If the well cannot be cleared of 

liquids while producing into a pipeline, or if the well is not connected 

to a pipeline. it should be blown down through appropriate separation 

facilities and the gas should be flared or vented to the atmosphere 

until it is obvious that the wellbore is cleared of liquids. 

Particulars of blowing the well should be recorded in detail on Form 

EG-29 in Appendix E. The well should then be shut-in for a period 

long enough to ensure stabilized pressure conditions. 

The lowest flow rate should exceed that which is just 

sufficient to keep the wellbare clear of a liquid colmn. Although in 

some instances this may not be feasible if a sufficient spread of points 

is to be obtained, an appreciable quantity of liquids should not be 

permitted to accumulate in the wellbore. Care must be taken at all times 

to prevent damage by unnecessarily coning water Into the wellbore at 

higher flow rates. 
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If the flow rate changes gradually during a flow period, the 

test may still be analyzed by the methods of Chapter 3. However, the 

flowing pressure and the corresponding flow rate at the end of each flow 

period should be used. If it is not possible to achieve a stable flow 

rate due to liquid slugging, deliverability testing is not recommended. 

In the case of deep wells with high flow rates, and 

particularly where two-phase flow is suspected, wherever possible the 

flowing and shut-in sandface pressures should be directly measured with 

a bottom hole pressure gauge. In every case the wellhead pressures and 

corresponding flow rates should be measured at least twice, but 

preferably continually, during each flow and shut-in period. One of 

these measurements should be made at the end of each flow period. When 

the stabilized deliverability is to be obtained by calculations rather 

than from an extended flow rate (see Chapter 4, Section 7; Chapter 5, 

Section 7; and Chapter 7, Section 4). the pressure should be recorded 

more frequently to permit an analysis of the transient pressure-time 

data. 

If bottom hole pressures are to be calculated from top hole 

measurements, the gas temperature at the wellhead should be recorded 

with each wellhead pressure reading. In addition, the specific gravity 

of the produced gas, as well as liquids if separation takes place, 

should be accurately determined and recorded. This may be done by 

direct measurement using proper techniques, or alternatively by careful 

sampling, analysis, and the necessary computations. The determination 

of specific gravity need only be carried out during one flow period. 

The measurement, and subsequent calculation, of flow rates should follow 

the guidelines given in Section 3 of this chapter. 

In all cases where the separation of gas and liquids takes 

place, the separator liquid producing rate should be accurately measured 

and recorded with the gas flow data on Form EG-29 in Appendix E. The 

measurement of the produced liquids should be such that it permits the 

accurate determination of the producing gas-liquid ratio for each flow 

rate. Diagrams of surface separation facilities and the locations of 

sampling points should be included in the test report, These may be 

modelled after Figures 6-3 and 6-4. 
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Reporting the Test Results 

A compl.ete report of a test should, wherever possible, include 

the following: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

El. 

Field notes. These will include a report of the sequence of events, 

a record of wellhead pressures, time, temperatures, orifice sizes, 

and so forth. A schematic diagram of the testing equipment which 

also indicates the location of the pressure, temperature, and flow 

rate measurement points is valuable. Any problems encountered, for 

example, hydrate formation or sulphur deposition, and any relevant 

details, such as the presence of a water spray, should also be 

reported. Forms EG-29, EG-29A and EG-29B in Appendix E, may be used 

to record the field data. 

A summary sheet, Form EC-32 in Appendix E, with details of the 

salient characteristics of the test, and the important conclusions. 

Flow rake calculations. Each of the effluent streams is measured 

and the total “recombined gas” flow rake is calculated. If the 

water produckion rate exceeds that which would be expected due to 

condensation, it should be reported. Gas flow rates may be 

calculated using Form EG-34 in Appendix E. If these calculakions 

are performed by computers, details need not be shown. 

A fluid analysis report. A “recombined gas” analysis with physical 

and chemical properties at reservoir conditions is desirable. Form 

EG-35 in Appendix E may be used in calculating the amount, gravity 

and pseudo-critical properties of the recombined well effluent. If 

these calculations are performed by computers, details need not be 

shown. 

A p- $ conversion table or graph. A computer outpuk or a hand 

calculated relationship of p to $ should be submitted with any 

a~lysis which ukilizes the $ approach. 

A bottom hole pressure survey, including a wellbore pressure 

gradienk determination. When bottom hole pressure gauges are not 

used, the conversion of wellhead pressures to bottom hole conditions 

should be clearly indicated and presented. 

A stabilized bottom hole deliverability relationship. This is 
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expressed in the form of a quadratic equation and may be determined 

by the methods of Chapter 3. From this the wellhead deliverability 

at various reservoir sandface pressures may be obtained and 

displayed graphically. 

h. Nomenclature. Any uncommon symbols should be clearly defined. 

standard forms for reporting the above data and calculations 

may be readily designed, or the recommended Energy Resources Conservation 

Board forms in Appendix E may be used. 

4.2 Drawdown Tests 

Field Conduct 

The field conduct of drawdown tests is very similar to that 

of deliverability tests described in Section 4.1. The reader is 

referred to,that section for details, many of which are directly 

applicable to drawdown tests. 

As described in Section 4.1. the well should be flowed to 

clear the wellbore of any liquids. After the well has been shut-in and 

the pressure allowed to stabilize, the well is produced at the selected 

flow rate for the required time (for the selection of flow rate and 

duration see Chapter 4). Gradual changes in the flow rate are 

permissible and variable-rate data may be analyzed by the methods 

described in Chapter 4, Section 6.1. However, if it is not possible to 

achieve a stable flow rate due to liquid slugging, drawdown testing is 

not recommended. 

Both flow rates and flowing pressures are recorded throughout 

the test. The following schedule is recommended for noting the flowing 

pressures. 

0 to 20 minutes 

20 minutes to 1 hour 

1 hour to 2 hours 

Frequency of Measurement 

every 5 minutes 

every 10 minutes 

every 30 minutes 
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2 hours to 24 hours every hour 

24 hours to 72 hours every 6 hours 

beyond 72 hours every 24 hours 

In multi-rate drawdo- tests, specifically a two-rate test, 

the rate should be changed as quickly as possible. If a shut-in is 

necessary, it should bc kept to an absolute minimum. 

When two single-rate tests are being conducted, the well is 

shut-in after the first test and the pressure is allowed to stabilize 

before the second test is started. The pressure build-up between the 

two tests may be monitored as described in Section 4.3 and analyzed by, 

the methods of Chapter 5 to provide supplementary information. 

Reporting the Test Results 

In addition to the items listed in Section 4.1, a complete 

report of a drawdown test should include a detailed analysis of the 

pressure-time data by the methods described in Chapter 4 or by any other 

comparable techniques. 

4.3 Build-Up Tests 

Field Conduct 

In many ways, the field conduct of build-up tests ie similar 

to that of the deliverability tests described in Section 4.1 of this 

chapter. The reader is referred to that section for details. 

Normally the well is shut-in and the pressure is allowed to 

build up completely. 1f a bottom hole pressure gauge is to be used, it 

is usually lowered in the hole at this time. The test is started by 

flowing the well at a constant rate and taking pressure and flow rate 

measurements. Samples of the weLl effluent should also be taken. Flow 

should be extended into the transient period, as described in Chapter 5, 

before the well. is shut in. An excessively long drawdown should be 

avoided. The well is then shut in for the final build-up period. 

Wellhead and bottom hole pressures are recorded throughout this shut-in 

period. These readings must begin as soon 88 possible after shut-in 6~ 
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that early-time as well. as middle-time data are obtained. A recommended 

schedule for recording the pressures is ,given in Section 4.2 of this 

chapter. When sufficient data have been obtained to clearly identify 

the semilog straight line portion on the build-up plot or when the 

pressure is completely built up, the test is complete as far as data 

acquisition is concerned and the equipment may be withdrawn from the 

well. 

For low permeability reservoirs, and in some other situations, 

the time required to obtain B complete build-up may be excessively long. 

In such cases the two shut-in periods required by the normal testing 

procedure described above may not be economically feasible. A suggested 

alternative is to shut in a well that has been producing for some time 

and acquire build-up data during this shut-in. The bottom hole pressure 

gauge 8houl.d preferablybelowered into the wellbore without interrupting 

the flow. Zf that is not possible and the weI. has to be shut in befose 

the gauge is lowered, flow must be resumed at the same rate as that 

prior to shut-ln and extended for at least ten times the duration of the 

temporary shut-in. The flowing pressure is then measured and the build-up 

test conducted as described previously. 

Reporting the Test Results 

In addition to the items listed in Section 4.1 of this chapter 

a complete report of a build-up test should contain analyses of the 

pressure time data by the methods described in Chapter 5 or by any other 

comparable techniques. 



CHAPTER 7 THE ESTIMATION OF RESERVOIR PARAMETERS 

AND FLOW BEHAVIOUR FROM LIMITED DATA 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter discusses a few methods of utilizing limited 

data to estimate the reservoir parameters kh, s and i,, and the 

stabilized deliverability equation for a well. Since these methods 

involve a substantial number of approxtitions, the added accuracy of 

the pseudo-pressure approach is not warranted. Accordingly, any of the 

three approaches, p. p2 or li, is used, as and when convenient. 

2 BASIC TMORY 

The stabilized deliverability equation of the LIT flow 

equation, in terms of pressure-squared has been derived in the Notes 

to Chapter 3 and is given by Equation (3N-2) reproduced below: 

(7-l) 

The parameters a' and b' are defined by Equations (3N-3) and (3N-41, 

respectively, reproduced below: 

The drawdown and build-up tests discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, 

respectively, result in a knowledge of various reservoir parameters and 

Elow~charactcristics of gas wells. HOWeVer, these detailed tests are 

not always successful and in some cases may be uneconomical to conduct. 

In the former case it becomes necessary to salvage the maximum possible 

information from the limited data available while in the latter case it 

is often necessary to conduct short-flow tests. In either case, some 

useful information may be obtained through the use of limited or 

short-time data and swne judiciously estimated parameters. 
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a' = 3.263~10~ u Z T 
kh 

log (7-2) 

b’ = 1.417~10~ v Z T D 
kh (7-3) 

where 

P 
,z = 

T = 

k = 

h = 

r = e 
rw, = 

s - 

D = 

gas viscosity, cp 

compressibility factor of the gas 

reservoir temperature, OR 

reservoir permeability, md 

net pay thickness, ft 

external radius of the reservoir, ft 

wellbore radius, ft 

skin factor, dimensionlew 

IT flow factor, MMscfd-" 

Equations (7-l), (7-2) and (7-3) form the basis for most 

calculations in Section 4 of this chapter. HOWeVer, the reservoir 

characteristics and gas properties reflected in Equations (7-2) and 

(7-3) may have to be evaluated in order to obtain the stabilized 

de~i,~~a_bility,telationship represented by Equation (7-1). Accordingly, 

the next section covers the methods for estimating kh, 9, D and T which 

are used in subsequent sections to develop the LIT flow equation. 

3 ESTIMATION OF RESERVOIR PARAMETERS 

The reservoir parameters, kh and s, may be estimated from 

limited data or short-flow tests. The skin factor, $, may also be 

approximated from well completion details. The IT flow factor, D, may 

be calculated through estimates or laboratory measurements of the 

turbulence factor, B. The temperature, T, of the reservoir may be 

estimated from established temperature gradients for the region in 

cases where direct measurements are not available. 
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3.1 Estimation of Permeability-Thickness 
and Skin Factors from Type Curves 

The permeability-thickness, kh, and the skin factor, s, are 

usually calculated by the analysis of drawdown or build-up test data 

as described in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. In some instances, 

however, the available data are not amenable to a transient analysis 

in which case it becomes necessary to analyze limited data or short- 

flow test data. Type curve matching techniques are suited to this 

purpose, but should only be used as a last resort (Earlougher and 

Kersch, 1974). 

Several type curves (Chapter 2, Section 10) have been 

published for the analysis of early-time and transient flow data. The 

general principles related to their application are discussed in 

Chapter 4, Section 2, and in Chapter 5, Section 2. 

Two of the type curves given in Chapter 2, Section 10, namely, 

Figures 2-23 and 2-24 are particularly useful for the analysis of early- 

time data. The use of these type curves along with one due to 

Earlougher and Kersch (1974) is described in this section. 

Unfractured Wells 

In unfractured wells, the early-time data are controlled by 

wellbore storage and skin effects (Rsmey, 1970, Earlougher and Kersch, 

1974). Figure 7-1, developed by Earlougher and Kersch (1974), is 

particularly useful for analyzing wellbore storage controlled early-time 

data. The application of this type curve, to estimate kh and s, after 

it has been ascertained that an analysis of early-time data is desirable, 

as described by Earlougher and Kersch (1974) is given below: 

Step 1: Plot the observed test data as Ap/t versus t (where Ap is the 

pressure change during the test, and t is the time since the 

beginning of the test) on transparent logarithmic graph paper 

of the same size as Figure 7-l. This plot is referred to as 

the data pl.ot. 

step 2: Estimate the wellbore storage coefficient expected from well 
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completion details using Equation (2-149) reproduced below: 

step 3: Calculate the location of the horizontal asymptote on the 

data plot 

(q,c X 106) B 

24 c 
6 

where 

B- SC ’ T -2 
p Tsc 

The quantity on the left-hand side of Equation 

value of (Ap/t> observed on the data plot when 

(7-5) 

(7-5) is the 

Step 4: Place the data plot over Figure 7-l so that the asymptote 

calculated in Equation (7-5) overlies the value of 1.0 on the 

ordinate of Figure 7-1, 

step 5: Slide the data plot horizontally until the best match is 

obtained with any one of the curwe on Figure 7-l. In order to 

get a good match, it may be necessary to add a mall amount of 

vertical movement to the data plot. In any case, it is 

important that the grids of the data plot and Figure 7-1 be 

kept parallel to each other. 

Step 6: Sketch the matched curve onto the data plot and keep the data 

plot transfixed ore the type curve (Figure 7-l). From Figure 

7-l read the value of 
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x 
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Pick any convenient match point and read the following values 

(AP/c)M and w, from the data plot 

0.’ 
from Figure 7-l 

where subscript M refers to a match point or match’curve. 

step 7: If any vertical movement was necessary during the matching 

process, recalculate the wellbore storage coefficient 

(T-6) 

where q,, and B are observed for the test, and the other 

quantities are obtained from Step 6. This value of Cs should 

be relatively close to that calculated from well completion 

data in Step 2. If it Is not, it is important to search for a 

reason, such as washed out sections of the hole, voids 

connecting with the wellbore, and so forth. 

Step 8: Estimate formation ttansmisslbility from, 

(7-7) 

where Cs is from Equation (7-6). p may be estimated by the 

method described in Appendix A and hence the permeability- 

thickness, kh, may be eetimated. 

step 9: Estimate the skin factor from the value of CsDe2s obtained In 

Step 6. CsD is defined by Equation U-150). 
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where Cs is from Equation (7-6). 

The values of kh and s, obtained by this type curve matching 

technique, are not exact and should be compared with values obtained 

from alternative sources to improve their reliability. In the absence 

of any other information, they serve merely as an indication of the 

magnitude of these parameters and should be treated es such. The 

uncertainty in the estimated values occurs because of the similar shape 

of the curves in Figure 7-l and the possibility of matchzing more than 

one curve to the same data plot. However, this curve-matching method 

will give a much more accurate value of kh, if Cs and 6 are known from 

different sources. 

EXAMPLE 7-1 

Introduction The use of the type curve (Figure 7-l) presented by 

Earlougher and Kersch (1974) to analyze wellbore storage controlled 

early-time data is illustrated. Although Figure 2-22 may be utilized 

in a similar fashion, it is considerably more difficult to obtain a 

match with these curves unless data extending into the transient flow 

,region are also available. 

Problem A short-flow test was conducted on a well which was produced 

at a constant rate of 1.10 MMscEd. The pressure, pi, in the reservoir 

prior to the test was 3730 psia. General data pertinent to the test are 

given helow. The early pressure-tjme data are also tabulated and are 

given directly in the solution to this problem. 

From a recombined gas anal.ysis 

i; = 0.021 cp c = 0.00024 psia 
-1 

= 0.00028 psia 
-1 

c ws 
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Well/reservoir data: 

T = 670% h = 20 ft m - 0.10 

L = 7200 ft r = 0.50 ft B = 4.5X1O-3 w 

Estimate the permeability, k, of the reservoir and the skin 

factor, 5. 

Solution The following tabulations may be made from the available 

short-flow test data 

t, hr pwf, psia 

0 3130 
0.20 3707 

0.30 3696 

0.40 3685 

0.50 3677 

0.60 3668 

0.70 3660 

0.80 3652 

0.90 3643 

1.00 3636 

2.00 3574 

3.00 3526 

4.00 3494 

5.00 3475 

6.00 3459 

7.00 3443 

8.00 3434 

9.00 3424 

10.00 3415 

LEE, pi - pwf 
c ( ) c 

115.0 

113.0 

112.5 

106.0 

103.0 

100.0 

97.5 

96.7 

94.0 

78.0 

68.0 

59.0 

51.0 

45.2 

41.0 

37.0 

34.0 

31.5 

Step 1: Plot Ap/t versus t on log-log graph paper (of the same size as 

the type curve of Figure 7-l) as shown in Figure 7-2. 

step 2: From Equation (7-4) 
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- a(O.SO)* (7200) (0.00028) = 1.583 Et'/psia 

Step 3: From Equation (7-5) 

= (1.10 x 106) ( 4.5 x10-9 2 130 
(24)(1.583) 

step 4: A match of the data plot (Figure 7-2) with the type curve 

CSD2" = lo* of Figure 7-1 is possible by keeping the asymptote 

calculated in Step 3 over the value of 1.0 on the ordinate of 

Figure 7-l and sl.iding the data plot horizontally. 

From a convenient match point 

24 cs 

scX106) B > 
= 0.78 

N 

(v 5.61 tJM - 5000 

Since no vertical movement was necessary, the value of CB calculated in 

Step 2 need not be adjusted. 

From Equation (7-7) 

kh -= 
u 5.61 (t), 

_ (L.583)(5000) = 1411 
(5.61)U.O) 
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k = (1411)(0.021) . . 
(20) - 1.5 md 

From Equation (7-8) 

0.10)(20)(0.00024)(0.50)z (1oo) 
(0.159)(1.583) 1 

= - 1.5 

Discussion ,This example should not be considered as being completely 

representative of the application of type curves. Data from different 

tests will not necessarily provide a match and even if they do, the 

results should always be confirmed by some alternative method. On the 

other hand, it is easy to see how any one set of data may give a match 

with more than one of the type curves. For example, if it were not 

possible to calculate (Ap/t),-,, the data of Figure 7-2 could also be 

matched quite easily to the CsDezs = 10" type curve of Figure 7-1 in 

which case the calculated values of k and s would be 5.5 md and 7.7, 

respectively. 

In conclusion, caution must be exercised in using this type 

curve analysis method and back-up information should he used whenever 

possible to confirm the results. 

Fractured Wells 

In fractured wells, linear flow through fractures, rather than 

wellbore storage, controls early-time data. Figures (2-23) and (2-24) 

may be used for the analysis of such data to yield values of kh and s. 

Although the ordinate and abscissa of Figures (Z-23) and 

(2-24) are given in terms of IJ, they may be modified quite easily for 

use with either the p or p2 treatment methods by using appropriate 

definitions of Apd and tD from Tables 2-3 and 2-4. 

After the desirability of en early-time date analysis has been 
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established, the following procedure may be used to estimate the 

permeability-thickness, kh, the fracture half-length, xf, and the skin 

factor, s. 

step 1: Plot the observed test data es A3, (= $~~-$~f) versus t on 

transparent logarithmic graph paper of the fame size as Figure 

2-23 or Figure 2-24. 

Step 2: Slide the data plot over either Figure 2-23 or Figure 2-24, 

both horizontally and vertically, keeping the axes of the plot 

parallel until the best match is obtained. The most likely 

curve is that for xe/xf = m, except where the fracture length 

and the duration of the test are unusually large. 

Step 3: Sketch the matched clfrve bnto the data plot, and keep the data 

plot transfixed on the type curve (Figure 2-23 or Figure 2-24) 

Pick any convenient match point and read the following values: 

WM and (t)),$ from the data plot 

from Figure 2-23 or Figure 2-24 

where subscript M refers to a match point. 

step 4: Estimate the pumeability-thickness from 

1.417XlO” T q 
k h A$ 

EC 1.41.7x106 T g,, 
> 

k,h = 
M (T-9) 

step 5: Estimate the fracture half-length from 
. 

i 

2.637 x lO+ k (QM 

xf = 
$ ui ci 

(7-10) 
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3.2 Estimation of Skfn Factors from 
we11 comp1et1on Data 

Various types of stimulation treatment are often performed 

to Improve the skin factor for a well. This is particularly so in low 

permeability wells where acidizing or fracturing techniques flay be 

applied. Table 7-l lists the probable skin factors that may result 

under different well completion conditions. 

Type of Stimulation Skin Factor, 6 

Natural Completion 0 

Light Acid - 0.5, 

Medium Acid or Light Fracture - 1.0 

Heavy Acid or Medium Fracture - 2.0 

Heavy Fracture - 3.0 

Heavy Fracture in Low Permeability - 4.0 

Very Large Fracture in Low Permeability - 5.0 

TABLE 7-1. PROBABLE SKIN FACTORS UNDER VARIOUS 
WELL COMPLETION CONDITIONS 

Fiom Riley (19701 

The classification of acidizing or fracturing as light, 

medium or heavy is purely qualitative. In general, light fracturing 

involves up to 1000 gallons of fracturing fluid per foot of net pay, 

whereas more than 4000 gal/ft is usually considered fairly heavy. 

Light acidizing involves up to 300 gal/ft, whereas heavy acidizing 

usually exceeds 600 gal/ft. The effect of either acidizing or 

fracturing is much greater for tight sands than for fairly permeable 

sands. This too 1s a qualitative classification requiring some 

engineering judgemenr. generally, formations of permeability less than 

5 md are considered tight, while those of permeability less than 1 md 

are considered very tight. A formation permeability more than 25 md is 

considered to be high. 
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Simple rules, like the onea described above, have not been 

developed for estimating positive skin factors. A positive skin factor 

usu&ly represents a damaged wellbore and modern completion techniques 

generally avoid this situation. 

3.3 Estimation of Inertial-Turbulent Flow Factors 

Before any calculations of b’ , as defTned by Equation (7-3), 

can be made it is necessary to estimate the value of the IT flow factor, 

D. Swift and Kid (1962) presented the following equation relating D 

to the turbulence factor, a. 

2.715~10-~~ S k M p 
D = SC 

h tJ 5.J Tsc 
(7-12) 

where 

D = IT flaw factor, (MMscfd)-l 

B = turbulence factor, ft-’ 

k = reservoir permeability, md 

M = molecular weight of reservoir gas, lbm/lb mole 

p *sc SC’ 
= pressure and temperature at standard conditions, 

14.65 psia and 520oR 

h m net pay thickness, ft 

u = gae viscosity, cp 

r m wellbore radius, ft 

Eyuation (7-12) may also be derived from Equations (2-142) and 

(2-145) with some simplifying assumptions. Assuming u to be invariant 

with pressure and $ >> &, Equation (2-145) may be integrated and 

substituted in Equation (2-142) to obtain D as given above. 

In Equation (7-12)’ all parameters are readily available except 

for 6. Cornell and Kate (1953) summarized the characteristics of 

several consolidated samples of sandstones, dolomltes and limestones 

including values for !3 and the permeability, k. Janicek and Katz (1955) 

correlated 8 versus k with the porosity, I$, as a parameter. Katz and 
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Cornell (1955) reviewed these data and proposed the simple relationship 

of B to k given below. 

This relationship applies only to sandstones, dolomites and limestones. 

Substituting Equation (7-13) in Equation (7-12), replacing M by 28.966 G 

(C = gas gravity) and substituting values for p and T 
SC sc (14.65 psla, 

6O’P) gives 

D _ 9.106x10-* G 

-TFgl 
(7-14) 

A reasonable approximation of D may be made from Equatron (7-14). If 

different relationships are available for B or if actual laboratory 

measurements can be made, Equation (7-12) may be used. 

3.4 Estjmation of Reservoir Temperature 

Reservoir or formation temperatures should be measured 

wherever possible. If no such measurements exist, the temperature may 

be estimated on the basis of measurements in similar reservoirs in the 

immediate proximity. When neither of the above methods is applicable, 

due to a lack of the necessary information, the temperature gradients 

of the type shown in Figure 7-3 for Alberta may he used. A commonly 

used gradient of O.OZloF/ft usually serves as a reasonable approximation. 

The surface temperature should be measured in order to 

calculate the temperature gradient in the wellbore. If surface 

temperature measurements are not available, a mean surface temperature 

may be obtained from Figure 7-4 which shows the annuaL mean surface 

temperatures in the Province of Alberta. The use of a constant mean 

surface temperature for any area is usual.ly satisfactory, since the 

ground temperature at a depth of 50 feet can be expected to be at or 

near the mean annual surface temperature of the area. 
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TEMPERATURE, OF 

FIGURE 7-3. TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS - PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 
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4 ESTIMATION OF FLOW BEHAVIOUR 

In order to estimate the flow behaviour of a well, as 

represented by Equation (7-l), the following approximate methods may be 

used where the methods of Chapter 3 cannot be applied. 

4.1 LIT Flow Equation (Stabilized) from Estimated 
Gas and Reservoir Properties 

a’ and b', as represented by Equation (7-2) and Equation 

(7-3), respectively, may be calculated if the following parameters are 

!UIOWTI or estimated: u, 2, T, k, h, re, rw, s, B, G. 

P, Z and G may be estimated by methods given is Appendix A. 

T may be obtained from Section 3.4; k, h from Section 3.1; 8 from 

Section 3.1 or 3.2; re, r w from field data; p Erohl Equation (7-13) or 

any other sultable correlation. 

For convenience, Equation (7-3) may be expressed in terms of 

B rather than D by substituting for D from Equation (7-12) to give 

b' = 3.14x1O-6 B G 2 T 
h2 rw 

The use of Equations 

parameters a' and b' and hence 

illustrated by Example 7-2. 

EXAMPLE 7-Z 

(7-2) and (7-15) to calculate the 

obtain the LIT flow equation is 

(7-15) 

Introduction The stabilized deliverability relationship is normally 

obtained by conducting the deliverability tests and associated analyses 

described in Chapter 3. An. approximation may also be obtained by the 

methods described in this and following sections. 

Problem Given the following gas and well/reservoir properties, 

establish the stabilized deliverability potential of the well. 
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Yj = 

G = 

T = 

k = 

h = 

f = w 
r 22 

e 
8 

0.02 cp 

0.81 

0.78 

630oR 

14 md 

45 ft 

0.3 ft 

2600 ft 

-2 

(at estimated average seservoir conditions, 

App. A, Sec. 7) 

(at estimated average reservoir conditions, 

App. A, Sec. 5) 

(for recombined gas, App. A, Sec. 8) 

(from field data and Sec. 3.4) 

(from a type curve analysis, Sec. 3.1) 

(from well logs) 

(from field data) 

(from well spacing for the area) 

(from Table 7-1) 

Solution 

From Equation (7-13) 

@ = 4.11XlO'~ 
kb/J 

= 4.11~lo'0 

(14j4'3 
= 1.22~10' ft-' 

From Equation (7-2) 

a’ c= 
3.263~ lo6 

kh PZT ~og(0.472~) +&] 

_ (3.263~106)(0.02)(0.81)(630) log (0.472)(2640) 2 
(14)(45) C 

-- 
(0.3) 2.303 I 

From Equation (7-15) 

b’ = 3.14~10-6 B G 2 T 
h2 r 

" 

m (3.14 ~10-6)(1.22~109)(0.78)(0.81)(630) = 2510 p sia' 
(4512 (0.3) MMscfd* 
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From Equation (7-l) 

-2 
pR - P& = a qsc + b qic 

-2 
* h - P$ = 145366 qsc f 2510 qzc 

The above equation may be plotted on logarithmic coordinates to give a 

stabilized deliverability line of the type shown in Figure 3-2. 

4.2 LIT Flow Equation (Stabilized Flow) from a 
Single Stabilized Flow Test 

If a single stabilized flow test is conducted on a well, for 

example the single-point deliverability test of Chapter 3, Section 4.4, 

it may be used,to replace the least reliable information, in this case 

the skin factor, s. Hence the procedure simply involves the calculation 

of b' as shown in Secclon 4.1. The single-point test yields values for 

i,, pwi and 4,; These values may be substituted in Equation (7-l) to 

obtain a'. The calculation procedure is illustrated by Example 7-3. 

EXAMPLE 7-3 

Introduction In conducting the necessary test, flow must commence from 

a stabilized pressure, ; R, and must subsequently continue to stabilized 

conditions. This may limit application of the test, especially in low 

permeability reservoirs. 

Problem Given the data of the previous example, except for the skin 

factor, 5, estimate the stabilized deliverability equation for a well 

that gives a stabilized flowing pressure, pwf, of 2835 psia at a flow 

rate of 6.0 MMscfd. The average reservoir pressure, FR, at the time of 

the test is 3000 psia. 

Solution 

From Example 7-2 
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b' = 2510 & 

From Equation (7-l) 

-2 2 I 

pi? - Pwf = a qsc + b'q& 

(3000)2 - (2835)* = a'(6.0) + (2510)(6.0)2 

a’ = 145402 & 

The stabilized deliverability is given by 

-2 
‘R - ‘if 

= 145402 q,, + 2510 qzc 

The above equation may be plotted on logarithmic coordinates to give a 

stabilized deliverability I.ine of the type shown in Figure 3-2. 

4.3 LIT Flow Equation (Stabilized'Flow) from a 
Single Unstabilized Flow Test 

It is often desirable, especially for low permeability 

reservoirs, to predict the stabilized productivity without actually 

conducting the stabilized flow teat of Section 4.2. This may be 

accomplished through use of a parameter called the stabilization factor 

(abbreviated SF) defined by McMahon (1961) as the ratio of the 

stabilized deliverability to the actual deliverability at the time of 

test. 

Obviously, SF is a function of the duration of the test, the 

reservoir and gas characteristics and the well spacing. Riley (1970) 

developed the set of curves shown in Figures 7-5(a,b,c,d) assuming a 

640 acre spacing, a zero skin factor, ln(re/rw) = 9, and various test 

times of interest. 

The use of these figuresisquite simple. The test duration 

(4, 8, 24 or 72 hours) and a shut-in pressure are taken from the 
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avaiLable short-term test. The only other term then needed is 

permeability, which may be estimated by the methods of Section 3.1, 

from core data or any other reliable source. Selecting the proper time 

graph, SF is obtained corresponding to the permeability and shut-in 

pr@WW@. This factor, when applied to the short-term flow rate, gives 

a reasonable approximation of the stabilized flow rate at the back 

pressure obtained in the flow test. 

Simple adjustmence may be made to the value of SF for cases 

where the well spacing is different from 640 acres or where the skin 

factor is not zero. 

SF (corrected) = 
SF (from g raph) x 9 + s 

In (r&J f 6 
(7-16) 

Values for 6 may be estimated as shown in Section 3.2. 

The method described above is based on equations which 

neglect turbulence effects. It has been shown in the Notes to Chapter 3 

that for fully laminar flow Equation (7-l) reduces to 

Pi - Pif = a’qsc 

When turbulence exists, this approximation should be used to predict 

the deliverability only for flow rates in the vicinity of the flow rate 

used to develop this equation. 

Using the value of SF, calculated above,Co obtain a stabilized 

9 sc corresponding to the Ap’ (= Gi- pif), a’ may be calculated a6 

illustrated by Example 7-4. 

EXAMPLE 7-4 

Introduction In well testing situations where turbulence effects can 

be neglected, it Is possible to estimate the stabilized deliverability 

equation without actually conducting a stabilized flow test. 

Probl.em A short-flow test (four hours), conducted on the well of 
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of Examples 7-2 and 7-3 gave a flowing sandface pressure, p,f, of 

2905 psia at a flow rate of 6.0 MMscfd. Calculate the stabilized 

deliverability relationship assuming negligible turbulence effects, 

Solution 

From Example 7-3 

G R = 3000 psla 

From Example 7-2 

k = 14md 

From Figure 7-f(a), for a permeability of I.4 md and at a pressure of 

3000 psia, 

SF = 0.72 

From Example 7-3 It is seen that the ~13. spacing is the same as that 

for the curves of Figure 7-1, whereas the skin equals -2. 

From Equation (7-13) 

SF (corrected) = SF (graph) x 9 + 8 
In Q") + 6 

= (0.7;““; - 2 = o*64 

.'. Equivalent stabilized flow rate = 0.64 X 6 

= 3.84 MMscfd 

From Equation (7-14) 

-2 2 

PR - Pwf = a 9 

3ooo2 - 290EJ2 = a'(3.84) 

a’ = 146087 $& 
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Hence the stabilized deliverability is given by 

-* 
'R - ':f = 146087 qsc 

5 PREDICTION OF AVFRAGE RESERVOIR PRESSURE 

The detailed method for predicting average reservoir pressures, 

discussed in Chapter 5, Section 4.2, may only be applied to middle-time 

data acquired during build-up tests. The prediction of average 

reservoir pressures from short-flow tests and from deliverability tests 

is described in the following sections. 

5.1 Average Reservoir Pressure from the Stabilized 
Deliverability Equation, 

The stabilized deliverability equation, or the LIT flow 

equation, may be obtained from limited data or short-flow tests by the 

methods described in the previous sections or by the methods of 

Chapter 3. The average reservoir pressure, at any time of interest 

during the life of a well may then be calculated quite easily. The 

test simply involves the measurement of the stabilized flow rate and the 

associated bottom hole pressure. The calculation procedure is 

illustrated by Example Y-5. 

EXAMPLE 7-5 

Introduction The stabrlized deliverability equation for a well 

theoretically changes with any variations in the parameters appearing in 

Equations (3-2) and (3-3). In many instances, however, the variation of 

these parameters with declining pressure or production life is small 

enough to be neglected, and the LIT flow equation may be considered to 

be valid over a lengthy period of time. 

Problem Assuming that the stabilized deliverability equation developed 
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in Example 7-3 represents accurately the present production period for 

the well, calculate the average reservoir pressure if the flowing bottom 

hole pressure, P",, is 2475 psia corresponding to a stabilized flow rate 

of 10 MMscfd. 

Solution 

From Example 7-3 

t; - p& = 145402 qsc + 2510 c& 

-2 
9% 

- (2475)' = 145402 (10) + 2510 (lo)* 

= 2800 psia 

5.2 Average Reservoir Pressure Not Knowing the 
Stabilized Deliverabiliry Equation 

When rhe stabilized deliverability equation is not known or 

when there is reason to believe that a Previously obtained deliverability 

equation no longer applies to a partially depleted reservoir, the average 

reservoir pressure at any the during the producing life of the well may 

be obtained as follows. 

If the value of b' is known, say from an isochronal 

deliverability test (Chapter 3, Section 4.21, a procedure similar to a 

mm-rate test may be used. When a well is producing at a stabilized 

rate, me3Sure q, and the corresponding flowing bottom hole pressure, 

P Wfl' Then Euqatlon (7-l) may be written as 

(7-18) 

Immediately change the flow rate to q, and when the pressure has 

stabilized determine the flowing bottom hole pressure ' P,fz' Again, 
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from Equation (7-l) 

-2 2 

'R - ',fz = a'q2 + b's,2 (7-19) 

Eliminating a' from Equations (7-18) and (7-19) gives 

p; = 
42 Pif’ - 91 & 

92 - 91 
- b’q,q, (7-20) 

Bennett and Forgerson (1974) suggest a similar procedure when 

Equation (3-l) is used es the stabilized deliverability equation. In 

this case n is calculated from an isochronal deliverability test 

(Chapter 3, Section 4.2), and using exactly the same testing procedure 

as described above the following relationship may be derived 

(7-21) 

When the value of b' or n is not known, the above analysis is 

simply extended co include a third flow rate. This yields a set of 

three simultaneous equations in three unknowns which may be sol.ved to 

obtain pR. 

EXAWLE 7-6 

Introduction The flow constant, b', may be estimated by methods 

discussed in previous sections of this chapter or by the analysis of 

the deliverability tests of Chapter 3, Section 4. The average reservoir 

pressure at any time during the producing life of the well may then be 

estimated from a simple test. 

Problem A well that had been producing for some time gave a stabilized 

flow rate of 4.0 MMscfd and a corresponding bottom hole flowing pressure 

of 1320 psia. When the rate was changed to 6.0 MMscfd and the pressure 

permitted to stabilize a flowing bottom hole pressure of 860.0 psia was 
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obtained. 

A previously conducted isochronal test on the same well gave 

a value for b' equal to 13400 psia'/MMscfd. Assuming that this value 

of b' may still be considered valid for the well, calculate the average 

reservoir pressure at the rime of the test. 

Solution 

41 = 4.0 MMscfd 

% = 6.0 MMscfd 

P 
Wfl 

= 1320 psia 

P = wf2 860 psia 

From Equation (7-20) 

2 

-2 9, P"fl - 9, PGf* 
PR = 42 - q1 

- b'q,q, 

(6)(1320)' - (4)(860)* 

(6 - 4) 
- (13400)(4)(6) 

= 3426400 

SR = 1851 psia 

Discussion A similar procedure may be used if the simplified approach 

represented by Equation (3-l) is being used. However, the limitations 

of Equation (3-l), described in Chapter 3, Section 2, should be kept in 

mind when using the simplified method. 



APPENDIX A 

PROPERTIES OF NATURAZ GASES 

This appendix reviews those physical properties of natural 

gases that are of importance in the evaluation of gas well performance. 

It presents a sunrmary of prediction methods, associated formulae, graphs 

and tables related to these properties. 

The properties ,of a natural gas may be determined either 

directly by laboratory tests or by prediction from the known chemical 

composition of the gas. In the latter case the calculations are based 

on the physical properties of individual components of the gas, and upon 

physical laws, often referred to as mixing rules, relating the properties 

of the components to those of the mixture. 

1. Properties of Constituent Components 

The relevant,physicaL properties of typical constituent 

components of natural gases are listed in Table A-l. The data include 

molecular weight, critical. pressure, critical temperature, condensate 

vaporizing volume ratio and gross heating value of each component. 

The molecular weight of a substance is the sum of the atomic 

weights of the atoms in each molecule of the substance, the weight of 

an atom of oxygen being taken as 16. 

The critical temperature of a pure substance may be defined 

as the maximum temperature at which liquid and vapour phases can coexist 

in equilibrium. The vapour pressure at this temperature is called the 

critical pressure. 

The condensate vaporizing volume ratio is the ratio of the 

volume of gas at standard conditions of temperature and pressure (60’F 

and 14.65 psia) to the volume that it would occupy in the liquid state 

at the same temperature and pressure. 

The gross heating value of a gas in the total heat liberated 

when a unit volume of the gas is burned under specified conditions, 

A-l 
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FIGURE A-l. CORRELATION CHARTS FOR ESTIMATION OF THE PSEUDOCRITICAL 
TEMPERATURE AND,PRESSlJRE OF HEPTANES,PLlJS FRACTIONS FROM MOLECULAR 

WEIGHT AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

2. The Gas Law 

The ideal gas law provides a relationship between the pressure, 

the temperature and the specific volume of an ideal gas. This relation- 

ship is modified by use of a compressibility factor, 2, to account for 

deviations, from idesllty, In the behaviour of real gases. Commonly 

referred to as the Gas Law, the relationship for real gases is: 

ZRT 
pv = M (A-l) 

,where 

P = pressure under which the gas exists 

" = specific volume of the gas 

2 = compressibility factor for the real gas 
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component M 
Pci T 

ci Gross Heating 
- - 5 Value 

lbm/lb mole psia OR scf gas/Imp.gal. Btu/fc' at 
at 14.65 psia 14.65 psia 

and 60°P and 60°F (dry: 

N2 28.013 493.0 227.27 

co2 44.010 1071.0 547.57 71.61 

3s 34.076 1306.0 672.37 88.34 635.0 
'He 4.003 33.2 9.80 

CH, 16.042 667.8 343.04 71.26 1006.5 
CA 30.070 707.8 549.76 45.17 1763.3 

CA 44.097 616.3 665.68 43.87 2509.5 

=A 0 58.124 529.1 734.65 36.92 3242.5 

ws 0 -58.124 550.7 765.32 38.31 3251.9 

ic5H, 2 72.151 490.4 628.77 32.99 3987. a 
nc5H1 2 72.151 488.6 845.37 33.33 3996.9 

CA 4 86.178 436.9 913.37 29.36 4741.2 
2% 6+ 114.232 360.6 1023.89 23.58 6230.1 

'Data for He from Reid and Sherwood (1966). 

%hysical properties of octane are used for the C,+ fraction. 
Alternativdy, the pseudo-critical temperature and pseudo-critical 
pressure may be obtained from Figure A-l which gives these properties 

as a function of molecular weight and specific gravity of the C,+ 
fraction. 

TABLE A-l. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TYPICAL COMPONENTS OF 
NATURAL GASES 

From GPSA Engineering Dota Bookl1974) 
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T = absolute temperature 

M = molecular weight of the gas 

R = gas constant, 10.7 when p is in psia, v is in ft3/lb,, 

T ia in OR and M is in lbm/lb mole 

Equation (A-l) may be rearranged to a more convenient form: 

2.707 G p 
ZT 

where 

p = density of the gas 

G = specific gravity of the gas (air = 1) = M/.28.964 

3. Theorem of Corresponding States 

This theorem states that the deviation of a real gas from the 

ideal gas law is the same for different gasesatcorresponding conditions 

as related tb some basic property such as the critical temperature or 

critical pressure. These corresponding conditions are found at the 

same fraction of the absolute critical temperature and pressure, which 

are defined as follows: 

Reduced temperature, Tri = T/Tel (A-3) 

Reduced pressure, pri = p/pci (A-4) 

where 

T = 
ci critical temperature of any pure component i 

pci = critical pressure of any pure component i 

4. Properties of Natural Gases 

Kay (1936) formulated mixing rules which are used, unless 

otherwise specified, to determine the physical properties of a natural 

gas from the properties of its consitutent components. These pseudo- 

properties of a natural gas are determined as follows: 
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Pseudo-critical temperature, Tc = 1 xiTci (A-5) 

Pseudo-critical pressure. p, = i XiPci (A-6) 

Pseudo-reduced temperature, Tr = T/T, IA-71 

Pseudo-reduced pressure, p, = P/P, W-8) 

where 

5 = mole fraction of component i 

The calculation pracedure for determining pseudo properties of a sweet 

natural gas from its composition is illustrated by Example A-l. 

EXAMPLE A-l 

Problem Compute the pseudo-critical properties of a sweet natural gas 

of known composition: N,, 1.38%; CH,, 93.0%; C,H,, 3.29%; C,H,, 1.36%; 

iC,H,o, 0.23%; nC,Hlo, 0.37%; iC5H12, 0.12%; nC,HI,, 0.10%; C&l,,, 0.08% 

and C7H16+, 0.05%. 

Solution The tabulations 

Mole Mol. 
Component Fraction Weight 

x, % 
I L 

0.0138 28.013 

0.9302 16.042 

0.0329 30.070 

0.0136 44.097 

0.0023 58.124 

0.0037 58.124 

0.0012 72.151 

0.0010 72.151 

0*0008 86.178 

0.0005 114.232 

below illustrate the calculation procedure: 

Critical Critical 
xiMi T:p. oB xiTci Ptes.psia xipcI 

'ci 

0.3866 227.29 

14.9223 343.06 

0.9893 549.78 

0.5997 665.70 

0.1337 734.67 

0.2151 765.34 

0.0866 828.79 

0.0722 845.39 

0.0689 913.39 

0.0571 1023.91 

3.14 

319.11 

18.09 

9.05 

1.69 

2.83 

0.99 

0.85 

0.73 

0.51 

M= 1 ~~M~"17.5315 1 xiTci = 356.99 

Pci 
493.0 6.80 

667.8 621.19 

707.8 23.29 

616.3 8.38 

529.1 1.22 

550.7 2.04 

490.4 0.59 

488.6 0.49 

436.9 0.35 

360.6 0.18 

iZ 'i'ci = 664.53 
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G = M/28.964 - 0.605 

Tc = 356.99'R 

PC = 664.53 psia 

In cases where the composition of a natural gas is not 

available, the pseudo-critical pressure and pseudo-critical temperature 

may be approximated from Figure A-2 and the gas gravity. The specific 

gravity of the gas in Example A-l is 0.605. From Figure A-2, the 

pseudo-critical temperature is 35S'R compared with 356.99'R calculated; 

the pseudo-critical pressure is 671 psia compared with 664.53 psia 

calculated. 

Thomas, Hankinson and Phillips (1970),took data from Figure 

A-2 and more recent data from other sotlrcas to obtain the following 

correlations: 

Tc = 170.491 + 307.344 G (A-9) 

PC 
= 709.604 - 58.718 G (A-10) 

The allowable concentrations of sour gasas and other non-hydrocarbons 

for the above equations are 3% H,S, 5% N,, or a total impurity content 

of 7%. Consequently, these equations should be applicable to the 

natural gas of Example A-l. nor a gas gravity of 0.61, Equations (A-9) 

and (A-10) give a pseudo-critical temperature of 356.43oR and a 

pseudo-critical pressure of 674.08 psia. For sour natural gases, Kay's 

mixing rules are used along with the relevant physical properties of 

the sour gas constituent components to determine the pseudo-critical 

properties. The calculation procedure for determining the pseudo 

properties of a sour natural gas from its composition is illustrated 

by Example A-Z. 

EXAMPLE A-2 

Problem Compute the pseudo-critical properties of a sour natural gas 

of known composition: Ni, 2.36%; CO,, 1.64%; HZS, 18.41%; CH,, 77.00%; 

CA* 0.42%; C,H,, 0.05%; iC,H,0,0.03%;nC,H1D, 0.03%; iC5H12, 0.01%; 
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*c5H12. 0.01%; C,H,,, 0.01%; C7H16+, 0.03%. 

Solution The tabulations below illustrate the calculation procedure: 

Male Mol. Critical Critical 
Component Fraction Weight x p 

x. 
xiMi Temp. oR xiTci Pres.psla 

i ci 
1 % Tci P,i 

N2 
co2 

H2S 

CH, 
v-J6 
C,“, 

%qo 
nc4H, (I 
iC5H12 

“cSH,2 

‘6%, 

CA 6+ 

0.0236 28.013 0.6611 227.29 5.36 493.0 11.63 

0.0164 44.010 0.7218 547.57 8.98 1071.0 17.56 

0.1841 34.076 6.2734 672.37 123.78 1306.0 240.43 

0.7700 16.042 12.3523 343.06 264.16 667.8 514.21 

0.0042 30.070 0.1263 549.78 2.31 707.8 2.97 

0.0005 44.097 0.0220 665.70 0.33 616.3 0.31 

0.0003 58.124 0.0174 734.67 0.22 529.1 0.16 

0.0003 58.124 0.0174, 765.34 0.23 550.7 0.17 

0.0001 72.151 0.0072 828.79 0.08 490.4 0.05 

0.0001 72.151 0.0072 845.39 0.08 488.6 0.05 

0.0001 86,178 0.0086 913.39 0.09 436.9 0.04 

0.0003 114.232 0.0343 1023.91 0.31 360.6 0.11 

1 xiMi= 20.2490 1 x T i ci=405.93 1 xipci=7%7.69 

G = M/28.964 = 0.699 

Tc - 405.93'R 

PC = 787.69 psia 

In cases where the composition of a natural gas is not 

available, the pseudo-critical temperature and the pseudo-critical 

pressure may be approximated from Figure A-2 and the gas gravity. The 

specific gravity of the gas in Example A-2 is 0.700. From Figure A-2, 

using the inserts to correct for the presence of H,S. COP and N,, the 

pseudo-critical temperature is 4090R compared with 405.93 calculated; 

the pseudo-critical pressure is 785 psia compared with 787.69 psia 

calculated. 
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5. Compressibility Factors for Natural Gases’ 

The compressibility factor, 2, validates Equation (A-1) for 

real gases and defines the deviations of a real gas from Ideal gas 

behaviour. 

Standing and Katz (1942) presented a compressibility factor 

chart, Figure A-3, which represents compressibility factors of sweet 

natural gases as a function of pseudo-reduced temperature and pseudo- 

reduced pressure. This chart is generally reliable for sweet natural 

gases wrth minor amounts of non-hydrocarbons. It is one of the most 

widely accepted correlations in the oil and gas industry. 

Henceforth referred to as the Standing-Katz Z factor chart, 

its use to predict compressibility factors is illustrated by Example A-3. 

EXAMPLE A-3 

Problem Compute the compressibility factor for a sweet natural gas at 

a temperature of 200’F and under a pressure of 2000 psia. A natural gas 

having the composition of Example A-l may be used. 

Solution 

From Example A-l 

Tc 
= 356.99oR 

PC 
= 664.53 psia 

pseudo-reduced properties 

Tr 
- TIT 

c 
- (200 -i- 460)/356,99 = 

pr = P/P, = 2000/664.53 = 3.01 

From Figure A-3, at Tr = 1.85 and pr = 3.01 

2 = 0.907 

1.85 
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For sour natural gases, the Standlng-Katz Z factor chart may 

be used with appropriate adjustment of the pseudo-critical pressure and 

temperature. Wichert and Aziz (1972) have developed a graph, Figure A-4, 

which gives a pseudo-critical temperature adjustment factor, Ed, to be 

used in the equations given below. 

T:: = T=;E~ (A-11) 

P; = 
p, c 

Tc + B (1-B) Ed (A-l,?) 

where 

T; = adjusted pseudo-critical temperature 

P; = adjusted pseudo-critical pressure 

B = mole fraction in H,S in the sour gas stream 

Equations (A-11) and (A-12) give the adjusted pseudo-critical 

temperature and adjusted pseudo-critical pressure, from which the 

reduced temperature and reduced pressure are calculated far we in 

Figure A-3 to predict sow gas compressibility factors. The calculation 

procedure is Illustrated by Example A-4. 

EXAMPLE A-4 

Problem Compute the compressibility factor for a sour natural gas at 

temperature of 200oF and under a pressure of 2000 psia. A, natural gas 

having the composition of Example A-2 may be used. 

Solution 

From Example A-2 

*c - 405.43'R 

PC = 787.69 psia 

From Figure A-4, for 18.41% H,S and 1.64% CO,, 

E3 = 25.5% 
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From Equation (A-11) 

T;’ = 405.93 - 25.5 = 380.43% 

From Equation (A-12) 

P; = 
(787.69)(380.43) 

405.93+0.1841 (I.- 0.1841)(25,5) = 731*31 

reduced properties 

Tr = TIT’ 
c = (200 + 460)/380.43 = 1.73 

pr = P/Pi = 2000/731.31 = 2.73 

From Figure A-3, at Tr = 1.73 and P, = 2.73 

2 = 0.880 

Although the Standing-Katz 2 factor charts are easy to use in 

manual computations, digital computer programming involving 

compressibility factors requires tedious programming and 'the storage 

of tabulated compressibility factor data. This difficulty can be 

avoided by use of the BWR equation of state fitted by Drancbuk, Putvis 

and Robinson (1974) to adequately represent Figure A-3: 

2 = 1 + (A,+A,/T~+A&)P~ + (As+AJTJp: + A5A&IT, 

+ A,@-:(1 + A&) =v(-A,P:) (A-13) 

where 

pr = 0.27 p,/(Z Tr) (A-14) 

Al = 0.31506237 A, = -1.04670990 A, = -0.57832729 

A, = 0.53530771 A, = -0.61232032 A6 = -0.10488813 

A7 = 0.68157001 A, = 0.68446549 

Equatoes (A-13) and (A-14) are incorporated in a FORTRAN subroutine 
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ZANDC given in Appendix D. The Dtanchuk et al. (1974) expression 

for z is essentially a good representation of the Standing-Katz Z 

factor charts and it Is capable of generating the 2, p,, Tr surface with 

a standard deviation of 0.00445 in Z. 

For computer applications jnvolving sour gases, subroutine 

ZANDC uses the adjustment procedures of Wichert and Aziz (1972), 

represented by Equation (A-15) given below. Figure A-4 may be 

represented by the equation 

(A-15) 

where 

A = sum of the mole fractions of H,S and CO, 

B = mole fraction of H,S 

6. Compressibility of Natural Gases 

The isothermal compresslblllty, c, of a substance is defined 

(~-16) 

A commonly used approximation of Equation (A-16), for finite pressure 

and volume changes is given by 

VI - “2 
c = 

v,(P,-P,) 
(A-17) 

Substituting Equation (A-l), the basic gas equation, in Equation (A-16) 

gives 

1 
c = -- 

,lz 

P [ 3 z apT 
(A-18) 

Since Z is usually expressed’as a function of pseudo-reduced pressure, 

it is convenient to define a pseudo-reduced compressibility, thus 
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(A-19) 

Using Equations (A-13) and (A-14) along with Equation (A-19), Mattar, 

Brar and Aziz (1975) have obtained an analytical expression for cr 

given by 

1 0.27 
c c--- 
r P r 22 Tr 

(A-20) 

where 

az [ 1 ap,T 
= (A,+AZ/T,+A,/T:) f 2(A,+A,/Tr)P, 

r 

+ 5 A,A,P& + 
2 A,P, 

3 
Tr 

(l+A,p;- A;P;)exp C-&P:) 

(A-21) 

Equations (A-20) and (A-21) ware used to develop Figures A-5 and A-6 

in which crTr is pLotted as a function of p, and Tr. 

For manual calculations of compressibility, Figure A-5 or 

Figure A-6, along with the definition of pseudo-reduced compressibility 

from Equation (A-19) may be used. Example A-5 illustsatee the 

calculation procedure. 

EXAMPLE A-5 

Problem Calculate the compressibility of the natural gas of Example 

A-l at a temperature and pressure of 39.8'F and 664.5 psia, 

respectively. 

Solution 

From Example A-l 

Tc = 356.99'R 
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PC = 664.53 psia 

pseudo-reduced properties 

TK = (39.8 + 460)/356.99 = 1.4 

p r = 664.51664.53 = 1.0 

From Figure A-5, at TK = 1.4 and p, = 1.0 

CT = 1.6 Kr 

c K = 1.61~ r = 1.611.4 = 1.14 

From Equation A-19 

c = C,/P, - 1.141664.53 

= 0.001715 psia-l 

For sour natural gases, the same procedure as above applies 

using values of reduced temperature and reduced pressure that have been 

adjusted by the method of Wichert and Azlz (1972). 

For computer calculations, Equations (A-14), (A-20) and 

(A-21) have been incorporated in the FORTRAN subroutine ZANDC given in 

Appendix D. In summary, this subroutine calculates the compressibility 

factor, 2, and the compressibility, c, and ah makes the necessary 

adjustments for sour gases. 

7. Viscosity of Natural Gases 

The viscosity of a Newtonian fluid is defined as the ratio 

of the shear force per unit area to the local velocity gradient. 

For most engineering work, viscosities are expressed in terms of poises, 

centipoises or micropoises. A poise denotes a viscosity of 1 dyne-set/cm* 

or 1 g.mass/(sec)(cm) and can be expressed in other units as below: 
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1 poise = 1.00 X 10' centipoises 

= 1.00 X lo6 micropoises 

= 6.72 x lo-' lb,/ (Et) (WC) 

= 2.09 x LO-' lbf-sec/ft' 

The viscosity of a pure gas depends upon temperature and 

pressure, but for gas mixtures it is also a function of the composition 

of the mixture. 

For natural gases, the widely used correlations of Cam, 

Kobayashi and Burrows (1954) take the simple forms 

u’1 = ${M,Tl (A-22) 

u/u, = m{P,,T,I (A-23) 

where 

u’1 = low pressure or dilute-gas viscosity 

u = gas viscosity at high pressure 

The correlation represented by Equation (A-23) is compatible 

with the correlations for compressibility factors since both are based 

orthe concept of corresponding states, 

Figures A-7, A-8 and A-9 give the Carr et al. (1954) 

correlations. Figure A-7 is a plot of dilute-gas viscosity as a 

function of molecular weight and temperature. The Inserts are 

corrections for the presence of nitrogen, carbon-dioxide br hydrogen 

sulphide. Figures A-8 end A-9 give the viscosity ratio as a function 

of pseudo-reduced temperature and pseudo-reduced pressure. Example A-6 

illustrates the use of these figures for prediction of natural gas 

ViSCOSitieS. 

EXAMPLE A-6 

Problem Calculate the viscosity of the natural gas of Example A-2 at 

a temperature and pressure of lOOoF and 2000 psia, respectively. 
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Solution 

From Example A-2 

M = 20.25 G m 0.70 

Tc = 405.93'R 
PC = 787.69 psia 

From Figure A-7, for a molecular weight of 20.25 and a temperature of 

lOOoF 

Ul = 0.0107 cp 

From the inserts on Figure A-7 

correction for 2.36 mole per cent N, = 0.00019 cp 

correction for 1.64 mole per cent CO, = 0.00010 cp 

COrrectIon for 18.41 mole per cent H,S = 0.0004.l cp 
(extrapolated value) 

. . corrected u'l = 0.0107 * (0.00019 + 0.00010 4" 0.00041) 

= 0.0114 cp 

Tr = (100 + 460)/405.93 = 1.38 

p r - 2000/787.69 = 2.54 

From Figure A-8 or Figure A-9, for Tr = 1.38 and pr = 2.54 

PIP, = 1.52 

. . P = 1.52 x 0.0144 = 0.0173 cp 

The viscosity correlations of Carr et al. (1954) are 

incorporated in a FORTRAN subroutine VISCY given in Appendix D. This 

subroutine requires the storage of tabulated data and tedious inter- 

polation methods. Several other correlations are available for the 

prediction of LIP and k~ for pure gas and multicomponent gas mixtures. 
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Some of these have been extended to predict viscosities of natural 

gases but none account for the presence of hydrogen sulphide, carbon 

dioxide, and nitrogen. 

For example, Lee, Gonzalez and Eakin (1966) developed a semi- 

empirical expression of the form 

P = K exp (X PY) , 11 in IJP 

p in glee 

(A-24) 

K = 
(9.4 + 0.02 M) T1'$ 

209 + 19 M f 'I: ', T in OR 

x = 3.5 + F + 0.01 M 

Y = 2.4 - 0.2 X 

Although the above correlation is readily adaptable to 

digital computer programming, it may not he applied to sour gases. As 

mentioned previously, the method of Carr et al. (1954) has been 

computerized even though it does involve some tedious programming. The 

advantages of using subroutine VISCY Include an accurate reproduction 

of Figures A-7, A-8, and A-9, which arc normally used for manual 

calculations, and its application to sonr gases. 

8. Condensate Wells, Retrograde Condensation 
and Recomhfnation Calculations 

Many gas wells produce an effluent which is single-phase (gas) 

in the reservoir and in the wellbore but is two-phase (gas and 

condensate) at wellhead separation conditions. 

Condensation is caused by unusual phase changes which occur 

in the critical region of the gas mixture. This abnormal phenomenon, 

which does not occur for pure substances, is called "retrograde 

condensation." In simple terms, it is the phenomenon of liquid 

formation by isothermal expansion of a single-phase fluid. The term 
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retrograde condensation may also be applied to isobaric phenomena when 

the phase change occurring is opposite to that which would occur if the 

same change in conditions was applied to a pure substance. 

The separation of reservoir gases into two phases at wellhead 

conditions creates requirements for monitoring flow rakes, oomposikions 

and related properties of the gas and liquid streams. These measurements 

are essential to molal recombination calculations in which these separake 

gas and liquid streams are reconstituted to give the recombined 

composition of the reservoir gases. 

Specific Gravity of Reservoir Gases 
from High Pressure Separator Streams 

The specific gravity of reservoir gases may be calculated, 

assuming additive volumes, from the equation: 

4608 Gc 

Gs+ R 
G = c 

1 + V,/R c 
(A-25) 

where 

G = specific gravity of the reservoir gas (air = 1) 

Gs = specific gravity of the high pressure (hp) separator 

gas (air = 1) 

Gc = specific gravity of.the high pressure (hp) separator 

condensate (water = 1) 

Rc = gas-condensate ratio, scf separator gas per barrel 

separator condensate (14.65 psi and 60%) 

v = 
c condensate vaporizing volume ratio, scf per barrel 

separator condensate (14.65 psi and 6OoP) 

In using Equation (A-25) the following information is required: 

1. Flow rates of the high-pressure separator gas and 

condensate skresms--obtained from fiel.d measurements. 

2. Specific gravity of khe high-pressure separator gas and 

condensate--obtained from laboratory mcasuremenks. 

3. Condensate vaporizing volume ratio--obtained from Figure 

A-10. 
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The condensate vaporizing volume ratlo, Vc, is dependent on 

the composition of the condensate which in turn is reflected by its 

specific gravity. Figure A-10 presents the relationship between Vc and 

the API gravity for pure paraffinic hydrocarbons. (For convenience in 

converting API gravitfes to liquid specific gravities, an abridged 

conversion table is presented in Table A-2.) 

The procedure for calculating the specific gravity of reservoi1 

gases from the specific gravities of the high-pressure separator streams 

is illustrated by Example A-7. 

EXAWLE A-7 

Problem Calculate the specific gravity of a reservoir gas given the 

following information: 

Specific gravity of hp separator gas, Gs = 0.65 

Gravity of hp separator condensate = 56oAPI 

Gas-condensate ratio, % = 20,000 ft3/bbl 

Solution 

From Table A-2, specific gravity of condensate 

Gc = 0.75 

From Figure A-10, for an API gravity of 56’ 

V c = 575 scf/bbl 

From Equation A-25 

o 65 + (4608)(0.75) 

G = (20,000) = 0.80 
1 + (575)~20,000) 

In using Figure A-10, the following must be clearly understood. 

This graph is applicable only for converting high-pressure separator 

condensate to an equivalent gas volume. In cases where measurements are 
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made on stock tank condensate, instead of the high-pressure separator 

condensate, the foll.owing section provides the procedure for calculating 

the specific gravity of a reservoir gas. 

Specific Gravity of Reservoir Gas from 
HP Gas and Stock Tank Condensate 

The specific gravity of reservoir gases may be calculated, 

assuming additive volumes, from the equation 

(~-26) 

where 

G = specific gravity of the reservoir gas (air = 1) 

Gs = specific gravity of the high-pressure (hp) separator 

gas (air = 1) 

G = 
CS 

specific gravity of the stock tank condensate 

(water = 1) 

R cs = gas-stock tank condensate ratio, scf separator gas 

per barrel stock tank condensate (14.65 psi and 6OoF) 

v = C* stock tank condensate vaporizing volume ratio, scf 

per barrel stock tank condensate (14.65 psi and 60°F) 

In using Equation (A-26) the following information is required: 

1. Flow rate of the high-pressure separator gas stream and 

the accumulation rate of the stock tank condensate-- 

obtained from field measurements. 

2. Operating pressure of the high-pressure separator-- 

obtained from field measurements. 

3. Specific gravities of the high-pressure separator gas and 

stock tank condensate--obtained from laboratory 

measurements. 

4. Stock tank condensate vaporizing volume ratio--obtained 

from Figure A-11. 
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OAPI 
Specific 
Gravity OAPI 

0 1.076 34 
1 1.068 35 
2 1.060 36 
3 1.052 37 
4 1.044 38 
5 1.037 39 
6' 1.029 40 
7 1.022 41 
8 1.014 42 
9 1.007 43 

10 1.000 44 
11 .9930 4.5 
12 .9861 46 
13 .9792 47 
14 .972s 48 
15 .9659 49 
16 .9593 50 
17 .9529 51 
18 -9465 52 
19 .9402 53 
20 .9340 54 
21 .9279 55 
22 -9218 56 
23 - 9159 57 
24 - 9100 58 
25 .9042 59 
26 .8984 60 
27 .a927 61 
28 .a.871 62 
29 .8816 63 
30 .8762 64 
31 8708 65 
32 :8654 66 
33 .8602 67 

Specific 
Gravity 

.8550 

.8498 

.a448 

.8398 

.8348 

.8299 

.8251 

.8203 

.8155 

.8109 

.8063 

.8017 

.7972 

.?¶27 
-7883 
.7a39 
.7796 
.7753 
.7711 
_ 7669 
.7628 
.7587 
.7547 
.7507 
.7467 
.7428 
.7389 
.7351 

7313 
17275 
-7238 
.7201 
.7165 
.7128 

Specific Gravity = 141.5 
131.5 + OAPI 

OApI 

68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
a4 
as 
86 
a7 
88 
a9 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 

Specific 
Gravity 

.7093 

.7057 

.7022 

.6988 

.6953 

.6919 

.6886 

.6852 
-6819 
.6787 
.6754 
.67X 
.6690 
.6659 
.6628 
.6597 
.6566 
.6536 
.6506 
i6476 
.6446 
.6417 
.63aa 
.6360 
.6331 
.6303 
.6275 
-6247 
6220 

:6193 
.6166 
.6139 
.6112 

TABLE A-2. CONVERSION OF API GRAVITY TO LIQUID SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT bo°F 



SEPARATOR PRESSURE, psig 

FIGURE A-11. EQUIVALENT GAS VOLUME OF STOCK TANK CONDENSATE 

From Lerhikor ~14.511 
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The stock tank condensate vaporizing volume xatio, Vcs, is 

dependent on its specific gravity and the separator pressure. Figure 

A-11 presents Vcs as a function of API gravity and separator pressure. 

The value of Vcs obtained from this figure Includes the gas vented from 

low-pressure separators, if any, and also includes the gas flashed on 

reduction of pressure into the stock tanks. 

The procedure for calculating the specific gravity of a 

reservoir gas from the specific gravities of the high-pressure separator 

gas and stock tank condensate is illustrated by Example A-8. 

EXAMPLE A-E 

Problem Calculate the specific gravity ,of a reservoir gas given the 

fol.lowing information: 

Specific gravity of hp separator gas, Gs = 0.65 

Gravity of stock tank condensate 

Gas-stock tank condensate ratio, 

= 5OOAPI 

R 
c 

= 21,000 

High-pressure separator preSSwe = 900 psig 

From Table A-2, specific gravity of stock tank condensate 

G = 0.78 
CS 

From Figure A-11, for an API gravity of 50’ and a separator pressure 

of 900 psig 

v 
CS 

= 1110 scf/bbl 

From Equation (A-26) 

o 65 + (4608)(0.78) 

G = 
(21,000) 

= 0.78 
1 + (1KL0.)(21,000) 
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The specific gravity of a reservoir gas obtained by either of 

the two methods discussed above is reasonably accurate and may be used 

to obtain the pseudo-critical temperature and pseudo-critical pressure 

from Figure A-2. This procedure may be applied only when detailed 

information regarding the compositions of the various separator streams 

is not available. It is desirable, however, to know the composition of 

the reservoir gases in which case the more rigorous procedures out1ine.d 

below may be used to calculate reservoir gas composition, specific 

gravity, and pseudo-critical properties. 

Recombination Calculations 

This section illustrates a typical calculation procedure, and 

describes alternative procedures necessitated by different wellhead 

separator configurations, to determine recombined reservoir gas 

properties. The composition of the total well fluid is calculated from 

the analyses of the produced gas(~) and liquid by recombining them in 

the ratio in which they are produced. Physical properties like pseudo- 

critical temperature and pseudo-critical pressure are then calculated 

using the methods illustrated by Examples A-l or A-2. 

A typical recombination calculation, ilLustratcd by Example 

A-9, assumes the following: 

1. The wellhead separator configuration; as given in 

Figure 6-3, consists of a high-pressure (hp) separator, 

a low-pressure (1~) separator, and a stock tank. 

2. The stock tank gas volume is small and may be neglected. 

EXAMPLE A-9 

Problem The effluent from a gas well was separated at the wellhead 

using the separator configuration of Figure 6-3. The flow rates and 

composition of the high-pressure gas, the low-pressure gas,'axid the stock 

tank liquid are given in Table A-3. 

Calculate the total (recombined) gas produced, its composition, 

gravity, pseudo-critical temperature and pressure. 



MOLAL RECOMf3INATIOH CALCULATIONS 

WELL LOCATION FIELD PO01 DATE SAMPLED 

SEPARATOR CONDITIONS HP 5EP. 920 
PSiQ, __ 100 q F LP SEP.25 psip, &?!i!ee’F 

$cpAPAlOR PRODUCTS HPCAS ~7500’o Mxfd LP GA5 5oo-o Mrcfd 

LIQUID: STOCK TANK 15.0 Bblld HP - Bblld LP - Bbl/d 

LmrO FLOW RAIE CAlCU4AllON>* I STOCK TANK m, HP 0, OI LP u tlOUl0) 

MOLECUtAR WEIGHT OF LIQUID, MI = 124.0 , SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF LIQUID, SGL = 0.80 

LIQUID FtOW RATE Imoles/dI q FLOW RATEIBblldI x 
5t, 

x 350.51 i 33.92 
Ml 

LtQUtD FtOW RATE hctdl FLOW RAlE I~molcs/d 1 X 0.38068 : 12.91 

COMP. Mi 
k,/lbd* 

Nl 28.013 

co2 44.010 

“25 34.076 

Cl 16.042 

6 30.070 

c3 64.097 

iC& 58. 124 

4 58.124 

‘C, 72.151 

4 72.15, 

Ct. 86.178 

‘*C,+ 114.232 1023. SP 360.6 0.,8085 10.44 0.0005 3.75 0.0029 1.45 15.64 0.0020 0.228 2.05 0.7 

z l.0000 12.91 1.0000 7500.00 I .oooo 500.00 8012.91 1.0000 24.402 456.17 804.4 

RECOMBINED GAS PROPERTIES: FtOW RATE q 8*012g MMscfd, G = 24.402 /zB.Q~~ i 0.84 , r, z 456.17 *R, pc = 804.4 prio 

l THE t!QUtD FtOW RAlE(Bbl/dl AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY ARE 10 BE MEASURED Al THE SAME CONDITIONS 
w.SE CONDITION5 : 14.65 psi0 0-4 60 ot 

‘* PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OCTANES ARE USED FOR THE C,+ FRACTION 

TABLE A-3. ILLUSTRATING EXAMPLE A-9 
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Solution 

In Table A-3, 

Columns (l), (2) and (3) contain the physical properties of constituent 

components which are obtained from Table A-l. 

Columns (4), (6) and (8) contain the composition of the stock tank 

liquid, hp gas and lp gas, reopecrively. 

1 (5), 1 (9) and 1 (11) are the stock tank liquid, hp gas and Ip gas 

flow rates, respectively. 

The entries in the remaining columns are calculated as follows: 

(5) = c (5)/(4) 

(7) = c (7)/(6) 

(9) = 1 (9)/C@ 

(10) = (5) + (7) + (9) 

(11) = (10)/I 00) 

(32) = (1) x (11) 

(13) = (2) x W) 

(14) = (3) x (11) 

From Table A-3, 

Total gas = 8.01 MMscfd 

G = 0.84 

T = 456.17% 
c 

PC 
= 804.4 psia 

The calculation procedure illustrated by Table A-3 in Example 

A-9 is also applicable to other wellhead separator configurations, with 

little or no modification. A frequently wed configuration, as given 

by Figure 6-4, consists of a high-pressure separator and a stock tank. 
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In such a case the stock rank gas volume may not be ignored. The stock 

tank liquid accumulation rate must be converted to an equivalent high- 

pressure liquid flow rate through use of a shrinkage factor. 

Equivalent high-pressure _ Stock tank liquid (bpd) 
liquid (bpd) Shrinkage factor 

(A-27) 

The shrinkage factor is obtained by laboratory techniques of 

by flash calculations, and its application in recombination calculations 

is illustrated by Example A-10. 

EXAMPLE A-10 

Problem The effluent from a gas well was separated at the wellhead 

using the separator configuration of Figure 6-4. The flow rate and 

composition of the high-pressure gas, the composition of the high- 

pressure liquid and the accumulation rate of the stock tank liquid are 

given in Table A-4. 

Calculate the total gas produced, its composition, 

specific gravity, pseudo-critical temperature and pseudo-critical 

pressure. 

Solution The calculation procedure for this example is the same as 

that for Example A-9, except for the following changes: 

(flash calculations) 
= o.7829 bbl stock tank liquid 

bbl high-pressure liquid 
Shrinkage factor 

From Equation (A-27) 

Stock tank liquid _ 58.58 = ,4 S2 
Equivalent hp liquid = Shrinkage factor 0.7829 * 

In Table A-4, 

Column (4) contains the composition of the high-pressure liquid. 

1 (5) is the calculated equivalent hp liquid. 

Columns (8) and (9) remain blank. 



IWOLAL RECOMBINATi01Y CALCULATIONS 

WELL LOCATION FIELD POOL OATE SAWLED- 

WARAlOR CONDIIIONS HP SEP. 1035 prig, -!&&‘F 1P SEP.- psi,, L ‘F 

@ARATOR PRODUCTS HP GAS 5o05- o Mrcfd LPGAS - Mscfd 

1IQulo: STOCK TANK _ 58.58 W/d ItP 74.82 Bbl/d LP - Bbl/d 

KQuj~D FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS* 4 STOCK ,ANK 0, HP &, or LP 0 1IOUIDJ 

MOLECULAR WEIGH1 OF LIQUID, Mu = 133.0 , SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF LIQUIO, St, = 0.79 

LlQUlD FLOW RATE Imoler/d 1 i Sk 
FLOW RATEiBbl/dl x - * 350.51 : 155.77 

ML 
LlQUlD FLOW RATE IMsrtdl FLOW RATE lmol.r/d 1 * 0.38068 59.30 

CYmr. illi ‘li Pri 
Ib,/lbnole ‘R c-0 ,.;p& M,.Cfd ,,$yGN MlCld ,,;y,, M,ctd rn.rld x; liMi x,T,, liP<i 

k 2a.013 227.27 3P3.0 0.0050 0.30 0.0050 25.02 - 25.32 0.0050 0.140 1.14~ 2.5 

0650 325.32 - - 327.42 0.0647 

z LOOGO 59.30 l.OGOG 5005.00 1.000~ - 5064.30 10030 21.063 395.79 726.4 
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From Table A-4, 

Total gas = 5.005 Mscfd 

G = 0.73 

Tc 
= 395.79% 

PC 
= 726.40 psia 

In some instances,the flow rate of the high-pressure liquid 

may be measured directly. The above calculations still apply but there 

is no need for flash calculations and the subsequent definition of a 

shrinkage factor. 

9. Gas Hydrate Formation 

Gas hydrates are crystalline compounds formed, by the chemical 

combination of natural gas and water, under pressure at temperatures 

considerably above the freezing point of water. In the presence of 

free water, hydrates will form when the temperature of the gas is below 

a certain temperature, called the “hydrate cemperacure.” Hydrate 

formation is often confused with condensation and the distinction 

between the two must be clearly understood. Condensation of water from 

a natural gas under pressure occurs when the temperature 18 at or below 

the dew point at that pressure. Free water obtained under such 

conditions is essential to formation of hydrates which will occur at or 

below the hydrate temperature at the same pressure. Hence the hydrate 

temperature would be below, and perhaps the same a~, but never above 

the dew point temperature. 

While conducting tests, it becomes necessary to define, and 

thereby avoid, conditions that promote the formation of hydrates. This 

is essential to the proper field conduct of tests since hydrates may 

choke the flow string, surface lines, and well testing equipment. 

Hydrate formation in the flow string would result in a lower value for 

measured wellhead pressures. In a flow rate measuring device, hydrate 
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formation would result in lower flow rates. Excessive hydrate formation 

may al.60 completely block flow lines and surface equipment. 

In sLmmary, conditions promoting hydrate formation are; 

Primary conditions: 

a. Gas must be at or below its water dew point 

with "free" water present, 

b. Low temperature, 

ce High pressure. 

Secondary conditions: 

a. High velocities, 

b. Pressure pulsations, 

c. Any type of agitstfon, 

d. Presence of H,S and of CO,, 

6. Introduction of a small hydrate crystal. 

h rigorous technique for the prediction of conditions for 

hydrate formation involves the use of vapour-liquid equilibrium 

constants (Katz et al., 1959, p. 210). The calculations are analogoUs 

to dew point calculations for multi-component mixtures. 

A practical technique for predicting hydrate formation 

conditions is illustrated in Examples A-11 and A-12 (GPSA Engineering 

Data Book, 1974). 

For the purpose of gas well testing it is convenient to divide 

hydrate formation into two categories: (1) hydrate formation due to a 

decrease in temperature, with no sudden pressure drop, such as in the 

flow,string or surface lines and (2) hydrate formation where a sudden 

expansion occurs such as in flow provers, orifices, back-pressure 

regulators or ckokes. Both categories are reviewed with emphasis tin 

the prediction of occurrence of hydrates prior to testing. 

1. Hydrate formation in the flow string and surface lines. 

hs mentioned above, free water is essential to hydrate formation. Free 

water is almost certain to be present during well resting since gas 

reservoirs are essentially water saturated and a decrease in temperature 

results in a lower solubility of water in gas. The hydrate temperature 

depends on the pressure and composition, reflected by its gravity, of 
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the gas. Figure A-l.2 gives approximate values of the hydrate temperature 

as a function of pressure and specific gravity. Hydrates will form 

whenever temperature and pressure plot to the left ef the hydrate 

formation line for the gas in question. 

The application of Figure A-12 is illustrated by Example A-11. 

EXAMPLE A-11 

Problem 

a. A gas of specific gravity 0.8 is at a prMsure of 1000 psia. To 

what extent can the temperature be lowered without hydrate formation, 

assuming presen,ce of free water? 

b. A gas of specific gravity 0.8 is at a temperature of SOOF. What is 

the pressure above which hydrates could be expected to fan, 

assuming presence of free water? 

Solution 

a. From Figure A-12, at a specific gravity of 0.8 and a pressure of 

1000 psia, hydrate temperature = 66’F. 

Hydrates may form at or below 66’F. 

b. From Figure A-12, at a specific gravity of 0.8 and a temperature 

of 50°F, pressure = 275 psia. 

Hydrates may form at or above 275 psia. 

Figure A-12 is applicable only to sweet natural gases. For 

sour gases, it may be used, keeping In mind that the presence of HZS 

and CO, will increase the hydrate temperature and reduce the pressure 

above which hydrates will form. In simple words, the presence of H,S 

or co, enhanc& the possibility of hydrate formation. 

2. Hydrate formation in flow provers, orifices and back- 

pressure regulators. Sudden expansion in one of these devices is 

accompanied by a temperature drop which may cause hydrate formation. 

Figures A-13 to A-17 may be used to approximate the conditions for 

hydrate formation. The limitations of Figure A-12, discussed above, 

also apply to Figures A-13 to A-17. Figures A-13 to A-17 may be used 
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for gases with intermediate specific gravity by linear interpolation, 

The use of these figures is illustrated hy Example A-12. 

EXAMPLE A-12 

Problem 

a. How much may a 0.8 gravity gas at 1000 psia and lOOoF be expanded 

without hydrate formation, assuming presence of free water? 

b. How much may a 0.8 gravity gas at 800 psia and lOOoF be expanded 

without hydrate formation, assuming presence of free water? 

C. A 0.8 gravity gas is to be expanded from 1000 psia to 440 psia. 

What is the minimum fnicial temperature that will permit 

expansion without danger of hydrates? 

Solution 

a. In Figure A-15, intersection of the 1000 psia initial pressure line 

and the lOOoF initial temperature line gives a final pfesatlre of 

440 psia. Hence the gas may be expanded to 440 psia without a 

possibility of hydrate formation. 

b. In Figure A-14, the 100% initial temperature curve does not 

Intersect the 800 psia initial pressure line. Hence the gases may 

be expanded to atmospheric pressure without hydrate formation. 

C. In Figure A-15, intersection of the 1000 psia initial pressure line 

and the 440 psia final pressure line gives an initial temperature of 

lOOoF. Hence 100% is the minimum initial temperature to avoid 

hydrate formation. 
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APPENDIX B 

CALCITW~TION OF BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURES IN GAS wmu 

In order to estimate the productivity or absolute open flow 

potential of gas wells it is necessary to determine the bottom hole 

pl?@SBUr@B, static and flowing, either by actual measurement with a 

bottom hoI.@ pressure gauge or by calculation from wellhead pressure 

measurements. Recognlzrng that it is often impractical to measure 

static and flowing bottom hole pressures, estimations have to be made 

from wellhead data. 

Calculations of bottom hole pressures, for a single-phase 

(gas) in the wellbore, involves knowledge of the wellhead pressures, the 

properties of natural gases, the depths of wells, flow rates, formation 

and wellhead temperarures, and the size of flow lines. This appendix 

introduces the theory and basic equations relating these quantities. 

Various methods utilizing these basic equations, and the simplifying 

assumptions made in order to develop practical forms of these equations. 

are mentioned. The recommended standard procedure is considered is 

considerable detail and is illustrated by appropriate examples. 

Also included in this appendix is a simple method for the 

estimation of bottom hole pressures for gas-condensate wells. SWt3d 

alternative methods are described in the literature for the calculation 

of bottom hole pressures in wells where gas and liquid exist 

simultaneously in the wellbore, but they are not covered in detail in 

thk appendix. 

For convenience, the appendix is essentially divided into 

three sect ions: (1) Single-phase (gas) in the wellbore--calculation of 

static pressure; (2) single-phase (gas) in the wellbore--calculation of 

flowing pressure; and, (3) two-phase (gas and liquid) in the wellbore. 

A brief discussion of annular flow and the calculation of flowing 

wellhead pressures from static pressure measurements is also included. 

Various methods fot the calculation of bottom hole pressures, 

static or flowing, stem from the basic mechanical energy balance 

B-l 
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equation (or the first law of thermodynamics). This energy balance, 

for steady-state flow, may be written as 

7 dp + dt + ws = 0 

density of the fluid, lbm/ft3 

pressure, psia 

average velocity of the fluid, Wsec 

correct’ion factor to compensate for the 

variation of velocity over the tube cross 

section. It varies from 0.5 for laminar flow 

to 1,O for fully developed turbulent flow. 

distance in the vertical downward direction, ft 

Fanning frict,ion factor 

inside diameter of the pipe, Et 

length of the flow string, ft, For a vertical 

flow string, L = z 

u 
2 a gc 

du = pressure drop due to kinetic energy effects 

2gf i2 dL - pressure drop due to friction effects 
c 

% = mechanical work done on or by the gas. This 

term is taken to be zero in the foLLowing 

sections 

1. Estimation of Static Bottom Hole Pressure-- 
Single-Phase Gas 

The static bottom hole pressure in a gas well is the sum of 

the static wellhead pressure and the pressure due to the weight of the 

gas column (hydrostatic head) in the wel.l bore. For a static gas, the 

kinetic energy and friction effects are zero so that Equation (B-l) 

reduces to 
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dp = - & dz (B-2) 

The density of the gas, as expressed by the Gas Law in Equation (A-2) is 

substituted in Equation (B-2) to give 

ilL=- G dz 
P 53.34 T z 

The only assumption involved in the deribation of Equation (B-3) is a 

single-phase gas described by the gas Law. This equation is the basis 

for all methods for calculating bottom hole static pressures from 

wellhead static pressure measurements. These methods differ only in the 

assumptions made to simplify integration of a differential equation 

containing T and Z, both of which vary with depth. The variation of E 

with pressure is usualLy ignored. 

Aziz (1963) conducted a detailed comparison of various methods 

to calculate static bottom hole pressures. Among the methods studied 

are: 

1, The Average Temperature and Compressibility Method 

2. The Average Density Method 

3. Poettman’s Method 

4. The CuLlender and Smith Method 

AzXz (1963, 1967a) has indicated that the Cullender and Smith 

(1956) method is the most generally applicable method. It does not make 

any of the simplifying assumptions made by the other methods, It is 

applicable to shallow and deep wells, it can be used for sour gases and 

with slight modifications it is easily adapted to digital computer 

programming. Consequently, the Cullender and Smith method is adopted 

as the standard method for the calculation of static bottom hole 

pressures from wellhead observations, and is presented in detail with 

a* appropriate example. however, it must be recognfzed that the other 

methods are reasonably accurate under certain conditions. Specifically, 

for shallow gas wells with rel.atively small temperature gradients, any 

of the above methods may be used. 
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The Average Temperature and Compressibility method described 

below, although not as accurate as the Cullender and Smith method, ia 

described because of its simplicity and frequent use to approximate 

static bottom hole pressures. 

The Average Temperature and 
Compressibility Method 

Equation (B-3) may be Integrated to give 

Ez P 
P ln ws 

53.34 T i P ts 

s/2 
P ws = Pts e 

(B-4) 

(II-ha) 

where 

P = “6 static bottom hole pressure 

Pts = static wellhead pressure 

s = 2&/(53.34 ? 2) 

T = ,arithmetic mean of bottom hole and wellhead 

temperatures 

2 - compressibility factor at the arithmetic mean 

temperature and aritl-mwtlc meen pressure. 

The calculation procedure involves we of Equations (B-4) or (B-k) 

which may be applied as a one-step calculation from the wellhead to the 

sandface or as a multi-step (usually two) calculation. The average 

value of compressibility, for each step, may be obtained by estimation 

or iteration. 

The Cullender and Smith Method 

This method avoids the use of simplifying assumptions for 

temperature and compressibility factor that have to be made to derive 

Equation (B-4). Equation (B-3) may be written es 
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The right-hand side of Equation (B-5) may be integrated numerically by 

determining the valueof (TZ/p) for each of any number of increments in 

p between pts and p,,. 

In general, for limits in pressure of p, and p,, the right- 

hand side of Equation (B-5) may be written as 

y dp = $ [(pl - P,) (I,1 +I,) + (P, -P,)(I,+I1) + *** 

PO 

+ (P*- P,&+InJ] (B-6) 

where 

In = 02/p),, (B-7) 

For digital computer programming, Equation (B-6) may be used with any 

number of increments in P to obtain an accurate value of p,,. 

In the case of a two-step calculation where only the 

intermediate value of pressure, Chat at the mid-depth, P,,,~, is considered, 

Equation (B-6) may be expressed as 

P W8 

I 
y dp ti (pm 

- prs) (Ims $ Ita) 
+ 

(p,, - pm,) (Iv, + I& 

2 2 

Pts (B-8) 

Substituting Equation (B-8) in Equation (B-5) gives 

0.0375 G z = (P,,- P~J(I,~+IJ + (pws- p,J(Iws+ I,& (B-9) 

Equation (B-9) may be separated into two expressions, one for each half 

of the flow string: 
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(B-10) 

for the upper half, 

0.0375 G: = (Pms - pts)UDs + Its) 

for the lower half, 

0.0375 G 5 = (p (E-11) 
WB - Pm,)(Iws + Ims) 

While this method may be used wrth any number of steps, Cullender and 

Smith (1956) have demonstrated that the equivalent of four-step accuracy 

may be obtained with a two-step calculation and parabolic interpol,ation 

(Simpson's rule). This procedure results in 

P 
0.0375 G z = - Pts 

w8 3 (Its + 4 Im + I",) (B-12) 

In order to solve Equations (B-9), (B-lo), and (B-11), a linear 

temperature profile is assumed in the flow string. Lesem et al. (1957) 

have presented a method for calculating the temperature-depth 

relationship, but sufficienz accuracy will normally be attained by 

assuming the relatioeshfp to be linear. The gas gravity may vary 

slightly with depth but will be assumed constant since knowledge of 

this variation is seldom available. 

The following procedure is recommended for the solution of 

Equation (B-12): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Calculate the left-hand side of Equation (B-10) for the 

upper half of the flow string. 

Calculate Its from Equation (B-7) and wellhead conditions. 

Assume I,, = Its for the conditions at the average well 

depth or at the mid-point of the flow string. 

Calculate pm, from Equation (B-10). 

Using the value of pm, calculated in step 4 and the 

arithmetic average temperature, 'I,,,*, determine the value 

of I ms from Equation (B-7). 

Recalculate p,, from Equation (B-10) and If this 
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recalculated value is nor within or~e psi of the pm* 

calculated in step 4, repeat steps 5 and 6 until the 

above criterion is satisfied. 

7. Assume Iws = Ime for the conditions at the bottom of the 

flow string. 

8. Repeat steps 4 to 6, using Equation (B-11) for the lower 

half of the flow string and obtain a value of the bottom 

hole pressure, p,,. 

9. Apply Simpson's rule as expressed by Equation (B-12) to 

obtain a more accurate value of the static bottom hole 

pressure. 

The following example illustrates the use of the Cullender and 

Smith method to calculate static bottom hole pressures from wellhead 

measurement*. 

EXAMPLE B-l 

Problem Calculate the static bottom hole pressure by the method of 

Cullender and Smith from the following well data: 

Gas gravity, G = 0.75 

Well depth, 

Wellhead temperature, 

z = 10,000 ft 

T ts - 495'R 

Formation temperature, T ws = 705'R 

Shut-in wellhead pressure, Pts 
= 2500 pela 

Pseudo-critical temperature, Tc = 408'R 

Pseudo-critical pressure, PC = 667 peia 

Solution 

T ms = CTte + Tws)/2 = (495 + 705) = 600% 

Wellhead, Tr = Tts/Tc = 4951408 = 1.213 
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Midpoint, T+ = Tms/TC = 600/408 = I..471 

Bottom, Tr = Tws 
/Tc = 7051408 = 1.728 

Wellhead, p, = prs/pc = 25001667 - 3.748 

Left-hand side of Equations (B-10) and (B-11) 

0.0375 G; = (0.0375)(0.75)(10,000)/2 = 140.625 

Calculate Its: 

From Figure A-3, at a reduced temperature and pressure of 1.213 and 

3.748, respectively 

2 
CS 

= 0.593 

T 2 
I ts = 

ts CS = (4,95) (0.593) = o. 1174 

Pts 
(2500) 

Step 1 (the upper half of the flow string) 

First trial 

ABNHle 

I = Its = 0.1174 In6 

Solving Equation (B-10) for p,,,, 

140.625 = (pm, - 2500)(0.1174 + 0.1174) 

P ills - 3099 psia 

second trial 

p r = pms'p, 
- 3099/667 = 4.646 

z = 0.780 at T ms f 
= 1.471, p, = 4.646 (Figure A-3) 

I Tm L z= = wo) (0.780) _ o 1510 
Ills P Ins (3099) * 
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Solving Equation (B-10) for Pms 

140.625 = 'pm, - 2500)(0.15lO + 0.1174) 

P ms 
= 3024 psia 

Third trial 

p r = P,,/P, - 30241667 = 4.534 

2 ms = 0.775 at Tr = 1.471, p, = 4.534 (Figure A-3) 

T Z 
I _ ms ms = (600)(0.775) 
ms P (3024) = 0.1538 

In6 

Solving Equation (B-10) for pms 

140.625 = (pms - 2500)(0.1538 f 0.1174) 

P ms = 3019 psia 

Fourth trial 

pr = P,,fP, = 3019/667 = 4.526 

z = 0.775 Ins at Tr = 1.471, p, = 4.526 (Figure A-3) 

T Z 
I 

ms ms = = (600) (0.775) = o.1540 
Ills P ms (3019) 

Solving Equation (B-10) for pmg 

140.625 = (p,, - 2500)(0.1540 + 0.1174) 

P In6 = 3018 psia 
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step 2 (the lower half of the flow string) 

First trial 

ASSUUle 

I = IIns = 0.1540 we 

Solving Equation (B-11) for P,, 

140.625 = (p,, - 3018) (0.1540 f 0.1540) 

P ws 
= 3475 psia 

Second trial 

pr = p&c = 3475/667 = 5.210 

2 = 0.894 
ws 

at Tr = 1.728, p, = 5.210 (Figure A-3) 

T 2 

I = “Z ws = 

(705)(0.894) _ 0 1814 
W8 3475 

ws 

Solving Equation (B-11) for p,, 

140.625 = (pws - 3018)(0.1814 + 0.1540) 

P WE - 3437 psia 

Third trial 

pr = pws'pc = 34371667 = 5.153 

z = 0.892 at T = 1.728, p, = 5.153 (Figure A-3) 
ws r 

T 
I = ws ‘ws _ (705)(0.892) = o.1830 - 
ws P 3437 w9 
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Salving Equation (B-11) for pws 

140.625 = (p ws 
- 3018)(0.1830 + 0.1540) 

P "S = 3435 psia 

Parabolic interpolatron 

From Equation (B-12) 

P 
(140.625 x 2) = "' 

- pt, 
3 (0.1174 f 4(0.1540) + 0.1830) 

P ws - pt, = 921 

P w9 = 2500 + 921 = 3421 psia 

For comparative purpose*, P one-step calculation for the above example 

yielded a bottom hole static pressure of 3436 psia. This illustrates 

that a one-step calculation will not yield satisfactory results for 

deep > relatively high-pressure wells. On the other hand, a series of 

calculations for shallow gas wells ,(less than 5000 feet deep), as in 

Example B-l, indicates that the calculated pressures will not differ 

appreciably from those obtained by a one-step calculation. 

The above method is also applicable to sour gas wells if 

appropriate corrections are included in the determination of 

compressibility factors as shown in Appendix A. 

The solution of Example B-l is also presented in a tabular 

form in Table B-1. Presentation of calculations in such a form is 

intended to simplify data reduction and may be used as a basis for 

preparing standard reporting forms. 

A computer program c&J.led BHOLE is included in Appendix D. 

The program utilizes a third-order numerical integration scheme (Aziz, 

1967a) instead of Simpson's rule. 
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2. Estimation of Flowing Bottom Hole Pressure-- 
Single-Phase Gas 

The flowing bottom hole pressure in a gas well is the 6111~ of 

the flowing wellhead pressure, the Pressure due to the weight of the gas 

column in the wellbore, the kinetic energy change and the energy losses 

due to friction. 

For a flowing gas Equation (B-l) reduces to 

144 - dp + 
P 

f- dz + 
c c 

The energy losses due to friction, as expressed in Equation 

(B-13), constitute the,well-known Fanning equation 

dpf = 
2 f u* dL 

gc D 
(B-14) 

The kinetic energy term, II du/(2agc), has been shown to be 

negligible (Young, 1967, Dranchuk and McFarland, 1974) as compared t0 

the total pressure drop in the well bore. Aziz (1963) has recommended 

that the change in kinetic energy may be neglected in all practical 

cases of gas flow calculations. Neglecting the kinetic energy term in 

Equation (B-13), gives 

53.34 T 2 do f dz + 2 f u*'~~ = 0 
G P gc lJ 

(B-15) 

3ince the actual cross-sectional average lineal velocity of the gaa at 

any point in the wellbore is given by 

u p 0.4152 T Z Q 
PD 

where 

Q = production in MMscfd (14.65 psia, 60% 

u = lineal velocity, ftlsec 
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Substitution of Equation (B-16) in Equation (B-15) gives 

Q* dL = 0 

The only assumptions involved in the derivation of Equation (B-17) are: 

single-phase gas described by the Gas Law and negligible change in 

kinetic energy. This equation is the basis of all methods for 

calculating bottom hole flowing pressures from wellhead observations. 

Before considering the various methods for calculativg floting 

bottom hole pressure, a brief discussion of friction factors and a 

related parameter called relative roughness is necessary. 

The Friction Factor 

Regardless of the method used to solve Equation (B-l.7), 

knqwledge of the parameter, f, is necessary. This friction factor 1s 

defined by Equations (B-13) and (B-14) and is the factor which validates 

these equations. 

Much experimental work has been carried out, particularly in 

horizontal pipes, to determine the variables which influence f and in 

an effort to develop prediction methods. In recent years this work has 

bees augmented by theoretical studies. 

For rough, long tubes, as Is the case in gas wells, it has 

been shown that the friction factor can be described by: 

f = f {Re, 6/d] (B-18) 

Re = Reynolds number, Dup/u 

6/d = relative roughness which is defined as the ratio of 

the absolute roughness, 6 (the distance from the peaks 

to the valleys in pipe wall irregularities), to the 

internal pipe diameter, d. 

for steady-stare flow, the Reynolds number can be represented by 

20011 
Ke= ud 

G Q (B-19) 
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where Q is in MMscfd, u is in cp, and d is In inches. 

Of the nutnero~~ correlations published in the literature, the 

best equations available for the prediction of friction factors are 

those based on work by Von Karman (1931) and Nikuradse (1940). The 

Colebrook (1939) equation 

4.0 i0g + + 2.28 - 4,o log 4.67 d/6 i + Re K (B-20) 

is such a relationship. For values of (d/G)/(Re Jfl less than 0.01 

(high flow rates) the Reynolds number is found to have no further effect 

on the friction factor, and Equation (B-20) reduces to 

= 4.0 Jog,+ f 2.28 (B-21) 

Equations (B-20) or (B-21) may be used to predict friction 

factors. The graphical presentation showo in Figure B-l, which 

gives Fanning friction factors as a function of Reynolds numbers and 

relative roughness may be used. Reynolds numbers are calculated quite 

easily, however, the relative roughness is not so easily determined. 

Relative Roughness 

Pot clean new pipe the relative roughness is determined by the 

method of manufacture and usually reflects an absolute roughness, 6, of 

0,00055 to 0.0019 (Cullender and Binckley, 1950, Smith et al. 1954, 

Smith et al. 1956). For new pipe or tubing used in gas wells the 

absolute roughness has been found to be in the order of 0.00060 or 

0.00065. 

Figure B-2 is a plot of relative roughness, s/d, V~TSUG the 

pipe diameter, d. It includes curves for well tubing, commercial steel 

and very dirty pipe along with experimental data points reported by 

Smith et al. (1954) and Smith et al. (1956). 

Figure B-2 is recommended for quick estimations of relative 

roughness. If there is any doubt regarding pipe conditions, the line 

corresponding to an absolute roughness of 0.00060 inches is recommended. 
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Aziz (1963) has conducted a derailed comparison of various 

methods to calculate flowing bottom hole pressures. Among the methods 

studied are: 

1. The Average Temperature and Compressibility Method 

2. The Average Density Method 

3. The Sukkar and Cornell Method 

4. The Cullender and Smith Method 

These methods are based on Equation (B-17) and differ only in 

the assumpkions made to simplify integration of a differential equation 

containing T, 2, and f, all of which may vary with depth. The variation 

of f with depth stems, from its dependence on.Reynolds numbers. Reynolds 

numbers are a function of LI, which varies with pressure. Unless 

otherwise mentioned, friction factors are assumed to be constant over 

the length of the well kubing. 

Aziz (1963, 1967a) has shown chat the Cullender and Smith 

method (1956) is the most generally applicable method. It does not make 

any of the simplifying assumpkions made by the other methods, ic is 

applicable to shallow and deep wells, it carp be used for sour gases and 

with slight modifications it is easily adapted to computer programming. 

Consequently, the Cullender and Smith method is adopted for a skandard 

method for estimation of flowing bottom hole pressures from wellhead 

dbservations, and is presented in detail with an appropriate example. 

However, it must be recognized that the other methods are reasonably 

accurate under certain conditions. Specifically, for shallow gas wells 

with relatively small kemperature gradiens, any of the above methods 

may be used. 

The Average Temperature and Compressibility method described 

below, although not as accurate as the Cullender and Smith method, is 

described because of its simplicity and frequent use to approximate 

flowing bottom hole pressures. 

The Average Temperature and 
Compressibility Method 

Assuming a verkical flow string, so that L a a, Equakion 

(B-17) may be wrikken as 
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Q = o,looo k - es P2f) d5 s 
! 

aa5 
G 7 2 ? z (es - 1) 1 

p2 = p$ es + 
100 G 7 ? 5 z (es - 1) Q2 

wf d5 S 

(B-22) 

(B-22a) 

where 

PWf 
= flowing bottom hole pressure 

*tf = flowing wellhead pressure 

s = X2/(53.34 7-Z) 

? = arithmetic mean of bottom hole and wellhead 

temperatures 
z = compressibility at the arithmetic mean temperature 

and arithmetic mean pressure 

7 = friction factor at the arithmetic mean temperature 

and arithmetic mean pressure 

The calculation procedure involves use of Equation (B-22) of (B-22a) 

which may be applied as a one-step calculation from the wellhead to the 

sandface or as a multi-step (usually two) calculation. The average 

value of compressibility, for each step, may be obtained by estimation 

or iteration. 

The Cullender and Smith Method 

This method avoids the use of simplifying assumptions for 

temperature and compressibility factor that have to be made to derive 

Equation (B-22). Assuming a vertical flow string, so that L p z, 

Equation (B-17) may be written as 

1000 G z = 

I 

‘wf 

53.34 

*tf 
F2 + 0.001 (A)' 

(B-23) 

where 

p* =- 2.6665f 
d5 

‘(B-24) 
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Equation (~-24) may be simplified by using the Nikuradse friction factor 

equation for fully turbulent flow, based on an absolute roughness of 

0.00060, to give 

d c 4.277 in 

and 

Fr Q = F = 0.10337 Q 
2.502 ' 

d > 4.277 in 
d 

(B-25) 

(B-26) 

Values of Fr for various tubing and casing sizes are presented in 

Table B-2. The right-hand side of Equation (B-23) may be integrated 

numerically by the procedure illustrated for calculation of static 

bottom hole Pressures. For a two-step calculation, Equation (B-23) may 

be expressed as 

J 
P 

1000 G e = wf (A dp 
53.34 

ptf 
F* f 0.001 (pg 

( pmf - Prf) (Imf + Itf) (P,f - P,f) (Iwf + I& 
m 

2 
+ 

2 

where 

37-5 G 2 = (p,f - ptf) (I,f f ~tf) + (pwf - pmf) Owf + I& (B-27) 

Irl = 
(0-28) 

Equation (B-27) may be separated into two expxessions, one for each half 

of the flow string: 
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for the upper half, 

37.5 G : = (P,f - Ptf)(Imf + I& 

for the lower half, 

31.5 G; = (pwf - P,f) (Iwf + Imf) 

(B-29) 

(B-30) 

Again, Simpson’s rule gives: 

P,f - Ptf 
37.5Gz= 3 (Itf + 4 Imf + I”f) (B-31) 

The following procedure is recommended for the solution of 

Equa’cion (B-31): 

1. Calculate the left-hand side of Equation (B-29) for the 

upper half of the flow string. 

2. Calculate F2 from Equation (B-25) OF (B-26), or from 

Table B-2. 

3. Calculate Itf from Equation (B-28) and wellhead conditions. 

4. Assume Imf = Itf for the conditions at the average well 

depth or at the mid-point of the flow string. 

5. Calculate Pmf from Equation (B-29). 

6. Using the value of pmf calculated in step 5 and the 

arithmetic average temperature, Tmf, determine the value 

of I mf from Equation (B-28). 

7. Recalculate pmf from Equation (B-29) and if this 

recalculated value is not within 1 psi of the pmf 

calculated in step 5, repeat steps 6 and 7 until the above 

criterion is satisfied. 

a. Assume Iwf = Imf for the conditions at the bottom of the 

flow string. 

9. Repeat steps 5 to 1, using Equation (B-30) for the lower 

half of the flow string and obtain a value of the bottom 

hole pressure, pwf. 
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(use only for internal diameters less than 4.277 Inches) 

0.10797 
Fr = 2 612 

d' 

Nominal size 
Inches 

1 
l-l.14 
l-112 
2 
2-112 
3 
3-112 
4 
4-l/2 

4-314 

Outer Diameter 
Inches 

1.315 
1.660 
1.990 
2.375 
2.875 
3.500 
4.000 
4.500 
4.750 
4.750 
5.000 
5.000 

1.80 
2.40 
2.75 
4.70 
6.50 
9.30 

11.00 
12.70 
16.25 
18.00 
18.00 
21.00 

Internal Diameter 
Inches 

1.049 
1.380 
1.610 
1.995 
2.441 
2.992 
3.476 
3.958 
4.082 
4.000 
4.276 
4.154 

Fr 
0.095288 
0.046552 
0.031122 
0.017777 
0.010495 
0.0061,57 
0.004169 
0.002970 
0.002740 
0.002889 
0.002427 
0.002617 

(use only for internal diameters greater than 4.277 inches) 

F = 0.10337 
r d 2.582 

4-314 

5-3116 

5-518 

6-114 

5.000 
5.000 
5.500 
5.500 
5.500 
5.500 
5.500 
5.500 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.625 
6.625 
6.625 
6.625 
6.625 
6.625 
6.625 

13.00 
15.00 
14.00 
15.00 
17.00 
20.00 
23.00 
25.00 
1.5.00 
17.00 
20.00 
23.00 
26.00 
20.00 
22.00 
24.00 
26.00 
28.00 
31.80 
34.00 

4.494 
4.408 
5.012 
4.976 
4.892 
4.778 
4.670 
4.580 
5.524 
5.450 
5.352 
5.240 
5.140 
6.049 
5.989 
5.921 
5.855 
5.791 
5.675 
5.595 

0.0021345 
0.0022437 
0.0016105 
0.0016408 
0.0017145 
0.0018221 
0.0019329 
0.0020325 
0.0012528 
0.0012972 
0.0013595 
0.0014358 
0.0015090 
0.0009910 
0.0010169 
0.0010473 
0.0010781 
0.0011091 
0.0011686 
0.0012122 

TABLE B-2. VALUES OF F, FOR VARIOUS TUBING AND CASING SIZES 
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Nominal Size Outer Diameter 
Inches Inches 

6-518 7.000 
7.000 
7.000 
7.000 
7.000 
7.000 
7.000 

7-114 7.625 
7.625 
7.625 
7.625 
7.625 
8.000 

7-518 8.125 
8.125 
8.125 
8.125 

8-l/4 8.625 
8.625 
8.625 
8.625 
a.625 
8.625 
8.625 
a.625 

a-518 9.000 
9.000 
9.000 
9.000 

9 9.625 
9.625 
9.625 
9.625 
9.625 
9.625 

g-518 10.000 
10.000 
10.000 

10 10.750 
10.750 
10.750 
10.750 
10.750 
10.750 

Pounds Internal Diameter 
per Foot Inches 

F 
I 

20.00 6.456 0.0008876 
22.00 6.398 0.0008574 
24.00 6.336 0.0008792 
26.00 6.276 0.0009011 
28.00 6.214 0.0009245 
30.00 6.154 0.0009479 
40.00 5.836 0.0010871 
26.40 6.969 0.0006875 
29.70 6.875 0.0007121 
33.70 6.765 0.0007424 
38.70 6.625 0.0007836 
45.00 6.445 0.0008~13 
26.00 7.386 0.0005917 
28.00 7.485 0.0005717 
32.00 7.385 0.0005919 
35.50 7.285 0.0006132 
39.50 7.185 0.0006354 
17.50 8.249 0.0004448 
20.00 8.191 0.0004530 
24.00 a.097 0.0004667 
28.00 8.003 0.0004810' 
32.00 7.907 0.0004962 
36.00 7.825 0.0005098 
38.00 7.775 0.0005183 
43.00 7.651 0.0005403 
34.00 8.290 0.0004392 
38.00 8.196 0.0004523 
40.00 8.150 0.0004589 
45.00 8.032 0.0004765 
36.00 8.921 0.0003634 
40.00 a.835 0.0003726 
43.50 8.755 0.0003814 
47.00 6.681 0.0003899 
53.50 8.535 0.0004074 
58.00 a.435 0.0004200 
33.00 9.384 0.0004167 
55.50 8.908 0.0003648 
61.20 8.790 0.0003775 
32.75 10.192 0.0002576 
35.75 10.136 0.0002613 
40.00 10.050 0.0002671. 
45.50 9.950 0.0002741 
48.00 9.902 0.0002776 
54.00 9.784 0.0002863 

TABLE B-2cont. VALUES OF F, FOR VARIOUS TUBING AND CASING SIZES 

From Cullender and Smith119561 
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10. Apply Simpson's rule a~ expressed by Equation (B-31), to 

obtain a more accurate value of the flowing bottom hole 

pressure. 

The following example illustrates the use of the Cullender and Smith 

method to calculate flowing bottom hole pressure from wellhead 

measurements. 

EXAMPLE B-Z 

Problem Calculate the flowing bottom hole pressure by the method of 

Cullender and Smith from the following well data: 

Gas gravity, G = 0.75 

Well depth, z = lO,OOO ft 

Wellhead temperature, T tf = 570'R 

Formation temperature, T wf = 705'R 

Flowing wellhead pressure, ptf = 2000 psia 

Flow rate, Q = 4.915 MMscfd 

Tubing inside diameter, a = 2.441 in 

Pseudo-critical temperature, T = 408’~ 
c 

Pseudo-critical pressure, PC = 667 psia 

Solution 

T mf - %f + Twf)/2 = (570 + 705)/Z = 638’R 

Wellhesd, Tr = Ttf/Tc = 570/408 = 1.397 

Midpoint, Tr = Tmf/Tc = 6381408 = 1.564 

Bottom, Tr = Twf/Tc = 7051408 = 1.728 

Wellhead, 
pr = Ptfhc = 2000/667 = 2.999 
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From Equation (B-25) 

F = (0.10797)(4.915) _ o 05158 
(2.441)2*612 ' 

F2 - 0.00266 

Left-hand side of Equations (B-29) and (B-30) 

37.5 0; = (37.5)(0.75)(10,000)/2 = 140625. 

Calculate I tf: 
From Figure A-3, at a reduced temperature and pressure of 

2.999, respectively 

2 tf - 0.705, ptf/TtfZtf = (2000)/(570)(0.705) - 

1.397 and 

4.977 

I 
%f'Ttf %) 

tf = 
F2 + %f'%f WZ = 

(4.977) 

1000 
(0.00266) + e - 181'44 

Step 1 (the upper half of the flow string) 

First trial 

ASSUile 

1 mf = Itf 
= 181.44 

Solving Equation (B-29) for pmf 

140625. = (p,f - 2000)(181.44 + 181.44) 

Prnf = 2388 psia 

Second trial 

pr - %f'Pc = 23881667 = 3.580 

%f 
= 0.800 at T = 1.564, 

r p = 3.580 r (Figure.A-3) 
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%nf JTtnf Zmf' = (2388)/(638)(0.800) = 4.679 

I mf = 4.679/(.00266 + (4.679)*/1000) = 190.57 

Solving Equation (B-29) for pmf 

140625 = (pmf - 2000)(190.57 + 181.44) 

P mf =,.23X psia 

Third trial 

p r = pmf'p, = 2378/667 = 3.565 

2 
mf = 0.800 at Tr = 1.564, p = 3.565 r 

(Figure A-3) 

(pmf'T,F Zmf) = (2378)/(63&)(0.800) = 4.659 

I mf = 4.659/(.00266 + (4.659)2/1000) = 191.21 

Solving Equation (B-29) for pmf 

140625 = (pmf - 2000)(191.21 + 181.44) 

P mf = 2371 psia 

Step 2 (the lower half of the flow string) 

First trial 

Assume 

I wf =I mf = 191.21 

Solving Equation (B-30) for Pwf 

140625 = (pwf - 2377)(191.21 + 191.21) 

P wf = 2745 psia 
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Second trial 

p = P&/PC = r 2745/667 - 4.115 

2 - 0.869 Wf at Tr = 1.728, p, = 4.115 (Figure A-3) 

(Pwf'Twf %I,) - (2745)/(705)(0.869) = 4.481 

I 
wf = 4.481/(0.00266 + 4.481)2/1000) = 197.06 

Solving Equation (B-20) for p,f 

140625 = (pwf - 2377)(197.06 f 191.21) 

P wf = 2739 psia 

Third trial 

p r = +.&PC = 2739/667 = 4.106 

Z 
wf = 0.869 at Tr = 1.728, p, = 4.106 (Figure A-3) 

(p /T wf wf Zwf, = (2739)/(705)(0.869) - 4.471 

I wf - 4.471/(0.00266 -I- (4.471)*/1000) = 197.40 

Solving Equation (B-30) for P,f 

140625 = (pwf - 2377)(197.40 + 191.21) 

Pwf = 2739 psia 

Parabolic Interpolation 

From Equation (B-31) 

P 
(140625. x 2) = 

- ptf 
wf 3 (18l..44 + 4C191.21) + 197.40) 
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pwf - P,f = 738 

P wf = 2000 + 738 = 2738 psia 

The above method is also applicable to sour gas wells if 

appropriate correctioas are included in the determination of 

compressibility factors as shown in Appendix A. 

The solution of Example B-2 is also presented in a tabular 

form in Table B-3. Presentation of calculations in such a form is 

intended to simplify data reduction and may be used as a basis for 

preparing standard reporting forms. 

As mentioned previously, the Cullender and Smith method is 

easily adapted to digital computer calculations. This has been 

discussed in detail by Aziz (1967a), and aron~puter program called BHOLE 

is included in Appendix D. In this computerized version of the Cullcnder 

and Smith method a third-order numerical integration scheme, rather than 

Simpson’s rule is used. FrictWn factors are calcul.atcd by the Colebrook 

equation. The trial-and-error procedure necessary in the calculation 

scheme is handled by the Newton-Raphson iteration method. This procedure 

converges very rapidly and good accuracy can be obtained in three or four 

iterations even when no estimate of the bottom hole pressure is available. 

The program can calculate static and flowing bottom hole pressures from 

static and flowing wellhead measurements, respectively, for single--phase 

systems. 

Annular Flow 

In most cases where the well is flowing in the annulus between 

the casing and the tubmg, it is possible to measure the corresponding 

shut-in tubing pressure, pts. The static bottom hole pressure may then 

be calculated as shown in Section 1 of this appendix. 

However, it is sometimes eccessary to calculate the flowing 

bottom hole pressure of *II anruler column from the flowing wellhead 

pYC.%SliE. Rigorous equations for determination of friction factors for 

annular flow are not avarlable. It is therefore necessary to use the 
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equations for flow in a circular pipe, incorporating an effective 

diameter for the annular space. 

A commonly used hydraulic radius formula may be written as 

II = 4 cross-sectional area of flow 
eff wetted perimeter 

which, for the annulus, reduces to: 

D eff = n2 - Dl (B-32) 

where 

D2 = inside diameter of the casing 

D, = inside drameter of the tubing 

Various equations, developed earlier In the appendix may now be written 

as follows to represent annular flow. 

Equation (B-14) representing the energy loss due to friction 

becomes : 

dpf = 
2 f u2 dL 

gem, - D,) 

Equation (B-15) for actual lineal velocity becomes: 

ll= 
0.4152 T 2 Q 

~0); - $1 

Reynolds number is now defined by 

Re = 20011 G Q 
v(d, + $1 

Equation (B-17), the basic flow equation, becomes: 

(B-33) 

(B-34) 

53.34 T Z do 
G P + dz + 0.0107 D2 : D, (y)‘(-&)‘dL = 0 

(B-35) 

Equations (B-25) and (B-26) become: 
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Fr Q = F = 0.10797 Q 

(d, - d,)'*612 (d2 - d,) 
, dc4.277in (B-36) 

FrQ=F= 0.10377 Q 

(d> - d$*582 (d2 - d,) 
, d > 4.277 in (B-37) 

The values of F, as defined by Equations (B-36) or (B-37) may 

be used, instead of Equations ('B-25) OT (B-26), for the Cullender ana 

Smith method for calculating flowing bottom hole Pressures when flow is 

in the annulus. 

Flowing Tubing Pressures from Static 
Casing Pressure Measurements 

In the previous sections it is assumed that the wellhead 

flowing pressures are measured directly. Although this is the normal 

practice, quite often the static casing pressures~are monitored when flow 

is through the tubing and there is no packer between the tubing and 

casing. Such static casing pressure measurements may be used, if 

necessary, to calculate the flowing tubing pressures. 

For the situation defined above, the following equations define 

the flowing bottom hole pressure. Since flow Is in the tubing, 

Pwf = ptf + ApHH + Apf 

where 

A%H 
= hydrostatic head of the fluid in the tubing 

APf = pressure drop due to friction 

Since the fluid in the casing is static, 

P wf - PCS + Ap;1n 

where 

P = 
CS 

static wellhead,casing pressure 

A&l = hydrostatic head of the fluid in the casing 

Subtracting Equation (B-39) from Equation (B-38) gives 

(B-38) 

(B-39) 



(B-40) 

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (B-40) is measured 

while the remaining terms may be calculated by the methods described in 

previous sections. Equation (B-39) Is useful when liquids are being 

produced along with gas through the tubing. If there is no accumulation 

of liquids in the wellbore, pwf calculated from Equation (B-39) is likely 

to be more accurate than pwf calculated by Equation (B-38). This is 

because the term Apf in Equation (B-38) represents the friction pressure 

drop of a two-phase system and is consequently inaccurate. 

3. Static and Flowing Bottom Hole Pressures-- 
Two Phases (Gas and Liquid) 

The preceding sections have dealt with the calculation of 

bottom hole pressures from wellhead measurements, for the case where 

only one phase (gas) is present in the wellbore. With the trend towards 

the discovery of deep, high pressure, retrograde-type, condensate 

reservoirs, the case where two phases, gas and liquid, exist in the 

wellbore becomes increasingly important. Also, where wells are 

producing significant amounts of free water from the formation, 

consideration should be given to the effect of this liquid phase on the 

calculation of bottom hole pressures, 

In the static case, if two phases exiec in the wellbore, the 

liquid phase will exist as a "liquid leg" at the bottom of the flow 

string. In this situation the bottom hole pressure must be measured 

directly with a bottom hole pressure gauge, or calculated from a 

knowledge of the level of the liquid in the wellbore and the gradient 

within the liquid phase. In the latter case, the pressure is calculated 

from the wellhead down to the interface by the normal means for a gas 

well, and then the bottom hole pressure is calculated from a knowledge 

of the liquid gradient. Since the level of the liquid and its gradient 

are seldom known, the normal means of determining the static bottom hole 

pressure in the two-phase case is by direct measurement. 

For the two-phase flowing case, in addition to the possibility 
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of direct measurement, there are a number of methods available for 

calculating the fl.owing bottom hole pressure from wellhead measurements, 

as described by Govier and Aziz (1972), Aziz, Eovier and Fogarasi (1972), 

and Govier and Fogarasi (1975). A complete discussion of the subject is 

beyond the scope of this manual. 

In the special case of gas-condensate systems the conditions 

in the wellbore are usually such that the flowing bottom hole pressure 

can be calculated, with reasonable accuracy using single-phase methods. 

This approach has been discussed by Govier and Fogarasi (1975). Example 

B-3 illustrates the application of the Cullender and Smith method to 

gas-condensate wells, assuming the existence of a pseudo single-phase 

gas of gravity equal to the recombined gas gravity, and a flow rate 

equal to that of the recombined stream. 

EXAME'LE B-3 

Problem Calculate the flowing bottom hole pressure by the method of 

Cullendcr and Smith from the following well date: 

Recombined gas gravity, 

Well depth, 

Wellhead temperature, 

Formation temperature, 

Flowing wellhead pressure, 

Recombined flow rate, 

Tubing inside diameter, 

Pseudo-critical temperature, 

Pseudo-critical pressure, 

Absolute roughness, 

G = 0.83 

2 = 6020 ft 

T Cf = 566% 

T wf = 628'R 

ptf = 1157 psia 

Q = 10.98 MMscfd 

d = 2.441 in 

Tc = 421% 

PC = 672 psia 

6 = 0.0024 in 

Solution since 6 = 0.0024 in, Equation (B-25) may not be used to 

calculate F. Instead, either Equation (B-20) or (B-21) may be used to 
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calculate the friction factor, f, which may then be substituted in 

Equation (B-24) to calculate F. 

Using a value of p = 0.0155 cp (estimated at wellhead 

conditions), from Equation (B-19) 

Re = 20011 G 4 
pd, 

_ (20011)(0.83)(10.98) p 4 8 x 1o6 
(0.0155) (2.441) * 

Prom such a high Reynolds number, Equation (B-21) is valid and may be 

used to give 

FT - 4.0 log $ + 2.28 

= 4.0 log (2.441/0.0024) + 2.28 

. . f = 0.00488 

From Equation (B-24) 

F= = 2.6665 f $ 
d5 

= (2.6665) (0.00488) (10.98)2 = o 01810 
(2.441) 5 

1 

Using the value of F2 calculated above and the procedures illustrated 

by Example B-2, the flowing bottom hole pressure is calculated as 

%f = 1977 psia 

This calculated value compares well with the actual measured 

value of 1939 psia. The more rigorous methods, based on an annular-mist 

flow model (Govier and Fogarasi, 1975), will give approximately similar 

results. The computer program, BHOLE, given in Appendix D, may be 

applied to gas condensate wells with appropriate entries for gas flow 

rates and specific gravities. 



APPENDIX C 

FIGURES AND TABLES 

This appendix contains the supplementary figures and tables 

mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 7.4. 
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APPENDIX D 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

This appendix contains listings of the following ptograms: 

BHOLE - for conversion of wellhead pressures to bottom 

hole pressures; 

P-PSI - for conversion of pressures to pseudo-pressures; 

and the following subroutines: 

FFCFLO - for use with BHOLE to calculate frictian factors; 

VISCY - for use with BHOLE and F-PSI to calculate natural 

gas viscosities; 

XLGR4 - for use with VISCY to interpolate viscosity 

tables; 

ZANDC - for use with BHOLE and P-PSI to calculate mtura> 

gas compressibility factors. This subroutine also 

calculates natural gas compreasibilities. 

The program and subroutines listings are self-explanatory and 

complete decks are available from the Energy Resources Conservation 

Board. 

Examples D-l. to D-8 given in this appendix illustrate the 

varibus options of the program BHOLE. Examples D-9 and D-10 illustrate 

the computer calculations for the data from Examples B-l and B-2 in 

Appendix B. 

Example D-11 illustrates the operation of program P-PSI using 

data from Example 2-l in Chapter 2. With slight modification, the 

program can also list corresponding viscosity, compressibility factor 

and compressibility values. 

D-l 
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DATA FOR PROGRAM BHOLE 

CARD NO. 

KODEA = DESCRIPTION FORMAT 

12 3 4 

1111 Title 17A4, A2 

2 2 2 2 KODEA, KODEB 215 

3--- Specific gravity of the gas Fl.0.4 

Specific gravity of the gas, mole fractions 
3 - - of hydrogen sulphide, carbon-dioxide 4F10.4 

and nitrogen 

- + 3 3 Complete gas composition 12F6.4 

Pseudo-critical temperature, pseudo-critical 
- - - 4 pressure and molecular weight C7+ 3F10.2 

4 4 4 5 Tubing diameter, depth, tubing length well 
and absolute roughness of tubing 4FlO. 4 

Plow rate, uellhead temperature, bottom 
5 5 5 6 hole temperature, wellhead pressure, 5F10.4 

estimated bottom hole pressure 

DESGRIPTION OF INPUT DATA FOR PROGRAM P-PSI 

CARD NO. DESCRIPTION FORMAT 

1 Title L7A4. A2 

2 
Maximum pressure, pressure increment, 
gas temperature and specific gravity 

4F10.4 

3 
Pseudo-critical temperature, pseudo-critical 
pressure, mole per cent of H,S, CO, and N, 5F10.4 
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EXAWPLE D-l. IKODEA-l.KCOEB-11 

,NP”T OAT*: 

YELL 
DEPTH LENGTH 

FEET 

“q&O” TEMPERATURE 
DEGREES F 

PRESSU&P;~A 

MMSCFD WELL 
HEAD Bm” E&b ,AS:%O, 

10471. 10471. 2.441 .0018 0.0 146. 242. 2685. 2eu5, 

GAS GRAVITY - 0.9800 

CALCULATED GAS PROPERTIES: 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL PRESSURE. PSIA - 652.06 

PSEUOG-CRITICPL TEMPERATURE. CEGREES RANKINE * 471.69 

MOLECULAR WEIGHT * 2.4.38 

***************~I*,I******************~****~****************.*****************~* 

STATIC BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE - 3961. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS . 4 

EXAMPLE D-L. 

INPUT DATA: 

IKOOEA-I.KCDE0.2) 

WELL PIPE 
Gp4sA:~ow 

TEMPERATURE 
DEPTH LENGTH INSlOE AB :OL”TE DEGREES F 

PRESSU”~~T~F~A 

FEET DIAHET~~F.H~~bGHNESS MRSCFO YELL WELL HOLE 
HEAD “K~” HEAD IASSUMECI 

10471. 10471. 2.441 .(I018 11.716 I46. 242. 2685. 2885. 

GAS GRCIVITI - 0.9000 

CALCULATED GAS PROPERTIES: 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL PRESSURE. PSIA - 652.0b 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL TEMPERATURE. CEGREES RANKINE - 471.69 

“OLECULAR YEIGHT . 28.38 

*~***~*+*****.11*************,**~***~***,*****~*****~***~**~******************* 

FLOYINC BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE * 4557. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS * 3 
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EXAMPLE D-3. IKODEA-2.KCDEB.I) 

INPUT DATA: 

YELL 
DEPTH LENGTH 

FEET 

10471. 10471. 2.441 .OOlB 

GAS COMPOSITIDN. MOLE FRACTION 

0.0 l*b* 242. 2685. 2885. 

GAS GRAVITY - 0.98CO 

CALCULATED GAS PROPERTIES; 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL PRESSURE. PSIA - b5t.Ob 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL Tt”PERATURE, CEGREES RANKINE - 471.69 

HULECULAR UEIGHT l 28.38 

*~**t***+*+********ttl********~~*****.****************~**~*~********~********~~** 

STATIC BUTTON MOLE PRESSURE - 3870. N”“BER OF ITERATIONS * 4 

EXAMPLE D-4. 

INPUl DATA: 

lKODEA*Z,KCDEQ-21 

WELL TEMPERATURE 
DEPTH FEETLENGTH INS IDE ‘I’:8 SOLUTE 

GA;Afp 
DEGREES F 

FRESS”“~E,~;~A 

DlAMET~~CN&LtWNESS MNSCFD WELL “o,;p w LL 
E 

HOLE 
HE*D H A0 ,*SS”nED, 

10471. 10471. 2.441 .0018 11.716 l+b. 242. ZbE5. 2885. 

GAS COtlPDSlTtON. HOLE FRACTIOK 

H2S CO2 
.17Db .0320 .0%2 

GAS GRAVITY - 0.9ROO 

CALCULATED GAS PROPERTIES: 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL PRESSURE, PSlA - 652.06 

PSEUOO-CRITICAL TEMPERATURE, CEGREES RANKINE f 471.69 

MOLECULAR WEIGHT ” 28.38 

~+**l~********~~~************,*****~~*****~**********~**~*****~~*************** 

FLOYlNC BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE * 4510. NUMBER OF ITERATICNS = 3 
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EXAMPLE D-5. 

INPUT DATA: 

WELL 
DEPTH LENGTH 

FEET 

FIPE Gqn~pW TEMPERATURE PRESSURE, 
8DT%AA 

WMSCFD 
yEffGREES F 

bcJJ~y! WELL HOLE 
“EAD HE*0 t*ssllNEC, 

10471. IliGVI. te*i1 .SOlB 

GAS COMPOSITION. MOLE FRACTlOh 

0.0 146. 2cz. 2665. 2EB5. 

HZ5 CO2 
.1706 .3320 A2 

.5cgh 7 .,:a, 
IC4 hCG IC5 NC5 

.D7 7 .OG79 .‘I44 .0049 .ilC62 .oEk 
cv+ 

.0391 

CALCULATED GAS PROPERTIES: 

PSEUOO-CRIfIChL PRESSURE, PSIP . 7b7.00 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL TEVPERATURE. CEGREES RANKINE - 176r78 

MOLECULPR YEIGHT m 20.3q 

GAS ‘RPYllV - 0.4803 

t**********+*l***~*******~~**,***~****~******~**~**********~~~***********~***** 

SIPTIC BUTTON HOLE PRESSURE - 3953. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS . 4 

EXA”PLE o-6. (KODEA~.3vKCDER*2 1 

INPUT D&14: 

YELL PIPE TEMPERATURE 
DEPTH LENGTH INS IDE ABSOLUTE 

GA~A~~OW P”“SS”“~;TP;~A 

FEET OIANET~~CH~~LGHNE5S “MSCFD UE!:GREES F n;g[y w 1L 
E 

HOLE 
HE*D H 4.D (PSSUMECI 

10471. 10471. 2.441 .JO18 Il.716 I4b. 242. 2b05. 2885. 

GbS COMPCISIT~ON. MOLE FRACTlOk 

CALCCILATEU GAS PROPERTIES: 

PSEUOO-CRITICAL PRESSURE* PSI& - 767..38 

PSEUDO-CR,T,CPL tEWERAfUREm CEGRCES R4NKlNE - 116.78 

MOLECULAR HEIGHT I 2s.39 

GAS GRIVITY - 0.9003 

*****.***,*~**t**t****~**~***,********~************,**************“*~********** 

FLOWlIlt BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE . 4543. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS - 3 
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EXAtlPLE o-7. IKOOEA-4rKCDEB-1) 

1047 1. 10471. 2.441 .OOlB G.0 146. 242. 2b85. 2885. 

GAS COMPOSITION, HOLE FRACTION 

“25 
.170b Mu .n:az 

* 5% .o% A7 
ICA hC4 IC5 NC5 

*DE* 
c7+ 

.OO79 &Cl44 .0059 .30b2 .0391 

PROPERTIES OF C7+ 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL PRESStiRE, PSlb = 360.22 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL TEMPERATURE, CEGREES PANKINE -1045.22 

MOLECULAR YEIGWT . 124.52 

CALCULATED GAS PRoPERTIE5: 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL PRESSURE. PSI1 * 7b7.8b 

PSEUDO,-CRITICAL ,EkPERATURE. CEGREES RANKINE - 477.61 

MOLECULAR #EIGHT . 28.80 

GAS GRAVITY . 0. P942 

*************~*****t*********,,****~~********~*************.~~*~*************** 

STATIC BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE . 3976. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS - 4 

EXANPLE D-B. tKOOEA.4.KODEB-21 

INPUT DATA: 

YELL 
DEPTH LENGTH 

FEET 
““~A:P” 

TEMPERATURE PRESSURE, PSIA 
DEGREES F BOTTOM 

““SCFD WELL 
HEAD Bw” iE;kb ,*s%~,, 

10471. 10471. 2.441 .OOlB 11.71b 1Cb. 242. 2085. 2885. 

GAS COMP051TYON. HOLE FRACTION 

H2S 
.170b .%n dt 

.5%3 A7 s3 
IC4 NC4 NC5 C7+ 

.o 97 .0079 .c144 .d% .OObZ .nEo .0391 

PROPERTIES OF C?* 

p$EUDO-CRITICAL PRESSURE. PSIA * 3b0.22 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL TERPERATURE, CEGREES RbNKlNE .1045.22 

MOLECULAR WEIGHT . 124.52 

CALCULATED GAS PROPERTIES: 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL PRESSURE. PSIA . 767.8b 

PYEUDO-CRITICAL TEUPERATURE. PEGREES RANKINE * 47f.bl 

,tO/LECULAR YEIGHT _ LB.BO 

GA,5 GRAVITY . 0.9442 

*****************************~*~*~*******************~.~~*********************~ 

FLOWING BOTTOR HOLE PRESSURE * 4594. NUMBER OF ITERATICNS . 4 
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EXAVPLE iJ*9. D*7* FROV EXAVPLE n-1. 

,NP”T OATa: 

WELL PIPE TENPERATURE 
DEPTH LENGTH INSIDE PBSOLUT 

5 

CA;SF:OW 
DEGREES F 

PtiESSUR;;T;;;A 

FEET DtAHET:~CH~~LGHNE S flMSCF0 
%i’o WY c1k ,A,Kk~C, 

lOOV0. 1vooo. 2.+41 .OOGb 0.0 35. 245. 2553. 2700. 

GAS GRA.VlTY - 0.7500 

CALCULATED CA5 PROPERTIES: 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL PRESSURE. PStA = 665.57 

~z.EuDo-CRtTtcAL TEMPERATURE. CEGREES R*NKINE . 4U1.00 

MOLECULAH WEIGHT - 21.72 

~~*t*~*****+***.******~~****“~*******,~.*.*****.***.*********~****~************ 

STATIC BOTTO” HDLE PRESSURE - 3388. NUNRER OF ITERATIONS - 5 

EXAMPLE D-10. 

INPUT GAlA: 

DATA FROR EXAMPLE 8-2. 

WELL 
LENGTH DEPTH 

FEET 

10000. 10000. 2.441 .ODV6 z.915 110. 245. 2oou. 221u. 

GbS GRbVlTY . 0.7500 

CALCULATED GAS PROPERTIES: 

PSEUDO-CR,f,tAL PRESSLRE, PStA * bb5.57 

PSEUDO-CRITICAL TEtIPERATURE. CEGREES RANKtNE = 401.00 

“OLECULAR WEIGHT - 21.72 

********l****~**~~**“********,*******~***”**~**************~**********~***~**** 

FLOWlNG BOtTOM HOLE PRESSURE - 2725. NU”0ER OF lTERbTtDNS = 4 

EXP”PLE D-11. OATP FRO” EXAMPLE 2-1. 

RE ERVOIR TEMPERATURE, DEGREES F 
GI GRI”,T” 2 

: 

PSELIOO-CRITICAL 1E”P.r DEGREES R - 
@ii 

PSEUDO-tR,TtCAL PRESSURE, PSIP . bb4:OO 
MOLE PERCENT - HYDROGEN SULPHIOE - 
MOLE PER 

s 
ENT - CARBON DlOxttIE . 8:8 

“OLE PER ENT - NITROGEN 0.D 

PSEUDC-PRESSURE 
IPSIb l *2,cp, 



APPENDIX E 

REGULATIONS AND REPORTING FORMS 

I INTRODUCTION 

In many cotintries, authorities with jurisdiction over natural 

gas production have developed regulations or equivalent requirements 

respecting the testing of gas wells. The Provinke,of Alberta regulates 

gas well testing and related titters through The’Oil and Gas Conservation 

Act. The Oil and Gas Conservation Regulations under that Act contain 

the primary req,uirements of the Board respecting gas well testing and 

the repotting of test results. Interim Directives and Infotitional 

Letters’issued by the Board Inform operators of n&w, revised, or 

supplementary requirements. 

2 TESTING REQUIRFMENTS 

2.1 Objectives 

The Board’s main objectives respecting the gathering and 

utilization of gas well teat data are to obtain reliable deliverability, 

reservoir pressure, and fluid analysis data for all gas reservoirs in 

the province, having regard for the accuracy of measurement, the 

conservation of resources, the preservation of the environment, and the 

safety of persons involved in the actual testing operations. 

The information obtained from gae well tests is used by the 
,,, 

Board incalcnlating reserves, forecasting production, determining 

appropriate well spacing, calculating allowables for both conservation 

and equity reasons, and in other ways which assist in the proper 

exploitation of gas res&-voirs’from their discovery through’to their 

abandonment. 

E-l 
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2.2 Requirements 

The method and frequency of testing gas wells depends on 

several considerations. Usually, there is a need to understand the 

pressure/production relationships of a large number of the wells In a 

given reservoir, aad to make reliable estimates of the maximum daily 

rates and the total volumes of gas which they can be expected to 

produce. In general, all gas wells must be deliverability tested early 

in their producing lives, and thereafter as appropriate for the specific 

needs of industry and government. Parts 10 and 11 of the Oil and Gas 

Cooservation Regulations deal with the initial and subsequent testing 

of gas wells. 

In connection with rules respecting the field conduct and 

reporting of tests, Part 6 of the Regulations deals with the control of 

fluids produced during testing, Parts 7 and 11 with the testing of sour 

gas wells, and Part 8 with the burning of vented gas. Part 11 deals 

with the submission of technical reports of fluid sample analyses, 

deliverability tests, flowiag and static pressure measurements, pressure 

build-up and drawdown tests, reservoir limits tests and interference 

tests. Requirements respecting the measurement of fluid volumes are 

included in Part 14, and the reporting of test production is dealt with 

in Part 12. 

3 REPORTING FORMS 

3,l Date Considerations 

The forms which are Included in this appendix contain provision 

for the reporting of information which is usually available from the more 

common types of tests conducted on gas wells. Chapter 6 gives an outline 

of the main items which should be included in a test report. In 

particular, supplementary calculations and comments showing the operator’s 

interpretation of the test should be submitted. These may include 

calculations of effective bulk formation permeability. k, radius of 
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investigation. rinv, at a particular flow time, time to stabilization, 

ts, corresponding to a particular external radius, re, apparent skin 

factor, a', flow efficiency of the well, FE, and the calculations 

of bottom hole pkessures from wellhead data. If the stabilized 

deliverability of the welLis being obtained by some method other than 

a deliverability test, the sources of all parameters used in the 

calculation should be clearly indicated. 

3.2 Sample Reporting Forms 

Samples of reporting forms which the Board recommends for use 

are included et the end of this section. For convenience a List is 

provided below. Copies may be obtained from the Printing and Supplies 

Section at the Board's main office at 603 - 6th Avenue S.W., Calgary, 

Alberta, T7.P OT4. 

Number 

EG-29 

EG-29A 

EG-29B 

EG-32 

EG-33 

EG-34 

EG-35 
o-12 

O-126 

Title 

Gas Well Dellvqability Test - Field Notes 

Gas Well Deliverability Test - Field Notes 

Gas Well Deliverability Test - Field Notes 

Gas Well Deliverability Test Summary 

Gas Well Deliverability Teat Calculations 

Gas Well Deliverability Test Calculations - Flaw Rates 

Molal Recombination Calculations 

Subsurface Pressure Measurements 

Subsurface Pressure Measurements 



ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION BOARD 

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

GAS WELL DELlVERAl3lllTY TEST - FIELD MOTES PAGE I OF- 

WELL NAME LOCATION w- 

FIELD OR AREA POOL OR ZONE 

PERF./OPEN HOLE INTERVAL PRODUCING THROUGH: TUBING a ANNULUS m 

WELL BLOWN FOR minutes SPRAY: WATER/CONDENSATE CLEAR IN ml”UteS 

DATE SHUT-IN 19 - TIME ToTAt SHUT-IN TIME hours 

t SHUT-IN NO.1 IINITIAL) REMARKS 

I 
FLOW NO. 1 WELL OPENED AT AM/PM 

- 

METER RUN OR PROVER SIZE inches ORIFICE SIZE inches 

SEPARATOR CONQITIONS: HP SEP. wig, ~ Pf LP SEP wig ,- ‘F 

CONDENSATE PRODUCTION RATE Bbl per hour TOTAL Ebl 

WATER PRODUCTION RATE Bbl per hour TOTA 1 Ebl 

FINAL FLOWING WELLHEAD PRESSURE: TUBING CASING PllB 

WELL SHUT-IN AT AM/PM 19 - TOTAL FLOW TIME - hours 



ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION BOARD 

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

GAS WELL DELIVERABILITY TEST - FIELD NOTES PAGE - OF - 

1 SHUT-IN NO.- I INTERMEDIATE) REMARKS 

METER RUN OR PROVER SIZE inches ORIFICE SIZE inchor 

SEPARATOR CONDITIONS: HP SEP prig. -- ‘F LP SEP p5ig, - ‘F 

CONDENSATE PRODUCTION RATE Bbl pm hour TOTAL Bbl 

WATER PRODUCTION RATE Bbl per hour TOTAL Bbl 

FINAL FLOWING WELLHEAD PRESSURE: TUBING CASING Pr’g 

WELL SHUT.IN AT AM /PM 19 - TOTAL FLOW TIME hours 

EG.ZPA-IO-75 



ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION BOARD 
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

GAS WELL DELIVERABILITY TEST - FIELD NOTES PAGE ~ OF- 

CONTINUATION OF FLOW NO. - TO STABILIZATION 

METER R”N OR PROVER SIZE inchma ORIFICE SIZE inches 

SEPARA.TOR CONDITIONS: HP 5EP. psig, -‘F LP SEP. PS19, ~ “F 

CONDENSATE PRODUCTION RATE Bbl psr hour TOTAL Bbl 

WATER PRODUCTION RATE Bbl per hour TOTAL Bbl 

F,NAt FtOWlNG WELLHEAD PRESSURE: TUBING CASING wig 

WELL SHUT-IN AT AM/PM I4 - TOTAL FLOW TIME hours 

FlNAt SHUT-IN WELLHEAD PRESSURE: TUBING CASING Pslg 

DURATION OF FINAL SHUT-IN hours TESTED BY (CO.1 

Et- 298-10-75 



ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVAlION BOARD 
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

GAS WELL DELlVE~ABlLlTY TEST SUMMARY 
GENERAL DATA 

WELL NAME LOCATION W- 

FIELD OR AREA ELEVATION (0) (KB) ft 

POOL OR ZONE RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE ‘F 

PERF./OPEN HOLE INTERVAL ft (KBI 

CASING ID in TUBING ID I” OD in PACKER ft (KB) 

RESERVOIR GAS PROPERTIES:, G PC L MOL%: N, - co z- H,S--- 

LICENSEE OPERAlORlCo) 

TYPE OF TEST FINAL DATE OF TEST IV- 

PRODUCTION DATA 

tX,wDtD 
anrf 

GAS PRODUCED THROUGH: TUBING I ANNULU5.n TO; PIPE LINE 0 VENT n FLARE 0 

FLARE STACK HEIGHT ft DIAMETER in 

TOTAL VOLUME OF GAS PRODUCED DURING CLEANUP AND TEST Mrcf 

EOUIPMENT LIST REMARKS 

LINE HEATER 

L.P. SEPARATOR I 

H.P. SEPARATOR I 

CRITICAL FLOW PROVER 0 

ORIFICE METER 0 

LIOUID STORAGE TANK 

I STABILIZED SHUT-IN RESERVOIR PRESSURE 1 P,I psi0 

El ABSOLUTE OPEN FLOW POTENTIAL M,cfd 

El WELLHEAO OPEN FLOW POTENTIAL Mscfd 

EC-32-10-75 



ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION BOARD 
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

GAS WELL DELlVERABlLlTY TEST CALCULATIONS 
[BASE CONDITIONS : 14.65 psi0 and bO’F) 

WELL NAME --- LOCATION _ w- 

POOL OR ZONE FINAL DATE OF TEST 19- ---- I_- 

FLOW R41F191 RESULTS 

I. ,\n 

SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS 

9 - c\p;- P,;J 

slope ” = 

RESULTS 
DISCARDED POINT 

TRANSIENT FLOW: $. - $w;t = 0,s + bs2 

N’ G, i MMprie’/cp i,e, -h = 9 + 2 



ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION BOARD 

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

GAS WELL DELIVERABILITY TEST CALCULATIONS - FLOW RATES 
(EASE CONDITIONS : 14.65 prim and 4O’F) 

CRITICAL FLOW PROVER q : 16” c P hf Fg FPV 

I I I I I I I I I 

ORIFICE METER q r 24 x 10-O C’\lh, Fob = I.0055 

c’: Fb Fpb Frb Fg 6f Fr y Fpv Fm F,b: 1.0000 

ORIFICE METER CALCULATIONS (CONTINUEDI ORIFICE METER CALCULATIONS (CONTINUEDI 

PFYNOLOS EXPIINSION SUPERCOMP MANOMEICR 

Y 

FLANGE TAPS 0 PIPE TAPS m 



ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION BOARD 

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

MOLAL RECOMBINATION CALCULATIONS 

WELL LOCATION FIELD ~ POOL DATE SAMPLED 

SEPARATOR CONDITIONS HP SEP. pig ,. __ ‘F LP SEP.- prig, ~ ‘F 

SEPARATOR PRODUCTS HP GAS hkfd LPGAS Mscfd 

LIQUID: 5lOCK TANK Bbl/d HP. Bbl/d LP Bbl/d 

LIQUID FLOW RATE CAtCUtAlIONS’ ( STOCK TANK 0, HP 0, or LP [=I LlOUlDl 

MOtECULAR WEIGHT OF LIQUID, ML s , SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF LIQUID, SG, q 

LIQUID FLOW RATE Imoles/d) q 
3 

FLOW RATEIBbl/d) x M, x 350.51 q 

LIQUID FLOW RATE IMrcfdI FLOW RATE (moles/d I X 0.38068 

227.27 

547.57 

b72.37 

343.04 

COMP. M; 
Ib,llbnOl. 

NT 28.013 

co2 44.OlO 

H25 34.076 

Cl 14.042 

CZ 30.070 

C3 44.097 

ic, 58.124 734.65 

4 58.124 765.32 

iC, 72.151 820.77 

4 72. IS1 045.37 

C6 86.178 913.37 

549.76 

665.68 

1 **C,’ [ 114.232 11023.89 

RECOMBINED GAS PROPERTIES: FLOW RATE = MMscfd, G= /Ei.%A q 1, = 

l THE tlQ”,D FiOW RATE(Bbl/dI AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY ARE IO BE MEASURED AT THE SAME CONDITIONS 

** PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OCTANES ARE USED FOR THE C,+ FRACllON 

EG-35-10-75 





ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION BOARD 
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

SUBSURFACE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
COMPANY ~ WlLl NAME 
WT.71 OF TGT LOCATION PAGE -OF ~ 

CHART READINGS AND CALCULATIONS FOR BUILDUP OR DRAWDOWN TEST 

.-._“” .,,,, ,,.” .,-- 
-- ,,,, -. ..,., ^. 

--.” .,-,.., - 

.~,.“-- ,--, -.- 

-.,. -,-_.- ,,,.,., 
..--.,.._- 
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